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Abstract of the Dissertation 

Prisonland: Environment, Society, and Mass Incarceration on New York’s Northern 
Frontier, 1845-1999 

 
by 

Clarence Jefferson Hall, Jr. 

Doctor of Philosophy 

in 

History 

Stony Brook University 

2014 

 

My dissertation explores the social experience and environmental politics of mass 
incarceration in five communities in New York’s Adirondack Park, with a focus on the period 
1975-1999.  Historians, sociologists, and criminologists have enhanced our understanding of 
criminal law and its impacts on lawbreakers, their families, and communities.  By the same 
token, environmental historians have expanded our knowledge of the dynamic forces that 
contributed to the making of parks and recreational spaces across the United States.  With rare 
exceptions, scholars in these fields have left unexplored one of the consequences of 
postindustrial decline, namely, the mass incarceration of predominantly urban, non-white men in 
penal institutions situated in overwhelmingly white, rural communities far from their homes.  
This project, therefore, seeks to begin a conversation about the many people, environments, and 
economies that have been implicated in the United States’ criminal justice system. 

I argue that city dwellers’ desire for “law and order,” and Park residents’ clamor for 
economic development, outweighed the failures of mass incarceration, leading to construction of 
a crimescape in the Adirondacks in the last quarter of the twentieth century.  Anti-prison rancor 
in affluent parts of New York pushed correctional planners to the North Country, where they 
encountered communities whose permanent residents, seasonal dwellers, history, and natural 
environment greatly complicated the state’s carceral objectives.  While many locals welcomed 
the prospect of increased economic activity, second homeowners and other outsiders bristled at 
the idea of their vacationland becoming a gulag.  Environmental regulators found themselves in 
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the crosshairs of locals suspicious of state power, elite vacationers demanding a halt to penal 
expansion in the Park, and prison officials eager to fill more cells.  In the end, corrections leaders 
hashed out compromises with environmental bureaucrats that mollified supporters and opponents 
and paved the way for over a dozen new prisons.  While escapes, violence, and unrest were ever-
present in the area’s prison towns, the free labor of inmate workers in communities across the 
region helped facilitate the slow naturalization of the Adirondacks’ crimescape.  
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Dedication  

 

 

For the men and women, free and unfree, of New York’s correctional system. 
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Frontispiece  

 

 

 

 

Clinton Correctional Facility inmate transportation officers.  The author's father, Clarence J. Hall, Sr., an officer with the New 
York State Department of Correctional Services from 1973 to 1998, is depicted third from left.  Oct. 1987.  Artist unknown.
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Introduction 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 At a 1986 meeting of the Adirondack Park Agency (APA) in Ray Brook, New York, 

agency commissioners debated the possibility of permitting hazardous waste storage inside the 

Park as an economic development scheme for its depressed towns and villages.  At the time of 

this discussion, a prison-building boom on New York’s northern frontier was entering its second 

decade, a development that had generated a wide range of emotional, political, social, and 

ecological responses.  By the mid-1980s, the Park Agency had been embroiled in protracted and 

heated debates over prison construction projects in three local communities, and faced the 

likelihood of more in the future.  As the Agency commissioners ended their discussion, Herman 

“Woody” Cole, the APA chairman and a former official at the Lake Placid Olympic Organizing 

Committee (LPOOC), offered a note of sarcasm, asking “Why not?” import toxic waste to the 

Adirondacks, since, “We already live in prisonland.”1 

 

 

 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 “North Country Towns Compete for Prisons,” Lake Placid News (hereafter, LPN), Mar. 26, 1987. 
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Figure 1: State and federal correctional facilities in New York State.  Map by Gerry Krieg.  2014. 

 What was prisonland? Writ large, it was the concrete-and-steel result of a nationwide 

crackdown on violent crime and narcotics possession beginning in the 1970s.  By the early 

twenty-first century, the United States incarcerated over two million men and women in prisons, 

jails, and other correctional facilities across the country, representing a more than 700 percent 

increase in a little less than four decades.  Nearly half were African Americans, roughly 20 

percent were Hispanics, and by the early 2000s, nearly 17 percent of all black men in the United 

States had been incarcerated at some point in their lives.  The number of penal institutions also 

grew; while there were 61 state prisons in the United States in 1923, by 2000, there were 1023 
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(not including federal prisons and jails).  Total annual spending on correctional services 

nationwide jumped from $9 billion in 1980 to $60 billion by 2007.2 

 Figure one illustrates the growth of correctional facilities in the prisonland built in New 

York State beginning in the late eighteenth century, but accelerating rapidly in the past four 

decades.  The Narcotics Control Act of 1973 (popularly known as the Rockefeller drug laws), in 

concert with increasingly strict sentencing guidelines and punishments for repeat offenders, 

helped swell the state’s inmate population from 12,500 in 1972 to over 71,000 by 1999, a nearly 

six fold increase.  The majority of prisoners in New York, as at the federal level, were African 

American and Latino, and most were drawn from just a few New York City neighborhoods, 

including central Brooklyn, northern Manhattan, the South Bronx, the Lower East Side, and 

southeast Queens.  Once overcrowding began to plague the state’s existing 32 prisons by the late 

1970s, lawmakers in Albany embarked on a prison-building spree that would leave the Empire 

State with 70 penal institutions by the end of the twentieth century.  The vast majority of these 

facilities would be built upstate, with a significant number opening in the Adirondacks’ own 

prisonland.3 

 Woody Cole’s offhand use of the term “prisonland” is instructive in helping to 

understand how state and federal policies of mass incarceration transpired in the Adirondack 

Park communities targeted for correctional expansion.  With eleven penal institutions holding 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2 Marc Mauer and Ryan King, “Uneven Justice: State Rates of Incarceration By Race and Ethnicity,” (Washington, 
D.C.: The Sentencing Project, 2007), 1-2; Sarah Lawrence and Jeremy Travis, “The New Landscape of 
Imprisonment: Mapping America’s Prison Expansion,” (Washington, D.C.: Urban Institute Justice Policy Center, 
2004), 8; Public Safety Performance Project, “Public Safety, Public Spending: Forecasting America’s Prison 
Population, 2007-2011,” (Washington, D.C.: Pew Charitable Trusts, 2007), ii-iii; and, Eric Schlosser, “The Prison-
Industrial Complex,” The Atlantic Monthly (Dec. 1998). 
 
3 John Flateau, The Prison Industrial Complex: Race, Crime & Justice in New York (Brooklyn: Medgar Evers 
College Press, 1996), 7-12; Lawrence & Travis, “The New Landscape of Imprisonment,” 27; Mauer and King, 
“Uneven Justice,” 6; and, Ryan King, Marc Mauer, and Tracy Huling, “Big Prisons, Small Towns: Prison 
Economics in Rural America,” 4-5. 
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over 20,000 inmates and employing thousands of area residents in operation by the late 1990s, 

the North Country was, indeed, a land of prisons.  However, building correctional facilities in a 

region long prized for its natural resources, aesthetic beauty, and rustic charms necessitates an 

exploration of the historical relationships forged between penal institutions and the land where 

they were built.  While northeastern New York did become a land of prisons by the late 1990s, 

that same land, its people, and its history exerted strong influences over the shape, size, and 

dimensions of the region’s burgeoning correctional industry. 

Primary Sources and Literature Review 

 Crucial to my research was the plethora of documentary evidence produced by a wide 

array of government agencies, concerned citizens, environmental organizations, anti-prison 

groups, and individual politicians whose participation in debates surrounding mass incarceration 

and prison building was crucial to shaping the Adirondacks’ penal histories.  Freedom of 

Information Law requests to the Adirondack Park Agency yielded thousands of pages of official 

documents, memoranda, environmental impact statements, reports, and correspondence from 

residents that were vital to understanding and telling the stories of correctional facilities planned 

in Ray Brook, Gabriels, Lyon Mountain, and Tupper Lake.  The APA files were particularly 

useful as they contained not only Agency documents, but also records from other relevant 

bureaucracies, including the Department of Correctional Services, Department of Environmental 

Conservation, Department of Health, and others.   

 I have also drawn on a variety of archival materials housed in academic institutions 

across the state.  The annual reports of the Prison Association of New York, located at the New 

York Public Library’s Stephen Schwarzman Building, and the Dannemora Town Board meeting 

minutes, stored at the New York State Archives in Albany, remain indispensible resources for 
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understanding penal and community life in Dannemora, the area’s oldest prison town.  The 

records of Stop the Olympic Prison, oral histories of the 1980 Olympic Winter Games in Lake 

Placid, and the papers of former Congressman Robert McEwen, all stored at St. Lawrence 

University in Canton, and the papers of former Congressman David O’Brien Martin, housed at 

the State University of New York at Potsdam, were crucial to unpacking the social and 

environmental politics of penitentiary construction and expansion in Ray Brook.  Finally, the 

State University of New York at Albany possesses the records of both former State Senator 

Ronald Stafford and Council 82, the public employee union representing correctional officers, 

collections that further illuminate the tensions and debates surrounding penal expansion in the 

North Country. 

 Even with all the foregoing evidence, it would have been impossible to reconstruct 

Adirondack prison history without the Northern New York Library Network’s invaluable online 

collection of literally millions of pages of local newspapers and periodicals, many dating to the 

nineteenth century.  Journalistic accounts, letters to the editor, editorials, advertisements, 

wedding announcements, obituaries, and other seemingly innocuous printed items have provided 

a far more nuanced, complicated, and ultimately clear picture of life in the Adirondacks’ 

prisonland than one might expect from official documents and archival materials alone.  

Together, the government records and press coverage show a correctional system that, over time, 

metastasized through nearly every nook and cranny of the region’s prison towns, and beyond. 

Though the canon of Adirondack history has evolved considerably in recent years, it still 

adheres to conventions and tropes that yield an incomplete portrait of the region’s social, 

political, and economic life.  While accounts detailing the area’s natural resources, aesthetic 

qualities, commercial enterprises, and political history prevailed through the 1960s and 1970s, 
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more recent scholarship has explored the social, ecological, and economic dimensions of life 

inside the region’s towns and villages.  Given the prisons’ relative newness in local history, it 

should come as little surprise that the area’s correctional industry draws but scant attention in 

even more recent work.4  However, there are newer texts that provide useful models for this 

study.  Philip Terrie’s Forever Wild: A Cultural History of Wilderness in the Adirondacks, 

examines shifts in ideas about wilderness among residents and visitors to the Adirondacks, and 

his newest work, Contested Terrain: A New History of Nature and People in the Adirondacks, 

destabilizes the focus of earlier narratives by exploring the tensions underpinning social relations 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 The canon of Adirondack history includes classics such as William H.H. “Adirondack” Murray, Adventures in the 
Wilderness; or, Camp-life in the Adirondacks (Boston: Fields, Osgood, & Co., 1869); also Christopher Angus, The 
Extraordinary Adirondack Journey of Clarence Petty: Wilderness Guide, Pilot, and Conservationist (Syracuse: 
Syracuse University Press, 2002); Henry A.L. Brown, John Brown’s Tract: Lost Adirondack Empire (Canaan, NH: 
Phoenix Publishing, 1988); Charles Brumley, Guides of the Adirondacks: A Short Season, Hard Work, Low Pay 
(Glens Falls, NY: North Country Books, 1994); Anthony D’Elia, The Adirondack Rebellion (Onchiota, NY: 
Onchiota Books, 1979); Karen Ann Dietz, “A Home in the Woods: Summer Life in the Adirondacks,” Ph.D. diss., 
University of Pennsylvania, 1992; Alfred Donaldson, A History of the Adirondacks, 2 vols. (Fleischmanns, NY: 
Purple Mountain Press, 1992); Patrick Farrell, Through the Light Hole: A Saga of Adirondack Mines and Men 
(Glens Falls, NY: North Country Books, 1997); Craig Gilborn, Adirondack Camps: Homes away from Home, 1850-
1950 (Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 2000); Frank Graham, The Adirondack Park: A Political History (New 
York: Random House, 1978); Philip James Hardy, “The Iron Age Community of the J. and J. Rogers Company, 
Ausable Valley, N.Y.: 1825-1900, Ph.D. diss., Bowling Green State University, 1985; Jeffrey Lanier Hornell, 
“Seneca Ray Stoddard and the Adirondacks: Changing Perceptions of Wilderness,” Ph.D. diss., Syracuse University, 
1995; Floy Hyde, Adirondack Forests, Fields, and Mines: Brief Accounts and Stories Concerning Lumbering, 
Forest-Related Products, Farm Specialties, and Mining (Saranac Lake: Chauncy Press, 1991); Catherine Henshaw 
Knott, Living with the Adirondack Forest: Local Perceptions on Land Use Conflicts (Ithaca: Cornell University 
Press, 1998); W. Douglas McCombs, “Therapeutic Rusticity: Antimodernism, Health and the Wilderness Vacation, 
1870-1915,” New York History 76, no. 4 (Oct. 1995): 409-428; Felicia Romano McMahon, “Wilderness and 
Tradition: Power, Politics, and Play in the Adirondacks,” Ph.D. diss., University of Pennsylvania, 1992; Barbara 
McMartin, Perspectives on the Adirondacks: A Thirty-Year Struggle by People Protecting Their Treasure 
(Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 2002); John Moravek, “The Iron Industry as a Geographic Force in the 
Adirondack-Champlain Region of New York State, 1800-1971,” Ph.D. diss., University of Tennessee, 1976; Brenda 
Parnes, “Trespass: A History Land-Use Policy in the Adirondack Forest Region of Northern New York State,” 
Ph.D. diss., New York University, 1989; Paul Schneider, The Adirondacks: A History of America’s First Wilderness 
(New York: Owl Books, 1998); David Strauss, “Toward a Consumer Culture: ‘Adirondack Murray’ and the 
Wilderness Vacation,” American Quarterly 39, no. 2 (Summer 1987): 270-286; Philip Terrie, “The New York 
Natural History Survey in the Adirondack Wilderness, 1836-1840,” The Journal of the Early Republic 3, no. 2 
(Summer 1983): 185-206; Norman Van Valkenburgh, The Adirondack Forest Preserve: A Narrative of the 
Evolution of the Adirondack Forest Preserve of New York State (Blue Mountain Lake: Adirondack Museum, 1979); 
and Charles Zinser, “The Impact of Leisure Homes on the Economy of the Area Within the ‘Blue Line’ of the 
Adirondack Park,” Ph.D. diss., University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, 1974. 
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in regional communities, especially amid expansions in state environmental regulation.5  While 

Terrie’s work does not explore the prison industry, his emphasis on the interplay among human 

and nonhuman nature and a rising regulatory state has strongly informed my own efforts. 

Building on Terrie, Karl Jacoby’s Crimes against Nature: Squatters, Poachers, Thieves, 

and the Hidden History of American Conservation explores the history of Progressive Era 

conservation as one characterized by intellectual, legal, and sometimes physical conflict between 

state conservationists, their affluent allies, and the often poor and subjugated men and women 

whose uses of nature they sought to manage.  Jacoby’s study of the Adirondacks reveals a sense 

of working-class consciousness at the turn of the twentieth century among locals resisting 

conservation measures designed to buttress the interests of wealthy second homeowners and 

commercial entrepreneurs.6  Though the acceleration of prison construction in the region in the 

1970s brought these tensions back to the surface, my work shows that the varying histories, 

natural environments, and inhabitants of each community targeted for penal expansion 

determined the contours of their social divisions and ensuing debates.7  Thus, while prison 

building exposed old resentments between poor and rich, local and outsider, and rural and urban, 

it also created new fissures, revealed existing tensions that lay dormant until aroused by the 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5 Philip Terrie, Forever Wild: A Cultural History of Wilderness in the Adirondacks (Syracuse: Syracuse University 
Press, 1994); Terrie, Contested Terrain: A New History of Nature and People in the Adirondacks (Syracuse: 
Syracuse University Press, 1997); and, Jonathan Anzalone, “Creating a Modern Wilderness Playground: The 
Transformation of the Adirondack State Park, 1920-1980,” Ph.D. diss., Stony Brook University, 2012. 
 
6 Karl Jacoby, Crimes against Nature: Squatters, Poachers, Thieves, and the Hidden History of American 
Conservation (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2001). 
 
7 See, Robert Bethke, Adirondack Voices: Woodsmen and Woodslore (Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1981); 
Russell M.L. Carson, Peaks and People of the Adirondacks (Glens Falls, NY: Adirondack Mountain Club, 1973); 
Glenn Harris, “The Hidden History of Agriculture in the Adirondack Park, 1825-1875,” New York History 83, no. 2 
(2002): 165-202; Harold Hochschild, Lumberjacks and Rivermen in the Central Adirondacks, 1850-1950 (Blue 
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state’s need for more prison cells, and blurred the once rigid social, economic, and political 

divisions that Jacoby, Terrie, and others uncovered in their work.   

Exploring the social experience and environmental politics of late twentieth century 

prison building projects provides a fresh perspective on a prominent theme in United States 

history.  Alexis de Tocqueville and Gustave de Beaumont, in Du système pénitentiaire aux États-

Unis et de son application en France, examined the successes and failures of early nineteenth 

century experiments in penal reform in states and cities throughout the United States.8  Since 

then, scholars from an array of disciplinary backgrounds have explored the Western shift away 

from corporal punishments and toward incarceration, most notably Michel Foucault’s classic 

Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison.9  Interestingly, the vast literature on European 
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8 Alexis de Tocqueville and Gustave de Beaumont, Du système pénitentiaire aux États-Unis et de son application en 
France (Paris, 1833). 
 
9 See, Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison (New York: Vintage, 1977); John L. Bonn, 
Gates of Dannemora (New York: Doubleday, 1951); Mark Colvin, Penitentiaries, Reformatories, and Chain Gangs 
(New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1997); William Crawford, Report on the Penitentiaries in the United States 
(Montclair, New Jersey, 1969); Donald Cressey, The Prison: Studies in Institutional Organization and Change 
(New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1961); Thomas Dumm, Democracy and Punishment: Disciplinary Origins 
of the United States (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1987); Estelle Freedman, Their Sisters’ Keepers: 
Women’s Prison Reform in America, 1830-1930 (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1981); Lawrence 
Friedman, Crime and Punishment in American History (New York: Basic Books, 1993); Larry Goldsmith, “Penal 
Reform, Convict Labor, and Prison Culture in Massachusetts, 1800-1880,” Ph.D. diss., University of Pennsylvania, 
1994; Joseph M. Hawes, “Prisons in Early Nineteenth-Century America: The Process of Convict Reformation,” Law 
and Order in American History (Port Washington, NY: Kennikat Press, 1979), 37-52; M.J. Heale, “The Formative 
Years of the New York Prison Association, 1844-1862,” New-York Historical Society Quarterly 59, no. 4 (1975): 
320-347; Adam Hirsch, The Rise of the Penitentiary: Prisons and Punishment in Early America (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1992); Michael Ignatieff, A Just Measure of Pain: The Penitentiary in the Industrial Revolution, 
1790-1850 (New York: Pantheon, 1978); W. David Lewis, From Newgate to Dannemora: The Rise of the 
Penitentiary in New York, 1796-1848 (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1965); Lewis, “Newgate of New York: A 
Case History (1796-1828) of Early American Prison Reform, New-York Historical Society Quarterly 47, no. 2 
(1963): 137-172; Robert M. Lindner, Stone Walls and Men (New York: Odyssey Press, 1946); Louis Masur, The 
Rites of Execution: Capital Punishment and the Transformation of American Culture, 1776-1865 (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1989); Blake McKelvey, American Prison: A History of Good Intentions (Montclair, NJ: 
Patterson Smith, 1977); Michael Meranze, Laboratories of Virtue: Punishment, Revolution, and Authority in 
Philadelphia, 1776-1835 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1996); J.M. Moynahan & Earle K. 
Stewart, The American Jail: Its Development and Growth (Chicago: Nelson-Hall, 1980); William Novak, The 
People’s Welfare: Law and Regulation in Nineteenth-Century America (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina 
Press, 1996); George R. Panetta, “Up the River: A History of Sing-Sing Prison in the Nineteenth Century,” Ph.D. 
diss., The Graduate Center of the City University of New York, 1999; Alexander Pisciotta, Benevolent Repression: 
Social Control and the American Reformatory Prison Movement (New York: New York University Press, 1994); 
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penal colonies often (inadvertently) gave nonhuman nature a prominent role, exploring the 

relationships forged among aboriginal peoples, inmates, and prison officers in strange and often 

unforgiving climates and environments.10  Nevertheless, up to the end of the twentieth century, 

most prison scholarship remained institutionally oriented.  In the 1970s, however, we see the 

near simultaneous emergence of the environmental movement, new legal frameworks designed 

to protect the nation’s ecological integrity and public health, and the beginnings of mass 

incarceration in the United States.11  Advocates and detractors on each side of these momentous 

social upheavals would eventually converge in the towns and villages of the Adirondacks. 

 Not surprisingly, as prison populations nationwide have begun to decline, a new, 

interdisciplinary interest in carceral studies has taken root, exploring the historical underpinnings 

and social consequences of late twentieth century mass incarceration.  Michelle Alexander’s The 

New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of Colorblindness situates prisonland as the 

intended result of policies designed to temper the growth potential of the African American 

community in the post-King era, while Ruth Wilson Gilmore’s Golden Gulag: Prisons, Surplus, 
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David Rothman, The Discovery of the Asylum: Social Order and Disorder in the New Republic (Boston: Little 
Brown, 1971); Phillip K. Shinnick, “Natural Sport, the Olympic Prison, and the Fight for Sovereignty Rights of the 
Mohawks,” Journal of Ethnic Studies 9, no. 1 (1981): 43-52; Paul Tappan, Crime, Justice, and Correction (New 
York: McGraw-Hill, 1960); and Karel Weiss, ed., The Prison Experience: An Anthology (New York: Delacorte 
Press, 1976). 
 
10 On penal colonies, see Alice Bullard, Exile to Paradise: Savagery and Civilization in Paris and the South Pacific, 
1790-1900 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2000); Joy Damousi, Depraved and Disorderly: Female Convicts, 
Sexuality and Gender in Colonial Australia (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997); James Forsyth, A 
History of the Peoples of Siberia: Russia’s North Asian Colony, 1581-1990 (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1994); Colin Forster, France and Botany Bay: The Lure of a Penal Colony (Melbourne: Melbourne 
University Press, 1996); Robert Hughes, The Fatal Shore: A History of the Transportation of Convicts to Australia, 
1787-1868 (New York: Vintage, 1988); David Mackay, A Place of Exile: The European Settlement of New South 
Wales (New York: Oxford University Press, 1986); David Neal, The Rule of Law in a Penal Colony: Law and 
Politics in Early New South Wales (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002); Stephen Nicholas, ed., Convict 
Workers: Reinterpreting Australia’s Past (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989); Deborah Oxley, Convict 
Maids: The Forced Migration of Women to Australia (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996); and A.G.L. 
Shaw, Convicts and the Colonies: A Study of Penal Transportation from Great Britain and Ireland to Australia and 
Other Parts of the British Empire (Irish Historical Press, 1998). 
 
11 See, Rose Braz and Craig Gilmore, “Joining Forces: Prisons and Environmental Justice in Recent California 
Organizing,” Radical History Review 96 (Fall 2006): 95-111. 
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Crisis, and Opposition in Globalizing California explores the tangled social and racial politics of 

mass incarceration as they developed in 1980s and 1990s California.  Their studies have 

sharpened my own understandings of how mass incarceration functioned as a social process 

carrying both large-scale historical consequences and an array of specific, discrete, and 

seemingly miniscule effects that reverberate among the inmates, families, officers, communities, 

and environments implicated in the nation’s prisonland.12    

The presence of prisons in remote, rural locales like the Adirondacks, far from inmates’ 

families and homes, was not accidental, though few scholars have examined the environment’s 

role in prisonland politics.  By the late twentieth century, the North Country’s eleven prisons 

served both as a nexus of state power and as a significant source of locals’ livelihoods.  Peter 

Redfield explored the role of nature in the construction of penal colonies and rocket bases in 

French Guiana in Space in the Tropics: From Convicts to Rockets in French Guiana.! W. David 

Lewis attempted a similar task in his article “Fiasco in the Adirondacks: The Early History of 

Clinton Prison at Dannemora, 1844-1861,” briefly examining the relationship between the 

Adirondack environment and construction of the region’s first state prison.! While not 

environmental histories per se, each of these works provide a useful framework for my 
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12 See, Michelle Alexander, The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of Colorblindness (New York: The 
New Press, 2010); Robert Chase, “’Slaves of the State’ Revolt: Southern Prison Labor and a Prison-Made Civil 
Rights Movement,” in Robert Zieger, ed., Life and Labor in the New South (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 
2012); Mary Ellen Curtin, “State of the Art: The New Prison History,” Labor 8, no. 3 (2011): 97-108; Mary Gibson, 
“Global Perspectives on the Birth of the Prison,” review essay, American Historical Review 116, no. 4 (Oct. 2011): 
1040-1063; Leon Fink, “Editor’s Introduction,” Labor 8, no. 3 (2011): 1-3 Marie Gottschalk, The Prison and the 
Gallows: The Politics of Mass Incarceration in America (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006); Rebecca 
Hill, “’The Common Enemy Is the Boss and the Inmate’: Police and Prison Guard Unions in New York in the 1970s 
and 1980s,” Labor 8, no. 3 (2011): 65-96; Talitha LeFlouria, “’The Hand that Rocks the Cradle Cuts Cordwood’: 
Exploring Black Women’s Lives and Labor in Georgia’s Convict Camps, 1865-1917,” Labor 8, no. 3 (2011): 47-63; 
Alex Lichtenstein, “A ‘Labor History’ of Mass Incarceration,” Labor 8, no. 3 (2011): 5-14; Heather Ann Thompson, 
“Rethinking Working Class Struggle through the Lens of the Carceral State: Toward a Labor History of Inmates and 
Guards,” Labor 8, no. 3 (2011): 15-45; Tom Wicker, A Time to Die: The Attica Prison Revolt (New York: Crown, 
1975); and, Ruth Wilson Gilmore, Golden Gulag: Prisons, Surplus, and Opposition in Globalizing California 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2007). 
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exploration of the connections among nonhuman nature, prisons, inmates, officers, and their 

surrounding communities.13   

Finally, since its inception over four decades ago, the intellectual scope of environmental 

history has broadened from the realm of conservation policy and park building to include 

questions involving cities, health, race, gender, and culture, among others.14 Among a vast sea of 

scholarship, Richard White’s The Organic Machine: The Remaking of the Columbia River, has 

both continually challenged and informed my understandings of the relationships forged among 
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13 Peter Redfield, Space in the Tropics: From Convicts to Rockets in French Guiana (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 2000); W. David Lewis, “Fiasco in the Adirondacks: The Early History of Clinton Prison at 
Dannemora, 1844-1861,” New York History 49, no. 3 (1968): 284-305; on labor issues, see, John Conley, “Prisons, 
Production, and Profit: Reconsidering the Importance of Prison Industries,” Journal of Social History 14, no. 2 
(1980): 257-275; Sylvia Kronstadt, “The Prison Guards: An Unhappy Lot,” New York Affairs 2, no. 2 (1974): 60-77; 
Rebecca McLennan, “Punishment’s ‘Square Deal’: Prisoners and Their Keepers in 1920s New York,” Journal of 
Urban History 29, no. 5 (2003): 567-619; Andrew Peterson, “Deterring Strikes by Public Employees: New York’s 
Two-for-One Salary Penalty and the 1979 Prison Guard Strike,” Industrial and Labor Relations Review 34, no. 4 
(July 1981): 545-562; and Lynn Zimmer & James Jacobs, “Challenging the Taylor Law: Prison Guards on Strike,” 
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Architecture and the National Park Service (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1999); William Cronon, 
Nature’s Metropolis: Chicago and the Great West (New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 1991); Mark Harvey, A Symbol 
of Wilderness: Echo Park and the American Conservation Movement (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 
2000); Paul Josephson, Industrialized Nature: Brute Force Technology and the Transformation of the Natural 
World (Shearwater Books, 2002); Frieda Knobloch, The Culture of Wilderness: Agriculture as Colonization in the 
American West (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1996); Carsten Lien, Olympic Battleground: The 
Power Politics of Timber Preservation (San Francisco: Sierra Club Books, 1991); Chris Magoc, Yellowstone: The 
Creation and Selling of an American Landscape (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1999); Leo Marx, 
The Machine in the Garden: Technology and the Pastoral Ideal in America (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1964); Kathy Mason, Natural Museums: U.S. National Parks, 1872-1916 (East Lansing: Michigan State University 
Press, 2004); Linda F. McClelland, Building the National Parks: Historic Landscape Design of the National Park 
Service (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1993); Chad Montrie, “’I Think Less of the Factory than of My 
Native Dell’: Labor, Nature, and the Lowell ‘Mill Girls,’” Environmental History 9, no. 2 (April 2004): 275-295; 
James Pritchard, Preserving Yellowstone’s Natural Conditions: Science and the Perception of Nature (Lincoln: 
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in Shenandoah National Park,” Environmental History 6, no. 1 (Jan. 2001): 95-117; Donna Rilling, “Sylvan 
Enterprise and the Philadelphia Hinterland, 1790-1860,” Pennsylvania History 67, no. 2 (Spring 2000): 194-217; 
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modern infrastructure and nonhuman nature.  Two points in particular are worth mentioning.  

First, White asserts,  

Planning is an exercise of power, and in a modern state much real power is suffused with 
boredom.  The agents of planning are usually boring; the planning process is boring; the 
implementation of plans is always boring.  In a democracy boredom works for 
bureaucracies and corporations as smell works for a skunk.  It keeps danger away.  Power 
does not have to be exercised behind the scenes.  It can be open.  The audience is asleep.  
The modern world is forged amidst our inattention.15 

 
Exploring the mountains of memoranda, reports, and correspondence produced by correctional 

planners, it might be easy to accept White’s cynical view of state power.  However, my work 

reveals an empowered and engaged public, ranging from state officials, local politicians, 

homeowners, and inmates all the way to local soils, waters, wildlife, and mountainsides as active 

and vital participants in the planning of penal institutions.  Key players’ attention to detail, 

whether in determining how to treat prison sewage or the best way to scale a razor wire fence, 

informed the social experience of mass incarceration in Adirondack prison towns from the 

planning stages and beyond.  More often than not, the often unpredictable plans of human and 

nonhuman nature outside the realm of “planning” were vital to the shaping and building of the 

North Country’s prisonland. 

 Second, White writes of the Columbia River, “no matter how much we have created 

many of its spaces and altered its behavior, it is still tied to larger organic cycles beyond our 

control.”16  Prisons in the Adirondacks, as we will see, were not immune to the dynamic forces 

of climate, nonhuman nature, and a population whose understandings of both their environment’s 

“organic cycles” and of the very nature of “control” were often impossible to predict.  As the 
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15 Richard White, The Organic Machine: The Remaking of the Columbia River (New York: Hill and Wang, 1995), 
64. 
 
16 White, The Organic Machine, 112. 
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decades passed and the region’s prisonland grew, these seemingly anti-natural and highly 

artificial correctional institutions would undergo a long process of naturalization, thanks in no 

small measure to the innumerable hours spent by largely non-white inmates working on, 

repairing, and creating the very artificial infrastructure that helped give meaning to the area’s 

nature.17   
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17 On race and environmental history, see, Robert Bullard, Dumping in Dixie: Race, Class, and Environmental 
Quality (Westview Press, 3rd ed., 2000); Susan Clayton & Susan Opotow, eds., Identity and the Natural 
Environment: The Psychological Significance of Nature (Boston: MIT Press, 2004); Luke Cole & Sheila Foster, 
Environmental Racism and the Rise of the Environmental Justice Movement (New York: New York University 
Press, 2001); Giovanna di Chiro, “Nature as Community: The Convergence of Environment and Social Justice,” in 
William Cronon, ed., Uncommon Ground: Rethinking the Human Place in Nature (New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 
1995); Andrew Hurley, Environmental Inequalities: Class, Race, and Industrial Pollution in Gary, Indiana, 1945-
1980 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1995); and Carolyn Merchant, “Shades of Darkness: Race 
and Environmental History,” Environmental History 8, no. 3 (July 2003): 380-394. 
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Figure 2: Federal and State Correctional Facilities in Northeastern New York.  Map by Gerry Krieg, 2014. 

 

Chapter Summary 

In the chapters that follow, I will explore the social, environmental, political, and 

economic dimensions of prison building projects in five Adirondack Park communities, 

highlighting how each township’s history, nature, and socioeconomic divisions shaped the 

penitentiaries’ planning and long-term development.  Chapter 1 explores how the first two 

decades of operations at Clinton State Prison, opened in an unpopulated corner of the 

Adirondacks in 1845, helped establish a framework for correctional expansion in the 
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Adirondacks over a century later.  Viewed simultaneously as a way to deal with overcrowding at 

Sing Sing and Auburn, as an economic development scheme for the isolated region, and as an 

innovative experiment in humane inmate rehabilitation, Clinton came under immediate scrutiny 

by the Prison Association of New York, whose inspections uncovered a penal institution and 

healthful natural environment working in tandem to achieve reform.  By the 1850s and 1860s, 

however, reformers discovered failing prison industries, increasing numbers of escapes, and 

punishments bordering on torture.  As the village of Dannemora grew around the prison, and as a 

massive wall, guard towers, and gun turrets surrounded the prisoners, the reform impulses of 

Clinton’s early years became lost to history.  When confronted with another overcrowding crisis 

in the early 1970s, prison planners’ desperate search for cell space landed them back in the North 

Country.  Unlike 1845, however, correctional officials had to contend with an array of 

environmental regulations and permanent and seasonal residents whose class positions and 

relationships with nature determined their support or opposition to prison expansion.  

Nevertheless, critics and advocates alike shared a strong desire not to become a second 

Dannemora. 

Chapter 2 delves into the complicated political and bureaucratic maneuvering that 

resulted in both a state and federal prison opening in the Essex County hamlet of Ray Brook 

during the run-up to the 1980 Winter Olympics in nearby Lake Placid.  These penitentiaries, 

though, were the unintended consequence of a series of seemingly unsolvable dilemmas at the 

federal, state, and local levels in the early 1970s.  A nationwide recession coincided with a 

renewed commitment from politicians to crack down on narcotics and violent crime.  As the 

nation’s prisons burst at the seams, correctional officials’ efforts to build new cells met 

resistance from homeowners reluctant to have inmates as neighbors and the reality of 
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environmental laws designed to mitigate developments’ ecological impacts.  In the Adirondacks, 

Olympic organizers’ efforts to use Ray Brook’s former tuberculosis hospital for athletes’ housing 

met competition from other cash-strapped bureaucracies also seeking to control the facility.  

Eventually, the state Corrections Department reopened the hospital as a minimum-security prison 

camp in September 1976.  Olympic officials then partnered with the federal Bureau of Prisons to 

seize 155 acres of Forest Preserve land in Ray Brook and build a new facility to first house 

athletes and reopen as a federal medium-security prison.  While most locals were unalarmed by 

the state’s penal conversion of a familiar institution, the radical environmental transformations, 

ecological damage, and threats to public health from construction of the federal prison 

engendered bitterness and alienation among the same homeowners.  The confluence of 

international athletics and mass incarceration also inspired a global protest movement that shone 

a harsh light on American criminal justice policies.  After 1980, hope that both prisons might 

seamlessly integrate into Ray Brook were dashed by frequent escapes, violence, unrest, and labor 

troubles.  As the two prisons came to resemble each other, though, the prisons’ early history 

remained the primary factor driving residents’ feelings of acceptance or alienation. 

Inspired by the prisons in Ray Brook, state correctional planners continued their search 

for space in the Adirondacks, arriving in May 1981 in the Franklin County hamlet of Gabriels, 

which is the subject of chapter 3.  After efforts to stem overcrowding by building prisons in New 

York City’s suburbs encountered stiff resistance from affluent homeowners, Gabriels’ former 

Catholic tuberculosis hospital, owned by Paul Smith’s College, seemed like a safe alternative.  

However, many of those same wealthy suburbanites owned second homes in Gabriels and sought 

to prevent the property’s sale for use as a minimum-security prison camp.  For fifteen months, a 

well-funded and well-organized anti-prison movement, aided by sympathetic allies at the 
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Adirondack Park Agency, successfully delayed and nearly prevented the prison’s opening.  After 

the facility opened in August 1982, however, an unexpected transformation occurred.  Though 

the Gabriels penitentiary, like its sibling institutions in Ray Brook and Dannemora, experienced 

escapes, unrest, and occasional violence, the invaluable labor of its prisoner work crews on 

countless outdoor conservation and public works projects across the region helped soften the 

views of even the harshest critics.  By the time New York announced Gabriels’ closure in 2009, 

nearly the entire community turned out to rally in its defense.  The prison’s former critics 

understood the value of inmate labor in repairing and preserving the recreational infrastructure 

that gave meaning to their understanding and uses of Adirondack nature.  In a sense, then, area 

residents had unwittingly incorporated a once reviled institution into their recreation-oriented 

vision of the Adirondack Park’s meaning.  

In chapter 4, we turn to the Clinton County hamlet of Lyon Mountain, located seven 

miles west of Dannemora, whose iron ore mines for nearly two centuries fed the nation’s steel 

industry.  The departure of Republic Steel in 1967 left this former company town’s 800 residents 

with rundown infrastructure, a devastated natural environment, and no other viable industry.  

Difficulty securing private capital to invest in the isolated hamlet delayed reconstruction of 

roads, sewers, and water systems well into the 1980s.  At the same time, the development-

minded town board’s apparent willingness to sell its vast natural resources to the highest bidder 

inspired resistance from residents determined to safeguard their community’s environmental and 

public health against new corporate threats.  The Corrections Department’s June 1983 decision to 

reopen Lyon Mountain’s shuttered public school as a minimum-security prison, therefore, met an 

ambivalent response from most locals.  While acclimated to living in close proximity to a state 

penitentiary, most homeowners felt little joy in becoming a prison town.  Nevertheless, residents 
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and board members expected public investment in the new correctional facility to include 

funding for the community’s decaying infrastructure.  The Corrections Department, for its part, 

limited its spending only to the prison, leaving town leaders and residents to apply for outside 

grants and loans, employ inmate labor, and find other alternative solutions to reverse the damage 

of decades of corporate control.  The prison, meanwhile, functioned quietly and largely without 

incident during its nearly thirty years of operation, allowing Lyon Mountain’s largely retired 

population to live in a serene and peaceful postindustrial community. 

Finally, chapter 5 traces the nearly twenty-year struggle among political leaders and 

residents in the Franklin County village of Tupper Lake to attract a state prison to their 

community.  By 1980, Tupper Lake’s long dominant logging and tourist trades were in a tailspin, 

encouraging local officials to look on Ray Brook’s apparent good fortune as a source of 

inspiration.  While early efforts to attract a correctional facility involved a complex scheme to 

revive the logging trade through construction of a combined wood-burning electric plant and 

penal institution, by the mid 1980s, local politicians and area prison employees (some of whom 

worked in Ray Brook, Gabriels, Lyon Mountain, and Dannemora) decided on a penitentiary as a 

new, stand alone industry for their struggling community.  However, as at Ray Brook and 

Gabriels, residents and second homeowners invested in preserving the area’s aesthetic qualities 

and recreational character resisted the proposal, exploiting fears of the AIDS virus, warning of 

environmental damage, and asking locals whether they wanted Tupper Lake to become another 

Dannemora.  Numerous rejections of Tupper Lake preceded the state’s 1997 decision to build a 

1500-inmate maximum-security prison in Franklin County, leading to a bitter showdown 

between a large and determined group of advocates, a skeptical Corrections Department, an 

ambivalent Adirondack Park Agency, a group of well-funded though intimidated local 
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opponents, and the Sierra Club, whose threats to sue the state ultimately witnessed the project 

moved outside the Park to the Franklin County village of Malone, already home to two other 

state prisons.  The July 1999 opening of Upstate Correctional Facility, the state’s sixty-ninth 

prison, witnessed the beginning of a long period of contraction in New York’s prisonland.  In 

Tupper Lake, meanwhile, the state agreed to help build a natural history museum, though its 

status as a consolation prize for the village’s lost prison is not part of its official guided tour.  
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Chapter 1 
“The Germ from Which, With Proper Cultivation, the Green Tree Shall Spring”: Nature, 

Labor, and Reform at Clinton State Prison, 1841-1865 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Introduction 

 In June 1845, as the last traces of winter gave way to summer, two inmates incarcerated 

at the recently opened Clinton State Prison in Dannemora, New York, escaped into the 

surrounding wilderness.  After eating lunch and returning to work, the men jumped the fence in 

hopes of finding freedom twenty miles away in Canada.  With limited knowledge of the terrain, 

by sunset they found themselves a mere 800 feet from the prison yard.  As darkness consumed 

the forest, the prisoners weighed their options.  Frustrated, hungry, tired, and sore from hours of 

running in circles, surrender seemed tempting.  However, their misunderstanding of the local 

environment was matched only by their appreciation for the workings of the justice system.  As 

rain began to fall, the inmates kept going to avoid almost certain punishment.  Amidst a violent 

thunderstorm, they fell into a swamp, a “natural prison” of sorts that confined them for the rest of 

the night.  At dawn, they headed east along a road swarming with “groups of men with guns and 

sticks” out looking for them.  The inmates luckily stumbled upon a local woman’s cottage, but 

armed searchers soon arrived, striking one with a stone, while the other fled.  Deputies arrested 

the uninjured inmate, and his counterpart spent the night hiding in the woods.  By morning, “his 
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hunger was so intolerable that he came out and surrendered himself to the men who were still 

watching along the road.”18 

 After two days on the run, Clinton State Prison’s first escapees were back in the clink.  

The physical punishment that had propelled their perilous journey, however, did not materialize.  

In view of their poor health and physical condition, officers imposed a suspended sentence to be 

meted out only in the event of future misbehavior.  The threat worked, as officials noted the 

prisoners “conducted themselves with such perfect propriety as not to have deserved even a 

reproof” in the months following their brief sojourn in the Adirondack wilderness.19  

This escape narrative helps illustrate the complex relationship among the natural 

environment, correctional institutions, social reformers, and area residents that took shape in the 

Adirondacks in the mid-nineteenth century.  As the public slowly acquired increased knowledge 

of the remote locale, its vast natural resources and available lands proved attractive for farmers, 

entrepreneurs, and, in time, the state prison system.  However, as prison building began in the 

1840s, concerned parties interpreted, used, and reshaped nature to suit their respective visions of 

modernity and rehabilitation.  To the chagrin and delight of correctional officials, prisoners’ 

surroundings could be both liberating and confining.  While offering refuge to both escapees and 

inmates allowed to work outside the fence, the unfamiliar wilderness also served as a barrier to 

those contemplating a getaway.  Meanwhile, urban penal reformers’ understanding of the 

inherent rehabilitative qualities of Adirondack nature established an intellectual and socio-

scientific framework for future prison expansion in the region.  Finally, local residents, including 

cottage dwellers, prison officers, search party members, and others, found themselves ensnared 
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in a crimescape whose dimensions would expand for 150 years.20  Thus, the early history of 

Clinton State Prison sheds light on the broader social, political, economic, and ecological 

implications of increased reliance on carceral forms of punishment.21   

The Adirondacks before the Crimescape 

 The Adirondacks stretch from the Québec border to the outskirts of Albany, and west 

from Lake Champlain to the hinterlands of Lake Ontario.  For centuries before geologist 

Ebenezer Emmons affixed the name “Adirondack” to the region in the late 1830s, Eastern 

Woodland peoples including Abenaki, Algonquian, and Mohawk, traversed and inhabited the 

region.  According to legend, Jacques Cartier viewed its rugged terrain from Montreal in 1535 

after his Algonquian guide Donnacona “pointed out to him the country toward the south, 

speaking of rivers, ‘seas,’ lakes, and the route by which one could penetrate as far as the lands of 

the Iroquois.”  Travelers remarked on the region’s wildly diverse ecosystems, which together 
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would perform important roles in the daily functioning of Dannemora’s prison.  The 

Adirondacks’ high mountains, vast waterscape, abundant wildlife, assortment of vegetative 

resources, untouched forest, and untapped minerals propelled white pioneers and prison planners 

to establish a foothold in the region in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.22   

 The relative obscurity of its scattered and tiny settlements, however, left the Adirondacks 

unknown to most Revolutionary era Americans.  The majority of New York residents living 

outside New York City concentrated in the Mohawk and Hudson Valleys.  While post-

revolutionary migrations swelled those areas’ populations, the Adirondacks’ geographic 

isolation, poor soils, and short growing season kept many settlers away.  However, popular 

beliefs concerning the positive relationship between soil fertility and abundant tree cover (along 

with a corresponding disdain for barren, treeless land) created a slow trickle of migrants from 

Canada, New England, and other parts of New York in the early nineteenth century.  Life was 

difficult for farmers tilling the rocky soil, leading many toward market agriculture, mining, and 

tourism to survive.  From early on, settlers understood that long-term survival in the region 

required a range of skills and talents.23 
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Expanding settlements and increased knowledge of this “blank spot” on the map garnered 

attention from state leaders.  In 1827, Governor DeWitt Clinton warned that future generations 

would regret squandering the Adirondacks’ vast resources, especially as the state’s population 

steadily grew.  Accordingly, the legislature funded a wide-ranging scientific investigation 

designed to rationalize, catalogue, and establish control over the enormous region.  In 1836, a 

group of the country’s most prominent scientists began the five-year Natural History Survey.  

Their ambivalent view of wilderness as both an obstruction to the progress of civilization and as 

an “antidote to the evils of modernity” and “source of spiritual power” heavily informed their 

work.  In addition to extolling nature’s commercial and aesthetic values, the scientists 

reorganized the political landscape through the imposition of county and township boundaries; 

the naming of mountains, lakes, rivers, and streams; and, in keeping with Americans’ 

sentimental attitudes toward Native peoples, imprinted a supposedly Iroquois word, 

“Adirondack,” over the entire region.24   

 News of the survey’s findings inspired new visitors and migrants to travel to the 

Adirondacks.  Artists, hunters, fishermen, and other outsiders hired local guides to assist them on 

their trips, and tuberculosis patients and sickly urbanites fled the cities to breathe fresh, mountain 

air.  Joining them were executives from newly formed logging, mining, and tourism companies 

heeding the call to exploit nature’s bounty.  The area’s vast mineral deposits proved especially 
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tempting.  Local legend tells of a chance 1826 meeting in Essex County between a Jersey City 

lawyer interested in building a mining business and a St. Francis Indian who guided him toward 

a remote area containing “various and immense amounts of ore, equal almost to the demands of 

the world for ages” as well as “boundless forests of hard wood and an abundant water power.”25  

Though little known at the time of this random encounter, the Adirondacks’ ore, water, and 

forests would be crucial both to its economic development and future in the crimescape. 

The Carceral State in Early New York 

 Criminal justice policies in North America had undergone enormous transformations by 

the time New York announced construction of its first Adirondack prison in 1842.  Historically, 

law enforcement preferred public corporal punishments and executions as quick and inexpensive 

forms of deterrence.  Alternatively, inmates might be forced to row galleys, construct public 

works, or perform other socially useful tasks.  European workhouses, where paupers, petty 

offenders, and vagrants labored under close supervision, had provided inspiration for New York 

City’s first such institution, which opened in 1735.  Chronic labor shortages, however, made 

European-style punishments impractical, and officials instead opted to impose fines and often 

overlooked minor offenses.  Unfortunately, relative leniency prompted fear of recidivism and the 

creation of a permanent criminal class in a state that could not afford permanently active police, 
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court, and penal systems.  Thus, many Revolutionary era New Yorkers called for carceral 

punishments designed both to protect the public and ensure rehabilitation.  Many favored Jeremy 

Bentham’s Panopticon, a circular prison providing constant surveillance of inmates.26  

Reformation of prisoners through incarceration, work, and intense supervision, therefore, 

provided the intellectual framework for New York’s emerging correctional system. 

 New York’s first penal institution, Newgate, opened in Greenwich Village in 1796 and 

featured a prominent prison reformer as its warden.  To promote rehabilitation, Thomas Eddy 

encouraged religious worship and education and forbade corporal punishment.  Inmates spent 

their days producing shoes, barrels, linen, woolen cloth, and woodenwares in factories that 

helped ensure the prison’s solvency.  However, Newgate quickly required reformation of its 

own.  Because prison jobs were tools of patronage, corrupt administrators often obstructed the 

institution’s objectives and misspent its miniscule public funds.  As reformers’ fears of increased 

crime materialized, overcrowding in Newgate led officials to suggest establishment of a penal 

colony either upstate or in the Pacific Northwest, and one lawmaker recommended inmate labor 

to build roads into the as yet, largely unknown Adirondacks.  The state settled on closing 

Newgate and building two new prisons upstate: along the route of the future Erie Canal at 

Auburn in 1817, and on the banks of the Hudson at Sing Sing in 1825.27 

 Both Auburn and Sing Sing became notorious as authoritarian institutions dedicated to 

rehabilitation through harsh punishment and terror.  Shifting away from the reform-minded 
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Newgate, inmates at Auburn worked in silence during the day, spent nights alone in poorly 

ventilated, cold, and unlit cells, consumed substandard and often rotten food, faced violent 

beatings for minor infractions, and lived under constant surveillance.  The facility’s daily 

routines quickly acquired international renown as the Auburn system.  Persistent overcrowding 

at Auburn, however, prompted purchase of lands adjacent to marble mines thirty miles north of 

New York City to build Sing Sing.  Viewing rehabilitation as a fool’s errand, administrators 

instituted the Auburn system at Sing Sing, including vicious beatings and starvation diets that led 

many inmates to drown themselves in the Hudson.  The phrase “going up the river” came to 

embody the fear of transport to New York’s newest upstate prison.28 

 The institutional regimens of Auburn and Sing Sing closely resembled those of the 

nation’s budding industrial workplaces.  To ensure the facilities’ financial solvency, lawmakers 

in 1817 had authorized a system of contract labor allowing private firms to import raw materials 

for mass production by inmates in prison industries.  Whether producing shoes, barrels, carpets, 

combs, furniture, or clothing at Auburn, or cutting stone from the hills at Sing Sing, inmate 

workers were vital to the profitmaking abilities of early nineteenth century entrepreneurs.29  As 

New York’s prisons became public factories using forced labor for private gain, concerned 
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citizens organized to resist the terror, cruelty, and exploitation that defined daily life in the state’s 

increasingly packed correctional institutions. 

Looking at their turbulent streets and neighborhoods, New York City residents articulated 

a rationale for overcrowding that provided a foundation for action.30  They blamed increasing 

crime rates on relaxed law enforcement; lenient punishments and early releases common at 

Newgate; and, by the 1830s, terror-scarred inmates returning from upstate prisons and highly 

susceptible to recidivism.31  A new social movement dedicated to building a properly funded, 

politically independent, and morally oriented correctional system arose in 1844.  The Prison 

Association of New York had one big objective: end the Auburn system altogether.  At the time 

of the group’s founding, New York undertook construction of Clinton State Prison at 

Dannemora, where reformers hoped a penal regime centered on humane, rehabilitation-oriented 

punishment would take hold. 

“Within the yard all is alive with industry”: Inventing Dannemora 

 A variety of factors led New York to choose an uninhabited, unnamed, and uncharted 

section of the Adirondack wilderness for its new prison.  In addition to addressing rising crime 

rates and chronic overcrowding, state leaders faced pressure from skilled workers calling for an 

end to competition from existing contract labor systems at Auburn and Sing Sing.  While 

supportive of incarceration, mechanics and journeymen called for the new penitentiary to employ 
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distantly exiled prisoners only on projects that would mitigate the financial burdens imposed on 

free labor.  For their part, North Country politicians welcomed the prospect of a massive new 

institution as a vehicle for economic development in their remote and sparsely populated locale. 

What better way to heed DeWitt Clinton’s call to exploitation, and set the correctional system on 

a new course, than to employ inmate labor in the region’s burgeoning mining trade?32   

 Discussions of the new penitentiary focused on its relationship with the local 

environment.  Scientists with the Natural History Survey first proposed putting inmates to work 

building roads, operating sawmills, and mining iron ore in the area.  The idea resurfaced in 1841 

when a local resident urged Governor William Seward to employ prisoners in iron mining in 

Clinton and Essex Counties.  In 1842, the Assembly’s Committee on Prisons endorsed a North 

Country penitentiary after reviewing data indicating vast ore deposits, enlisting Saratoga County 

inventor Ransom Cook to find a site suitable for mining and incarceration.33  Thus, in much the 

way planners had chosen Auburn for its proximity to the Erie Canal, and Sing Sing for its marble 

mines and closeness to the Hudson, the natural bounty of the Adirondacks figured prominently in 

the decision to build a penitentiary in the North Country.34   
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Cook’s investigation landed him in western Clinton County.  His 1843 report concluded 

the area’s magnetic ore was “very valuable,” that the mines were “the best located…in regard to 

an abundant supply of fuel [timber and water],” and that “the soil of the adjacent country is good, 

furnishing an abundant supply of provisions at a cheap rate.”  Cook stated confidently “that for 

the manufacture of wrought iron, this is the best locality for such an establishment [prison].”  

Finally, Cook promised iron produced at Dannemora would “be put in competition with the 

manufacturers of iron in Europe,” and not with domestic producers, helping to settle the frayed 

nerves of skilled workers across the state.35  

 The state moved swiftly to act on Cook’s findings.  In May 1844, the governor 

appropriated $75,000 to build the prison, employ inmates in iron production, and allow Cook to 

acquire the land, resources, and prisoners necessary to begin construction.  Support for the 

project had been nearly unanimous.  Local lawmakers, labor organizations, and skilled workers 

from all over New York had lobbied to locate the prison “in the Northern part of the State where 

the convicts could be employed in mining and the manufacture…of Iron” and “by which our 

mechanics would be relieved from the ruinous competition entailed by the present system.”  Fear 

that the facility might compete with free labor prompted 4,500 skilled workers to petition 

lawmakers in March 1844: 

The undersigned, Mechanics of the City of New-York and vicinity, respectfully pray your 
Honorable Body to consider favorably the Bill providing for the building of a new Prison, 
in the Northern section of this State…The…mechanics would further respectfully state, 
that we are earnest and anxious for the passage of this bill, under the full belief and 
assurance that it will eventually divert the labor of our State convicts from all interference 
with the labor of any and all of our citizens, it being our sincere conviction that the labor 
of the convicts…will interfere only with goods imported, and such imported goods 
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consisting mostly of the best iron from Russia and Sweden, made by the convicts chiefly 
of those countries. 

The bill’s passage prompted parades, speeches, toasts, fireworks, a twenty-six-gun salute in 

Albany and a one hundred gun salute in New York City, “an example followed by most of the 

villages in the State.”36  The prospect of more humane carceral policies, of course, had played no 

role in these public displays of support.  Safeguarding the material interests of one class of New 

Yorkers by incarcerating and exploiting another, however, had provided a reason to rejoice. 

 Once the celebration ended, the work of building New York’s fourth prison began.  

Warden Ransom Cook purchased land containing mines “of magnetic oxide of iron, in Clinton 

County, about fourteen miles west of Plattsburgh, and about fourteen hundred feet above Lake 

Champlain.”  The heavily forested tract that would become Dannemora had, since 1836, hosted a 

total of two inhabitants squatting in an old hunting cabin.  Fear of a possible overcrowding 

emergency led officials to begin construction in the winter of 1844-1845.  Cook’s description of 

the work displayed clearly both the opportunities and limitations attached to modernizing an 

unbroken and isolated environment: 

 About the first of February [1845], the stockading of the yard for this prison was 
 commenced and prosecuted through the winter, notwithstanding the snow here 
 was more than five feet deep on an average…On the 21st of April, the erection of  

temporary buildings for…officers, guards, workmen, and convicts, was commenced amid 
a heavy growth of timber, and with nearly three feet of snow still remaining on the 
ground…The cold late spring, the want of roads, and other inconveniences incident to the 
location, combined to retard the completion of these buildings until June. 
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Nevertheless, workers finished a cellblock in April, at which point Cook left to gather his 

inmates.  At Sing Sing, he took fifty prisoners to the chapel and explained where they were being 

taken, the work they would perform, and the treatment they could expect.  Having spent much of 

their lives in a bustling metropolis, and until that night, in a brutal carceral environment, the men 

spent “a restless night” aboard a boat on the Hudson before embarking for Dannemora, the 

settlement recently named for the famous iron mining community in Sweden.37 

 By June 1845, Clinton State Prison was operating within a 15,000 acre tract of state-

owned forestland containing iron ore deposits discovered by Cook.  The Plattsburgh Republican 

highlighted the environmental changes wrought both in satisfying the demands of free labor and 

from the state’s relentless push to modernize, control, and profit from the region’s natural 

bounty: 

 As we egressed from the woods on nearing the location, the view was picturesque 
 and interesting.  Directly in your face is the new village of Dannemora, about nine 
 weeks old.  There are several comfortable dwellings standing among the recently- 
 blackened stumps; then there are block-houses, log-houses, and shanties, of various 
 qualities, sprinkled among the tall trees, presenting a wild, rural appearance; but  
 reminding one that a gust of wind might crush them beneath the falling forest.  A few 

rods farther in advance, and we are met by the tall palisades enclosing the prison 
yards…Within the yard all is alive with industry.  The mingled sound of stone-chisels, 
stone-hammers, trowels, picks, saws, planes, and blacksmiths hammering, with the 
occasional booming of the blasts, creates a din that is peculiarly impressive, as it is 
unaccompanied with talking, calling and shouting among the workmen so common (yet 
so unnecessary) where workmen are employed on extensive jobs…The difficulties of the 
location—of procuring materials over such roads—working in this region, and of a late, 
stormy spring, were far from trivial. 
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These revolutionary transformations notwithstanding, planners also expected nonhuman nature 

to assist them in guarding and reforming the inmates.  As a critic of the Auburn system, Cook 

believed in enforcing discipline only as a last resort (as evidenced by his treatment of the 

institution’s first two escapees).  He did not fear disruptions, because, “the woods rather protect 

the prison.”  Indeed, Cook asserted, the rough-hewn prison wall, which “stood alongside the 

mountains,” might even be unnecessary under a penal regime dedicated to humane 

rehabilitation.38  Urban prison reformers, too, hoped Dannemora would open a new chapter in 

what had been a dark time in New York’s prisons.  

“The pure air of its mountainous altitude”: Nature and Reform at Dannemora 

 As Clinton Prison took shape, a group of “highly respectable” merchants, lawyers, 

doctors, and educators gathered in a New York City ballroom on a chilly night in December 

1844 to form the Prison Association of New York.39  The group called for amelioration of 

prisoners’ living conditions; humane discipline; and assistance for released inmates in finding 

housing, jobs, and other necessities.  Protecting discharged prisoners from “corrupting 

influences” reflected reformers’ emphasis on the role of environmental factors in criminal 

behavior.  Viewing inmates as victims of external conditions beyond their control, the 

Association believed each possessed “the germ from which, with proper cultivation, the green 

tree shall spring.”  Accordingly, the group called for a total reformation of prison governance: 
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38 Hurd, History of Clinton & Franklin Counties, New York, 49; Leo Marx, The Machine in the Garden: Technology 
and the Pastoral Ideal in America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1964); Plattsburgh Republican, Aug. 16, 
1845; “The Clinton State Prison,” United States Magazine and Democratic Review, 351; The Opening of the 
Adirondacks, 31; and, Mackinnon, “Welcome to Siberia,” 42. 
 
39 The Prison Association counted among its members former New Jersey Senator Theodore Frelinghuysen, lawyer 
Abraham Van Nest, educator Thomas Gallaudet, Philip Van Rensselaer, King Oscar I of Sweden and Norway, 
Alexis de Tocqueville, Gustave de Beaumont, Dorothea Dix, and future Massachusetts Senator Charles Sumner.  
See, Prison Association of New York, Fourth Report of the Prison Association of New York (New York: The 
Association, 1847-1848), pp. 3-5. 
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“Brute force can have but a short period of existence in a civilized society.  A government 

compelled to oppose its enemies only by physical force, would soon lose that moral power by 

which governments alone can be effectually sustained.”40  Instituting such a vision at Dannemora 

eventually proved more challenging than reformers had expected. 

 With a state charter in hand, the Association undertook its most important duties: detailed 

annual reports of yearly inspections to the state’s prisons.  Inspectors focused special attention on 

inmates’ physical health and education.  In 1845, they reported that officers in New York City 

jails did not allow prisoners to exercise, warning that lack of exposure to clean air, “the 

immediate and incessant pabulum of life itself,” was as dangerous to health “as the indigestion of 

bad food.”  Reformers also called for a ban on smoking, which they considered “as little 

conducive to health as it is to cleanliness,” and implored lawmakers to provide educational and 

vocational training to inmates, many of whom were illiterate and lacked useful work skills.  

Having discovered correctional facilities operating as warehouses, the Association held out hope 

that the reform impulse that had helped create Dannemora had also inspired its governance and 

daily operations. 41 

 Association inspectors Dr. John Griscom and John Edmonds conducted the group’s first 

inspection of Clinton Prison in 1846.  After leaving New York City, it took forty-six hours to 

travel from Albany to Dannemora along “a road distinguished for its roughness…an almost 
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40 Prison Association of New York, First Report of the Prison Association of New York, 1844 (New York: Jared W. 
Bell, 1845), New York Public Library, Stephen A. Schwarzman Building, New York, N.Y., 3, 6-7, 13, 15, 20, 23, 
27, 40.  Other antebellum prison reform organizations included the Boston Prison Discipline Society, founded in 
1826, and the Philadelphia Prison Society, founded in 1776. 
  
41 Prison Association of New York, Second Report of the Prison Association of New York, 1845 (New York: The 
Association, 1846), New York Public Library, Stephen A. Schwarzman Building, New York, N.Y., vol. II, iii-vi, 68, 
76, 84, 97, 102; Peter Baldwin, “How Night Air Became Good Air, 1776-1930,” Environmental History 8, no. 3 
(Jul. 2003): 412-429; and, Prison Association of New York, Third Report of the Prison Association of New York, 
1846 (New York: The Association, 1847), New York Public Library, Stephen A. Schwarzman Building, New York, 
N.Y., 9. 
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uninterrupted ascent, through deep sand, broken rocks, and water-worn gullies.”  On arrival at 

the prison, they reported that “the reign of cruelty seems to have passed away,” and that the new 

penitentiary “has from its foundation been thus well and wisely governed.”  They praised the 

architectural design, including large cells, wide hallways, high ceilings, and a network of pipes 

furnishing “a regulated supply of air, from without, into the prison, warmed in winter.”  The 

environment, “with the pure air of its mountainous altitude,” would render “Clinton 

prison…unrivaled” as an institution committed to humane rehabilitation.  The 159 prisoners, 

most of whom were under thirty years of age, appeared in good health, such as “might be 

expected in persons at regular labor, with good and wholesome diet, in a general atmosphere of 

the greatest purity,” exhibiting “cheerfulness” and “an elasticity and vigor of mind and body.”  

The inspectors proclaimed, “cruelty is unknown, and disobedience infrequent” at Dannemora.42  

The collaboration of state-sponsored moral reform and the putative powers of nature, it seemed, 

were speeding the downfall of the Auburn system. 

 The Association’s 1848 inspection report highlighted what appeared to be an increased 

commitment to humanitarian reform at Dannemora.  The inspectors’ interviews with the 143 

prisoners (composed of 133 whites, eight African Americans, and two Native Americans) 

showed that most had been manual laborers, “chiefly farmers and mechanics”; were incarcerated 

for property and alcohol related offenses; and that fewer than one quarter were recidivists.  They 

found the prison “in a condition very creditable to its warden and officers, and the prisoners, with 
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42 Prison Association of New York, Third Report of the Prison Association of New York, 1847, 43, 59, 112, 114, 
117.  The inspection report also revealed demographic information on the men imprisoned at Dannemora.  Of the 
159 inmates in August 1846, there were 145 whites, and 14 African Americans; most were serving sentences 
between two and four years; the majority were between 20 and 30 years old; just under 20 percent were repeat 
offenders; and the vast majority were in prison for property-related crimes.  See Third Report of the Prison 
Association of New York, 1847, pp. 118-126.  Cook built the ventilation system during this first year as warden.  
See, Second Report of the Prison Association of New York, 149-150, for a detailed description. 
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but few exceptions, in the enjoyment of excellent health.”  The interplay of moral reform and 

nature, too, appeared to have generated some positive impacts: 

 The location of the prison as to climate, the plan of the building with reference to the  
 accommodation of its unfortunate inmates, the peculiar and admirable system of 
 ventilation, the nature of the labor required, and the healthful food prescribed by law, 
 all conspire to produce an evidence of comfort and an aspect of cheerfulness well 
 calculated to alleviate the sadness of spirit which must ever lay heavy upon the 
 minds of the unfortunate inmates of a prison…A large portion of the prisoners said 
 they could not reasonably complain.  Most of them acknowledged that the warden 
 and his keepers, with some special qualification, were as kind in treatment and as 
 attentive to their wants as their condition would warrant them to expect. 
 

The prisoners’ desire for reformation was such that “many declared their intention to call at the 

office of the Association [in New York] if they should have an opportunity.  One of them, a 

colored man, contributed a dollar to our funds, and another declared that a part of his earnings, 

after the expiration of his sentence, should be given to the prison.”43   

 However, inspectors James Titus and Richard Reed also uncovered evidence of 

disciplinary measures at Clinton that seemed Auburneseque.  After finding an inmate in the 

prison hospital recovering from a gunshot wound sustained during an escape attempt, they cited 

interviews with prisoners indicating an increase in harsh disciplinary measures, especially since 

the departure of Ransom Cook as warden.  A particularly troubling discovery concerned a form 

of punishment known as a “shower bath,” where officers slowly poured water over the heads of 

inmates restrained in wooden chairs.  The inspectors pleaded for an end to what amounted to 

torture, urging administrators to install a dungeon and employ the supposedly more humane 

punishment of solitary confinement.  Thus, it seemed that the putative therapeutic benefits of a 
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43 Prison Association of New York, Fourth Report of the Prison Association of New York (New York: The 
Association, 1849), New York Public Library, Stephen A. Schwarzman Building, New York, N.Y., 207-209, 214. 
Because of the Association’s chronic financial difficulties, the inspectors very often used their personal funds to 
finance trips to and from New York City to Dannemora. 
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wilderness setting were no match for the capricious and arbitrary discipline of officers and 

administrators unversed in the language of reform.44 

 Five years later, the Association’s 1853 report on Dannemora revealed an ongoing 

struggle to achieve the organization’s objectives.  John Stanton Gould and James Titus noted that 

officers allowed inmates to eat “the best quality” food until they were full because “the labor 

here being mostly carried on in the open air, and…heavier in its character than at any other 

prison… makes a greatly increased allowance, absolutely necessary.”  While working in the 

mines and at other tasks, prisoners enjoyed sharply reduced surveillance from officers.  The 

inspectors observed, “some of the men are sent into the woods alone with teams; others are 

taken…into the open fields to work on the farm; detached parties work…in different parts of the 

yard, without the immediate oversight of the keeper.”  The influence of Dannemora’s rugged 

environment on this relaxed disciplinary regime cannot be overstated: “Situated in the 

wilderness, and remote from…public conveyances, it is more difficult here…to escape even 

when outside the stockade, if they go into the forest they are probably lost, and after traveling for 

days are as likely to find themselves within a mile of the prison as any where else.”45  The two 

men who escaped eight years earlier had proven this point almost as soon as the prison opened. 

 On the other hand, Gould and Titus’s research also revealed new challenges, both in the 

prison and within the Association itself.  The inspectors noted the “evil” of political affiliation 

“being almost solely recognized as a qualification for office, irrespective of personal fitness or 

moral character.”  The Association feared that without the restraining and liberating effects of 
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44 Prison Association of New York, Fourth Report of the Prison Association of New York, 207-214. 
 
45 Prison Association of New York, Ninth Report of the Prison Association of New York (Albany: Charles Van 
Benthuysen Printers, 1854), New York Public Library, Stephen A. Schwarzman Building, New York, N.Y., 156, 
158, 160. 
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the natural environment, officers at Clinton might not “enter heart and soul into the duties 

required of them.”  At the same time, they articulated an alternative criminological theory that 

posited the importance of sin, and not environment, as a primary factor in law breaking.  The 

individual himself, the inspectors asserted, was responsible for his own actions, employing 

naturalistic metaphors to illustrate their point:   

The seed of evil should be destroyed whilst it is young and vigorous; nay, the poisonous 
blossoms should not be suffered to drop its seed.  It is not an exotic, or of forced culture; 
it does not require care or attention to develop and propagate it.  Simple neglect will do 
the work effectually; leave it to itself, and like the thistle down, it will take root on the 
highways as well as the by-ways, on the most sterile soil and the richest virgin lands.46 
 
 

Though not a call for Auburn system discipline, the inspectors’ call to preempt criminal behavior 

seemed both a rejection of carceral punishment, which their organization had approved, and an 

endorsement of a pseudo-Darwinian approach to preventing criminality before it could take root. 

Dannemora’s difficulties in breaking with Auburn, it seemed, had tested the idealism of even the 

most committed penal reformers. 

 Reduced funding led to fewer inspections at Dannemora by the mid 1850s, as the 

Association focused more attention on penal facilities in the New York City area.  However, the 

group remained active in correctional reform.  In 1857, it proposed allowing inmates to perform 

salaried work upon completion of their mandatory prison tasks, and suggested reduced sentences 

for good conduct.  However, the onset of the Civil War led to suspension of the group’s 

activities, “at a time when the safety of the nation, the perpetuity of democratic government, the 
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46 Prison Association of New York, Ninth Report of the Prison Association of New York, 25, 157-159. 
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preservation of our Federal Union and the defence of our liberties, occupy…the minds of all 

patriots.”47   

Meanwhile, the Association’s struggle to reverse the Auburn system at Dannemora 

became an unwinnable war.  An explanation for their difficulties could be found in the 

environment itself.  Reformers insisted on understanding the region’s non-human nature as a 

partner in the task of humane rehabilitation.  However, that partnership required cooperative 

inmates, officers, and administrators in order to function.  When those humans’ behavior failed 

to conform to the Association’s vision (witnessed in inmate escapes and officers’ use of a 

rudimentary form of waterboarding, for example), even the purest air, loftiest mountains, and 

cleanest water would be insufficient to effect the changes they sought.  Faced with the reality of 

an imperfect institution where prisoners, guards, reformers, and nature constantly vied for 

control, Association idealism began to crack.  Though an improvement over the brutal regimes 

that governed Auburn and Sing Sing, Clinton’s incomplete and halting efforts to balance 

humanitarianism with its mandate to discipline and punish reflected the equally unpredictable 

and hard-to-manage environment out of which it had grown. 

Conclusion 

 In August 1864, The New York Times published an editorial entitled, “Adirondack.”  The 

paper extolled the “advantages offered for residence by our Atlantic cities” as being “their 

proximity to the most charming natural retreats, to which we can easily escape during the 

intervals of our business.”  The Times noted: 
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47 Prison Association of New York, Tenth Report of the Prison Association of New York (Albany: Charles Van 
Benthuysen Printers, 1855); Prison Association of New York, Eleventh and Twelfth Reports of the Prison 
Association of New York (Albany: Charles Van Benthuysen Printers, 1857), 21-22; and, Prison Association of New 
York, Sixteenth Report of the Prison Association of New York (Albany: Charles Van Benthuysen Printers, 1862), 
New York Public Library, Stephen A. Schwarzman Building, New York, N.Y., 16-17. 
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Within an easy day’s ride of our great City, as steam teaches us to measure distance, is a 
tract of country fitted to make a Central Park for the world.  The jaded merchant, or  
financier, or litterateur, or politician, feeling excited within him again the old passion 
for nature (which is never permitted entirely to die out), and longing for the inspiration 
of physical exercise, and pure air, and grand scenery, has only to take an early morning 
train, in order, if he chooses, to sleep the same night in the shadow of kingly hills, and 
waken with his memory filled with pleasant dreams, woven from the ceaseless music 
of mountain streams. 

 

With the completion of railroads through the area, the editorial claimed, “the Adirondack region 

will become a suburb of New-York.”48  Within the decade, urban industrialists seeking refuge 

from the nation’s overcrowded cities heeded the call to build private estates up north separated 

physically, socially, and intellectually from the existing environment.  However, wealthy elites’ 

efforts to imprint a recreation-oriented vision of natural resource stewardship generated conflict 

with poorer locals and eventually, with an expanding crimescape, too. 

Though passed over by waves of tourists discovering the Adirondacks, Dannemora and 

its massive prison underwent enormous transformations in the decades after the Civil War.  

Clinton’s mining operation collapsed during the depression of the 1870s, pushing more inmate 

workers onto the prison’s farm, into its textile factories, and scattered across the sprawling 

facility as cooks, custodians, and in all manner of forced labor.  Expanding inmate populations 

also led to more discipline and surveillance.  Six-story-high stonewalls and guard towers 

replaced the wooden stockade in 1887; executions by electrocution began in 1892 (causing 

blackouts in the village); and new hospitals housed the mentally ill and tuberculars by the turn of 

the century.  At the same time, generations of correctional employees building and purchasing 
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48 “Adirondack,” The New York Times, Aug. 9, 1864, 4. 
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homes fueled continued expansion outside the wall.49  By the mid-twentieth century, 

Dannemora’s fluctuating free and unfree populations reflected often-sharp changes in the inmate 

count within a given year.  By 1971, the prison system held 12,577 inmates, down from 19,073 

five years earlier.  The Clinton Correctional Facility, which incarcerated 2123 inmates in 1967, 

held only 961 in 1971, at which time fewer than 3000 residents called Dannemora home.  

Increasing numbers of inmates arriving from New York City transformed the demographic 

profile of the prison and the community.  The 1970 federal Census recorded 32 percent of 

Dannemora’s population as African American, an anomaly in a region where some communities 

were 100 percent white, and a drastic shift from the eight black inmates who had arrived back in 

1845.50 

 The combined efforts of correctional officials, moral reformers, inmates, and the natural 

environment had helped create the less coercive penal environment at Dannemora in the mid 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
49 Andrea Guynup, “The Largest Maximum Security Prison in New York,” All Points North Magazine, Aug. 2006; 
and, Ron Roizen, “The ‘Courts’ of Clinton Prison,” New York Correction History Society: 
http://www.correctionhistory.org/northcountry/dannemora/html/courts00.htm#list.   
 
50 The state prison system’s operations remained relatively stable after 1945, though its budgets continually 
increased, and the inmate population jumped up and down.  By 1945, the number of men’s and women’s prisons, 
reformatories, camps, and mental hospitals had increased.  Among the new maximum-security prisons, Attica had 
opened in 1931, Great Meadow in 1911, Wallkill in 1932, and Bedford Hills (for women) in 1933.  New minimum-
security reformatories (for younger inmates) included Elmira in 1876, Westfield State Farm in 1901, and Coxsackie 
in 1935.  Camp facilities (operating in partnership with the Conservation Department) operated at Pharsalia, 
Monterey, Summit, and Georgetown by the mid-1950s.  Mental hospitals for the criminally insane operated at 
Matteawan and Dannemora.  Through the early 1970s, capital construction projects modernized much of the 
physical infrastructure at Clinton Prison, and interestingly, a plastic surgery program became a popular part of the 
rehabilitation program, removing scars and other physical imperfections from inmates prior to release.  See, State of 
New York, Annual Report of the Department of Correction, 1945 (Albany: DOC, 1946), 15-18, 21, 23; Annual 
Report of the Department of Correction, 1946 (Albany: DOC, 1947), 28; 1965 Annual Report, Department of 
Correction, New York State (Albany: DOC, 1966), 3-5, 10, 13, 18; Department of Correction, New York State, 1966 
Annual Report (Albany: DOC, 1967), 3-5, 7-9, 19; Annual Report 1968, State of New York Department of 
Correction (Albany: DOC, 1969), 6, 8, 10, 26; and, Annual Report 1970, State of New York Department of 
Correction (Albany: DOCS, 1971), 6-7, 16, 24, 26, 27.  On Dannemora population, see, U.S. Bureau of the Census, 
U.S. Census of Population: 1960, Vol. I, Characteristics of the Population, Part 34, New York (Washington, D.C.: 
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1963, pp. 34-15, 34-22, 34-115; and, Census of Population: 1970, Vol. I, 
Characteristics of the Population, Part 34, New York—Section I (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing 
Office, 1973), 34-12, 34-24, 34-68. 
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nineteenth century.  However, as the state and federal governments embarked on a program of 

mass incarceration and prison building in the Adirondacks beginning in the 1970s, the legacies 

and lessons of Clinton Prison’s first two decades became subject to manipulation and 

reinterpretation among a host of self-interested stakeholders.  Correctional planners and their 

local advocates promised that new penal institutions built inside existing communities would not 

resemble Dannemora.  In so doing, they caricatured the region’s first prison as little more than a 

huge eyesore subject to violence, escapes, unrest, and disruption.  However, their message met a 

receptive audience among both opponents and supporters of crimescape expansion, as few 

tourists or Adirondack Park residents outside Dannemora looked kindly on their sibling 

community.51  Lost in this retelling of history, though, was the penitentiary’s central role in the 

prison reform and free labor movements of the mid nineteenth century, and its prominent efforts 

to rid New York of a notoriously cruel and inhumane penal system.  Nevertheless, as the Empire 

State contended with increasing overcrowding in its prisons, correctional planners looking to 

build in the Adirondacks encountered a socially, economically, and politically diverse population 

for whom the implications of replicating Dannemora held very different meanings. 

 

 

 

 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
51 New York State created a Forest Preserve in the Adirondacks in 1885, and in 1892 created the Adirondack Park, 
which included Dannemora and its prison.  However, the penitentiary and its large landholdings received special 
exemption from state conservation laws, allowing the prison to continue operating its forests, farms, and piggeries 
without state regulation well into the twentieth century.  The creation of the Adirondack Park Agency (APA) in 
1971, and the imposition of strict zoning and land use regulations in the Park, would apply to the town and village of 
Dannemora, but not to the correctional facility itself.  The following chapters will contain more discussion on the 
environmental and conservation laws that came into play during the era of mass incarceration. 
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Chapter 2 
“Attica of the Adirondacks?” Naturalizing Mass Incarceration in Ray Brook, 1976-2012 

 
 
 
 
 

Introduction  

On a warm day in August 1978, a contingent of anti-prison activists traveled from New 

York City to Lake Placid, where preparations were underway for the 1980 Winter Olympics.52  

The group then drove seven miles west to the hamlet of Ray Brook, where workers were busy 

transforming a previously undeveloped tract of state Forest Preserve into an Olympic housing 

complex that would later become a federal medium-security prison.  The project manager guided 

members of Stop the Olympic Prison (STOP) toward the partially completed cellblocks; one 

participant recalled the experience: “Depressing is the only way one could describe the tiny 

concrete cubicles and the limited natural light flowing in.  Outside, a glance in any direction 

reveals the beauty of the Adirondack mountains and reminds you of the acres of trees felled and 

land leveled to build this monstrosity.”53  With the Camp Adirondack state minimum-security 

prison having opened across the road two years earlier, STOP’s comments foreshadowed a 
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52 After hosting the Winter Games in 1932, Lake Placid bid again for 1948, 1952, 1956, and 1968.  The village 
sought to fill in as host of the 1976 Winter Olympics after Denver withdrew following a referendum in November 
1972.  The IOC eventually moved the 1976 Winter Games to Innsbruck, Austria, which had hosted in 1964. In the 
wake of Denver’s withdrawal, the IOC instituted new rules that required voter approval of Olympic bids.  See, 
“Colorado Drops Winter Games Bid,” New York Times (hereafter, NYT), Nov. 9, 1972; “North Elba residents give 
board go-ahead on Olympics,” Adirondack Daily Enterprise (hereafter, ADE), Dec. 5, 1972.  Voters in the Town of 
North Elba approved a 1973 ballot measure authorizing Lake Placid’s bid for 1980.  See, “North Elba Voters OK 
Olympic Bid,” PR, Oct. 17, 1973; “’80 Olympics are not just fun and games,” The Bergen (New Jersey) Record, 
Jan. 4, 1979; Ronald MacKenzie, “Lake Placid, ‘Olympic City,’” (Lake Placid, N.Y.: Lake Placid Olympic 
Organizing Committee, 1977), 84; “Moscow, Lake Placid Awarded ’80 Olympics,” NYT, Oct. 24, 1974; “Lake 
Placid wins 1980 Winter Games,” ADE, Oct. 23, 1974; and, “Lake Placid Set Aglow by 1980 Olympic Fever,” NYT, 
Oct. 30, 1974. 
 
53 Stop the Olympic Prison (S.T.O.P.), meeting minutes, Aug. 3, 1978, in S.T.O.P. (Stop the Olympic Prison) (MSS 
54), Box 1, St. Lawrence University, Owen D. Young Library, Frank and Anne Piskor Special Collections 
Department, Canton, N.Y. (hereafter, STOP Records); “STOP opposing prison concept,” Press Republican 
(hereafter, PR), Aug. 4, 1978; “Prison Foes Get Cold Shoulder at Placid,” Watertown Daily Times (hereafter, WDT), 
Aug. 5, 1978, news clipping, STOP Records; and, “Olympics, Yes! Prison, No!” LPN, Aug. 10, 1978. 
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decades-long struggle over the environmental, social, and economic implications of the first 

expansion of the Adirondack crimescape in over one hundred years.  

 Unraveling the connection between Olympic planning and the opening of both a state and 

federal prison in Ray Brook requires that we follow the money.  Congress expected viable after-

use proposals for each new facility before disbursing Olympic construction funds.54  While ski 

jumps, a bobsled run, and an ice arena promised continual long-term use, satisfying the 

International Olympic Committee’s (IOC) mandate to lodge 2000 participants in one location 

proved challenging in a village of only 3000 year-round residents.55  Then out of nowhere in the 

early 1970s, the overcrowding and housing difficulties simultaneously afflicting the state and 

federal prison systems helped save Lake Placid’s Olympics. 

 Few could have predicted that the fortunes of Olympic, state and federal correctional 

bureaucrats would intersect in tiny Ray Brook.  Governor Hugh Carey’s conversion of the 

hamlet’s former tuberculosis hospital into Camp Adirondack minimum-security prison in 1976 

dashed the Lake Placid Olympic Organizing Committee’s (LPOOC) hopes of using it as athletes’ 

housing.  As an alternative, local Congressman Robert McEwen recommended a tract of public 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
54 In exchange for millions in federal funds, Congress expected organizers to adhere to strict budget guidelines and 
provide after use proposals for all new construction.  See, House of Representatives, 93rd Congress, 2nd Session, 
Report No. 93-1182, Endorsing Lake Placid, N.Y., as the Site of the 1980 Winter Olympic Games (Washington, 
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1974), p. 9; United States Senate, 93rd Congress, 2nd Session, Report No. 93-
771, 1980 Winter Olympic Games at Lake Placid, N.Y. (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1974); 
and, House of Representatives, 93rd Congress, 2nd Session, Hearing before the Subcommittee on International 
Organizations and Movements of the Committee on Foreign Affairs, on H. Con. Res. 443 and H. Con. Res 444, 
Expressing the Sense of Congress in Support of Lake Placid, N.Y., as the Site of the 1980 Winter Olympic Games, 
May 8, 1974 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1974), pp. 1-4. 
 
55 On the increasing prominence of the Olympics, see, John Gold, Olympic Cities: City Agendas, Planning, and the 
World’s Games, 1896-2016 (New York: Routledge, 2010); Holger Preuss, The Economics of Staging the Olympics 
(London: Edward Elgar Publishing, 2006); John Sugden and Alan Tomlinson, Watching the Olympics: Politics, 
Power, and Representation (New York: Routledge, 2012).  Since the 1932, Olympic host cities have provided 
housing for participants.  See, Mark Dyreson, “Marketing National Identity: The Olympic Games of 1932 and 
American Culture,” Olympika: The International Journal of Olympic Studies 4 (1995): 23-48; and, Jeremy White, 
“’The Los Angeles Way of Doing Things’: The Olympic Village and the Practice of Boosterism in 1932,” 
Olympika: The International Journal of Olympic Studies 11 (2002): 79-116. 
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land across the road for a new complex that would first lodge Olympic participants and then 

reopen as a federal medium-security prison.  The congressional spigot opened, and in 1977 the 

federal Bureau of Prisons (BOP) broke ground on Ray Brook’s second correctional facility.  The 

ensuing backlash, extending from ordinary homeowners and clergy to heads of state and 

government, highlighted the range of struggles accompanying New York’s wrenching 

postindustrial transformation. 

Though begun around the same time and in close proximity, Ray Brook’s new prisons 

elicited wildly divergent reactions from a variety of self-identified stakeholders.  Olympic 

organizers, correctional officials, and local politicians trumpeted both penitentiaries as necessary 

engines of economic growth.  STOP, meanwhile, cast the “Olympic Prison” as the product of a 

cynical ploy to expand a flawed penal system under the guise of promoting winter sports.  On the 

other hand, the projects’ relative social, economic, and environmental impacts helped shape the 

responses of Ray Brook residents.  While the retention of jobs in a treasured local institution 

generated support for the state prison at Camp Adirondack, the destruction of an equally beloved 

environment for the federal prison elicited anxiety and resentment among area homeowners.  The 

fallout from this tumultuous penal transformation would reverberate for the next three decades.  

The social experience of mass incarceration in Ray Brook produced a multitude of 

unintended consequences and outcomes.  While STOP’s warnings of racial and social turmoil at 

the Federal Correctional Institution (FCI) materialized, mutual outreach among local residents 

and Camp Adirondack officers and inmates fostered a climate of goodwill that outlived that 

facility’s medium security upgrade.  Neighborly sentiment persisted even as many of STOP’s 

worst fears about FCI began to plague Adirondack Correctional Facility (ACF) as well.  

However, as the two prisons came more closely to resemble each other, residents’ views 
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remained frozen in time: while the state penitentiary belonged in Ray Brook, the Olympic Prison 

would always be an unwelcome intruder.  

The “establishment of a new industry”: Prisons & Environmental Health, 1974-1979 

  Pre-existing land use patterns dictated homeowners’ responses to the two prisons 

planned for their community.  For seventy years, the focal point of Ray Brook life had been its 

540-acre tuberculosis hospital, a reality residents believed would outlast its penal conversion.  

Across the road, advocates’ fixation on the federal prison’s potential economic impact blinded 

them to the bonds linking locals to that environment.  Ray Brook’s Forest Preserve had long 

stitched together the fabric of Adirondack nature, sheltering and nourishing wildlife, plants, and 

humans alike.  The complexity of nature mirrored residents’ equally intricate understanding of 

the interdependence of bodily and environmental health.  The ecological transformations 

undertaken in the name of mass incarceration damaged the environment, validated locals’ 

environmental logic, and permanently alienated residents whose support was vital to the 

project’s success.  

Ray Brook had flourished as a center for tuberculosis treatment and research since the 

hospital’s opening in 1904.56  Shrinking demand for tubercular isolation with the discovery of 

streptomycin, however, drove steady declines in both patient population and scientific work, 

ending with the facility’s closure in 1971.  Though nervous locals expressed relief when it 

reopened as a state drug rehabilitation center, the declining fortunes of institutional health care 
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56 On tuberculosis in the U.S., see, Mark Caldwell, Saranac Lake: Pioneer Health Resort (Saranac Lake, N.Y.: 
Historic Saranac Lake, 1993); Ellen Damsky, “A Way of Life: Saranac Lake and the ‘Fresh-Air’ Cure for 
Tuberculosis,” Ph.D. diss., Binghamton University, 2003; David Ellison, Healing Tuberculosis in the Woods: 
Medicine and Science at the End of the Nineteenth Century (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1994); Georgina 
Feldberg, Disease and Class: Tuberculosis and the Shaping of Modern North American Society (New Brunswick, 
N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1995); and, Sheila Rothman, Living in the Shadow of Death: Tuberculosis and the 
Social Experience of Illness in American History (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1995). 
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struck a hard blow in the chronically depressed region.57  Moderate increases in Essex County’s 

population from the 1920s through the 1960s obscured the steady trickle of young people fleeing 

the North Country in search of steady jobs, leaving older residents to contend with the low pay 

and irregular employment of the burgeoning tourist trade.58  Massive public investment, Olympic 

organizers hoped, might reverse these ominous trends. 

Complying with Congress’s after-use requirement for new athletic facilities in Lake 

Placid stymied efforts to establish an Olympic housing plan.  Several failed ideas preceded a 

1975 proposal to lodge participants in Ray Brook’s drug rehabilitation center and later reopen the 
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57 On tuberculosis hospitals at Saranac Lake and Ray Brook, see, “Doctors Here for Symposium,” ADE, July 14, 
1952; “Trudeau Opens Annual Course,” ADE, June 1953; “Area Experts at TB Meeting,” ADE, Feb. 1954; “New 
TB Treatments Heard at Institute,” ADE, Jun. 11, 1955; “Stony Wold,” editorial, ADE, Oct. 31, 1955; “Ray Brook 
Officials ‘Pleased’ With Budget,” ADE, Feb. 2, 1956; “TB Symposium Continues at Saranac Lake,” ADE, July 12, 
1956; “Dr. Harry Bray Dies at 76, Ray Brook Head 30 Years,” ADE, Nov. 16, 1956; “Ray Brook Open House,” 
ADE, Apr. 30, 1958; “Handwriting on the Wall,” editorial, ADE, May 28, 1958; “Wonderful Staff and Spirit Found 
at Ray Brook Hospital,” ADE, Apr. 16, 1960; “45th Trudeau School Opens with 41 Doctors,” ADE, Jun. 7, 1960; 
“The Program at Ray Brook,” editorial, ADE, Nov. 19, 1960; “Ray Brook Cutback is Set; People Take Blow in 
Stride,” ADE, Mar. 12, 1964; “A Non-Fatal Wound,” editorial, ADE, Mar. 12, 1964; “Ray Brook Employees 
Notified of Job Status,” ADE, Jan. 18, 1965; “Symposium on Respiratory Diseases Opens Monday,” ADE, July 9, 
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Center,” ADE, Dec. 26, 1968; “Governor Asks Closing of Ray Brook by Oct. 1; 3 State Agencies Now Considering 
Use of Facilities,” ADE, Jan. 24, 1969; “Ray Brook Bombshell,” editorial, ADE, Jan. 24, 1969; “It All Started with 
Gov. T.R.,” ADE, Jan. 24, 1969; “Ray Brook’s Reprieve,” editorial, ADE, May 2, 1969; “Health Dept. Sees End of 
all 3 State TB Hospitals,” ADE, Oct. 2, 1969; “TB-RD Association Pleads for Ray Brook Expansion,” ADE, Nov. 4, 
1969; “Governor Reminded of Ray Brook,” ADE, Dec. 10, 1969; “Rocky States Interest in Ray Brook,” ADE, Jan. 
16, 1970; “Ray Brook Stays in 1970-71 Budget,” ADE, Jan. 20, 1970; “Ray Brook Now Pursuing Heart, Non-TB 
Programs,” ADE, Sept. 17, 1970; “Ray Brook,” editorial, ADE, Feb. 1971; “Ray Brook Future Remains Uncertain,” 
ADE, Apr. 8, 1971; “Ray Brook Probers Hit Facility’s Location,” ADE, Nov. 20, 1975; “Ray Brook Facility,” letter 
to the editor, ADE, Dec. 2, 1975; “S.I.C. and Ray Brook,” letter to the editor, ADE, Dec. 2, 1975; “Defends Ray 
Brook Staff,” letter to the editor, ADE, Dec. 2, 1975; “Carey Says Ray Brook to Close,” ADE, Dec. 16, 1975; and, 
“Ray Brook Abandonment Likely; Carey has no plans for its use,” ADE, Jan. 9, 1976. 
 
58 On economic conditions in the Adirondacks in the 1970s, see, John Maxwell, Raymond Richardson, and Patricia 
Olin, “The Economic Impact on the Lake Placid Area of Hosting the 1980 Olympic Winter Games,” (Plattsburgh, 
N.Y.: Technical Assistance Center, 1974), pp. 5-8, and Stephen Papson and Alan Schwartz, eds., “Lake Placid and 
the 1980 Olympic Games: Community Attitudes and the Planning Process,” (Canton, N.Y.: St. Lawrence University 
Environmental Studies Program and North Country Research Center, 1977), pp. 1-4.  Also, “Beauty of Upstate 
County Hides Poverty of Its Residents, NYT, Mar. 24, 1971; “Adirondack Outsider Looks In,” NYT, Nov. 12, 1972; 
and, “The Downside of Upstate,” NYT, Sept. 16, 1984.  The 1970 U.S. Census showed a two percent decline in 
Essex County’s population, which Census officials attributed to a lack of regular employment opportunities.  At the 
same time, over nine percent of Essex County families lived on less than $3000 per year, and eight percent of 
families in Lake Placid earned incomes below the poverty level.  In December 1973, unemployment in Essex 
County topped 17 percent.   
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facility as a state prison.59  Leaders in Albany, meanwhile, struggled to manage overcrowded 

penitentiaries and underutilized state health care institutions with steadily diminishing resources.  

Highlighting revelations of corruption, a swelling budget deficit, and a dire need for cell space, 

Governor Carey closed the Ray Brook center in December 1975 and proposed conversion to a 

penitentiary.60  Recognizing the facility might soon be lost to New York State, Congress 

appropriated $16 million to fund the LPOOC’s Ray Brook housing plan.61  Carey, desperate not 

to lose the complex to the Olympic organizers, quickly converted it permanently to a minimum-

security prison in August 1976.62  Camp Adirondack’s 200 inmates, relocated from the 
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59 House of Representatives, 93rd Congress, 2nd Session, Hearing before the Subcommittee on International 
Organizations and Movements of the Committee on Foreign Affairs, on H. Con. Res. 443 and H. Con. Res 444, 
Expressing the Sense of Congress in Support of Lake Placid, N.Y., as the Site of the 1980 Winter Olympic Games, 
May 8, 1974 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1974), pp. 18-19; LPOOC, “Information on the 
1980 Olympic Winter Games Prepared by the Lake Placid Olympic Organizing Committee for the Congress of the 
United States,” (Lake Placid, N.Y.: LPOOC, 1975), p. 55; “College may use Games buildings,” ADE, Oct. 30, 1974; 
“Ray Brook proposed for Olympic village,” ADE, Sept. 30, 1975; “Shea discusses Ray Brook,” ADE, Oct. 2, 1975; 
“Ray Brook drug center may be Olympic village,” PR, Jan. 14, 1976; “Avalanche over Lake Placid?” Time, Jan. 30, 
1978; Gray Twombly, Paul Smith’s College, to Rep. Robert McEwen, Oct. 14, 1975; and, Helen T. McDonald, 
Director, Essex County Mental Health Services, to Senator Jacob Javits, Nov. 10, 1975, in Robert McEwen Papers 
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University, Owen D. Young Library, Frank and Anne Piskor Special Collections Department, Canton, N.Y. 
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employed 135 men and women, and operated on an annual budget of $2.1 million.  At its peak, the facility had 
accommodated 150 patients and employed 202 workers.  Even with fewer patients and staff, the center remained one 
of the area’s largest employers. 
 
60 “Layoffs hit North,” ADE, May 19, 1975; “Harris blasts Carey for lack of hiring,” ADE, May 19, 1975; “Prison 
system to be expanded,” ADE, Nov. 11, 1975; “SIC recommends closing Ray Brook Rehab Center,” ADE, Nov. 26, 
1975; “Drugs, booze traded for favors, Ray Brook inmate tells hearing,” PR, Nov. 19, 1975; “Carey says Ray Brook 
to close,” ADE, Dec. 16, 1975; “Ray Brook drug unit may close,” PR, Dec. 17, 1975; “Resolution protests Ray 
Brook closing,” ADE, Dec. 17, 1975; “Ray Brook abandonment likely, Carey has no plans for its use,” ADE, Jan. 9, 
1976; and, “Carey seeking other agencies to reopen Ray Brook facility,” ADE, Jan. 13, 1976. 
 
61 “Ray Brook drug center may be Olympic village,” PR, Jan. 14, 1976; “NCCC trustees urged to accept Ray Brook 
for campus expansion,” ADE, Jan. 14, 1976; “Olympic funding bill sent to President,” ADE, Apr. 12, 1976; 
“Olympics affect Ray Brook,” ADE, Apr. 12, 1976; “Olympic bill is $49,040,000,” ADE, May 11, 1976; and, “Ray 
Brook may be Olympic center; USOC considering site for training,” ADE, May 11, 1976. 
 
62 Camp Adirondack in Dannemora operated as part of the Adirondack Correctional Treatment and Evaluation 
Center (ACTEC) at Clinton Correctional Facility.  During its brief existence in Dannemora, Camp Adirondack and 
its inmates became a familiar presence in area communities.  Its closure in 1975 provoked a storm of outrage among 
employees, residents, and politicians alike.  See, “College students present ‘Bus Stop’ at Dannemora,” PR, Mar. 24, 
1973; “AAUW hears inmates talk,” PR, Apr. 4, 1973; “Dannemora is scene of TV film,” PR, Apr. 17, 1973; 
“Keeseville scouts hear inmate talk,” PR, Jun. 7, 1973; “$31,625 bookmobile ready for the road,” PR, Aug. 4, 1973; 
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maximum-security Clinton Correctional Facility in Dannemora, would spend the final months of 

their sentences laboring on local conservation and public works projects in the surrounding 

region, and anxious residents greeted news of 100 state jobs and a new, free labor supply.63  For 

their part, Corrections officials offered the LPOOC use of its inmate workers and held the door 

open to housing Olympians inside the new prison.64 

 The Adirondacks’ first new correctional facility in 131 years opened in September 1976.  

Ray Brook’s newest unfree residents immediately set to work renovating the former hospital for 
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“State priority may close minimum security camp,” PR, Aug. 24, 1973; “Consider making ACTEC an inmate 
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ACTEC,” photo, PR, Dec. 15, 1973; “New ice rink,” photo, PR, Jan. 21, 1974; “ACTEC ‘Alive’ scheduled for 
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loss may rock economy,” PR, May 17, 1975; “North Country leaders outraged,” PR, May 17, 1975; “Amell’s 
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closing shows state anti-area—Boissey,” PR, May 24, 1975; “ACTEC closing: saving or expense?” PR, May 29, 
1975; “Guards may strike over ACTEC closing,” PR, May 30, 1975; “ACTEC closing decision ‘under review by 
Carey,’” PR, May 31, 1975; “Court sets hearing on ACTEC closing,” PR, Jun. 5, 1975; “Standing room only,” 
photo, PR, Jun. 5, 1975; “ACTEC to stay in prison role,” PR, Jun. 6, 1975; “ACTEC phase out to end specialized 
program,” PR, Jun. 7, 1975; “ACTEC boss says future uncertain,” PR, Jun. 10, 1975; “Stafford still fights for 
ACTEC jobs,” PR, Jun. 10, 1975; “Carey makes wrong decision,” letter to the editor, PR, Jun. 11, 1975; “Harvey 
expected to rule Monday on ACTEC,” PR, Jun. 14, 1975; “ACTEC needed, inmate says,” letter to the editor, PR, 
Jun. 19, 1975; “Last inmates leave ACTEC,” photo, PR, Jun. 27, 1975; “New wing of Clinton Prison to add 23 non-
security personnel,” PR, Jun. 28, 1975; “Jobs may rise in prison changeover: LaVallee,” PR, Jul. 10, 1975; and, 
“Prison upgrading mandatory,” PR, Aug. 25, 1975. 
 
63 On prison camps, see, Volker Janssen, “When the ‘Jungle’ Met the Forest: Public Work, Civil Defense, and 
Prison Camps in Postwar California,” Journal of American History vol. 96, no. 3 (Dec. 2009): 702-726.  Also, 
Douglas Blackmon, Slavery by Another Name: The Re-Enslavement of Black Americans from the Civil War to 
World War II (New York: Anchor Books, 2009), and Neil Maher, Nature’s New Deal: The Civilian Conservation 
Corps and the Roots of the American Environmental Movement (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009). 
 
64 “Corrections taking over Ray Brook,” ADE, Aug. 13, 1976; “State plans prison camp for Ray Brook center,” PR, 
Aug. 14, 1976; “Prison No Bar to ’80 Housing,” LPN, Aug. 19, 1976; “Camp Adirondack relocates in Ray Brook,” 
ADE, Sept. 2, 1976; “Ray Brook Campmen Tuned to Mountain Air,” LPN, Sept. 15, 1976; and, “Triple Play at Ray 
Brook: Camp to Village to Prison?” LPN, Sept. 22, 1976.  Corrections intended Ray Brook inmates to work on tree 
planting, forest management, flood and fire control, trail and campground maintenance, and soil conservation, both 
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to themselves, prison staff, or the public. 
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penal use.  The Adirondack Daily Enterprise endorsed both the facility and the deepening 

troubles in the state prison system that had made it all possible: 

The prison population in New York State is rising by leaps and bounds, and there is a 
growing trend toward using minimum security “camps” of this sort for low risk prisoners.  
Therefore, it is logical to assume that with the passage of time Camp Adirondack could 
grow to a size where the local employment will be…higher than it was when the drug 
rehabilitation center was here.  Aside from the new employment for the area…the 
community itself may be able to make use of the residents at the camp for some needed 
community projects—at great savings to the taxpayers.  So far the acceptance of Camp 
Adirondack by the overwhelming majority of the people in the area, and their elected 
representatives, has been most encouraging. 
 

Several inmates concurred, calling the area “beautiful,” describing the penitentiary as “far 

superior” to other state facilities, and declaring Ray Brook would be “as pleasant a spot as any to 

spend” one’s last months behind bars.65  Though disappointing for the LPOOC, Camp 

Adirondack opened the door to a more fruitful collaboration between them and the federal prison 

system. 

 Organizers’ tortuous pursuit of Olympic housing paralleled the BOP’s equally fruitless 

quest for increased cell space.  In the early 1970s, concerned residents across the Northeast had 

frustrated Bureau efforts to build prisons in their communities.  Sensing an opportunity, in June 

1976 Congressman McEwen had met with BOP Director Norman Carlson to discuss using the 

Ray Brook center first as athletes housing and later as a federal prison.  McEwen promised 

skeptical homeowners a facility without “high walls like Dannemora” that would blend 
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seamlessly with the landscape and create 200 new jobs.66  Though this plan for using the center 

did not come to fruition, the Bureau’s eagerness to expand in Ray Brook, endorsed by McEwen, 

only intensified with residents’ warm reception of Camp Adirondack.  In November, the BOP 

and LPOOC announced construction of a new, multi-structure complex (modeled after the 

federal prison in Memphis) that would house Olympic athletes and later incarcerate 500 federal 

medium-security prisoners.67  After Congress approved the plan in February 1977, McEwen 

heralded Ray Brook’s two new prisons as akin to “the establishment of a new industry in the 

region.”68 
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  In their rush to establish a housing plan, Olympic organizers had become the vanguard of 

a local prison industry that would expand for two decades.  Though Ray Brook’s prisons were 

the byproduct of bureaucratic competition, confusion, and inefficiency, the idea of correctional 

after use had originated with Olympic planners. The organizing committee’s original goal of 

using the Olympics to breathe new life into the local tourist trade had quickly morphed into a 

scheme whereby winter sports midwifed the birth of a new sector devoted to correctional 

services.  Planners’ fixation on Ray Brook intensified after the opening of Camp Adirondack and 

blinded them to the hazards of undertaking large-scale development on protected public land.  

The enormous costs and unintended consequences of this drastic transformation would incite 

outrage among residents concerned about environmental and public health.  

 The decision to embark on a second round of prison expansion in Ray Brook unmasked 

the perils of state and federal environmental planning.69  The Adirondack Park Agency (APA) 

reported early in 1977 that the state Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC), which 

managed public lands in the Adirondack Park, had never classified the tract being targeted for 

construction.  In its own confusion, the APA had zoned the land as private, even though it 

seemed to be publicly owned.  The DEC admitted not knowing whether it was part of the Forest 
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Preserve, and thus protected from sale and development.  Realizing the BOP’s intent to build, the 

APA suggested that the federal government acquire the property through eminent domain.  To 

facilitate condemnation, the Agency changed its map of the Park, designating the site as state 

land.  Nevertheless, even after establishing its Forest Preserve status, the federal government in 

May 1977 condemned the wrong tract, acquiring 155 acres at Camp Adirondack.  This blunder, 

though, proved no barrier to construction on the property it had intended to acquire.70  

 Months of uncertainty surrounding the land’s legal status also revealed the promise of 

state environmental management.  While assisting the federal government in acquiring the land, 

the APA, established by the legislature in 1971 to regulate and oversee developments on 

parklands, undertook a comprehensive environmental analysis of the site.  In their report, 

Agency officials outlined the prominent features of Ray Brook’s built environment, including 

paved highways, rail lines, dozens of permanent and seasonal dwellings, numerous small 

businesses, as well as the new state prison.  Residents and tourists made frequent use of the tract 

proposed for construction.  They spent warm summer days at its picnic grounds and athletic 

fields; accessed trails to popular hiking and climbing spots; hunted deer in the fall; watched for 

rare birds; camped under the stars; cast fishing lines in its ponds and streams; and skied across its 

powder during the long winters.  Camp Adirondack had even built a sanitary landfill on the 
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property where inmates helped manage the state prison’s solid waste.71  This environment’s 

diverse and dynamic qualities, therefore, seemed both to reinforce and belie its official 

designation as “forever wild.”72 

 APA officials also uncovered an energetic non-human environment shaped for decades 

through both natural and artificial means.  The site’s rich forest of evergreen and deciduous trees, 

planted a century earlier, towered over its aquatic ecosystems, including a stream, pond, lake, 

and wetlands which contained trout, perch, and bass maintained through annual stocking.  

Marshlands also provided refuge for the indigenous ring-necked duck and endangered osprey.  

Carefully maintained vegetation at the waters’ edge supplied shade for aquatic organisms, 

stabilized the banks for use by fishermen, and provided food for wildlife.  The 142 acres of 

wetlands also protected residents by providing water storage during floods.73  The site’s natural, 

seemingly pristine aesthetic features masked the mutual dependence and deeply integrated 

human and non-human habitats that both characterized and maintained this environment.  This 

outward display of untouched wilderness unwittingly opened the door to prison planners, who 

saw it as an unused parcel of real estate ripe for development.   

 Agency officials offered recommendations to mitigate the impact of construction on Ray 

Brook’s natural latticework.  They noted that because water drained toward the site’s aquatic 

habitats, excavation and timber removal might trigger sedimentation, siltation, and pollution.  
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The APA suggested building on gentler terrain to minimize disturbances, including existing 

recreational areas whose use was “somewhat limited in the Adirondacks due to the long 

winters.”  The Agency also proposed retention of existing vegetation to guard against soil 

erosion, water pollution, and harm to wildlife.  Park Agency officials also sought to safeguard at 

least some of the site’s natural aesthetic and prevent potentially negative visual impacts, offering 

Camp Adirondack, which operated “without clearcutting around the buildings,” as an example 

for federal planners to follow.  With less vegetation, the APA feared the prison would “be visible 

from several nearby peaks and…from the Ray Brook Road.”  Further, preservation of existing 

vegetation and “screening the facility to the extent possible is important toward maintaining the 

current property values.”74   

In March 1977, representatives from the LPOOC, APA, and BOP met to discuss the Park 

Agency’s findings.  Citing regulations that required federal prisons be built on flat, unobstructed 

terrain, Bureau officials estimated they would have to excavate and fill one million cubic acres of 

earth and cut seventy five acres of forest (463,000 board feet of timber) at the 155-acre site.  

Bureau leaders asserted that preserving the existing environment would hinder incarceration and 

imperil public safety, stating, “You can’t have any hills and valleys that might provide refuge for 

a prisoner.  You can have little vegetation in the area.  Those are the things you have to live with 

if you want to build a prison.”75  Prison planners summarily discarded the Park Agency report 
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(which they were not legally obligated to follow), and did not explore alternatives to their vision 

of proper prison topography.76 

The Park Agency’s recommendations amounted to a set of inconvenient truths for 

planners who viewed the land as a tabula rasa and its people as single-mindedly focused on jobs.  

Project advocates shrugged off potential legal complications from building a federal prison on 

state land, and rejected offers from other agencies to operate the facility after 1980.  No other 

use, they argued, would generate the same economic impact as a penal institution.77  McEwen 

criticized skeptics, claiming there were “forces at work in this area that are against job 

opportunities and the expansion of the economy.”  To that point, project supporters accepted 

potential environmental degradation as the price of bringing jobs to a region battling chronically 

high unemployment.78  By planners’ logic, the Ray Brook environment was a collection of 

separate and unequal parts, with nature itself obstructing residents’ path to prosperity.  To unlock 

the prison’s economic potential, not only did the landscape have to be razed, but the tight knit 

relationships forged among humans and their non-human neighbors had to be severed. 

At the same time, prison supporters sought to ward off any social or political fallout from 

their unconventional housing plan by concealing the facility’s after use.  Visiting the Memphis 

federal penitentiary in March 1977, McEwen declared the Ray Brook complex would “provide 
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first class accommodations for the athletes in 1980.”  The congressman added, tellingly, “you’d 

never know it was a prison.”  For its part, the LPOOC deliberately misled the IOC, claiming the 

complex “would offer a permanent after-use as a state or federal facility,” that the state had 

granted the land to Olympic organizers, not the BOP, and that the buildings would be “turned 

over by the Organizing Committee to the Government of the United States for its long-term 

use.”79  Misstatements about the facility’s future were both reflective of organizers’ difficulties 

justifying their scheme and part of a campaign to legitimize construction in the face of increasing 

skepticism and opposition. 

The Lake Placid News warned of dire social transformations from continued crimescape 

expansion in the isolated Adirondacks. While praising the potential for economic growth, editors 

criticized the exclusion of local input, and cautioned that more penitentiaries might expose 

residents to “state and national problems largely unfamiliar to Adirondackers,” including the 

scourges of city life in 1970s New York: illegal narcotics and violent crime.  Employing racially 

tinged rhetoric, the paper labeled New York City “a world of barely-chained violence.”  With the 

cities’ predominantly African American and Hispanic criminals being shipped to the 

Adirondacks, editors warned, “no longer will distance and mountain winds silence the ghetto’s 

scream.”80  The editorial added an important layer to the APA’s portrait of Ray Brook life, 

namely, of a primarily white community whose experience of the urban crisis went no further 

than news reports.  Relative peace and quiet, a condition that both reflected and supported Ray 

Brook’s prevailing natural order, was under siege. 
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Excavation and timber removal commenced abruptly in June 1977, catching locals by 

surprise.  Their concerns affirmed the prior warnings from the Park Agency and local news 

media.  Residents continued to complain about their exclusion from the planning process, and 

fretted over property values, taxes, and quality of life concerns stemming from elevated noise 

and artificial lighting.  The biggest source of anxiety, though, sprang from the project’s 

ecological impacts.  Townspeople assailed the project as “an environmental disaster” which had 

“damaged the land” and “created a big scar.”  Prevented from accessing the site, some residents 

asked plaintively, “How do you propose we get to our homes?”  One homeowner declared he 

was “not afraid of getting murdered in my bed by escaped prisoners,” but was “upset by the 

impact of the prison itself on the surroundings,” and feared “a trout will never be seen” in Ray 

Brook again.  The Lake Placid News decried the “rape of the stripped and ravaged land” and, in 

wondering “why some things are worth protecting, and others aren’t,” asked, “why wasn’t Jones 

Beach condemned?”81   

Planners labored to convince skeptics that the new penitentiary might someday blend 

smoothly with the existing landscape.  They promised to retain some vegetation and install “a 

special type of lighting” to mitigate visual impacts.  Officials assured homeowners that taxes 

would not increase, construction noise would be temporary, and that the prison would create 260 

new jobs.  Planners compared the Memphis-inspired facility to the “country club” style federal 

prison in the posh suburb of Danbury, Connecticut, which housed nonviolent, “high class 
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criminals.”82  The keys to a smooth transition for Ray Brook’s new federal prison, as they saw it, 

lay not in accommodating the community’s existing ecological order, but by offering aesthetic, 

economic, and social correctives designed both to placate anxious residents and to facilitate the 

institution’s normalization after construction.   

After leveling seventy-five acres of forest and excavating one million cubic acres of soil, 

planners further antagonized locals with a poorly conceived waste disposal plan.  In August 

1977, officials proposed building “lagoons” at the property’s edge to collect and treat wastewater 

and raw sewage.  The plans called for placing the lagoons adjacent to Ray Brook stream and near 

a dozen private homes.  Locals worried about air, water, and noise pollution, in addition to 

impacts on property values and aesthetics.  Tellingly, some residents also feared harmful effects 

on inmates at nearby Camp Adirondack.  With some homeowners threatening to move, the Lake 

Placid News highlighted planners’ “lack of concern for Ray Brook’s health and welfare,” 

criticized officials who had tolerated its “legal rape,” and praised residents for their “firm stand 

in opposing the siting of the ‘fecal facility.’”  Heightened anxiety about the sewage proposal led 

dozens of residents to sign a petition and inform officials of what was at stake: 

If on-site sewage disposal is used…there is potential for serious adverse impact upon 
values which we consider important citizens’ rights—a healthy environment for our 
children and for ourselves; enjoyment of one’s property without imposition 
of…nuisances such as foul odors, and visual degradation; and avoidance of new 
neighborhood development which causes serious property value reductions.  Also…there 
is potential for significant negative impact of Prison on-site sewage disposal to Ray 
Brook stream, Oseetah Lake and Lake Flower.  These are important outdoor recreational 
waterways which are heavily used for fishing and other water related activities…The 
piping of sewage to the Saranac Lake Village sewage treatment system…will largely 
avoid these stated negative impacts…To make a choice other than the Saranac Lake 
option is to disregard the health and welfare of Ray Brook citizens. 
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Citizen activism prevailed, as officials in nearby Saranac Lake offered to collect and treat prison 

sewage at their sanitary facility.83  Nevertheless, locals were powerless to prevent the destruction 

and ecological transformations the APA had predicted only months earlier. 

 Heavy rains in August 1977 facilitated the ecological degradation feared by area 

residents.  Under pressure to meet construction deadlines, contractors had failed to properly 

secure tons of excavated soil and wood chips their machines had created.  By September, 

residents noticed muddied waterways and discolored drinking water in their homes.  Park 

Agency scientists reported, “drainage from the site began depositing substantial quantities of 

sediment in adjoining water bodies,” just as their recommendations had predicted.  Rainstorms 

unleashed 400 tons of mud, creating new sandbars, befouling vegetation, and threatening 

wildlife.  Residents contended with restricted access to swimming and fishing areas, and 

scientists predicted restoration of the site’s ecological integrity would take at least five years.84   
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  A bureaucratic struggle quickly ensued over responsibility for the disaster at Ray Brook.  

The federal Economic Development Administration (EDA), charged with managing Olympic 

financing, accused contractors of ignoring directives to guard against runoff.  The APA blamed 

the BOP for failing “to exercise precautions to prevent a serious environmental impact” and 

called on the U.S. Council on Environmental Quality to force the Bureau to take “all possible 

measures…to restore the impacted resources.”  For its part, the Bureau blamed the weather, 

claiming heavy rainfall had caused the destruction.  The DEC informed the BOP that pollution of 

waterways on state land surrounding the site may have violated New York water quality 

standards, leading to possible litigation.  Faced with threats to withhold critical funding, prison 

officials relented and followed Park Agency guidelines to forestall further destruction.  By 

November 1977, workers had installed sediment basins, mulched loose dirt and wood chips, 

reseeded open areas, and placed jute mesh around the site.  The scale of the destruction that had 

already taken place, though, prompted one APA official to label the prison construction “one of 

the environmental tragedies of the Olympics.”85 

 For two years, Olympic organizers and their Bureau partners had tested the limits of 

undertaking large-scale development on protected public land.  Driven both by fear and 

arrogance, planners had disregarded expert, scientific advice, dismissed residents’ anxieties, and 
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conceived of natural features at the site as barriers to overcome in order to fulfill their objectives.  

In developing a tract of Forest Preserve, they disassembled the pieces of Ray Brook’s intricately 

constructed natural order.  Nature, though, had quickly asserted itself as a player in the prison 

debate, and Olympic and Bureau officials found it difficult to withstand the torrent of criticism 

that flowed from those summer rains.  Only the specter of financial disaster and an unfinished 

housing complex propelled implementation of the expert guidance planners had so easily 

ignored.  Once permitted to proceed with construction, organizers’ efforts to conceal the 

facility’s permanent after use evaporated as Lake Placid’s Olympic Prison acquired international 

notoriety.   

The Olympic Prison: One Penitentiary, Two Oppositions 

 During the planning phases, the facility’s future as a federal prison attracted scant 

attention from both opponents and supporters.  By 1978, however, anti-prison activists from 

outside the Adirondacks seized on its proposed after use, and the publicity afforded by the 

Olympics, to attract converts to their struggle to reform the nation’s criminal justice system.  

Though its grievances largely sidestepped local fears and anxieties, STOP’s moral crusade 

against the Olympic Prison did seek to mitigate the damage the prison would inflict on Ray 

Brook’s social fabric.  Converting the facility to a non-carceral purpose, STOP hoped, might aid 

in legitimizing its presence in a community long oriented toward health, leisure, and outdoor 

recreation.  

 Inspired by the unusual opportunity to use the Olympics to draw attention to their cause, 

activists affiliated with a variety of progressive and Christian reform organizations in New York 
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City founded Stop the Olympic Prison (STOP) in March 1978.86  With construction slated to 

resume in April, STOP shifted the discussion from the facility’s ecological and public health 

impacts toward stirring public awareness and moral outrage over its intended future use after the 

Olympics had ended.  The creation of STOP thus signaled a second phase of the opposition 

centered on the use of moral suasion and nonviolent protest to scuttle the prison plan.  To that 

end, STOP undertook a public relations campaign to expose the moral challenges presented by 

Ray Brook’s second correctional facility.87 

 STOP assailed the Olympic Prison as emblematic of the nation’s misguided criminal 

justice policies.  Opponents viewed chronic overcrowding and reliance on mass incarceration as 

proof of prisons’ failure to tackle the underlying causes of crime.88  Further evidence of their 

inability to deter criminal behavior and provide effective rehabilitation could be found in the 

swelling number of correctional facilities, most notably Camp Adirondack.  Building more 

penitentiaries, critics argued, only exacerbated the problems they were intended to solve.  
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Echoing opposition claims that prisons had become a mere “dumping ground for societal 

scapegoats,” STOP urged conversion of the facility not to a prison, but to a monument to “an 

earlier time when people believed in prison confinement from which they have freed 

themselves.”89      

 Activists warned of grave political fallout from the penitentiary’s morally destructive 

character.  The communal and celebratory spirit of the Olympics, they worried, might be 

tarnished by the “grief, social failure and oppression” characteristic of American prisons.  STOP 

shamefully noted that once the athletes departed, “their place will be taken by other young men 

brought there in chains and caged.”90  Deemed “a violation of human rights…by a land that 
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proclaims them,” the Olympic Prison challenged the nation’s self-proclaimed status as a bastion 

of liberty.91  Opponents predicted an amplified geopolitical advantage for nations notorious for 

mass incarceration, including the U.S.S.R. and South Africa.  Soviet plans to convert athletes’ 

housing in Moscow to apartments after the 1980 Summer Olympics, STOP argued, further 

undercut the United States’ tainted moral authority. With the nation’s respectability 

compromised, opponents intoned the September 1971 uprising at Attica as a cautionary example 

of the deadly consequences of morally corrupt criminal justice programs.  They noted ominously 

that Ray Brook might someday achieve notoriety as the “Attica of the Adirondacks.”92 
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None of the prison’s moral deficiencies, though, were as pervasive or damaging for 

critics as its status as incubator of the nation’s class and racial inequalities.  STOP labeled the 

Olympics a ploy to benefit white Americans across the socioeconomic spectrum: elite devotées 

of winter sports; workers hired to build the facilities; and unemployed residents seeking prison 

jobs.  The price of this program of white uplift, though, extended beyond congressional 

appropriations and environmental impacts.  The costs to the predominantly urban, African 

American, and Hispanic convicts included broken neighborhoods, financial hardships, and the 

likelihood of recidivism.  Prison foes also foretold significant burdens for non-white, low-income 

city dwellers visiting loved ones imprisoned in an expensive resort community.  STOP warned of 

the potentially explosive mix of “poor, non-white, inner city, unemployed youthful males” being 

guarded by “rural white mountain folks in search of ‘recession proof’” jobs at Ray Brook, a 

condition exacerbated by the region’s vast racial disparities, where whites comprised 99 percent 

of the local population.93  As pawns in a cynical scheme of rural economic development, poor 
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New Yorkers, irrespective of race or regional background, might someday find themselves 

trapped in a cauldron of racial violence. 

In an effort to rally local support, STOP extended its moral critique to issues involving 

land use, environment, and social integrity.  Critics argued the penitentiary’s remote locale 

violated Bureau facility siting standards.  Exiling urban, minority convicts in the Adirondacks, 

they claimed, would impair the institution’s rehabilitative objectives.  Opponents urged 

relocation of the prison to an urban area to ensure preservation of familial ties and inmates’ 

access to health, educational, and employment opportunities deemed vital to rehabilitation.94  By 
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pressuring the BOP to enforce its own directives (mandating incarceration in facilities built in 

close proximity to inmates’ hometowns), opponents tacitly acknowledged the limits of their 

moral opposition and unwittingly endorsed the use of prisons, albeit with firm environmental 

restrictions.  

According to STOP, geographic isolation was but one factor rendering mass incarceration 

incompatible with the Adirondack region.  Opponents appealed to the Park’s history as a 

wilderness enclave protected for the “recreational and conservationist uses of all New Yorkers.”  

Suddenly seeing virtue in the region’s remoteness, they criticized the prison proposal as “an 

affront to public intent.”  Critics intoned the area’s “beautiful environment,” “big woods,” and 

“clear lakes” as compatible only with tourism.  Once comparisons to San Quentin, Dannemora, 

and Alcatraz took hold, STOP warned of irreversible damage to the region’s dominant industry.  

As an institution “alien to Lake Placid’s traditions of recreation, health, and family fun,” 

opponents urged prompt relocation to a seemingly more appropriate, urban environment.95  

However, by defending the region’s social and economic status quo, opponents unwittingly 
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buttressed the interests of the same white elites they had earlier condemned as unworthy and 

amoral beneficiaries of Olympic and prison largesse. 

STOP and its allies also railed against the complex itself as antithetical to the region’s 

reputation for promoting health and wellness.  They targeted its tiny rooms, narrow windows, 

and five circularly arranged cellblocks spread across the flattened terrain, lamenting that “an 

environment of James Fenimore Cooper” had been invaded by “a modern 1984 facility, with all 

its symbolism.”  The prison’s modernist, concrete-and-steel design prompted even Olympic 

organizers to fear a “concentration camp atmosphere for some people from European 

countries.”96  International sports executives condemned plans to lodge four athletes apiece in 

rooms designed for only one inmate.  Cramped quarters, they feared, would inhibit proper rest, 

promote the spread of disease, and physically debilitate athletes prior to competition.  Many 

delegations accordingly eschewed Ray Brook in favor of rented space in area homes, inns, and 

apartment buildings.  By the same token, STOP feared restricted physical space inside the prison, 

in concert with the region’s “long and cold winters,” would create “embittered and more 

dangerous young people coming out of there.”  Opponents also dismissed long-held beliefs in the 
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inherently healthful qualities of Adirondack nature, claiming, “Pure cold air and pine trees may 

cure tuberculosis, but not crime, else there would be no crime in the North Country.”97 

To resolve these dilemmas, STOP proposed an alternative use that they hoped might help 

legitimize the facility’s presence in Ray Brook.  Opponents pressed for conversion to a 

permanent Olympic training center, which they believed would aid in restoring Ray Brook’s 

damaged social character.98  This proposal highlighted the deep chasm separating local 
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opponents from their putative STOP allies.  Ray Brook residents shared few of STOP’s concerns 

about the prison proposal.  Local dwellers had peacefully coexisted with Camp Adirondack for a 

year prior to the devastation unleashed at the federal prison site; having a penitentiary nearby had 

not inflicted the social harm STOP predicted.  Putting the facility to a non-carceral purpose, 

therefore, was of little concern to homeowners already adjusted to the crimescape.  For local 

residents, the massive complex whose construction had disrupted Ray Brook’s ecological 

integrity and health might never blend in, no matter the circumstances or conditions of its use. 

    Failure to garner widespread local support never shook STOP members’ conviction in 

the fundamental rightness of their vision.  Their efforts followed a familiar trajectory in the 

history of social reform.  Scattered and largely unnoticed interviews, letters to the editor, and 

news stories eventually became an organized, disciplined, and committed conglomeration of 

individuals and groups.  Throughout 1978, STOP spread its message through newsletters, 

brochures, fliers, letters, posters, speeches, and bumper stickers.  They demanded accountability 

from Olympic organizers during a visit to Lake Placid; initiated lawsuits concerning free speech 

and use of Olympic symbols; and stirred doubts among bureaucrats, politicians, and even local 

residents.  In December, STOP marched on Washington to highlight the Olympic Prison as 

emblematic of the bigger problem of mass incarceration in the United States, leading some to 

believe its vision of a reconfigured Ray Brook facility might yet come to pass.99 
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With the Olympics one year away, efforts to derail the prison plan intensified during 

1979.  At the local level, STOP’s work triggered a schism among denominational leaders, 

clerics, and congregations across the North Country.  The institutional authority of conferences, 

assemblies, and bishops disintegrated as area clergy applied STOP’s moral vision to the 

immediate, local, and everyday concerns of their congregants and communities.  Though the 

penitentiary won support from the Catholic hierarchy and several area churches, most local 

religious groups joined STOP’s crusade.  State lawmakers in Albany threatened to make 

Olympic funding contingent on abolition of the prison plan, and in Washington, countless phone 

calls, telegrams, and letters persuaded Congress to convene two days of hearings on the facility 

in March 1979.  One month later, congressional Democrats mounted three failed attempts to 

scrap the plan, and in May, STOP held a rally on the Capitol steps.  Opposition leaders made 

little headway at an October meeting with President Jimmy Carter’s domestic policy advisers, 

but warned of protests in Lake Placid during the Olympics.  In November, local St. Regis 
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Mohawk elders, citing eighteenth century treaties, pressed legal claims to the prison site in Ray 

Brook.100   

 Despite failing to fuse the various strands of its opposition, STOP did achieve its 

objective of raising public awareness and stirring moral outrage.  From these modest goals, 

promoted through an extensive public relations campaign, flowed impressive results.  State 

legislators threatened to cancel critical Olympic financing; congressional leaders called prison 

planners and Olympic organizers to account for their actions; and even the director of the Bureau 

of Prisons and United States Attorney General, whose department would operate the new prison, 

expressed doubts about the project.  Having acquired a politically influential base of support, 

opponents sought to leverage their newfound power to alter the facility’s after use.  Unable to 

reverse the damage unleashed during construction, STOP adopted a conversion plan they 

believed even prison stalwarts might embrace.  Critics’ push for an athletic training center, 

though, revealed a profound misreading of the sentiments of the project’s advocates, who never 

wavered in their commitment to building the Olympic Prison. 
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 Forced to defend what many considered a morally reprehensible scheme, supporters cast 

the prison as compatible with the region’s social, economic, and environmental order.  In the 

spirit of the Sagebrush rebels, advocates, including area residents, clergy, and politicians, guided 

by Congressman McEwen, proclaimed the complex, built with federal funds for an international 

athletic competition, a purely local concern.  Boosters labored to discredit STOP by asserting the 

supremacy of local knowledge of the Adirondacks’ history, nature, and society.  Like their 

opponents, project supporters encountered difficulty reconciling the tensions embedded in their 

arguments.  In response to the unrelenting force of STOP’s moral crusade, advocates 

transformed their appeal to home rule into a reactionary campaign of misinformation, distortion, 

and lies.  Proponents’ tacit acknowledgment of discomfort with their own housing plan, though, 

did not undermine their resolve to get the prison built.     

 Advocates labeled the isolated and relatively undeveloped Adirondacks an ideal 

environment for correctional expansion.  Prisoners seeking rehabilitation, they claimed, would 

benefit from the “purity of the air” and “meditative quality of the surrounding mountains.”  Here, 

supporters both reinforced and reversed STOP’s positioning of urban and rural areas on opposite 

ends of the environmental spectrum.  Cities, they argued, had “spawned the crimes” that made 

prisons necessary.  If the Adirondacks’ remote locale were “good enough for tourists,” then 

surely “the unfortunate souls who are society’s transgressors” would also benefit.  The positive 

experience of incarceration in a non-urban environment, boosters claimed, would mitigate the 

harmful impacts of geographic and social isolation predicted by STOP.  The president of the 
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LPOOC, a lifelong local resident, declared with confidence, “If I were a prisoner, I couldn’t 

think of a better place to serve out my time than in the Adirondacks.”101 

 By the same token, supporters praised the facility’s design as consistent with both the 

Adirondack environment and its long-term use as a penal institution.  Supporters labeled the low-

slung complex “attractive” and “modern,” and compared its layout to a campus that “would not 

be turned down by any university in this country.”  Indoors, organizers promised brightly painted 

walls that, they argued, would promote rehabilitation, while outside, an electrified fence and 

razor wire would “keep potential terrorists out” and “keep juvenile offenders in.”  Nevertheless, 

with two prisons already operating in the region, they argued building another was a natural and 

logical development, regardless of aesthetic or security concerns.102  

 Above all, planners viewed the project as an exclusively local matter, in spite of its state, 

national, and international implications.  They considered the prison consistent with the region’s 
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history of treating tuberculosis patients, drug addicts, the mentally ill, and criminals in 

institutional settings.  Two-hundred-thirty well-paying jobs (with 110 reserved for local 

residents), advocates noted, might spur both creation of a “new permanent industry” and a long-

awaited economic recovery.  Interestingly, as Congress appropriated millions of dollars for the 

project, supporters claimed, “Government has done too little for Northern New York.”  Boosters 

also assailed STOP as meddling outsiders bent on harming the area economy, embarrassing the 

United States and the Olympics, and reviling locals as racist “herdsmen of minorities.”  Stating, 

“people who live elsewhere, and barely ever heard of us” should not make “decisions about our 

future,” advocates encouraged residents to support the project in the name of local control, 

regardless of who was footing the bill.103 

 Frustrated by STOP’s achievements and unable to offer a compelling rebuttal, supporters 

embarked on a campaign of lies and distortions.  They falsely claimed to enjoy widespread 

support garnered through thoughtful attention to local concerns.  Organizers also solicited private 
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donations based on counterfeit premises: first, that taxpayer money was not funding the 

Olympics, and second, that the facility would become an athletic training center after the Games 

(the second claim followed assertions that the complex’s size ruled out such a conversion).  

Recalling a non-existent, failed survey of other federal agencies for an alternate solution, 

boosters then declared the BOP had foisted the prison upon them.  Nevertheless, they called it 

the “best solution,” and with “no other after use for this facility,” warned of an expensive and 

empty complex if the plan fell through.  Advocates pressured journalists to eschew the word 

“prison” in favor of  “athletes housing,” “dormitories,” or “Olympic Village,” and most startling 

of all, claimed no environmental damage had occurred because of construction.  Increasingly on 

the defensive, the advocates’ de facto leaders turned on each other: the BOP blamed the LPOOC; 

Olympic organizers blamed McEwen; and the congressman, for his part, blamed Congress and 

the Secretary of Commerce.  Exhausted after years of struggle, McEwen stated “it was time the 

country moved on…instead of dwelling on what mistakes may have been made.”  After all, as 

one Olympic bureaucrat noted, “We’re sure as hell not experts on prisons.”104  

 The task facing prison advocates should have been simple.  By the spring of 1977, they 

had acquired the necessary money, men, materials, and land; circumvented the informal 
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regulation of local residents; and, for one dollar, transformed land once considered Forever Wild 

into Forever Prison.  STOP’s blistering critiques left project supporters grasping for new ways to 

justify the rightness of their plan.  Absent a compelling moral argument in its favor, and not 

immune to the unpleasant realities of mixing mass incarceration with Olympic competition, 

boosters’ flimsy defenses devolved into a torrent of lies that ultimately split the awkward 

partnership among Olympic organizers, prison planners, and their congressional allies.  The 

narrow appeal of calls for home rule, characterized by cries for political independence built on a 

foundation of economic dependency, only furthered boosters’ isolation as the Games 

approached.  Nevertheless, STOP and its local allies looked on with dread as athletes arrived for 

the 13th Winter Olympic Games in January 1980, all but assuring the facility’s future in the 

crimescape. 

 Olympic athletes from thirty-seven nations were the first occupants of the circular 

dormitories built in Ray Brook.  Concurrent with their arrival in January 1980, the Olympic 

flame began its journey north to Lake Placid.  Police stifled STOP efforts to disrupt the torch 

run, which concluded peacefully at the opening ceremonies on February 13.  By March, Dionne 

Warwick and Jamie Farr, after entertaining the athletes in the Village, had returned to 

Hollywood; the athletes had gone home; the LPOOC had submitted a glowing review of the 

housing complex to the IOC; and the BOP had begun transforming the facility from athletes’ 

housing to a federal correctional institution.105  
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Renovations required for the complex’s carceral conversion (paid for with $4 million in 

federal funds) proceeded through the spring and summer of 1980.  Some BOP officials, however, 

remained skeptical.  In a speech to the Saranac Lake Chamber of Commerce, one Bureau leader 

called Ray Brook “not an ideal site,” yet repeated claims that no other use justified its 

construction.  The Press Republican editorial board piled on, arguing diminished opposition 

activity evinced locals’ approval of the project.  Amid a budget crunch and rising conservative 

tide, the Press called for uniform acceptance of the prison as a tool “to keep…people off the 

public assistance rolls.”  The editors ended with an unambiguously dark prophecy: “The prison is 

going to become a viable industry in the North Country whether you like it or not.”106 

 After numerous delays, including misplacement of the prison’s keys, the FCI opened on 

September 26, 1980.  Congressman McEwen, local Catholic Bishop Stanislaus J. Brzana, and 

BOP Director Carlson were guests of honor at a ceremony attended by 150 staff members and 

supporters.  Unwittingly evoking the mission of Camp Adirondack, Carlson pledged a “modern” 

institution that would “offer hope instead of despair.”  McEwen was less conciliatory, claiming 
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“There is no facility whose completion gives me more satisfaction…in the heart of our 

picturesque Adirondacks.”  The same day, STOP held its final protests against the project.  At 

Bureau headquarters in Washington, D.C., critics honored Brzana as “Turkey of the Year” and 

President Carter as the “Super-Turkey.”  In Ray Brook, a handful of opposition stalwarts 

expressed disappointment, but noted the controversy’s value as “a good publicity tool” for the 

anti-prison movement.107  Whose vision of the facility’s future would prevail, the BOP or STOP, 

remained uncertain as the first inmates arrived in early 1981. 

Camp Adirondack and the Social Experience of Mass Incarceration  

 Amid the long struggle over the Olympic Prison, across the road at Camp Adirondack, 

inmates, staff, and residents built partnerships that fortified the penal institution’s presence in the 

community.  A culture of outreach and exchange took root, characterized by activities 

emphasizing social welfare, public health, and education.  An abundance of goodwill, 

unfortunately, could not forestall the escapes, violence, labor unrest, and corruption that provided 

stark reminders of the institution’s carceral purposes.  Nevertheless, this early cooperative spirit 

helped preserve public support after the camp expanded to become the medium security 

Adirondack Correctional Facility (ACF) in 1981.  Decades-old social, cultural, and economic 

bonds easily withstood the placement of barbed wire fencing around the old facility. 
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 Local residents and service organizations fostered a climate of collaboration that 

facilitated a smooth transition for both the facility and the community.  Their efforts, directed 

toward enhancing the prisoners’ intellectual, mental, and spiritual health, neatly aligned with the 

institution’s historical roots.  North Country Community College offered courses both for 

inmates and staff members and in time, the prison education program helped the college achieve 

financial solvency.108  Locals raised money for and volunteered with music and literacy 

programs at the camp, and area actors and musicians provided entertainment for the men.109  

Regional clergy, in particular the Catholic bishop and his parish priests, became active 

participants in prison ministry with both inmates and officers.110  

 Prison staff and administrators, too, worked to promote public involvement in the camp’s 

development.  Correctional officials hosted annual open house events that became a fixture of 

Ray Brook’s summer calendar.  These gatherings featured inmate-guided tours, barbecues, 

displays of inmates’ artwork, speeches by prisoners, administrators, politicians, and civic 

boosters, and even carnival rides and activities for children.  While hundreds took the chance to 

get an inside view of prison life, camp officials also ventured into neighboring communities, 

lecturing at service organizations, displaying images of camp life, and answering locals’ 

questions.  Administrators also reached out to prisoners’ families, sponsoring visits to the 
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facility, and hosting picnics and outdoor activities, including fishing in area ponds and 

streams.111 

 The inmates also engaged in a variety of activities that promoted community acceptance 

of the new correctional facility.  Inmate music groups performed for children at recreational 

facilities, for patients in medical institutions, and in public concerts held on prison grounds.  

Prisoners raised money for charitable causes, including the American Cancer Society and for 

victims of the famine in Ethiopia.  Frequently, public schools and service groups enlisted inmates 

to address area schoolchildren and warn against the dangers of alcohol and narcotics.112  By 

continuing Ray Brook’s tradition of promoting health, the collaborative efforts of staff, 

prisoners, and residents alike reaffirmed the facility’s legitimacy in its new role as a prison camp. 

 The work of prison labor crews on projects dedicated to social welfare and outdoor 

recreation, though, made the most indelible contributions toward reinforcing public support.  

Inmate workers’ promotion of social welfare objectives began on an ad hoc basis in the 1970s.  
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Prisoners, who earned on average between $1.10 and $4.20 per day, refurbished churches, 

renovated the offices of civic groups and governmental organizations, cleared vegetation at 

industrial sites, cut and stacked firewood for the poor, battled forest fires, and assisted with flood 

control.113  By the 1980s, this social welfare work became more organized and characterized by 

formal relationships with local clients.  In addition to their outdoor work, prisoners became 

quasi-regular employees of public schools, fire departments, senior centers, libraries, sports 

groups, and health organizations.114  The region’s many low-income families, in particular, came 

to depend on free Christmas toys built and repaired through a partnership among inmate workers 
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113 On inmates’ social welfare work in the 1970s, see, “Camp Adirondack clears industrial park,” photo, PR, Mar. 
15, 1974; “ACTEC residents aiding in ‘crisis,’” PR, Mar. 15, 1974; “Blocking out,” photo, PR, Aug. 26, 1977; 
“Tree surgery,” photo, PR, Sept. 8, 1977; “Heave Ho!” photo, ADE, Oct. 13, 1977; “Campmen provide service to 
area,” letter to the editor, PR, Nov. 11, 1977; “Camp Adirondack hosts open house,” PR, Jun. 14, 1978; “Village 
completing dam construction,” PR, Jun. 21, 1978; “Thursday’s rain aids volunteers in forest fire,” PR, Jul. 29, 1978; 
“Community praises camp residents,” PR, Sept. 2, 1978; “Woodcutting,” photo, ADE, Nov. 27, 1978; “Contracts for 
plumbing, construction awarded,” PR, Mar. 27, 1979; “The finishing touch,” photo, PR, Apr. 5, 1979; and, “Area 
forest fires under control,” PR, Oct. 25, 1979. 
 
114 On inmates’ social welfare work, 1980s-2000s, see, “Adult Center to settle down on Broadway,” PR, Jan. 15, 
1980; “Camp Adirondack inmates enjoy work outdoors,” PR, Feb. 26, 1980; Photos of convict workers, PR, Feb. 
26, 1980; “Stacking up,” photo, PR, Mar. 6, 1980; “Fields need repair from drainage, Games,” PR, Apr. 11, 1980; 
“Fields to be inspected; partial use considered,” PR, Apr. 21, 1980; “DOT field work begins; use again considered,” 
PR, May 16, 1980; “Clearing the brush,” photo, PR, Aug. 1, 1980; “Dig It,” photo, ADE, Oct. 8, 1980; “An 
attempt,” photo, PR, Feb. 12, 1981; “Waters, requests for Red Cross aid on the rise,” PR, Feb. 19, 1981; “Camp 
Adirondack commended,” ADE, Jun. 11, 1981; “Inmates working on bridges in Jay,” PR, Jul. 25, 1981; 
“Bloomingdale field day attracts many,” photo, PR, Sept. 8, 1981; “Finishing touches,” photo, ADE, Nov. 3, 1981; 
“Lettermen,” photo, ADE, Nov. 27, 1981; “It’s a Frame,” photo, ADE, Jun. 15, 1982; “About Town: Bloomingdale,” 
ADE, Jun. 15, 1982; “Blooming Berkeley,” photo, ADE, Jun. 30, 1982; “Work on Walkway Begins,” photo, ADE, 
Oct. 13, 1982; “Here’s How it Works,” photo, ADE, Sept. 23, 1982; “Handicapped children aided,” ADE, Sept. 23, 
1982; “Recognition for project sought,” PR, May 25, 1983; “Industrial site,” photo, PR, Jul. 1, 1983; “New look for 
Hubbard Hall,” photo, PR, Oct. 6, 1983; “Library holds open house,” PR, Oct. 17, 1983; “Inmates spruce NCCC’s 
Hubbard Hall,” PR, Jul. 11, 1984; “Library will open Monday: Inmates helped with renovations,” ADE, Oct. 5, 
1984; “Toys to Help Athletes,” photo, ADE, May 9, 1986; “Pride in a Project,” photo, ADE, May 13, 1986; “Time 
Donated to Project,” ADE, May 13, 1986; “Camp Crews Do Community Work,” LPN, May 22, 1986; “Inmates join 
farmers in Franklin County haylift,” PR, Aug. 18, 1986; “Prison crew helped airport,” letter to the editor, ADE, Sept. 
1, 1987; “New prison shops busy,” PR, Dec. 15, 1986; “Toys help athletes,” photo, PR, Jan. 9, 1987; 
“Advertisement: PBS Channel 57 Arts Auction,” PR, Jun. 2, 1987; “Helping Hands,” photo, ADE, Jun. 17, 1987; 
“Hard at Work,” photo, ADE, Feb. 4, 1988; “Streamlined Signs,” photo, ADE, Sept. 11, 1992; “Gardening for 
needy,” PR, Jun. 20, 1995; “Saying goodbye,” photo, ADE, Jul. 15, 2002; “New Girl Scouts Recycling Bin,” photo, 
ADE, May 9, 2007; and, “Adirondack Art Chair preview party to be held May 31,” ADE, May 23, 2008. 
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and service groups.115  In a region battered by high levels of poverty and unemployment, and 

during an era of austerity, swelling deficits, and shrinking investments in social programs, inmate 

labor filled an important void for the North Country’s many vulnerable residents. 

 Inmate workers also labored to preserve the region’s recreational resources and 

infrastructure.  Their work proved vital to construction of the bobsled run, cross-country trails, 

and alpine ski runs at Whiteface Mountain used during the Olympics.  Prisoners also renovated 

parks, skating rinks, and athletic fields in local communities.  Having demonstrated its value in 

the 1970s, inmate labor on recreational projects acquired quasi-official sanction in the 1980s, as 

conservation and sports groups, philanthropic organizations, and local governments came to rely 

on prison workers as a dependable, low-cost labor force.116  The most prominent example of 
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115 On Christmas toy work, see, “Christmas Bureau seeking donations,” PR, Nov. 30, 1973; “Giving to the United 
Fund,” photo, PR, Dec. 13, 1973; “Christmas Bureau seeks $900 more,” PR, Dec. 23, 1974; “Santa’s Jukebox 
Donors,” photo, ADE, Dec. 21, 1976; “Toy repairs may be at Camp Adirondack,” PR, Oct. 5, 1978; “Toys wanted 
for camp project,” ADE, Nov. 21, 1978; “Campmen give toys new life,” PR, Dec. 18, 1978; “Jackets, mittens given 
to Elks by youngsters,” PR, Dec. 19, 1978; “Saranac Lake Lions seek repairable toys, bikes,” PR, Feb. 28, 1979; 
“Helping hand,” photos, PR, May 1, 1979; “Lions deliver toys to camp for repair,” PR, May 12, 1979; “Street 
Scenes,” PR, Nov. 6, 1979; “Cubs hold holiday party,” PR, Jan. 17, 1980; “At Camp Adirondack: Repairing Toys,” 
op-ed, ADE, May 13, 1980; “Camp Adirondack Toy Program,” ADE, May 30, 1980; “Rotary to collect toys at fire 
department event,” PR, Aug. 27, 1980; “Helping Santa helps campmen,” ADE, Dec. 24, 1980; “Rotary to give 
cotton candy for toys,” PR, Sept. 5, 1981; “Santa’s Helpers,” photo, ADE, Dec. 9, 1981; “About Town,” ADE, Apr. 
22, 1982; “Gearing up for Christmas,” photo, ADE, Apr. 23, 1982; “Toys for Christmas,” photo, ADE, Dec. 21, 
1982; “Toy Program Plaudits,” photo, ADE, Feb. 25, 1983; “Holiday crafts fair to be held Nov. 27,” PR, Nov. 18, 
1983; “Hand-made toys,” photo, PR, Nov. 21, 1983; “Helping with Toy Program,” photo, ADE, Jan. 25, 1984; “Toy 
Savers,” photo, LPN, May 17, 1984; “Rotary for Youth,” photo, ADE, Apr. 10, 1985; “Inmates Create Kids’ 
Christmas Toys,” LPN, Dec. 12, 1985; “Real Alchemists,” editorial, LPN, Dec. 1985; “International buffet to aid 
‘Holiday Helpers,’” ADE, Sept. 16, 1986; “Benched,” photo, PR, Dec. 15, 1986; “Santa cutout inmates’ gift to the 
community,” PR, Dec. 15, 1986; “Santa’s Helpers Get Aid,” photo, ADE, Dec. 26, 1986; “Holiday Helpers Raffle,” 
photo, ADE, Aug. 9, 1988; “Holiday Helpers’ International Buffet a success,” letter to the editor, ADE, Oct. 27, 
1988; “Spirited Holiday Helpers made Christmas bright,” letter to the editor, ADE, Jan. 13, 1989; “Flowers net cash 
for toy program,” ADE, May 11, 1989; “Holiday Helpers,” photo, ADE, Nov. 21, 1989; “Volunteers help provide 
holiday gifts,” PR, Dec. 3, 1989; “Holiday Helpers,” photo, ADE, Dec. 19, 1989; and, “Toys,” photo, ADE, 
December (year illegible). 
 
116 On inmate labor on recreational infrastructure, see, “State priority may close minimum security camp,” PR, Aug. 
24, 1973; “ACTEC residents aiding in ‘crisis,’” PR, Mar. 15, 1974; “Residents of Camp Adirondack do 
environmental work,” PR, Jan. 24, 1975; “Expand recreation area,” photo, PR, Nov. 4, 1975; “Valcour Island is 
slowly returned to nature,” PR, Nov. 18, 1975; “Miles of trails,” photo, PR, Nov. 18, 1975; “Return to the wild,” 
photo, PR, Nov. 18, 1975; “Former Seton residence,” photo, PR, Nov. 18, 1975; “Glimpse of the past,” photo, PR, 
Nov. 18, 1975; “Shoreline vistas,” photo, PR, Nov. 18, 1975; “Dannemora plans for 1976,” PR, Jan. 23, 1976; 
“Swiss 4-man sled breaks track record,” ADE, Feb. 9, 1976; “Built by inmates,” photo, PR, Jun. 10, 1976; “Field 
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these semi-official labor agreements involved the Saranac Lake Winter Carnival, an event first 

held in 1898 to encourage wintertime outdoor activity for tuberculosis patients.  Beginning in 

1977, carnival organizers enlisted prisoners to build the event’s centerpiece, a massive ice palace 

on the shores of Lake Flower.117  Inmate labor on social welfare and recreation projects, by 

promoting wellness, closely mirrored the historically health-oriented objectives of the Ray Brook 

institution.  The cause of public health, which unified the community and the correctional 

facility, helped solidify the institution’s legitimacy in its new role as a prison. 
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work,” photo, PR, Jul. 2, 1976; “Getting ready for winter,” photo, PR, Oct. 1976; “Camp Adirondack—Where 
Realists Get Along,” LPN, Apr. 13, 1977; “Land-clearing starts for two softball fields,” PR, Jun. 25, 1977; “Clearing 
the land,” photo, PR, Jun. 25, 1977; “A riot of color,” editorial, ADE, Jun. 27, 1977; “School’s tax rate to decrease,” 
PR, Aug. 24, 1977; “Trail Work,” photo, ADE, Oct. 12, 1977; “Ski club fund-raising continues,” PR, Oct. 27, 1977; 
“Community praises camp residents,” PR, Sept. 2, 1978; “Appreciation shown,” photo, PR, Nov. 2, 1979; “Girl 
Scouts cite work of Camp Adirondack crews,” PR, Nov. 2, 1979; “Prisoners save Olympics thousands in labor 
costs,” The (New London, CT) Day, Dec. 13, 1979; “Intervale ski site to open as summer tourist stop in May,” PR, 
Apr. 10, 1980; “Countdown begins,” photo, PR, Jun. 4, 1980; “Students hike in the woods; it’s just in their nature,” 
PR, Jul. 8, 1980; “Dental program for school eyed,” PR, Aug. 11, 1980; “Plans for Triangle Park outlined,” PR, Oct. 
9, 1980; “Clearing the way,” photo, PR, Oct. 22, 1980; “A high level position,” photo, PR, Jul. 1, 1981; “Ski hut to 
be constructed,” PR, Jul. 11, 1981; “VIS plants flowers, fixes up parks,” PR, Jul. 23, 1981; “Essex County to open 
its 133rd fair Tuesday,” PR, Aug. 7, 1981; “Prisoners help in rescue of man from Haystack,” ADE, Aug. 12, 1981; 
“Making plans,” photo, PR, Sept. 1, 1981; “VIS elects new slate of officers,” PR, Nov. 11, 1981; “Many are 
involved in ski trail project,” PR, Jan. 28, 1982; “With a little help,” photo, PR, May 14, 1982; “Helping out,” photo, 
PR, May 20, 1982; “Public skating rink in village eyed,” PR, Oct. 13, 1982; “Stairway added at Beaver Park,” PR, 
Oct. 15, 1982; “Construction of covered walkway delayed,” PR, Nov. 6, 1982; “Board OKs skating rink,” PR, Nov. 
23, 1982; “Town funds sought for ice rink,” PR, Dec. 13, 1982; “Cross country ski building and lighted trails 
dedicated,” ADE, Dec. 22, 1982; “A gift to the skaters,” photo, PR, Feb. 14, 1983; “Field work,” photo, PR, Jun. 2, 
1983; “Clearing the bases,” photo, LPN, Jun. 16, 1983; “Inmate crews improving ski trails,” PR, Dec. 8, 1983; 
“Renovation team,” photo, PR, Dec. 15, 1983; “VIS sets $3000 fund-drive goal,” PR, Aug. 22, 1984; “VIS to plant 
cedar hedge,” PR, Dec. 12, 1984; “Prison-Made Furniture,” photo, LPN, Aug. 31, 1988; “Inmates at State Prison 
Construct Furniture for Interpretive Center,” LPN, Aug. 31, 1988; “New Playground,” photo, ADE, Oct. 11, 1988; 
“Open for Business,” photo, ADE, Aug. 21, 1990; “Pisgah’s Progress,” photo, ADE, Nov. 26, 1990; “New building 
delivered to base of Mt. Pisgah,” ADE, Nov. 26, 1990; “Piecing Together the Bandshell,” photo, ADE, May 23, 
1981; “Providing a Lift,” photo, ADE, Oct. 29, 1991; “Snow Shoveling Councilman,” photo, ADE, Jan. 8, 1992; “A 
New Place to Skate,” photo, ADE, Jan. 9, 1992; “Floral Work Detail,” photo, ADE, Jun. 6, 1997; and, “One Step at a 
Time,” photo, ADE, Jun. 9, 1998. 
 
117 On inmate labor at the Saranac Lake Winter Carnival, see, “Streets cleaned by campmen for carnival,” ADE, Feb. 
16, 1977; “Using materials on hand,” photo, ADE, Feb. 2, 1978; “The icemen make their deliveries,” photo, PR, 
Feb. 10, 1978; “The Real Thing,” photo, ADE, Feb. 10, 1978; “Easing the load,” photo, PR, Jan. 18, 1979; “Keough 
again lends expertise to ice palace construction,” PR, Jan. 18, 1979; “Awaiting construction,” photo, PR, Jan. 19, 
1979; “Ready for storming,” photo, PR, Feb. 9, 1979; “Ice palace in the mud,” photo, PR, Jan. 19, 1980; “Ice palace 
takes shape,” photo, PR, Jan. 28, 1981; “Saranac Lake parade highlights ongoing 1981 Winter Carnival,” PR, Feb. 
14, 1981; “Art Imitates Life,” photo, ADE, Feb. 2, 1982; “Going up,” photo, ADE, Feb. 4, 1982; “Rescue Calls: 
Saranac Lake,” ADE, Feb. 4, 1982; “A Helping Hand,” photo, ADE, Feb. 12, 1982; “A job well done,” photo, PR, 
Feb. 17, 1982; “Construction to start on 1983 Ice Palace,” ADE, Jan. 18, 1983; “Grand opening,” photo, PR, Jan. 27, 
1983; “Getting ready,” photo, PR, Jan. 31, 1983; “Palace beauty warms winter chill,” editorial, ADE, Feb. 10, 1983; 
and, “Camp Adirondack Carpenters,” photo, ADE, Dec. 11, 1984. 
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 Prisoners’ reactions to the social experience of incarceration in Ray Brook included a 

mixture of frustration and gratitude.  Seeing themselves as an elite crop of prisoners, some camp 

inmates complained that newer criminals “have no scruples” and lamented the apparent demise 

of “a code—you know, an honor among thieves thing.”  Seasoned inmates viewed prison camps 

as breeding grounds for “rats, snitches, and crybabies,” complaining that “jacks” (first-time 

offenders) sent to Ray Brook were “spoiled by coming here” because they “don’t know what it is 

to be miserable” in maximum-security institutions.  Though bemoaning heightened cooperation 

between inmates and officers, prisoners credited the camp’s healthful qualities, defined in part by 

the very harmony they decried, in smoothing their path to rehabilitation.  Working in the 

mountains, prisoners described a “feeling of freedom…being outdoors,” and that “it feels free.”  

Others labeled their often backbreaking labor as “healthy” precisely because “you’re in the 

outdoors.”  Administrators hoped the emotional charge of outdoor work, in concert with positive 

reinforcement from residents and staff, would renew inmates’ focus on the values of labor and 

personal wellness after release.118 

 In assessing the facility’s relatively smooth transition from hospital to drug rehab center 

to prison, residents and staff gave most of the credit to the inmates.  While some interpreted 

prisoners’ hard work and discipline as a ploy to avoid transfer to Attica or Dannemora, many 

viewed the inmates as partners in a progressive experiment whose success depended on the good 

conduct of all participants.  Administrators highlighted “a greater degree of trust” where there 
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118 On inmates’ reactions, see, “Camp Adirondack—Where Realists Get Along,” LPN, Apr. 13, 1977; “Camp 
Adirondack: unique, but it works,” ADE, Nov. 8, 1977; “Camp Adirondack: Prisoners like it here,” ADE, Apr. 2, 
1979; “Prisoners save Olympics thousands in labor costs,” The (New London, CT) Day, Dec. 13, 1979; “Camp 
Adirondack inmates enjoy work outdoors,” PR, Feb. 26, 1980; “Helping Santa helps campmen,” ADE, Dec. 24, 
1980; “Inmates spruce up NCCC’s Hubbard Hall,” PR, Jul. 11, 1984; “Camp Crews Do Community Work,” LPN, 
May 22, 1986; “Riding the perimeter,” ADE, Feb. 18, 1988; “Inmates at State Prison Construct Furniture for 
Interpretive Center,” LPN, Aug. 31, 1988; and, “Prison-Made Furniture,” photo, LPN, Aug. 31, 1988. 
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was “no need to enforce basic rules” because the men performed “work which they know has 

real value,” often undertaking projects “no contractor would touch.”  Locals called the inmates a 

“credit to the community,” and considered them “part of our life in the Adirondacks.”  The 

superintendent, linking the facility’s past and present, offered the ultimate endorsement of the 

prison when he claimed, “We are still helping people to get well.”119  

 However, the bureaucratic struggles that had triggered Camp Adirondack’s opening also 

shaped its long-term development.  Propelled by the space needs of the LPOOC and DOCS, 

officials embarked on a decades-long program of upgrades and expansions.  While conversion to 

medium security in 1981 brought more inmates, employees, and payroll dollars, it also 

attenuated the partnerships forged between the prison and the community.  Constant reminders of 

the facility’s carceral purposes, including escapes, violence, labor unrest, and struggles with 

infectious disease, threatened to upend the historically warm relationship enjoyed with its 

neighbors.  Nevertheless, conversion from camp to prison did little to shake residents’ 

confidence in the institution’s place in their community. 
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119 On staff and residents’ positive reactions to camp and inmates, see, “Streets cleaned by campmen for carnival,” 
ADE, Feb. 16, 1977; “Camp Adirondack—Where Realists Get Along,” LPN, Apr. 13, 1977; “All Have Sinned,” 
letter to the editor, ADE, Jun. 13, 1977; “A riot of color,” editorial, ADE, Jun. 22, 1977; “Newspaper Chronicles 
Prison Life,” LPN, Sept. 29, 1977; “Camp Adirondack: unique, but it works,” ADE, Nov. 8, 1977; “Campmen 
provide service to area,” letter to the editor, PR, Nov. 11, 1977; “Camp Adirondack hosts open house,” PR, Jun. 14, 
1978; “Community praises camp residents,” PR, Sept. 2, 1978; “Keough again lends expertise to ice palace 
construction,” PR, Jan. 18, 1979; “Racette says Camp Adirondack is still helping people get well,” PR, Mar. 2, 
1979; “Girl Scouts cite work of Camp Adirondack crews,” PR, Nov. 2, 1979; “Appreciation shown,” photo, PR, 
Nov. 2, 1979; “Prisoners save Olympics thousands in labor costs,” The (New London, CT) Day, Dec. 13, 1979; 
“Camp Adirondack inmates enjoy work outdoors,” PR, Feb. 26, 1980; “Terms Disputed,” letter to the editor, ADE, 
Oct. 13, 1980; “Helping Santa helps campmen,” ADE, Dec. 24, 1980; “Camp Adirondack commended,” letter to the 
editor, ADE, Jun. 11, 1981; “Cross country ski building and lighted trails dedicated,” ADE, Dec. 22, 1982; “Field 
work,” photos, PR, Jun. 2, 1983; “Handicapped children aided,” ADE, Sept. 23, 1983; “Toy Savers,” photo, LPN, 
May 17, 1984; “Inmates spruce up NCCC’s Hubbard Hall,” PR, Jul. 11, 1984; “Library will open Monday: Inmates 
helped with renovations,” ADE, Oct. 5, 1984; “Keene Schools Thanks Prison,” letter to the editor, LPN, Jul. 4, 1985; 
“Inmates Create Kids’ Christmas Toys,” LPN, Dec. 12, 1985; “Time donated to project,” ADE, May 13, 1986; 
“Camp Crews Do Community Work,” LPN, May 22, 1986; “Prison crew helped airport,” letter to the editor, ADE, 
Sept. 1, 1987; “Inmates at State Prison Construct Furniture for Interpretive Center,” LPN, Aug. 31, 1988; and, 
“Volunteers help provide holiday gifts,” PR, Dec. 3, 1989. 
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 The opening of Camp Adirondack, as it turned out, had not foreclosed its use for 

Olympic housing.  In early 1977, DOCS had agreed to temporarily move the camp’s 200 inmates 

to other facilities to make way for 1300 Olympic security personnel.  Lawmakers appropriated 

$6 million to renovate the 73-year-old facility, installing new water, electrical, power, and waste 

disposal systems, along with upgraded kitchen, laundry, and bathroom amenities.  The 

superintendent praised the makeover, noting, “it indicates we’re going to be here,” a view 

confirmed in 1979 as corrections pledged 100 more inmates after the Olympics.  Averse “to see a 

facility like this go to waste,” and claiming an insufficient number of minimum-security 

prisoners to fill the refurbished camp, DOCS planned for security upgrades, and even more 

prisoners, once the Olympics concluded.120 

 As New York’s prisons approached 100% capacity in 1980, correctional officials moved 

to take full advantage of the modernized Ray Brook facility.  Fears of idleness in an inmate 

population predicted to swell from 200 to 500 spurred creation of new vocational education 

programs.  Seeking to capitalize on its investment and use all available cell space, Corrections 

announced conversion to a mixed minimum-medium security prison in December 1980.  The 

camp quickly came to more closely resemble a prison, featuring a double security fence, topped 

by razor wire, and equipped with motion sensors; industrial factories for inmate workers; 

recreation and maintenance buildings; and guardhouses.  Contractors also removed the old 
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120 On upgrades for the Olympics, see, “Troopers to ensure Olympics security,” PR, Aug. 26, 1977; “Appropriations 
for North Country area listed,” PR, Jan. 18, 1978; “Projects on tap for area,” PR, Apr. 1, 1978; “Local units in for 
state aid,” PR, Apr. 4, 1978; “Most Carey requests granted in budget,” ADE, Sept. 28, 1978; “Over $8 million 
coming to area,” ADE, Sept. 28, 1978; “Supplemental budget has funds for local projects,” PR, Sept. 30, 1978; 
“Camp Ad’k getting $3.9 million redo,” ADE, Oct. 5, 1978; “Camp Adirondack getting facelift,” ADE, Jun. 8, 1979; 
“$65,000 slated for new PSUC curriculum,” PR, Jun. 18, 1979; “Olympic quarters called unsafe,” PR, Nov. 30, 
1979; “Agreement on school use by Guard expected soon,” ADE, Jan. 3, 1980; “Loss of 7 jobs proposed for prison,” 
PR, Jan. 22, 1980; “Firm tackles thousands of empty stomachs daily,” PR, Feb. 18, 1980; “Camp Adirondack 
population to swell,” ADE, Mar. 7, 1980; and, “Prison inmates, staff members returning to Ray Brook facility,” PR, 
Mar. 10, 1980. 
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tuberculosis cure porches, replacing them with classrooms and a law library.  A sign bearing the 

prison’s new name, Adirondack Correctional Facility (ACF), appeared on Ray Brook Road in 

October 1981, and by December, all its 485 inmates were classified medium security.121 

 Preserving the close-knit relationships forged between camp and community became a 

challenge amid heightened security.  Inmates long accustomed to the freeing qualities of outdoor 

work found themselves restricted to prison grounds.  As the facility’s population expanded 

absent its traditional work programs, Governor Mario Cuomo warned of “critical inmate 

idleness” that might threaten public safety.  In response, lawmakers funded a new visitor center, 

gymnasium, recreation yard, and vocational education facilities, and workers barred the prison’s 

windows, erected more fencing, installed security cameras, and built special detention cells for 

disruptive inmates.  Legislators also authorized a day care center for workers’ children, an 

employee dining facility, and an interfaith chapel to mitigate the stresses of work in an 

increasingly crowded and confined environment.122   
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121 On upgrade to medium security, see, “Camp Adirondack population to swell,” ADE, Mar. 7, 1980; “Prisoner 
population to increase,” ADE, Aug. 28, 1980; “Local prison plans to expand,” ADE, Nov. 12, 1980; “State considers 
camp expansion,” ADE, Nov. 14, 1980; “Camp Adirondack to double in size,” ADE, Dec. 4, 1980; “Camp 
Adirondack due for inmate expansion,” PR, Dec. 4, 1980; “Tri-Lake future looks brighter,” editorial, PR, Dec. 6, 
1980; “Camp Adirondack to Double Population,” LPN, Dec. 11, 1980; “Area residents hired for Camp Adirondack,” 
PR, Dec. 31, 1980; “Camp Adirondack inmate population expanded,” PR, May 7, 1981; “Camp Adirondack to 
Become Medium Security,” LPN, May 7, 1981; “Prisoners’ arrival precedes security,” ADE, May 8, 1981; “Local 
prison gets state overflow,” PR, Jul. 3, 1981; “Tighter security in early at Camp Adirondack,” PR, Aug. 11, 1981; 
“Camp Adirondack Becomes Medium Security,” LPN, Aug. 13, 1981; “Closing the Gap,” photo, ADE, Aug. 14, 
1981; “More guards headed for Camp Adirondack,” PR, Sept. 19, 1981; “Camp becomes secure prison,” ADE, Oct. 
15, 1981; and, “50 Adk. Correc. Inmates Transferred,” LPN, Dec. 10, 1981.  The Adirondack Park Agency (APA) 
exercised non-binding advisory review prior to the medium security upgrade, advising DOCS to plant trees and 
construct berms on the facility perimeter to mitigate the visual impact of the new security features.  Reports, maps, 
and correspondence on the 1981 upgrade can be found in SP80-016 and SP81-001, Camp Adirondack Records, 
Adirondack Park Agency Records Office, Ray Brook, N.Y. 
 
122 On upgrades and expansions after 1981, see, “Legislature moves to restore money lost to cuts,” PR, Mar. 31, 
1982; “Prison in for $3 million of construction work,” PR, Dec. 21, 1982; “Bide Received for Work at Camp,” LPN, 
Jan. 20, 1983; “More funds targeted for North Country prisons,” PR, Feb. 1, 1983; “Prison work draws 15 bids,” 
PR, Feb. 21, 1983; “Bids being sought for region projects,” PR, Jun. 1, 1983; “$1 million bid let for new cells at 
Camp Adirondack,” ADE, Jun. 2, 1983; “Altona prison project may top $12 million,” PR, Jun. 30, 1983; “Prison 
change fosters renovations to grounds,” PR, Sept. 26, 1983; “Prison renovations continue,” photo, PR, Sept. 26, 
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At Ray Brook and elsewhere, Corrections had become ensnared in a vicious and illogical 

cycle of expansions characteristic of modern state planning in New York.  To satisfy the twin 

objectives of security and rehabilitation, planners built new prisons and expanded existing ones.  

As inmate populations swelled, DOCS hired more staff and planned more renovations.  Between 

1975 and 1999, the state prison population more than quadrupled, from 16,384 to 71,000.  A 

system comprising 32 prisons in 1981 became a far-flung empire of 70 penal institutions by 

1999.  And overcrowding? Two decades of expansion left New York’s prisons operating at 

130% of capacity by 2000, the worst overcrowding in state history.  The costs were staggering, 

as annual budgets at ACF jumped from $947,500 in 1977 to $14 million in 1997.  The facility’s 

inmate population, 80% black and Hispanic and 18% white, peaked at 713 in 1997.  So long as 

policies dedicated to mass incarceration remained ascendant, these cycles would not be 

broken.123  
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1983; “$1.5 Million Building Bid at State Prison,” LPN, Nov. 1, 1984; “Wood chips to replace fuel oil at 2 prisons,” 
PR, Jan. 22, 1986; “Camp Adirondack to Install Wood-Burning Heat System,” LPN, Jan. 23, 1986; “Camp Adk. to 
Test Wood-Chip Burning,” LPN, Feb. 16, 1986; “New prison shops busy,” PR, Dec. 15, 1986; “Budget plan has 
plums, prunes for North Country,” ADE, Jan. 15, 1988; “First Lady and First Baby,” photo, ADE, Oct. 23, 1990; 
“Tendercare Tot opening gives working parents more options,” ADE, Oct. 23, 1990; “FCI Ray Brook, Camp Ad’k 
to share composting facility,” ADE, Dec. 11, 1995; “A view inside the prison walls,” ADE, Nov. 11, 1997; and, 
“Interfaith chapel dedicated at Adirondack Correctional,” ADE, Sept. 20, 2002.  As in 1981, the APA exercised non-
binding advisory review over several of the upgrade and construction projects undertaken at ACF in the 1980s and 
1990s.  See reports, maps, and correspondence in SP 83-002, P83-049, P85-25-A, P93-224, P96-216, and P2005-
133, Camp Adirondack Records, Adirondack Park Agency Records Office, Ray Brook, N.Y. 
 
123 The prisoner population at ACF doubled from 105 in September 1976 to 210 in October 1977.  In December 
1980, the prison held 245 inmates, a number which reached 485 by December 1981.  After peaking at 713 in 
November 1997, the population dropped to approximately 600 by 2001.  Fluctuations in the ACF population were 
mirrored statewide.  In November 1975, the state prison population stood at 16,384, 90% of capacity.  By December 
1980, the figure had risen to 21,900, over 99% of capacity.  In July 1981, with 23,519 in custody, the state’s 32 
prisons were at 104% of capacity.  By November 1997, over 70,000 inmates were held in New York’s 69 prisons, 
peaking at 130% of capacity.  Employment at ACF steadily increased, too.  The prison’s 81 staff members in 
January 1977 rose to 357 employees by March 1987.  By November 1997, 200 corrections officers statewide were 
on a waitlist for transfer to ACF.  The prison’s yearly budget grew from $947,500 in January 1977 to $14 million in 
November 1997.  On inmate population increase, see, “Corrections taking over Ray Brook,” ADE, Aug. 13, 1976; 
“Camp Adirondack relocates in Ray Brook,” ADE, Sept. 2, 1976; “Camp Adirondack—Where Realists Get Along,” 
LPN, Apr. 13, 1977; “60 more assigned to camp,” ADE, Jun. 15, 1977; “Camp Population to Double,” LPN, Jun. 16, 
1977; “Camp Adirondack Gets New Superintendent,” LPN, Oct. 13, 1977; “Camp Adirondack: unique, but it 
works,” ADE, Nov. 8, 1977; “Camp Adirondack hosts open house,” PR, Jun. 14, 1978; “Camp Adirondack ‘to stay 
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 Ray Brook’s commitment to secure, community-oriented rehabilitation, though, did not 

preclude the disorder characteristic of prison life generally.  Between 1976 and 1982, eleven 

inmates escaped, prompting searches involving corrections officers, state police, dogs, 

roadblocks, and helicopters.  Inmates used the relatively uncontrolled minimum-security 

environment to their advantage, climbing out their windows, walking away from work projects, 

and challenging the prison’s social character.  Once outside, the unfamiliar environment proved 

both blessing and curse.  While some planned well, including one escapee whose wife came 

from Long Island to drive the getaway car, most relied on luck during their brief moments of 

freedom.  One prisoner hid inside a hunting camp, while another pair, disguised as hikers and 

toting stolen camping equipment, claimed membership in a nature club to thwart detection by 
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as it is,’” ADE, Nov. 8, 1978; “Loss of 7 jobs proposed for prison,” PR, Jan. 22, 1980; “Camp Adirondack 
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expanded,” PR, May 7, 1981; “Prisoners’ arrival precedes security,” ADE, May 8, 1981; “Local prison gets state 
overflow,” PR, Jul. 13, 1981; “Camp Adirondack Becomes Medium Security,” LPN, Aug. 13, 1981; “More guards 
headed for Camp Adirondack,” PR, Sept. 19, 1981; “Camp becomes secure prison,” ADE, Oct. 15, 1981; “50 Adk. 
Correc. Inmates Transferred,” LPN, Dec. 10, 1981; “Prison in for $3 million of construction work,” PR, Dec. 21, 
1982; “Prison change fosters renovation to grounds,” PR, Sept. 26, 1983; “New Vocation,” photo, LPN, Sept. 3, 
1987; “Camp Ad’k population up,” ADE, Sept. 10, 1987; “A view inside the prison walls,” ADE, Nov. 11, 1997; 
and, “Inmates concerned,” ADE, Oct. 11, 2001.  On the increasing convict population in New York State, see, 
“Prison system to be expanded,” ADE, Nov. 11, 1975; “State prison expansion accounts for $11 million,” PR, Jan. 8, 
1977; “Camp Adirondack to double in size,” ADE, Dec. 4, 1980; “State prison population at record level,” PR, Jul. 
1, 1981; “Stafford eyes new prison at Chazy Lake,” PR, Jan. 30, 1982; “Prisons throughout region boost economy 
with 2000 employees,” PR, Jan. 27, 1983; “$1 million bid let for new cells at Camp Adirondack,” ADE, Jun. 2, 
1983; “Massive expansion to cut overcrowding,” ADE, Oct. 31, 1983; and, “A view inside the prison walls,” ADE, 
Nov. 11, 1997.  On increasing employment and budgets at ACF, see, “State prison expansion accounts for $11 
million,” PR, Jan. 8, 1977; “60 inmates headed for camp,” PR, Jun. 15, 1977; “Camp Population to Double,” LPN, 
Jun. 16, 1977; “Camp Adirondack Gets New Superintendent,” LPN, Oct. 13, 1977; “Camp Adirondack getting 
facelift,” ADE, Jun. 8, 1979; “Loss of 7 jobs proposed for prison,” PR, Jan. 22, 1980; “Prisoner population to 
increase,” ADE, Aug. 28, 1980; “Local prison plans to expand,” ADE, Nov. 12, 1980; “Camp Adirondack to double 
in size,” ADE, Dec. 4, 1980; “Camp Adirondack due for inmate expansion,” PR, Dec. 4, 1980; “Camp Adirondack 
inmate population expanded,” PR, May 7, 1981; “Prisoners’ arrival precedes security,” ADE, May 8, 1981; “Tighter 
security in early at Camp Adirondack,” PR, Aug. 11, 1981; “Camp Adirondack Becomes Medium Security,” LPN, 
Aug. 13, 1981; “Camp becomes secure prison,” ADE, Oct. 15, 1981; “Officials, businessmen assess impact of 
prisons on Tri-Lakes,” ADE, Jan. 26, 1982; “Prisons throughout region boost economy with 2000 employees,” PR, 
Jan. 27, 1983; “Prison benefit figures mark argument’s end,” editorial, ADE, Jun. 28, 1984; “Cuomo budget includes 
more monies for area,” ADE, Jan. 15, 1986; “N. Country Towns Compete for Prisons,” LPN, Mar. 26, 1987; and, “A 
view inside the prison walls,” ADE, Nov. 11, 1997. 
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three teenage boys.  Many simply got lost, failing in their efforts to navigate rail lines, roads, and 

waterways as conduits to freedom, though one desperate inmate briefly imprisoned an elderly 

couple in their Saranac Lake home in exchange for transportation out of the area.  Amid 

heightened security after 1981, inmates not enamored of prison life directed their transgressive 

impulses toward both their keepers and each other.124 

 A noticeable increase in violent incidents among inmates and prison employees occurred 

in the years after imposition of medium-security.  Several involved only prisoners, including 

occasional brawls over which programs to watch on television.  Prisoners also attacked officers 

and staff members, posing constant and significant risks to employees’ health and safety.125  The 
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124 On escapes from Camp Adirondack, see, “Extradition begins for area absconder,” PR, Apr. 13, 1974; “Search for 
2 convicts enlivened by new leads,” PR, Sept. 6, 1974; “Two convicts still at large; command post now in 
Westport,” PR, Sept. 7, 1974; “Manhunt intensity diminishes,” PR, Sept. 10, 1974; “Police roving patrols continue 
manhunt,” PR, Sept. 11, 1974; “Manhunt gears down in Syracuse area,” PR, Sept. 13, 1974; “ACTEC inmate sought 
as absconder,” PR, Jan. 24, 1975; “ACTEC escapee caught 2 years later,” PR, Jun. 19, 1976; “Escapee from Ray 
Brook facility sought,” PR, Oct. 20, 1976; “Camp Adirondack escapee found in Wilmington camp,” ADE, Oct. 22, 
1976; “Escapee sentence handed down,” PR, Feb. 24, 1977; “Convict hunt is widening,” ADE, Jul. 5, 1977; 
“’Camp’ escapee captured with shot in the air,” PR, Jul. 6, 1977; “Escaped Prisoner Says: ‘I’d Never Hurt a 
Person,’” LPN, Jul. 13, 1977; “Camp Adirondack escapees caught,” PR, Aug. 23, 1977; “Captives—Quiet as 
Lambs,” LPN, Aug. 25, 1977; “Campman surrenders after holding couple,” ADE, May 15, 1978; “Camp escapee 
caught,” PR, May 15, 1978; “Convict charged with escape,” PR, May 16, 1978; “For Camp Adirondack: Inmate 
policy revised,” ADE, Jun. 16, 1978; “Camp Adirondack inmate walks away from work crew, search on,” PR, Sept. 
7, 1978; “Escaped campman found near Keene,” ADE, Sept. 8, 1978; “44 Very Costly Hours,” LPN, Sept. 14, 1978; 
“Two Camp prisoners missing,” PR, Jun. 7, 1980; “Convicts escape; guards protest,” ADE, Jun. 9, 1980; “Search for 
inmates continues,” PR, Jun. 10, 1980; “Police Continue Manhunt For Two Escaped Campmen,” LPN, Jun. 12, 
1980; “Escapees nabbed in Keeseville,” PR, Jun. 17, 1980; “Escapees caught,” photo, PR, Jun. 17, 1980; “BCI 
Officer Captures Escaped Campmen,” LPN, Jun. 19, 1980; “Missing inmate sought,” ADE, Jul. 23, 1981; “Escaped 
Campman Eludes Search,” LPN, Jul. 30, 1981; “Escapee caught,” ADE, Aug. 12, 1981; “Ray Brook escapee 
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“Convict, girlfriend deny escape charges,” PR, Aug. 21, 1981; “Camp Adirondack escapee sentenced,” ADE, Dec. 
7, 1981; “Inmates escape from bus; are injured, captured,” PR, May 1, 1982; “Inmates escape; are caught,” ADE, 
May 3, 1982; “Escapee captured,” ADE, Jun. 1, 1982; “Escaped convict caught Saturday,” PR, Jun. 2, 1982; and, 
“This trooper’s bite worse than his bark,” PR, Jul. 6, 1983. 
 
125 On inmate violence, see, “Gangland murder? Man released from Camp Adirondack found dead off Northway, 
exit 19,” ADE, Oct. 22, 1982; “Body identified as former Ray Brook inmate,” PR, Oct. 23, 1982; “Body found 
locally called gang killing,” PR, Oct. 25, 1982; “Inmate slightly hurt in prison fight,” ADE, May 2, 1983; “Camp 
Adk. inmate cut, battered,” ADE, Jul. 26, 1983; “Inmate convicted of assaulting local guard,” ADE, Dec. 17, 1991; 
“Prison brawl erupts over television,” ADE, Sept. 28, 1992; “Punish criminals, not entertain them,” editorial, LPN, 
Sept. 30, 1992; “Cook clocked,” ADE, Feb. 23, 1999; and, “Inmate indicted for assaulting guards,” ADE, Nov. 21, 
2001. 
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hazards of prison employment, though, were not restricted to the random whims of wayward 

inmates.  Unionized corrections officers at Ray Brook engaged in an unending struggle with 

facility administrators and state leaders.  Often, the importance of bread-and-butter issues such as 

salaries and benefits took a backseat to questions about workplace safety and control.   

Shifts in union tactics and rhetoric closely paralleled the camp’s transition from minimum 

to medium security.  When AFSCME Council 82, the bargaining unit representing New York’s 

correctional officers, struck the state’s prisons in April 1979, nearly all of Camp Adirondack’s 

fifty unionized officers in Local 866 joined the picket line.  Amid state proposals to end 

seniority, force use of paid sick time in place of workers’ compensation, and reopen salary 

negotiations after one year, union leaders, in violation of the Taylor Law, struck to force higher 

pay and to preserve existing workplace protections.  While the National Guard maintained 

security inside the prison, officers outside simultaneously picketed and performed their duties, 

undertaking surveillance of the unfenced camp’s perimeter.  Professing concern for the region’s 

economic vitality, strikers also permitted unionized construction workers to cross the picket line 

and continue pre-Olympic renovations.  At the same time, employees who once declaimed 

affection for the inmates now decried their “lenient” treatment (including vocational, 

educational, and recreational programs) at the expense of officers and staff.126 

After 1981, prison employees’ struggles for improved benefits and working conditions 

involved severing the bonds linking inmates to the community.  The upgrade to medium security, 
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126 On the 1979 corrections strike in Ray Brook, see, “Emotions running high at Ray Brook walk-out,” PR, Apr. 21, 
1979; “Construction workers honor line,” photo, PR, Apr. 21, 1979; “Officers confer,” photo, PR, Apr. 21, 1979; 
“Workmen cross lines of Ray Brook guards,” PR, Apr. 24, 1979; “Guards man picket lines in strike’s sixth day,” 
PR, Apr. 24, 1979; “Ray Brook strikers direct anger at Carey,” PR, Apr. 24, 1979; “Walkin’ the line,” photo, PR, 
Apr. 24, 1979; “Prison Guards’ Strike Enters Second Week,” LPN, Apr. 26, 1979; “Picketers continue vigil,” PR, 
Apr. 27, 1979; “Guards Vow to Stay on Strike,” LPN, May 3, 1979; “Awaiting Word,” photo, PR, May 5, 1979; 
and, “Accord Reached in Prison Guards Strike,” LPN, May 10, 1979. 
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which both reduced public interaction with prisoners and required augmented inmate 

programming, facilitated unionists’ demonization of men once deemed a vital part of local life.  

Inmates partaking in pricy reform-oriented programs became convenient scapegoats for officers 

engaged in bread-and-butter conflicts with the state.  Unionists soon found themselves in a trap 

of their own creation: when lawmakers did reduce security and programming budgets, officers 

warned of violence while acknowledging the vital role of work and educational activities in 

minimizing inmate unrest.127  Similarly, employees’ attempts to scapegoat AIDS infected 

convicts as threats to workplace safety and public health foundered as understanding of the 

disease improved through the late 1980s.128  Nevertheless, prison staff and some locals, who 

years earlier had hailed the inmates as a “credit to the community,” quickly recast them as 

undeserving competitors in an ongoing contest for largesse. 

 Believing public sentiment had shifted in their favor, some officers exploited the prison’s 

confined spaces to extract unlawful personal gains.  Random drug testing led to numerous 

officers’ suspensions and arrests; another was convicted of raping an inmate in a bathroom; and a 

superintendent faced forced retirement after embezzling $18,000 in unearned salary.  The most 
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127 On corrections labor issues, 1980s-2000s, see, “Corrections officers to protest state policies,” ADE, Jun. 6, 1980; 
“Prison cuts protested,” PR, Jun. 7, 1980; “Prison Guards Deplore Conditions,” letter to the editor, ADE, Jun. 9, 
1980; “Guards plan picket over death penalty ruling,” ADE, Jul. 16, 1984; “Guard union calls for pro-safety 
picketing,” PR, Jul. 18, 1984; “Local state prison guards protest high court ruling,” ADE, Jul. 19, 1984; “Guards 
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upset,” ADE, Feb. 4, 1988; “Angry Prison Guards,” photo, ADE, Feb. 9, 1988; “Protest,” photo, LPN, Feb. 10, 1988; 
“No More Cuts,” photo, ADE, Dec. 19, 1990; “Local state employees battle for jobs,” LPN, Dec. 26, 1990; “Irate 
workers,” photo, LPN, Dec. 26, 1990; “Prison bigs may get pink slips,” ADE, Feb. 26, 1991; “Corrections Dept. not 
ruling out further cutbacks,” ADE, Mar. 17-19, 1995; “Prison protest,” ADE, Apr. 7, 2000; “Closure of special units 
protested,” ADE, Oct. 10, 2002; and, “Making a Statement,” photo, ADE, Oct. 10, 2002. 
 
128 On AIDS in ACF, see, “Disease kills inmate, another hospitalized,” ADE, May 11, 1983; “AIDS kills inmate at 
Clinton,” PR, Oct. 22, 1983; “Prison officials detail care of AIDS patient,” PR, Jul. 18, 1984; “The view from inside 
the wall is not so pretty,” ADE, Sept. 30, 1985; “AIDS-stricken inmate remains hopeful,” ADE, Sept. 30, 1985; 
“Protesting,” photo, ADE, Mar. 20, 1987; and, “Prison Guards Protest Understaffing; AIDS a Concern,” LPN, Mar. 
26, 1987. 
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egregious example of corruption, though, came from abuses of ACF’s shift-swapping program.  

By tradition, facilities in New York’s prison system developed individual policies allowing 

officers to trade shifts.  An audit revealed ten ACF employees never paying back swapped shifts, 

and offering others small sums to work for them.  In 2001, four officers were arrested, one of 

whom had served as a local town supervisor, and charged with fraud and official misconduct.  

After pleading guilty, each paid restitution and faced a lifetime ban from public service.129  

Though rare, incidents of employee transgression closely paralleled the convict violence and 

labor unrest that had flared after 1981.  With heightened security, Ray Brook’s state prison 

seemed less secure and less controlled from its days as a mere camp. 

 In 1987, dozens of former tuberculosis patients returned to Ray Brook for a reunion that 

included a tour of ACF.  At a reception, the superintendent intoned the facility’s past to 

rationalize its present, claiming, “It’s not that different from when you were here.  We too are 

giving people the opportunity to get better.”  In a bitter twist of irony, tuberculosis, aided by 

overcrowding and AIDS infected convicts’ weakened immune systems, returned to Ray Brook in 

the early 1990s, raising anew the health fears sparked by the AIDS crisis.130  The anxiety and 

sense of vulnerability that accompanied the return of TB mirrored the larger institutional 
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129 On ACF employees’ transgression, see, “Correction officers suspended,” PR, Dec. 1, 1994; “4 corrections 
officers placed on leave, pending drug test results,” ADE, Nov. 13-14, 1994; “2 COs suspended, others back on job 
after drug testing,” ADE, Nov. 30, 1994; “Tupper Lake C.O. arrested for sodomizing inmate,” ADE, Sept. 17, 1998; 
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130 On the return of tuberculosis, see, “Vestiges of TB curing days abundant in Tri-Lakes area,” ADE, Aug. 21, 
1987; “Former cure center now a prison,” PR, Aug. 24, 1987; “TB test results finished for NY guards, inmates,” 
ADE, Feb. 11, 1992; “Debate sparks concern over prison TB,” ADE, May 24, 1996; “TB scare clarified by health 
officials,” ADE, Nov. 7-8, 1998; “Second inmate tests positive for TB at Adirondack Correctional Facility,” ADE, 
Nov. 19, 1998; and, “Adirondack Correctional Facility officials search for tuberculosis carrier,” ADE, Nov. 20, 
1998. 
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challenges ACF faced in the years following the medium security upgrade. Though shaken by 

escapes, violence, labor unrest, corruption, and disease, local residents’ strong personal 

connections to the facility persisted, even as it acquired the attributes of a modern prison.  

Conversely, area homeowners never developed the same type of attachment to the Federal 

Correctional Institution (FCI) directly across the road. 

FCI-Ray Brook: A 1984 Facility 

 Residents’ feelings of alienation and antagonism toward the federal prison only deepened 

after its opening in September 1980.  Despite pledges to the contrary, FCI officials did little to 

encourage community involvement in the institution’s development.  Negative impressions 

formed in the 1970s hardened, especially as many of STOP’s warnings materialized.  Only after 

fifteen years of tension and unrest, punctuated by two failed attempts to build a second federal 

prison in Ray Brook, did FCI leaders develop an organized program of public participation.  

Unfortunately, administrators’ reluctance to become good neighbors condemned the prison and 

the community to a condition of permanent estrangement.   

 In contrast to the expansive outreach initiatives linking Camp Adirondack to surrounding 

communities, similar efforts at FCI were sporadic, limited, and rarely involved the inmates.  

Officials held five sparsely attended open house events between 1980 and 1992, offering 

museum-like tours of the facility with no interactions between residents and inmates.  Most 

activities, though, were irregular and took place outside the penitentiary: staff members held 

craft sales and holiday parties; a branch of the Jaycees made periodic donations to local charities; 

staff instructors and professionals offered infrequent lectures on topics ranging from child 

psychology to women’s history; and local residents sometimes utilized prison facilities for 
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family and social gatherings.131  FCI’s insubstantial, ad hoc attempts at integration in its first 

fifteen years did little to bridge the gap dividing prison and community. 

Further stymieing efforts at community outreach, FCI inmates’ medium security status 

restricted their ability to engage directly with the public.  Early on, their outreach activities were 

sporadic and not directed toward a broader integrative purpose.  Prisoners raised money for local 

playgrounds, Christmas bureaus, and the Red Cross; donated artwork for charity sales and 

auctions; and recorded books on tape for language students in public schools.  Only in the mid-

1990s did FCI embark on a coherent program of community collaboration.  Officials launched a 

volunteer program for residents to work with inmates on topics ranging from pre-release 

counseling to arts and crafts.  FCI’s Inmate Volunteer Corps, for its part, allowed prisoners to 

hone their creative talents on projects for charities, philanthropic organizations, and schools.  

Finally, local high schools sent their students to FCI to hear inmates lecture on the scourges of 

drug and alcohol abuse.132  With its focus on projects emphasizing health and wellness, FCI’s 
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131 On FCI efforts at integration, 1980-1995, see, “Federal institution in Ray Brook holding an open house next 
weekend,” PR, Nov. 29, 1980; “Prison Plans Open House,” LPN, Dec. 4, 1980; “FCI Auxiliary to Meet Nov. 9,” 
LPN, Nov. 4, 1982; “FCI Auxiliary,” ADE, Dec. 17, 1982; “FCI Christmas Dinner,” LPN, Dec. 18, 1982; “FCI open 
house features visit by Sen. D’Amato,” ADE, Oct. 24, 1984; “A Look Behind the Walls of Ray Brook’s Federal 
Prison,” LPN, Nov. 1, 1984; “From Inside the FCI,” LPN, Nov. 8, 1984; “Federal Correction Institute Seeks Indian 
Applicants,” Akwesasne Indian Times, May 30, 1986; “Life Flight donation,” photo, LPN, Nov. 22, 1989; “FCI to 
hold open house,” LPN, Sept. 12, 1990; “FCI holding tours on 10th anniversary,” ADE, Sept. 19, 1990; “FCI Ray 
Brook sets anniversary open house,” PR, Sept. 17, 1990; “FCI Ray Brook doubles capacity in first 10 years,” LPN, 
Oct. 3, 1990; “FCI Ray Brook open 10 years,” LPN, Oct. 3, 1990; “FCI recognizing Hispanic month,” ADE, Oct. 15, 
1990; “Parents Come Despite War,” photo, ADE, Jan. 18, 1991; “Program to honor women’s history,” ADE, Mar. 8, 
1991; “St. Armand News,” ADE, Jul. 23, 1991; “FCI Ray Brook sets open house,” ADE, Aug. 25, 1991; “Gifts from 
FCI,” photo, ADE, Nov. 26, 1991; “Helping the Community,” photo, ADE, Jul. 7, 1992; “FCI tour slated,” ADE, 
Sept. 29, 1992; and, “FCI Ray Brook holds open house,” PR, Oct. 4, 1992. 
 
132 On FCI inmates’ outreach and voluntarism, see, “Prison is proud of inmate organization,” letter to the editor, 
LPN, Oct. 4, 1989; “FCI inmates, employees raise hurricane funds,” PR, Sept. 6, 1992; “Prisoners help LP 
Elementary School students learn to read,” LPN, May 12, 1993; “Jukebox Plays On,” photo, ADE, Dec. 6, 1993; 
“North Country Events,” ADE, Nov. 12, 1994; “Art show describes hopes and fears trapped behind bars,” LPN, 
Nov. 16, 1994; “FCI Open House,” photo, ADE, Jan. 30, 1996; “Follow Through,” photo, ADE, Jun. 6, 1996; 
“Calendar,” ADE, Mar. 25, 1999; “FCI Ray Brook hosting fourth volunteer fair / open house today,” ADE, Mar. 26, 
1999; “Making a Difference,” photo, ADE, Apr. 7, 1999; “Prisons to host annual volunteer open house,” ADE, Mar. 
22, 2000; “FCI hosts volunteer open house today,” ADE, Mar. 24, 2000; “Enriching Experience,” photo, ADE, Mar. 
28, 2000; “FCI celebrates 20th anniversary,” ADE, Oct. 2, 2000; “Daily Calendar: Today,” ADE, May 4, 2001; “Ray 
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efforts toward community integration unwittingly mirrored those of Camp Adirondack and 

seemed to confirm advocates’ earlier view of the institution’s consistency with the region’s 

history and nature. 

Though crucial to FCI’s attempt to gain community acceptance, most prisoners spent 

their days working as cooks, custodians, groundskeepers, and in a slew of unskilled positions.  A 

large number worked in the facility’s Federal Prison Industries (known as UNICOR) factories.133  

Intended to instill work habits, reduce idleness, and mitigate the tension resulting from 

overcrowding, half of FCI’s inmates labored in glove, printing, and textile plants.134  Depending 

on skill level and seniority, inmates earned from .44 to $1.10 per hour, with monthly salaries 

averaging between $70 and $200, substantially higher than their state counterparts across the 

road.  Many remitted their pay to family or saved money to spend in the commissary.  Jobs in the 

printing plant, where inmates could learn skills valuable for post-release careers, were highly 
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Brook program gets NEA grant,” LPN, Aug. 30, 2002; “Corrections staff donates to Habitat,” ADE, Nov. 4, 2002; 
“Ray Brook FCI to hold volunteer fair and open house Thursday,” ADE, May 14, 2003; “FCI citizen program 
awarded,” ADE, Jun. 9, 2003; “FCI Ray Brook makes volunteers feel special,” ADE, Jun. 24, 2003; “FCI inmates 
giving to the community with flower donations,” ADE, May 31, 1996; “Kids at Risk,” photo, PR, Oct. 4, 1996; “A 
field trip to prison,” PR, Oct. 4, 1996; “’Kids at Risk’ program continues with SLHS students at Ray Brook,” ADE, 
Feb. 18, 1997; “FCI dares to scare kids off drugs,” ADE, Mar. 15, 1997; Inmate warns kids of the harsh realities of 
drug use,” PR, Apr. 24, 1997; “Kids at Risk,” photo, PR, Apr. 24, 1997; “Sight-seeing tour through hell,” editorial, 
PR, Apr. 28, 1997; “Ray Brook’s Inmate Volunteer Corps named point of light,” ADE, Oct. 16, 2001; and, “Kiwanis 
contribution,” photo, ADE, Jul. 7, 2005. 
 
133 Congress established Federal Prison Industries (UNICOR) in 1934 as a for-profit government corporation to 
provide federal inmates with practical work experience and to reduce idleness in the federal prisons.  UNICOR 
workers manufactured a host of products for sale to federal agencies, with system-wide profits pooled and used to 
maintain production and pay employees.  Many UNICOR facilities’ profits also helped fund convict education 
programs inside federal prisons.  By 1987, UNICOR earned an average of $34 million per year in profits, and by 
2005, all 102 penal institutions operated by the BOP contained at least one UNICOR factory.  One BOP official 
estimated that in 1987 alone, without UNICOR, federal taxes would have to be increased by at least $400 million 
per year. 
 
134 UNICOR had four product divisions: wood metals, textile & leather, electronics, and data graphics.  In the 
printing plant, convicts learned typesetting, darkroom skills, paste-up stripping, plate making, printing press, and 
copy camera work.  The printing plant produced annual reports, brochures, stationery, and accounting pads for the 
federal government.  FCI Ray Brook’s UNICOR plants also produced gloves, military dress uniforms, curtains, 
laundry bags, sheets, comforters, towels, and by the early 2000s, canteen pouches and ammunition cases for soldiers 
serving in Afghanistan and Iraq. 
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prized, while glove and textile workers disparaged the repetitive and menial tasks designed 

solely to keep them busy.  Nevertheless, by the early 2000s, FCI Ray Brook’s plants, in addition 

to reducing idleness, returned annual profits of $4 million.135  FCI inmates’ labor, in contrast to 

ACF, did little to advance administrators’ amorphous integrative goals.  Rather, FCI leaders 

utilized labor to maintain discipline in an overcrowded and restive institution. 

 Much like ACF, FCI underwent a host of transformations and expansions after its 

opening.  Among the most significant was an increased inmate population, drawn primarily from 

federal prisons across the Northeast, Midwest and South.  By 1983, FCI held over 700 inmates, 

far surpassing the designated capacity of 500.  This increase did not include 165 Haitian migrants 

detained from July 1981 to August 1982 while federal courts debated their immigration status.136  
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135 On UNICOR plants at Ray Brook, see, “Inmates Work at FCI to Learn Skills, Decrease Tension,” LPN, Jul. 28, 
1983; “Prison Jobs: From Rewarding to Boring,” LPN, Jul. 28, 1983; “Photo,” LPN, Jul. 28, 1983; “Hot Hands,” 
photo, LPN, Jul. 28, 1983; “From Inside the FCI,” LPN, Nov. 8, 1984; “Fingertip of FCI inmate severed in 
‘industrial accident,’” ADE Jul. 10, 1987; “Federal prison ceases money-losing industry,” PR, Sept. 25, 1988; “FCI 
Ray Brook doubles capacity in first 10 years,” LPN, Oct. 3, 1990; “Prison study shows work and vocational training 
helps prisoners after release,” LPN, Jan. 8, 1992; and, “Inmates make soldiers’ pouches,” ADE, Apr. 14, 2005. 
 
136!Thousands of Haitian migrants arrived in the U.S. beginning in 1980, and most were housed in federal prisons 
and on military bases scattered across the country.  Ray Brook’s contingent, detained for over a year, began moving 
in with sponsor families and relatives in August 1982.  See, “Haitian detainees arrive at Ray Brook U.S. prison,” 
ADE, Jul. 20, 1981; “Hundreds more Haitians may be coming to Ray Brook,” ADE, Jul. 21, 1981; “Fate of Haitians 
uncertain,” PR, Aug. 19, 1981; “Haitian prisoners in strange situation,” editorial, ADE, Sept. 1, 1981; “Haitians Kept 
Isolated,” LPN, Sept. 3, 1981; “Clergymen visit with Haitians,” PR, Sept. 11, 1981; “Haitians in Ray Brook Face 
Uncertain, Frightening Future,” LPN, Sept. 17, 1981; “Local Catholics give sweaters for refugees,” ADE, Sept. 22, 
1981; “Haitians,” letter to the editor, NCC, Sept. 23, 1981; “Mass celebrated in French for 40 Haitians,” NCC, Sept. 
23, 1981; “Local parishioners visit Haitians,” PR, Oct. 6, 1981; “Local teacher educating area to plight of Haitians,” 
ADE, Oct. 22, 1981; “Haitian refugees coming to Ray Brook; 150 more,” ADE, Nov. 2, 1981; “125 Haitians put 
local prison over limit,” PR, Nov. 3, 1981; “Bishop to visit Haitian refugees,” NCC, Nov. 4, 1981; “Martin protests 
northward placement of Haitian refugees,” ADE, Nov. 6, 1981; “Haitian services office to open,” PR, Nov. 14, 
1981; “Someone ought to welcome the refugees,” NCC, Nov. 18, 1981; “Haitians Future in Ray Brook Uncertain,” 
LPN, Nov. 19, 1981; “Haitian services office gives hope to 165 in Ray Brook,” NCC, Dec. 9, 1981; “Strange 
Christmas in Ray Brook, ‘Almost Christmas, Almost Free,’” ADE, Dec. 24, 1981; “Another Haitian viewpoint,” 
letter to editor, ADE, Dec. 29, 1981; “Catholic grant aids Haitians,” ADE, Jan. 25, 1982; “Letters planned to aid 
Haitians,” NCC, Feb. 3, 1982; “Frustrations Mount for Ray Brook’s Imprisoned Haitians,” LPN, Feb. 11, 1982; 
“Attorneys for Haitians seek to block transfer from here,” ADE, Mar. 24, 1982; “Drawings by Haitian to Be Shown 
at CMDA,” LPN, Mar. 25, 1982; “Haitians deserve their freedom,” editorial, PR, Apr. 10, 1982; “Haitians from 
Canada to visit at Ray Brook,” PR, Apr. 13, 1982; “Local priest calls for justice for Haitian refugees,” NCC, Apr. 
28, 1982; “Congressman urges more aid for refugees,” PR, Jun. 22, 1982; “Haitians hope for freedom, justify 
presence in U.S.,” PR, Jul. 3, 1982; “Processing of Haitians starts,” ADE, Jul. 29, 1982; “Released Haitians added to 
welfare rolls,” PR, Jul. 31, 1982; “First of the Haitians released,” NCC, Aug. 4, 1982; “First Haitians to leave 
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As the overcrowding crisis worsened, Ray Brook’s prisoner population exploded.137  A 

population of 1000 in 1987 hit a peak of 1245 in 2006.138  The demographic profile of the 

inmates also changed considerably.  In 1977, 56% of all federal prisoners were white, while 

roughly 43% were either African American or Hispanic.  By 1990, changes were afoot: Ray 

Brook’s population of white federal inmates stood at 32%, while 66% were either black or 
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today,” PR, Aug. 20, 1982; “Haitians sip from freedom’s cup,” PR, Aug. 21, 1982; “First Haitians Released at Ray 
Brook,” LPN, Aug. 26, 1982; “Haitians leaving fast,” ADE, Sept. 16, 1982; “Final Haitians Freed From Ray Brook 
FCI,” LPN, Sept. 30, 1982; “Volunteers Honored for Work with Haitians,” LPN, Nov. 1982; and, “Haitians, 
Volunteers Plan Reunion Sunday,” LPN, Aug. 18, 1983.!
 
137 The population of the BOP’s penal institutions totaled 28,825 in January 1983, rising to over 41,000 by October 
1986.  The figure hit 47,000 by July 1989, and by March 1990, the system held 54,000, with predictions of 90,000 
by 1995.  The system operated 66% above capacity by 1990, with no relief in sight.  See, “Ray Brook federal prison 
overcrowded,” ADE, Jan. 19, 1983; “Ray Brook federal prison almost double capacity,” ADE, Oct. 9, 1986; “New 
Ray Brook warden has some plans for the facility,” PR, Jul. 29, 1989; and, “Prison officials withdraw plans for 
addition to FCI Ray Brook,” PR, Mar. 21, 1990. 
 
138 On FCI inmate population, see, “Renovation work, interviews at Ray Brook prison continue,” PR, Oct. 11, 1980; 
“Prison begins hiring staff; 42 from area so far,” PR, Dec. 15, 1980; “More prison employees needed as facility 
readies for opening,” PR, Jan. 8, 1981; “Reagan’s Cuts to Impact Economy,” LPN, Mar. 12, 1981; “Population of 
prison slowly grows,” PR, Mar. 23, 1981; “Ray Brook federal prison overcrowded,” ADE, Jan. 19, 1983; “Prisons 
throughout region boost economy with 2000 employees,” PR, Jan. 27, 1983; “Inmates Work at FCI to Learn Skills, 
Decrease Tension,” LPN, Jul. 28, 1983; “FCI Expansion Faces Opposition,” LPN, Apr. 21, 1983; “Big warehouse 
planned for Federal prison,” ADE, Sept. 28, 1983; “Prison shows changes from Olympic Village,” PR, Oct. 25, 
1984; “A Look Behind the Walls of Ray Brook’s Federal Prison,” LPN, Nov. 1, 1984; “From Inside the FCI,” LPN, 
Nov. 8, 1984; “Two FCI Ray Brook employees honored for service at prison,” ADE, Jun. 27, 1985; “Suspect 
isolated after stabbing incident at FCI,” ADE, Mar. 31, 1986; “Federal Correction Institute Seeks Indian 
Applicants,” Akwesasne Indian Times, May 30, 1986; “More inmates for overcrowded prison,” ADE, Jul. 15, 1986; 
“Ray Brook federal prison almost double capacity,” ADE, Oct. 9, 1986; “N. Country Towns Compete for Prisons,” 
LPN, Mar. 26, 1987; “Federal prison losing guards to state,” ADE, Apr. 22, 1987; “Union President Fired at Fed 
Prison; He and Prison Administration Differ on Reason,” LPN, Apr. 30, 1987; “FCI Employees Complain About 
Prison Policies,” LPN, May 7, 1987; “FCI Warden Responds to Stories,” letter to the editor, LPN, May 21, 1987; 
“School for crime,” letter to the editor, PR, Sept. 11, 1988; “FCI getting new warden,” ADE, Apr. 14, 1989; “New 
Ray Brook warden has some plans for the facility,” PR, Jul. 29, 1989; “Board defers prison opinion,” ADE, Dec. 27, 
1989; “FCI removes 38 prisoners following racial stabbing,” ADE, May 2, 1990; “FCI Ray Brook sets anniversary 
open house,” PR, Sept. 17, 1990; “FCI Ray Brook doubles capacity in first 10 years,” LPN, Oct. 3, 1990; “Tri-Lakes 
Area Business Profiles: Federal Correctional Institution Ray Brook: Career Opportunities Around the Corner,” ADE, 
May 29, 1991; “FCI inmates go on food, work strike,” ADE, Jul. 16, 1991; “80 inmates moved after FCI brawls,” 
ADE, Aug. 7, 1992; “Student inmates get no vacation,” PR, Aug. 27, 1992; “FCI Ray Brook holds open house,” PR, 
Oct. 4, 1992; “FCI official says sentencing rules the root of inmate work stoppage,” ADE, Jan. 13, 1993; “Cubans in 
FCI may be returned to homeland,” ADE, Sept. 29, 1993; “FCI gets new warden; Adk correctional to get more 
inmates,” ADE, Feb. 22, 1995; “Partial lockdown continues at FCI,” ADE, Oct. 24, 1995; “ESCAPED,” PR, Jul. 21, 
1996; “’Human error’ cited in FCI escape case,” ADE, Jul. 30, 1996; “Two inmates at FCI Ray Brook are dead,” 
ADE, Jun. 1, 1999; “Inmates questioned over stabbing death,” ADE, Jun. 2, 1999; “Suspect named in connection 
with inmate stabbing,” ADE, Jun. 3, 1999; “FCI incident; another inmate stabbed at Ray Brook facility,” ADE, Jul. 
3-4, 1999; “Nalley named warden at FCI,” ADE, Dec. 31, 2001; “New FCI warden wants inmates, staff involved in 
community,” ADE, Apr. 25, 2005; and, “FCI lockdown lifted, but rescue call today could change that,” ADE, Aug. 
30, 2006. 
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Hispanic.  The inmates’ offenses, too, mirrored national trends.  Narcotics had supplanted auto 

theft as the single biggest offense (26%) among all federal prisoners by 1977.  As FCI Ray 

Brook entered its second decade, over half its inmates found themselves behind bars for drug-

related crimes.139 

There were no parallel expansions, however, either among professional staff and officers 

(which averaged 250) or in the amount of available cell space.  Many inmates found themselves 

double- and quadruple-bunked, and programming and employment options designed to occupy 

their time were often strained beyond capacity.140  Though overcrowded and understaffed, FCI 

boasted modern, college campus-like amenities for both prisoners and staff, including a 

gymnasium, libraries, chapel, and wellness center.141  Increases in the inmate population and 

educational programs, including high school, college, and vocational training, led to 
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139 On FCI inmate demographics, see, “FCI Ray Brook doubles capacity in first ten years,” LPN, Oct. 3, 1990; BOP, 
Inmate Profile (Confined Population), as of Sept. 30, 1977; The Percentage of Population Confined to Institutions 
By Offense, FY ’67 and FY ’77; Bureau of Prisons Institution Based Population, 1971-1982; Federal Prisoners 
Confined, 1973-Present; Offenders Under Federal Supervision—1977; Relative Use of Probation, Fine and Other as 
a Percent of Total Convictions, FY 1966-1977; Use of Probation by Crime Type, FY 1977; Institution Based 
Population vs. Capacity, 1970-1990; and, Questions Posed Concerning Ray Brook Facility,” in, McEwen Papers, 
(MSS 25), Box 95-27: Folder—Winter Olympics Youth Correction Center, Ray Brook Memos, Info—Folder 95-
27/2168. 
 
140 On FCI staff figures, see, “FCI Ray Brook: Federal prison employs 87 guards, others,” PR, Jan. 27, 1983; “Ray 
Brook federal prison almost double capacity,” ADE, Oct. 9, 1986; “N. Country Towns Compete for Prisons,” LPN, 
Mar. 26, 1987; “Placid housing costly,” PR, Mar. 27, 1987; “FCI Employees Complain About Prison Policies,” 
LPN, May 7, 1987; “Prison employee supports FCI expansion,” letter to the editor, LPN, Jan. 21, 1990; “FCI awaits 
budget talks,” ADE, Sept. 5, 1990; “FCI Ray Brook doubles capacity in first 10 years,” LPN, Oct. 3, 1990; “FCI gets 
new warden; Adk correctional to get more inmates,” ADE, Feb. 22, 1995; and, “New FCI warden wants inmates, 
staff involved in community,” ADE, Apr. 25, 2005. 
 
141 On FCI facilities and infrastructural expansions, see, “Big warehouse planned for federal prison,” ADE, Sept. 28, 
1983; “Prison shows changes from Olympic Village,” PR, Oct. 25, 1984; “A Look Behind the Walls of Ray Brook’s 
Federal Prison,” LPN, Nov. 1, 1984; “From Inside the FCI,” LPN, Nov. 8, 1984; “FCI Ray Brook doubles capacity 
in first 10 years,” LPN, Oct. 3, 1990; “Prisoner/teacher seeks root of problems,” PR, Aug. 27, 1992; “FCI Ray Brook 
holds open house,” PR, Oct. 4, 1992; “FCI Ray Brook, Camp Adk to share composting facility,” ADE, Dec. 11, 
1995; and, “Ray Brook program gets NEA grant,” LPN, Aug. 30, 2002. 
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skyrocketing annual budgets.142  Operating costs totaling $7 million in 1983 jumped to over $20 

million per year by 2005.143 

 By the early 1980s, then, many of STOP’s earliest warnings began to materialize.  By 

overcrowding the facility without commensurate increases in either staff or living space, the 

BOP was, in fact, warehousing criminals.  The rehabilitative value of educational, recreational, 

and work programs diminished amid rampantly unhealthful conditions and unrelenting prisoner 

demand.  Increasing tensions among inmates and staff members confirmed critics’ earlier fears 

of another Attica in the making.  Exiled in a remote, distant locale, hundreds of miles from 

family and friends, forced to share cramped quarters with often volatile and unpredictable 

cellmates, and afforded few opportunities to interact with the public, escapes and outbursts of 

violence at FCI seemed inevitable. 

 Convicts planned and executed numerous escapes from FCI during its first quarter 

century, challenging Bureau promises to operate a safe, country-club style facility.  Three 

breached the fences, razor wire, and electronic sensors surrounding the prison.  Officers 

apprehended FCI’s first fugitive after a two-day manhunt in September 1982 following a 

resident’s unusual sighting: a large African American man dressed in hunting gear walking on a 

Lake Placid road.  The escapee, Barrington Stephens, had been convicted of a gang murder in 

Brooklyn.  In 1996, a bank robber and drug trafficker using rough-hewn ladders disguised as 

flower planters jumped the fence, broke into a nearby home, stole a truck, and led police on a 
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142 On educational opportunities at FCI, see, “A Look Behind the Walls of Ray Brook’s Federal Prison,” LPN, Nov. 
1, 1984; “From Inside the FCI,” LPN, Nov. 8, 1984; “Ray Brook inmates hold commencement,” PR, Jul. 12, 1985; 
“A former dropout, inmate goes to head of his class,” PR, May 14, 1987; “Student inmates get no vacation,” PR, 
Aug. 27, 1992; and, “A year after cuts, inmate education at a standstill,” ADE, Sept. 13, 1996. 
 
143 On increasing FCI budgets, see, “Prisons throughout region boost economy with 2000 employees,” PR, Jan. 27, 
1983; “N. Country Towns Compete for Prisons,” LPN, Mar. 26, 1987; “FCI Ray Brook braces for federal budget 
cuts,” PR, Sept. 27, 1990; and, “New FCI warden wants inmates, staff involved in community,” ADE, Apr. 24, 
2005. 
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high-speed chase that ended at a lakeside summer camp.  Lightly supervised inmates performing 

grounds maintenance outside the fence also got away, including four Polish prisoners whose 

Brooklyn friend drove the getaway car until a disagreement left them stranded in an Indian Lake 

cemetery.  Other prisoners failed in their bids for freedom: one hid in a storage building, another 

jumped toward a vehicle exiting the prison, a third was caught building a hang glider to fly out, 

and a Hungarian spy enlisted the help of an officer to break out, guns blazing, with a 

helicopter.144 

 More often, FCI inmates channeled their transgression in acts of protest and violence on 

the prison grounds.  Inmates railed against federal sentencing guidelines, narcotics laws, and 

parole rules by engaging in work and meal strikes and setting small fires.  They employed 

similar tactics to signal disapproval of the actions of officers and administrators, housing 

policies, food service, and even television and radio options.  These episodes routinely prompted 
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144 On escapes and escape attempts from FCI, see, “Killer Escapes Prison,” LPN, Sept. 30, 1982; “Massive search 
still on for prison escapee,” PR, Sept. 30, 1982; “Residents fearful with inmate at large,” PR, Oct. 1, 1982; “Sighting 
reported in hunt for escaped murderer,” PR, Oct. 1, 1982; “Police tipped, nab escapee,” PR, Oct. 2, 1982; “Dogs 
contribute superhuman effort,” PR, Oct. 2, 1982; “Inmate escape probed; security breach admitted,” PR, Oct. 4, 
1982; “Escapee Captured in Placid,” LPN, Oct. 7, 1982; “Ray Brook inmate pleads not guilty of escape,” PR, Oct. 
22, 1982; “Stephens found guilty of Ray Brook escape,” PR, Dec. 15, 1982; “Prisoner Found Guilty of Escape from 
FCI,” LPN, Dec. 18, 1982; “BULLETIN,” ADE, May 5, 1983; “Four escapees remain at large,” ADE, May 6, 1983; 
“Search continues for federal prison escapees,” PR, May 7, 1983; “Search for escapees called off,” ADE, May 9, 
1983; “Local manhunt ends for 4 escapees,” PR, May 10, 1983; “Escapees Out of Area, Police Believe,” LPN, May 
12, 1983; “Escapees sighted,” ADE, May 13, 1983; “Ray Brook escapees nabbed at Indian Lake,” PR, May 14, 
1983; “Ruse by police lured escapees from hiding,” ADE, May 16, 1983; “Four Federal Escapees Captured,” LPN, 
May 19, 1983; “Captured escapees face arraignment,” PR, Jun. 1, 1983; “Ray Brook escapees get two years,” PR, 
Aug. 5, 1983; “FCI escapees sentenced,” ADE, Aug. 5, 1983; “Escapees Sentenced To Two Extra Years,” LPN, 
Aug. 11, 1983; “Feds foil spy prison escape plan,” PR, Dec. 10, 1983; “Prison escape plot foiled,” ADE, Dec. 12, 
1983; “FCI inmate attempts escape,” ADE, Jul. 14, 1988; “Ray Brook inmate failed in escape attempt,” PR, Dec. 30, 
1988; “2 missing from FCI,” ADE, Jul 20-21, 1996; “ESCAPED,” PR, Jul. 21, 1996; “Inmates caught after high-
speed chase,” ADE, Jul. 22, 1996; “Escapees face host of charges,” ADE, Jul. 24, 1996; “’Human error’ cited in FCI 
escape case,” ADE, Jul. 30, 1996; “Medical care required,” PR, Jul. 30, 1996; “Inmate faces charges in Ray Brook 
escape,” PR, Oct. 30, 1996; “Feds give more details of planned FCI escape,” ADE, Jan. 22, 1997; “FCI escapee 
pleads guilty to related charges in county court,” ADE, Mar. 19, 1997; “FCI inmate sentenced on jail break-related 
charges,” ADE, Apr. 18, 1997; “Sentence OK,” PR, Jul. 15, 1998; “Inmate escapes from FCI Ray Brook,” ADE, 
Aug. 24, 2003; and, “Prison releases details about inmate escape,” ADE, Aug. 30-31, 2003. 
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lockdown and transfer of disruptive inmates.145  Frequently, prisoners’ grievances resulted in 

violence.  Using homemade knives and other makeshift weapons, fights among inmates and staff 

occasionally turned bloody.  STOP’s warnings of racial unrest materialized as Hispanic and 

African American convicts battled numerous times in common recreation areas.  One convict 

murdered another, and a handful committed suicide in their cells.  The most spectacular act of 

transgression came in 1992, when a convicted arsonist set fire to the staff wellness center, 

burning the building to the ground.146  

 FCI’s officers and staff also contended with occupational hazards unrelated to the whims 

of disgruntled prisoners.  Risks to employees’ health were ever-present, ranging from slips and 
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145 On FCI inmates’ protests, see, “Prison beefs up security after protest by inmates,” PR, Oct. 27, 1983; “Fires set 
by inmates prompt FCI probe,” ADE, Feb. 21, 1984; “Inmates call Enterprise; Disgruntled inmates transferred,” 
ADE, Mar. 1, 1984; “FCI inmates go on food, work strike,” ADE, Jul. 16, 1991; “FCI official says sentencing rules 
the root of inmate work stoppage,” ADE, Jan. 13, 1993; “Lockdown reported at FCI today,” ADE, Jan. 10, 1994; 
“Still in lockdown, FCI officials probe cause of inmate work strike,” ADE, Jan. 11, 1994; “FCI Ray Brook back to 
normal,” PR, Jan. 14, 1994; “FCI ends lockdown,” ADE, Oct. 18, 1995; “Lock-down,” PR, Oct. 23, 1995; “Partial 
lockdown continues at FCI,” ADE, Oct. 24, 1995; “FCI lockdown,” PR, Oct. 26, 1995; “Lockdown eased,” LPN, 
Oct. 27, 1995; and, “FCI Ray Brook lockdown gradually coming to an end,” ADE, Oct. 28, 1995. 
 
146 On violence inside FCI, see, “Former Ray Brook inmates indicted,” PR, Feb. 25, 1985; “Suspect isolated after 
stabbing incident at FCI,” ADE, Mar. 31, 1986; “Ray Brook prison inmate hangs himself,” PR, Feb. 27, 1987; 
“Inmate’s death apparent suicide,” ADE, Dec. 23, 1987; “Inmate’s death termed suicide,” ADE, Mar. 28, 1988; “FCI 
Prisoner Hangs Himself,” LPN, Mar. 30, 1988; “FCI Ray Brook fracas results in inmate stabbing,” PR, Apr. 24, 
1990; “FCI removes 38 prisoners following racial stabbing,” ADE, May 2, 1990; “FCI-Ray Brook inmate stabbed,” 
PR, Jun. 4, 1990; “Inmate stabbed at FCI over tv room mishap,” LPN, Jun. 6, 1990; “Battling the blaze,” photo, 
ADE, Jul. 2, 1992; “Fire streaks through FCI facility, causing massive damage,” ADE, Jul. 2, 1992; “FCI fire under 
probe this week,” ADE, Jul. 6, 1992; “FCI-Ray Brook fire called ‘suspicious,’” PR, Jul. 7, 1992; “Investigator: FCI 
fire suspicious but exact cause still unknown,” ADE, Jul. 8, 1992; “Inmate held in connection with FCI fire,” ADE, 
Jul. 10-12, 1992; “Inmate held in wake of FCI-Ray Brook blaze,” PR, Jul. 10, 1992; “FCI in lockdown after inmate 
hurt in brawl,” ADE, Aug. 4, 1992; “Ray Brook prison locked down,” PR, Aug. 5, 1992; “80 inmates moved after 
FCI brawls,” ADE, Aug. 7, 1992; “Inmates moved in wake of fight,” PR, Aug. 7, 1992; “Spokesman: TV tiff led to 
FCI brawl,” ADE, Aug. 11, 1992; “Inmate indicted in FCI fire case,” ADE, Jan. 27, 1993; “Ray Brook arsonist 
sentenced,” PR, May 29, 1993; “Stabber sought,” ADE, May 6, 1996; “One suspect identified in assault on guard,” 
ADE, May 8, 1996; “Probe of prison stabbing continues,” LPN, May 10, 1996; “Feds give more details of planned 
FCI escape,” ADE, Jan. 22, 1997; “Two inmates at FCI Ray Brook are dead,” ADE, Jun. 1, 1999; “Inmates 
questioned over stabbing death,” ADE, Jun. 2, 1999; “Suspect named in connection with inmate stabbing,” ADE, 
Jun. 3, 1999; “FCI incident; another inmate stabbed at Ray Brook facility,” ADE, Jul. 3-4, 1999; “FCI inmate 
stabbed,” LPN, Jul. 9, 1999; “Federal prison in lockdown in wake of fight,” ADE, Jul. 29, 2005; “FCI Ray Brook 
back to normal operations,” ADE, Aug. 6, 2005; “Fight, lockdown at FCI Ray Brook,” ADE, Aug. 29, 2006; “FCI 
lockdown lifted, but rescue call today could change that,” ADE, Aug. 30, 2006; and, “Police and fire calls,” ADE, 
Dec. 7, 2007. 
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falls and kitchen fires to stress-induced heart problems forcing some into early retirement.147  

Workers also faced economic anxiety, including low salaries that compelled many to seek better 

paying jobs, oftentimes at ACF.  Shifts in the nation’s political orientation and economic 

fortunes, too, played havoc with employees’ livelihood.  The specter of sequestration during the 

budget crisis of 1990, followed five years later by full-scale government shutdowns, exacted 

psychological and monetary tolls on workers convinced they held recession-proof jobs.148 

Furthermore, tensions between administrators and officers called into question the institution’s 

“modern orientation.”  One FCI union leader asserted bosses “ruled by intimidation,” and a 

former employee spoke of a “snitch system” where “the way to do well is to rat on your 

buddies.”  Workers’ grievances sometimes engendered rogue behavior, including theft of federal 

property, importation of contraband, and sale of banned items, such as alcohol, to prisoners.149 

 Inmates’ attitudes seemed to confirm the reality of FCI Ray Brook: a controlled 

environment whose managers, theoretically committed to rehabilitation, struggled constantly to 
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147 On health hazards of FCI employment, see, “Rescue Calls,” ADE, Apr. 21, 1981; “FCI fire damage estimated at 
$15,000,” ADE, Mar. 7, 1988; “Fire dept.’s thanked for quick response,” letter to the editor, ADE, Mar. 14, 1988; 
“FCI Warden Says Thanks To Two Local Fire Chiefs,” letter to the editor, LPN, Mar. 16, 1988; “Around AuSable,” 
LPN, Apr. 2, 1999; “FCI Ray Brook gets a bit of a scare,” ADE, May 14, 1999; “FCI fire injures two,” LPN, May 
21, 1999; and, “Powder faces quarantine,” ADE, Nov. 3-4, 2001. 
 
148 On economic hazards of FCI employment, see, “Low salaries push patrolmen to look elsewhere for work,” PR, 
Apr. 11, 1986; “Federal prison losing guards to state,” ADE, Apr. 22, 1987; “FCI awaits budget talks,” ADE, Sept. 5, 
1990; “FCI Ray Brook braces for federal budget cuts,” PR, Sept. 27, 1990; “Still Working,” photo, ADE, Oct. 1, 
1990; “Area FCI workers dodge budget axe,” ADE, Oct. 1, 1990; and, “FCI workers feel impact of shutdown,” 
ADE, Dec. 29, 1995. 
 
149 On rogue employees and workplace grievances at FCI, see, “Ray Brook workers questioned; FBI probing 
wrongdoing at U.S. prison,” ADE, Mar. 19, 1982; “Prison union leader fired; claims activism cost him,” ADE, Apr. 
30, 1987; “FCI head denies mass exodus to state prisons,” ADE, Apr. 30, 1987; “Union President Fired at Fed 
Prison; He and Union Administration Differ on Reason,” LPN, Apr. 30, 1987; “Dispute simmers over firing,” PR, 
May 2, 1987; “FCI Employees Complain About Prison Policies,” LPN, May 7, 1987; “FCI Warden Responds to 
Stories,” letter to the editor, LPN, May 21, 1987; “Cloutier Does Not Speak For Everyone at FCI,” letter to the 
editor, LPN, May 21, 1987; “Other Side of FCI Story,” letter to the editor, LPN, May 28, 1987; “FCI Union 
President Answers Letters,” op-ed, LPN, Jun. 4, 1987; “Guard at FCI in Ray Brook faces extortion, bribery 
charges,” ADE, Mar. 21, 1988; “Ex-FCI Ray Brook garage foreman indicted for theft,” ADE, Dec. 22, 1988; 
“Former local prison worker pleads guilty to felony theft,” ADE, Mar. 20, 1989; “Ex-Ray Brook prison garage 
foreman pleads guilty,” PR, Mar. 22, 1989; and, “Former worker at FCI sentenced,” ADE, May 10, 1989. 
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maintain control.  The only facets of prison life worthy of inmates’ praise were the opportunities 

to work and learn.  One printing plant employee stated, “someday…I’m going to step out on the 

streets and use this,” while a colleague in the glove factory hailed “the chance to make some 

dollars that will help me when I get out.”  The value of prison employment extended to 

prisoners’ loved ones; one worker noted the “need…to help your family’s financial situation.”  

Inmates also commended educational and vocational programs as a chance to “do something 

constructive and earn your way out of jail.”150  Not all prisoners, predictably, held such views.  

While calling Ray Brook “a nice joint” and “beautiful,” one inmate labeled the staff “maniacs” 

and claimed the prison was “a ticking time bomb.”  Administrators, according to another, were 

“devious, vicious people” whose authoritarianism made the officers “so upset that they’re ready 

to quit.”  A third inmate accused officers of threatening prisoners “like what the Germans did to 

the Jews in World War II.”  One prisoner’s observation seemed to confirm FCI’s anti-modern, 

anti-progressive qualities:  “Everything’s a threat at Ray Brook.  Instead of doing it the finesse 

way, it’s, “You do this or you’re going to the hole,” or, “If you don’t do that, you’re going to the 

hole.”  If they’d just do it with finesse, like they do at other prisons, things would be ok.151  

Within a short time, the turbulence of FCI Ray Brook discredited Carlson’s pledge to promote 

hope over despair in his “modern” institution. 

 Residents’ views of the prison closely mirrored the inmates’ feelings of ambivalence. 

Homeowners complimented prisoners’ health-oriented work for local charities, service 
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150 On inmates’ appraisals of FCI prison life, see, “Prison Jobs: From Rewarding to Boring,” LPN, Jul. 28, 1983; 
“Ray Brook inmates hold commencement,” PR, Jul. 12, 1985; “Christmas lonely, depressing time for inmates,” PR, 
Dec. 27, 1986; “A former dropout inmate goes to head of his class,” PR, May 14, 1987; “Federal prison ceases 
money-losing industry,” PR, Sept. 25, 1988; “Prisoner/teacher seeks root of problems,” PR, Aug. 27, 1992; “A field 
trip to prison,” PR, Oct. 4, 1996; and, “Inmate warns of the harsh realities of drug use,” PR, Apr. 24, 1997. 
 
151 “Fires set by inmates prompt FCI probe,” ADE, Feb. 21, 1984; and, “Inmates call Enterprise; Disgruntled inmates 
transferred,” ADE, Mar. 1, 1984. 
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organizations, and schools, while educators commended prisoners both for excellence in the 

classroom and their contributions to drug and alcohol education programs.152  Nevertheless, the 

contentious relationship between FCI and its neighbors persisted.  Escapes were an especially 

sore point for residents unaccustomed to locking windows and doors.  Fugitives lurking in the 

woods made locals feel “uneasy,” “imposed on,” and “mad.”  One resident longed for the time 

when her family was “able to walk and pick berries and do anything we wanted.”  “Now,” she 

claimed, “we are afraid.”  Another local blasted escapees’ ability “to hold a community in 

terror,” and an Essex County man called FCI “a school for crime” populated by “terrorists, 

rapists, and murderers” guarded by “novices with no experience or training in handling people or 

their problems.”153  Though disconnected by geography and ideology in the 1970s, the 

dysfunctional operation of FCI Ray Brook after 1980 unified the once disparate strands of the 

opposition, strengthening opponents’ hand as the BOP sought to expand. 

 Antagonism toward FCI came full circle in the wake of Bureau plans to build a second 

federal prison in Ray Brook.  In April 1983, the BOP proposed construction of a $2.7 million, 

150-bed minimum-security prison camp in Ray Brook.  Led by a former FCI employee, local 

opponents remobilized as Concerned Citizens of Ray Brook (CCRB).  Leveraging their status as 
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152 On residents’ praise of FCI convicts, see, “Student inmates get no vacation,” PR, Aug. 27, 1992; “Prisoners help 
LP Elementary School students learn to read,” LPN, May 12, 1993; “FCI inmates giving to the community with 
flower donations,” ADE, May 31, 1996; “A field trip to prison,” PR, Oct. 4, 1996; “Inmate warns kids of the harsh 
realities of drug use,” PR, Apr. 24, 1997; and, “Tupper Lake students may visit Ray Brook prison,” ADE, Jun. 7, 
2006. 
 
153 On residents’ negative views of FCI, see, “Residents fearful with inmate at large,” PR, Oct. 1, 1982; “Search 
continues for federal prison escapees,” PR, May 7, 1983; “Origins of sewer gas odor still remains a mystery,” ADE, 
Jul. 29, 1987; “Mysterious odor still plagues Pine Street,” ADE, Aug. 26, 1987; “Sewer gas odor gone from Pine 
Street area,” ADE, Nov. 6, 1987; “After ultimatum, Ray Brook prison solves sewer odor problem,” PR, Nov. 16, 
1987; “School for crime,” letter to the editor, PR, Sept. 11, 1988; “Nightmarish odor on Pine Street returns to 
village,” PR, May 18, 1989; “ESCAPED,” PR, Jul. 21, 1996; “Sentence OK,” PR, Jul. 15, 1998; “DEC finds no 
serious problems at prison firing ranges,” ADE, Jan. 17, 2003; and, “DEC: No lead poisoning problem near firing 
ranges,” LPN, Jan. 24, 2003. 
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landowners and taxpayers, critics complained their community was “already saturated with 

prisons.”  The prospect of an unfenced prison also prompted fear of more escapes.  While one 

young girl’s family had acquired “two German shepherds…because sometimes prisoners 

escape,” an older resident feared fugitives “would set publicity back years.”  Recalling the 

devastation of the 1970s, opponents threatened litigation if the Bureau failed to safeguard the 

“human environment.”  Even prison cheerleaders at the Press Republican joined the opposition, 

warning the region might “be opening Pandora’s Box by accepting anything to increase its 

economic standing.”  Citing a $200 billion budget deficit, the Justice Department ultimately 

canceled the plan in May 1983.  CCRB claimed victory and counted Congressman McEwen’s 

successor, Republican David O’Brien Martin, as an ally in their cause.154  

 As federal prison overcrowding worsened, in August 1989 the BOP again sought to build 

a 150-bed minimum-security prison camp in Ray Brook.  CCRB reemerged with a host of 

objections, warning of impacts on property values, taxes, water, and electricity rates; increased 

vehicular traffic; added strain on schools and hospitals; possible spread of the AIDS virus; and 

environmental concerns.  Opponents argued, “It would be a crime to further damage this fragile 

and beautiful ecosystem.”  Of particular concern was the aging and overused pipe connecting 
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154 On the 1983 FCI prison camp proposal, see, “Ray Brook federal prison overcrowded,” ADE, Jan. 19, 1983; 
“Prisons throughout region boost economy with 2000 employees,” PR, Jan. 27, 1983; “FCI Ray Brook: Federal 
prison employs 87 guards, others,” PR, Jan. 27, 1983; “Rethinking our area priorities,” editorial, PR, Apr. 5, 1983; 
“FCI Expansion Faces Opposition,” LPN, Apr. 21, 1983; “Funding for prison expansion is denied,” ADE, May 16, 
1983; and, “No Funds for Expansion of FCI in 1983 Budget,” LPN, May 19, 1983.  Also, David O’Brien Martin, to 
Norman Carlson, Mar. 23, 1983; CCRB, “A Sketch Map of the area around the indicated location of a proposed 
SATELLITE CAMP at the FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION, Ray Brook, New York, April 1983; W. 
Cole Campbell, to David Stockman, Director, OMB, Apr. 8, 1983; Carlson to Martin, Apr. 13, 1983; Beth Strauss, 
OMB Director’s Correspondence Unit, to Campbell, Apr. 15, 1983; Ann Hook, to Martin, Apr. 24, 1983; Warner 
Deitz, to Carlson, Apr. 29, 1983; Sandra and W. Cole Campbell, to Martin, May 3, 1983; Mike Hudson, OMB 
Assistant Director for Legislative Affairs, to Martin, May 3, 1983; Martin to Hook, May 6, 1983; Martin to 
Campbells, May 10, 1983; Martin to Stockman, May 10, 1983; Martin to Carlson, May 10, 1983; Carlson to Martin, 
Jun. 6, 1983; and, Martin to Campbells, Jun. 7, 1983, in David O’Brien Martin Papers (SC-90001), F.W. Crumb 
Library, Special Collections Department, State University of New York College at Potsdam, Potsdam, New York 
(hereafter, Martin Papers). 
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FCI to the Saranac Lake sewage plant.  By 1989, Ray Brook’s overcrowded prisons sent 250,000 

gallons of sewage to the plant each day.  Saranac Lake officials reminded FCI that its sewage 

contract forbade new construction without board approval.  The hundreds of signatures gathered 

on opposition petitions across the region, and dozens of letters sent to Martin’s office, signaled 

widespread antipathy to the project.  Officials long supportive of the federal prison quickly 

changed course.  With Martin threatening legislative action to stop the project, the Bureau bowed 

to local pressure and canceled it in March 1990.  CCRB interpreted their victory as a sign that 

“representative democracy really works.”155  
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155 On the 1989-90 FCI camp proposal, see, “Group is formed to oppose new prison plan in Ray Brook,” PR, Oct. 3, 
1989; “North Elba Planning Board,” public notice, LPN, Oct. 4, 1989; “Reasons for fed prison camp opposition 
outlined,” letter to the editor, ADE, Oct. 1989; “Concerned Residents of Ray Brook refuse FCI meet,” ADE, Oct. 6, 
1989; “Warden outlines prison proposal,” op-ed, ADE, Oct. 1989; “Ray Brook warden defends plan for new prison,” 
PR, Oct. 31, 1989; “FCI warden says satellite camp needed, safe,” op-ed, LPN, Nov. 1, 1989; “N. Elba board says 
no to prison expansion,” ADE, Nov. 15, 1989; “SL board supports prison expansion,” ADE, Dec. 11, 1989; “Board 
defers prison opinion,” ADE, Dec. 27, 1989; “Saranac Lake may hold key to prison expansion,” PR, Dec. 28, 1989; 
“Prison employee supports FCI expansion,” letter to the editor, LPN, Jan. 21, 1990; “Prison expansion needed for 
health of economy,” letter to the editor, ADE, Jan. 24, 1990; “Expand local jail facility,” letter to the editor, PR, Jan. 
28, 1990; “Ray Brook citizens air concerns over FCI prison expansion,” LPN, Jan. 31, 1990; “’Not here,’ say some 
in Ray Brook to Bush’s call for more prisons,” ADE, Jan. 31, 1990; “Ray Brook FCI expansion not a certainty,” PR, 
Jan. 31, 1990; “Prison officials withdraw plans for addition to FCI Ray Brook,” PR, Mar. 21, 1990; and, “Martin, 
residents drive off prison expansion,” LPN, Mar. 28, 1990.  Also, Sandra and W. Cole Campbell, to Martin, Jun. 14, 
1989; Martin to Campbells, Jun. 30, 1989; Martin to Carol Crawford, Assistant Attorney General, Office of 
Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs, U.S. Department of Justice, Jun. 30, 1989; Crawford to Martin, Aug. 22, 
1989; Martin to Campbells, Aug. 25, 1989; Memo to file, Sept. 5 & 6, 1989; William A. Perrill, FCI warden, letter 
to the editor, PR, Oct. 18, 1989; Perrill to David MacDowell, Community Advisory Board, Community 
Development Director, Saranac Lake, Oct. 19, 1989; Amy Richardson, to Martin, Oct. 20, 1989; Robert Glennon, 
Executive Director, APA, to Perrill, Oct. 24, 1989; Martin to Richardson, Oct. 26, 1989; Owen Peacock to Martin, 
Oct. 28, 1989; Martin to Peacock, Oct. 31, 1989; FCI Community Advisory Board, meeting minutes, Nov. 1, 1989; 
General Hospital of Saranac Lake, petition, Nov. 7, 1989; CCRB, petition, Nov. 1989; Joseph and Ethel Cox, to 
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Coxes, Nov. 20, 1989; U.S. Government Memorandum: Garry Lanthier, Business Manager, UNICOR, FCI Ray 
Brook, to John Shook, FCI Ray Brook Executive Assistant, Re: Civilian Salaries and Materials Purchased Locally, 
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 In stark contrast to ACF, whose efforts toward public engagement left positive 

impressions with area residents, FCI leaders persisted in seeing the different components of Ray 

Brook’s natural environment as disconnected and unique.  For sixteen years, officials forsook 

outreach opportunities that might have mitigated the harm done by overcrowding, understaffing, 

escapes, protests, violence, and labor struggles.  Instead, administrators viewed these conditions 

as part of the normal functioning of a federal prison that need not concern the community.  Once 

undertaken, efforts to bridge the gap separating prison from community collided with residents 

whose bitterness toward the institution had only deepened.  The new, 1984-style ecosystem built 

by the federal Bureau of Prisons was an unsuitable substitute for the one residents had long lived 

near, used, and loved.  Accordingly, locals displayed only tepid interest in the penitentiary’s 

feeble efforts toward damage control.  The disconnected, incoherent view of Ray Brook’s people 

and their environment that had guided BOP planners in 1976 had become reality. 

Conclusion 

 Reckoning the prisons’ place in Ray Brook’s nature over the course of three decades is as 

complex a task as understanding the nature of nature itself.  Owing to its longevity and 

prominence in the area’s history, culture, and economy, residents readily conceded the 

naturalness of the institution that would become Adirondack Correctional Facility.  Chronic 

rumors of the hospital’s impending closure beginning in the early 1960s triggered resistance that 

helped ensure its survival.  A momentous episode in its long evolution, the penal conversion in 

1976 preserved the institution’s economic value, thereby reaffirming its esteemed status in the 

community.  Locals’ environmental logic, characterized by a seamless flow among built and 

unbuilt, human and non-human, survived the onslaught of social, political, and disciplinary 
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problems that afflicted the prison for decades.  In a region long accustomed to the travails of 

correctional life, residents likely construed these challenges, too, as natural. 

 On the other hand, area dwellers’ antagonistic relationship with the federal prison both 

obscured and revealed complex truths about the land itself.  The Bureau of Prisons’ 

environmental logic aimed toward excising the land of its dynamism and fluidity and imposing 

artificial limits over both its unbuilt and newly built environments.  Radical ecological 

transformations presaged heretofore unprecedented controls on human activity, including fences, 

razor wire, armed guards, and harsh discipline.  Construction of this alien landscape, though, 

could not extinguish residents’ memories of a time when there was no demarcation between built 

and unbuilt, artificial and natural.  However, locals’ understanding of the land’s naturalness, 

much like the new prison, had its own limits.  Most could not recall the artificial transformations 

undertaken in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries on a tract long considered natural.  

The trees, vegetation, ski trails, hiking paths, picnic areas, and wildlife were all part of a broader 

state enterprise to promote conservation and outdoor recreation.  Residents’ understanding of the 

intertwined nature of bodily and environmental health pointed to earlier planners’ success in 

constructing a natural-looking landscape.  Interestingly, though, even the BOP’s environmental 

logic could not resist the forces of nature.  Wintertime frost heaves often pushed the prison’s 

fence posts out of the ground, giving enterprising inmates a possible route to escape.156  Whether 

FCI will ever acquire the same natural status as Camp Adirondack or the land’s planted trees and 

stocked fish remains an open question. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
156 “Ray Brook prison marks 25th; FCI 25: born of Olympics, but no games here,” PR, Sept. 28, 2005. 
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 Essex County Congregational minister Jonathan Tetherly was among the group of anti-

prison activists who traversed the federal prison construction site in the summer of 1978.  In a 

letter to Congressman McEwen, Tetherly offered a prophetic vision of changes afoot in the 

Adirondacks: 

People in the North Country of New York are the keepers.  We keep people at the very 
large Clinton Prison in Dannemora.  We keep people in Camp Adirondack, in Ray Brook.  
And now we have an offer to keep more people in a federal prison in Ray Brook.  In the 
North Country, our concept of black people is that they are prisoners; we see black 
people on television who are not prisoners, but our only personal contact with black 
people, nearly all of the time, is with prisoners.157 
 

Within less than a year of FCI’s opening, the terms of the growing debate over prisons in the 

North Country would shift radically away from questions of health, ecological integrity, and 

public involvement and toward issues of race, culture, and social class.  During the Olympic 

Prison fight, STOP’s anxiety over the racial disparities between urban, non-white inmates and 

their largely white, rural keepers had not acquired currency among most local residents.  

Unbeknownst to Tetherly in 1978, the question of African Americans’ place in Adirondack 

nature, effectively sidelined after 1980, would take center stage in the nearby hamlet of Gabriels. 
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157 Rev. Jonathan Tetherly, to McEwen, May 22, 1978, McEwen Papers, Box 95-27, Folder: 1980 Winter Olympics, 
Ray Brook Correspondence, 1978. 
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Figure 3: Entrance to ACF.  Taking photographs of the facility is prohibited.  Though the prison property is heavily 
wooded, the fenced facility is clearly visible from the roadway.  Photograph by author, Sept. 2007. 
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Figure 4: Entrance to FCI-Ray Brook.  Without permission, this is about as close as one can get to the facility.  
Planners kept their promise to screen the prison from view.  Photograph by author, Sept. 2007. !
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Chapter 3 
“Who is going to live in Gabriels?” Class, Environment, and Prison Building in Gabriels, 

1979-2009 
 
 
 
 
 

Introduction 

 In May 1981, the New York State Department of Correctional Services (DOCS) drafted a 

map of a minimum-security prison proposed for the Franklin County hamlet of Gabriels.  The 

map displayed a complex of structures built when the facility operated as a Catholic tuberculosis 

hospital, as a satellite campus of Paul Smith’s College (PSC), along with new buildings planned 

for the future prison.  DOCS labeled each building according to its intended function, including 

one called “chapel mosque.”  The mosque’s innocuous and miniscule position on the state’s map 

masked the larger social anxieties it aroused among the community’s affluent residents.  Thus, 

the state’s proposal to expand its Adirondack crimescape a third time spurred the formation of a 

large, well-organized, and powerful opposition.  At a public hearing on the project convened by 

the Adirondack Park Agency (APA) in January 1982, lawyers representing local prison 

opponents raised questions about the mosque, to which one Corrections official retorted that he 

did not see the relevance.  The attorney responded, “the relevance is who is going to live in 

Gabriels.”158 
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158 New York State Department of Correctional Services (DOCS), “Application for Permit,” May 1981; and State of 
New York, County of Essex, Adirondack Park Agency, “In the Matter of Proposed New Land Use in the 
Adirondack Park by the Department of Correctional Services: Camp Gabriels,” APA Headquarters, Ray Brook, New 
York, January 14, 1982, pp.147-148, in SP 81-15, Camp Gabriels Records, Adirondack Park Agency Records 
Office, Ray Brook, N.Y. (hereafter, Camp Gabriels Records). 
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Figure 5: Map of proposed Gabriels Minimum Security Correctional Facility, May 1981, Adirondack Park Agency 
Records Office, Ray Brook, N.Y. 

 

Gabriels in 1981 was an affluent wilderness enclave populated by permanent and 

seasonal residents.  Many were college employees whose ties to the region stretched back nearly 

a century.  They prized the hamlet as emblematic of the anti-modern and anti-urban Adirondacks 

treasured by their ancestors: a wild and rugged place set aside for elite, outdoor recreation.  Elite 

residents’ moral ecology, therefore, equated preservation of that environment with maintenance 

of their perceived social superiority.! Anxiety about the mosque captured the essence of the 

controversy that enveloped the planning of the state’s new prison.  Reworking Gabriels’ physical 

nature in service to correctional expansion, opponents feared, would rupture the Park’s 
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historically rigid social and political boundaries.  Uninterested in the broader moral and ethical 

questions surrounding mass incarceration, foes of the Gabriels prison framed the proposal as an 

assault on the integrity of their community’s carefully constructed social and ecological 

character.  Residents prepared to leverage their wealth, social power, and political influence to 

prevent the radical transformations portended by further prison expansion.!

The potential for escapes and violence frightened men and women who had come to 

expect tranquility in their isolated community. Numerous escapes from Camp Adirondack in the 

previous five years, the increasing ubiquity of police roadblocks, and the state’s plan not to fence 

its prison at Gabriels, amplified residents’ concerns that the less savory features of urban life 

were creeping into New York’s rural hinterlands.159  Prison opponents, much like their forebears, 

expected the Park to function as a safety valve for individuals and families fleeing the social 

disorder and crime plaguing the cities.  Introducing violent criminals as neighbors, they argued, 

would alter not only the community’s social and ecological character, but might pose risks to life 

and limb as well. 

The new penitentiary’s position in an economy oriented toward tourism was also the 

subject of contentious debate.  College officials argued that not selling their unused 233-acre 

Gabriels property to the Corrections Department would harm the local economy.  For its part, 

DOCS cited an increasingly overcrowded prison system as justification for acquiring and 

converting the facility for penal use.  Prison officials promised residents the penitentiary would 

function as a vehicle for economic growth and revitalization.  Gabriels’ permanent and seasonal 

residents, largely insulated from the region’s chronic economic woes, did not require the uplift 
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159 See, “Camp Adirondack escapee found in Wilmington camp,” ADE, Oct. 22, 1976; “Convict hunt is widening,” 
ADE, July 5, 1977; “Campman surrenders after holding couple,” ADE, May 15, 1978; and “Escaped campman 
found near Keene,” ADE, Sept. 8, 1978. 
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promised by prison planners.  Conversely, critics feared another prison would harm the local 

economy by deterring tourism and second homeownership. The APA, responsible for managing 

land use and development in the Adirondacks, echoed opposition fears about the prison’s 

potential to damage the region’s unstable tourist trade. 

The fusion of interests between the Park Agency and the opposition prevented the 

Corrections Department from simply purchasing the property and building the prison.  

Correctional officials labored to convince critics that a penal institution would benefit both the 

community and wider region.  In so doing, DOCS bureaucrats acted as agents of economic 

development, likening their facilities to any other small business enterprise as a means to pacify 

a skeptical public. Opponents, though, remained unconvinced that a prison would function like a 

ski area, campground, or restaurant.  Even if the penitentiary fulfilled its planners’ promises, 

opponents feared its presence would tear at the community’s social fabric.  Someday, they 

worried, the Park might cease to be a park. 

The question of prisons’ compatibility with the Park’s recreational character, first raised 

at Ray Brook five years prior, remained unresolved in 1981.  Unlike Ray Brook, however, the 

controversy surrounding Gabriels involved the APA, an agency charged with guarding against 

incompatible and potentially harmful developments.  State law allowed the Agency to exercise 

non-binding advisory review over state developments inside the Park.  Thus, though the APA 

could not stop the prison, it could help shape the final outcome.  Owing to prisons’ apparent 

incompatibility with the Park’s historical character, the Park Agency took sides with the 

opposition.  Opponents cast Corrections officials and their allies as urban, anti-nature intruders 

whose crimescape might destroy the character and nature of their community. They were 
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therefore determined to use any means possible to thwart the prison’s construction in their 

community. 

Unlike the BOP in Ray Brook, state Corrections officials in Gabriels sought cooperative 

collaboration with their opponents.  In addition to promises of economic growth, DOCS offered 

to surrender two-thirds of the prison property for inclusion in the state Forest Preserve, thus 

enhancing the Park’s recreational character.  Corrections officials also promised cash-strapped 

local communities use of the time, energy, and labor of Gabriels inmates on infrastructure and 

conservation projects.  These concessions, which implicitly acknowledged the prison’s 

incompatibility with Gabriels’ existing social and ecological framework, did little to assuage the 

opposition’s concerns.  The task of naturalizing the presence of an institution considered 

antithetical to Adirondack nature was left, unintentionally, in the hands of the prisoners.    

For nearly three decades, prisoners from Gabriels labored on public works, conservation, 

and infrastructure projects in communities across the region.  Residents once violently opposed 

to the presence of these men now measured their value in terms of tax dollars saved on projects 

that helped preserve their community’s social and ecological character.  Once castigated as alien 

to the Adirondacks’ social and racial hierarchies, the fruits of inmate labor eventually planted 

seeds of goodwill among grateful residents and tourists.  The inmates’ unfree work in the 

Adirondack wilderness, therefore, made important contributions toward making prisons 

compatible and natural in a region originally designed for outdoor leisure and recreation.  

However, their labor also had the added effect of reinforcing the rigid social hierarchies whose 

preservation had been the focus of men and women opposing the prison in the first place. 
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Choosing Gabriels 

 The settlement of Gabriels, a hamlet named for Bishop Henry Gabriels of the Catholic 

Diocese of Ogdensburg, began in 1892 with construction of housing for workers building the 

Adirondack and St. Lawrence Railroad.  In 1894, on land owned by locally renowned guide, 

recreation advocate, and hotel owner Paul Smith, the Sisters of Mercy established a tuberculosis 

sanitarium. The Sisters purchased the property in 1924, and operated the facility until 1963, 

when widespread use of antibiotics for tuberculosis made the sanitarium obsolete.  One account 

of its closing noted, “the death knell had sounded for the central source of sustenance for 

workers and the religious community involved in its operation.”  The diocese sold the property to 

PSC, and for seventeen years the college operated Gabriels as a satellite campus.  During that 

time, the number of students living and studying there steadily declined.  In 1966, officials began 

removing structures at the site in favor of investment on the main campus.  PSC put the tract up 

for sale in 1979, and one year later, Corrections leaders expressed interest in the facility.160   

 Rumor mills across the Adirondacks churned in the spring of 1981 with news that a 

prison was coming to Gabriels.  Corrections officials indicated Gabriels was low on its list of 

possible sites, even after meeting with College President Thomas Stainback in April.  Stainback, 

desperate to sell the property, said he had “no indication that they [DOCS] are interested, and 

joked ‘I wish it were true.’”161  By July 1981, those rumors became reality when the state Senate 

appropriated $3.3 million for the purchase, renovation and conversion of the Gabriels facility to a 
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160 “Changes loom for Gabriels as prison nears,” PR, May 20, 1982; “Questions about Camp Gabriels,” ADE, Aug. 
21, 1981; “A look inside minimum-security Camp Gabriels,” ADE, May 7, 1994; “Hearing on prison draws crowd,” 
PR, July 25, 1981; “Rental at Ray Brook asked; Gabriels considered too,” ADE, May 20, 1981.  See also “Abstract 
of Title to Parts 77 & 78, Township 18, Town of Brighton, Franklin County”; and, Thomas Stainback to William 
Curran, APA, Dec. 4, 1981, Camp Gabriels Records. 
 
161 “Rental at Ray Brook asked; Gabriels considered too,” ADE, May 20, 1981. 
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minimum-security prison camp capable of incarcerating 150 inmates.  Those prisoners would be 

moved from Camp Adirondack, which was being upgraded to medium security to aid in 

accommodating New York’s exploding prison population.162  

 Overcrowding in existing correctional facilities remained the primary factor driving 

continued prison expansion in the Adirondacks.  This problem persisted at both the state and 

federal levels and continued to worsen even with the two prisons at Ray Brook.163  Nearly a 

decade of enforcement of the Rockefeller drug laws, together with newer statutes mandating 

harsh punishments for multiple felony offenders and juvenile criminals, swelled New York’s 

prisons past the breaking point.  In July 1981, DOCS Commissioner Thomas Coughlin pushed 

lawmakers for increased cell space to meet what he described as emergency conditions.  At that 

time, New York incarcerated 23,700 inmates in a system designed to hold 22,700.  To save both 
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162 “150-inmate prison likely for Gabriels,” PR, July 10, 1981.!!In 1973, Governor Nelson Rockefeller pushed a 
program of mandatory minimum drug laws through the State Legislature. Under the Rockefeller drug laws, sale of 
two ounces, or possession of four ounces, of a narcotic drug was made a Class A felony, carrying a minimum 
sentence of fifteen years and a maximum of life in prison.  While most people convicted of drug crimes were 
sentenced to lesser prison terms after conviction for Class B, C, or D sales or possession offenses, the Second 
Felony Offender Law, enacted the same year, mandated a prison sentence for a person convicted of any two felonies 
within ten years, regardless of the circumstances or nature of the offenses. Other “law and order” measures 
contributed to an overcrowding crisis in the state prison system over the next two decades. In 1978, the legislature 
enacted the Violent Felony Act, which lengthened sentences for “violent felony offenders” and “persistent violent 
felony offenders,” along with a passing a new “juvenile offender law” that increased the likelihood that young 
people convicted of violent crimes would end up in prison.  Together, these sentencing laws flooded New York's 
prisons with people convicted of lower-level drug offenses. Street drug enforcement was intensified from the mid-
1980s through the 1990s, and annual drug commitments to prison, which had totaled 470 in 1970, rose to 8,521 in 
1999. New York’s crack-down on drug crime proved to be extremely expensive, driving the proportion of people in 
state prison for drug offenses up from just 11 percent when the Rockefeller drug laws were enacted, to a high of 34 
percent. And the impact on communities of color was stark: African Americans and Latinos constitute 90 percent of 
all people incarcerated for a drug offense.  See, Judith Green and Mark Mauer, “Downscaling Prisons: Lessons from 
Four States,” (Washington, D.C.: The Sentencing Project, 2010); and, Ernest Drucker, “Population Impact of Mass 
Incarceration Under New York’s Rockefeller Drug Laws: An Analysis of Years of Life Lost,” Journal of Urban 
Health: Bulletin of the New York Academy of Medicine 79, no. 3 (Sept. 2002): pp. 1-10. 
 
163 By mid-1981 Ray Brook FCI’s population had reached 432, quickly approaching its capacity of 500, and Camp 
Adirondack housed over 400 state inmates, 25% of whom were classified medium-security, though living in a 
minimum-security camp.  See “Rental at Ray Brook asked; Gabriels considered too,” ADE, May 20, 1981, and 
“150-inmate prison likely for Gabriels,” PR, July 10, 1981. 
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time and money, Coughlin sought to convert surplus physical plants for correctional use.164  

Governor Hugh Carey approved an expansion plan in August 1981, appropriating $11 million to 

build 650 cells at five new locations (including Gabriels), and over $24 million for renovations at 

existing facilities.  Carey warned the state would need at least 4000 more cells within five 

years.165  With future expansion on the horizon, the governor authorized a $500 million prison 

construction bond (known as the Security Through the Development of Correctional Facilities 

Bond Act) to be placed on the ballot in the November election.  With voter approval, the bond 

would fund construction of thousands more cells.166 

 By the early 1980s, New York’s leaders had abandoned their earlier piecemeal approach 

to managing prison overcrowding in favor of a defined policy of mass incarceration.  Lawmakers 

argued persistent overcrowding posed a threat to the health and safety of both correctional 

employees and the general public.  Officials urged voters to approve the bond because, as the 

state Senate noted, “New York must remove violent criminals from its communities.”  

Legislators acknowledged overcrowding had resulted from their decade-long war on crime, 

which included tougher legislation and longer sentences, but nevertheless pushed for passage of 
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164 “Prison hearing draws hundreds,” ADE, Jul. 24, 1981.  See also, State of New York, Department of Correctional 
Services, “1980-1985 Correctional Services Master Plan,” (Albany, N.Y: DOCS, Jan. 1981), and Correctional 
Association of New York, “The Prison Population Explosion in New York State: A Study of Its Causes and 
Consequences with Recommendations for Change,” (New York: Correctional Association of New York, March 
1982). 
 
165 State of New York, Executive Chamber, Hugh L. Carey, Governor, press release, Aug. 4, 1981, Camp Gabriels 
Records. 
 
166 Carey, press release, Aug. 4, 1981, Camp Gabriels Records.  Of that amount, $350 million would finance new 
construction and renovations to state prisons; $125 million would be provided as matching grants to localities to aid 
in the expansion and renovation of local jails and correctional facilities; and the remaining $25 million would go 
toward expansion and rehabilitation of detention centers for youth offenders, youth delinquents, and the mentally ill. 
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the bond to avoid massive tax increases, protect public safety, and ensure secure workplaces for 

the state’s corrections officers and prison staff.167  

Having embraced mass incarceration, state officials moved quickly to expand the 

Adirondack crimescape.  State Senate Majority Leader Warren Anderson proposed that DOCS 

lease space at the Ray Brook federal prison for state use.  Federal officials rejected the idea, as 

their prison at Ray Brook was projected to reach its capacity of 500 inmates by July 1981.168  In 

light of the Bureau of Prisons’ inability to share its space, in the fall of 1980 the state Corrections 

Department drew up plans to expand Camp Adirondack.  As discussed in Chapter 2, in March 

1981, prison officials notified the APA of their intent to upgrade Camp Adirondack to an unusual 

mixed minimum and medium security prison.169   

Corrections leaders asserted the expansion of Camp Adirondack would pose no risks to 

the region’s ecological integrity.  Coughlin declared that construction of a new fence, parking 

lots, roads, and blasting to remove rocks and trees, would “not have a significant effect on the 

environment.”  The commissioner offered earlier correctional expansion in Ray Brook as 

adequate justification for further construction: “The long term aesthetic impact of the new 
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167 State of New York, “The Bond Issue: Questions and Answers,” pamphlet, 1981, Camp Gabriels Records.  State 
officials told voters that since 1978, New York had incarcerated 7000 new criminals.  Officials acknowledged that 
less costly alternatives to mass incarceration, including probation, community service, drug treatment, and 
restitution programs, operated in cities and towns across New York.  However, the state noted dismissively, “use of 
these alternatives alone will not solve the problem of overcrowded prisons.”  The continuing threat to public safety, 
combined with voter demands for law and order, required mass incarceration.  Appealing for the support of upper-
middle class voters anxious about massive public spending in an age of austerity, officials argued, “the taxpayers of 
today should not be burdened with the total cost of public improvements designed to last for generations.”  The state 
thus promised that each taxpayer’s individual share of the prison bond would amount to less than $6.00 per year to 
go toward repayment, and that repayment would be spread among taxpayers well into the twenty-first century.  See, 
“The Bond Issue: Questions and Answers,” Camp Gabriels Records.  See also New York State Senate, “More Prison 
Space for a Changing Decade,” 1981, Camp Gabriels Records. 
 
168 “Rental at Ray Brook asked; Gabriels considered too,” ADE, May 20, 1981. 
 
169 Adirondack Park Agency, “Public Notice: Notice of Project Application Pending: Proposed Improvement to 
Camp Adirondack,” Mar. 12, 1981, Camp Gabriels Records. 
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security fence and related tree clearing is not significant in light of the tree clearing which has 

already occurred in conjunction with the ongoing operation of a DOCS facility at this location 

and the presence of a Federal Correctional Facility within a mile of Camp Adirondack and off 

the same public road.”170  Here, Coughlin equated aesthetic and environmental impacts, arguing 

that prior prison growth had altered the community’s visual appearance in such a way that new 

construction could not possibly impose harmful impacts.  It seemed that once the crimescape 

overtook this corner of the Park, its naturalness had automatically diminished.  Future 

crimescape expansion, therefore, could not endanger such an unnatural landscape.171 

The Prison Advocates’ Masquerade 

 New York’s policy of mass incarceration acquired new meaning as that project moved 

from the halls of Albany to the forests of the Adirondacks.  Finding adequate cell space proved 

difficult, as the same men and women clamoring for law and order were loath to share their 

exclusive suburban enclaves with urban criminals.  Prison bureaucrats promptly hunted for sites 

in the Adirondacks, whose less prosperous residents, they believed, would embrace further 

correctional expansion.  Though likely supportive, in the abstract, of efforts to relieve 

overcrowding, Gabriels’ affluent permanent and seasonal dwellers had no intention of 

welcoming the state’s largely non-white and poor prisoners as their new neighbors.  Faced with 

an emergency in New York’s penal institutions, prison advocates at the state and local levels 
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170 New York State Department of Correctional Services, “SEQR (State Environmental Quality Review), Negative 
Declaration: Notice of Determination of Non-Significance,” Apr. 1, 1981, Camp Gabriels Records. 
 
171 “Rental at Ray Brook asked; Gabriels considered too,” ADE, May 20, 1981; and, “Hearing on prison plan draws 
crowd,” PR, July 25, 1981.  The overcrowding crisis compelled Corrections officials in the spring of 1981 to move 
100 medium-security inmates into Camp Adirondack while it was still technically a minimum-security facility.  
Also, PSC and DOCS formalized a purchase agreement whereby Corrections would purchase the Gabriels facility 
for correctional use. 
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masked the proposed prison as a benign institution that would both resuscitate the area economy 

and do no harm to Gabriels’ social and ecological character.  

 College officials framed the proposal as a natural transition for an institution already 

implicated in the region’s burgeoning prison industry.  Further, they argued it would be unwise 

for Paul Smith’s, the community’s largest employer, and its surrounding region to reject an 

institution that might remedy a host of local concerns.  Stainback reminded residents, including 

the college’s 180 employees, that maintenance costs on the facility were draining precious 

resources.  With few potential buyers for the large and isolated complex, he argued the college 

had no choice but to sell to Corrections.  Stainback also highlighted the college’s existing 

relationships with the correctional facilities in Ray Brook, including its use of inmate labor from 

Camp Adirondack, and classes taught by Paul Smith’s faculty to prisoners in the federal 

institution.  Stainback also believed Gabriels was naturally suited for a penal institution: “the 

terrain is in large part level and ideal for additional construction and, in part rolling to higher 

ground with mountain views…One could easily recognize that conversion for security purposes 

was always a potential for utilization.”  Stainback warned that without the prison, the facility’s 

continued deterioration would make it unsellable, potentially harming the economy in the long-

term.172 

 Area politicians echoed Stainback’s endorsement of the prison as a naturally suited 

vehicle for economic growth.  Brighton Town Councilman Nelson Parker noted the prison’s 

potential to spur consumer demand: “It’s bound to bring some money into town.  They’ve 

[employees] got to eat, they’ve got to have some place to live.”173  Karl Griebsch, a member of 
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172 Thomas Stainback to William Curran, APA, Dec. 4, 1981, Camp Gabriels Records. 
 
173 “Senate funds ‘Camp Gabriels,’” ADE, Jul. 10, 1981. 
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the Camp Adirondack Board of Directors, highlighted the monetary value of each inmate’s 

incarcerated body: “There are 412 prisoners at Camp Adirondack.  It costs the state $17,000 a 

year for each one—and most of that money is spent right in this area.”174  The potential for 

economic improvement also prompted the Franklin County Legislature to unanimously endorse 

the plan.175  Local politicians and college officials hoped that the possibility of prison-induced 

prosperity would assuage the concerns of skeptical residents. 

 Corrections officials masked the proposed Gabriels prison as a harmless institution that 

would spur an economic revival across the region.  Acting as agents of economic development, 

DOCS promised to reverse decades of high unemployment; reduce the number of families on 

public assistance; end long-term population decline; raise depressed salaries and wages; and lift 

local families out of poverty.  The new prison’s 101 jobs, correctional bureaucrats argued, would 

provide steady employment and higher pay for workers; increased sales for area businesses; and 

higher tax receipts for cash-strapped towns and counties.  The state’s investment in mass 

incarceration, officials predicted, would also generate new business and job creation in the 

private sector, further boosting spending and tax revenue in the region.176   
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174 “Prison hearing draws hundreds,” ADE, Jul. 24, 1981. 
 
175 “Public hearing set on OTB,” ADE, Jul. 28, 1981. 
 
176 New York State Department of Correctional Services (DOCS), “Answers to Interrogatories Posed by the 
Adirondack Park Agency in the Matter of Camp Gabriels,” Dec. 1981, pp. 5-7; 10-11; section entitled “Impacts and 
Benefits of Proposed Facility,” no page number; section entitled “Demographic Characteristics,” no page number; 
section entitled, “Direct Economic Impact of Camp Gabriels Facility,” no page number; and, section entitled, 
“Taxation Impacts,” no page number given, Camp Gabriels Records.  DOCS cited the following unemployment, 
population, and income data:  
 
Unemployment: January 1981 Unemployment: August 1981  
Franklin County: 17.3%  Franklin County: 8.6% 
New York State: 8.3%   New York State: 7.0% 
 
Population in Franklin County, 1950-1980 
1950: 44,830 
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 Prison bureaucrats also sought to show that prisons could blend seamlessly into existing 

communities.  Corrections Department studies of prison towns across New York and in other 

states revealed that, contrary to popular belief, penal institutions often helped raise local property 

values.  Research also uncovered no harmful impacts on new real estate developments, either in 

prison communities or their surrounding regions.  The studies additionally indicated no evidence 

of increased housing sales or rapid turnover because of penitentiary construction.  Looking 

specifically at Gabriels, DOCS noted that the facility already had its own fire fighting equipment, 

water supply, and sewage treatment plant.  Local politicians had agreed to allow the prison to use 

area landfills for solid waste disposal; hospitals and public schools signaled their readiness to 

accept new patients and students; and criminal justice professionals stated they were prepared to 

manage any escapes or disturbances.  Integrating the prison into the community, then, would be a 

smooth process.177 

 This elaborate masquerade reflected both the state’s desire to resolve a very real 

overcrowding problem as well as its implicit acknowledgement of the social, political, economic, 

and environmental hazards associated with prison expansion in an elite community.  

Unfortunately, the audience to which these messages were directed was but a small minority in a 

hamlet dominated by affluent permanent and seasonal residents.  The promises of economic 
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1980: 42,899 
 
Median Family Income (1970) 
Franklin County: $7,870.00 
New York State: $10,617.00 
 
Source: United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census 
 
177 DOCS, “Answers to Interrogatories,” section entitled “Adjoining and Nearby Land Uses,” pp. 52-53; section 
entitled “Sales Values and Turnover Rates,” pp. 53-55; section entitled “New Developments,” pp. 57-61; section 
entitled “Local Government Services,” pp. 16-18; and, section entitled “Service Impacts—Summary,” no page 
number, Camp Gabriels Records. 
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uplift and seamless integration into the community’s existing social, political, and environmental 

framework mattered little to the men and women who sought to preserve Gabriels as an 

exclusive enclave for their continued use and enjoyment.   

Citizens Against More Prisons in the Adirondacks 

 The proposal to expand the crimescape to Gabriels exposed long-simmering class 

tensions that helped define the social character of communities across the Adirondacks.  Many 

among the Gabriels elite were descended from the wealthy families that had helped create the 

Adirondack Park in the late nineteenth century.  In a reversal of historical trends, by the early 

1980s, it seemed that state officials were siding with the Adirondacks’ working class in 

promoting prisons as a scheme for economic development.  Whereas state leaders had aligned 

themselves with the elite in creating the Park in 1892, by 1981 it seemed they had abandoned 

their well-heeled allies.  The moral ecology of the Gabriels elite therefore faced grave threats 

from an expanding crimescape.  In opposing the prison, Gabriels’ permanent and seasonal 

residents were struggling to maintain a privileged status squarely rooted in their perceived right 

to determine the contours of their community’s social and ecological character.178  

 Though prison opponents in Gabriels shared concerns similar to those expressed years 

earlier at Ray Brook, there were key differences between the two anti-prison movements.  Unlike 

STOP, which drew support primarily from reform organizations and social justice advocates 

based outside the Adirondacks, Citizens Against More Prisons in the Adirondacks (CAMPA), 

the group formed to oppose the Gabriels prison, was a distinctly local organization composed of 
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178 On moral ecology, see Karl Jacoby, Crimes against Nature: Squatters, Poachers, Thieves, and the Hidden 
History of American Conservation (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2004), and James Scott, Seeing Like a 
State: How Certain Schemes to Improve the Human Condition Have Failed (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1999). 
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permanent and seasonal residents.179  Additionally, while opposition to the Olympic Prison 

emphasized sets of concerns that were not universally shared by STOP and its counterparts in the 

North Country, CAMPA sought to fuse the two strands of STOP’s critique, arguing that the 

prison’s potential social, economic, and environmental hazards had clear and definable moral 

and ethical dimensions.  Finally, unlike STOP, CAMPA forged an alliance with a governmental 

agency, the APA.  This relationship would prove instrumental in delaying the prison and in 

shaping the final outcome. 

 In June 1981, concerned Gabriels residents organized and began circulating petitions 

against the proposal.  Diane Peterson, a local property owner who would become co-chair of 

CAMPA, joined several other women in canvassing the area for support.  Peterson highlighted 

the fears of many residents, arguing the prison would inevitably lead to increased crime and 

violence in the isolated community.  She also criticized local officials who had endorsed the 

plan, asserting the small number of jobs involved was not worth the potential risks, adding, “I 

don’t think a prison upgrades your community at all.”180   
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179 Citizens Against More Prisons (CAMP) was founded in Gabriels in July 1981.  The group renamed itself Citizens 
Against More Prisons in the Adirondacks (CAMPA) in September 1981 to avoid being confused with the national 
anti-prison organization known as CAMP.  See “Public hearings eyed on Gabriels prison plan,” PR, Sept. 16, 1981.  
Hereafter, for the sake of clarity, I will refer to this organization as CAMPA. 
 
180 “Senate funds ‘Camp Gabriels,’” ADE, Jul. 10, 1981. 
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Figure 6: Leaders of Citizens Against More Prisons in the Adirondacks, Adirondack Daily Enterprise, Aug. 14, 
1981.  Northern New York Library Network. 

!

The Corrections Department convened a public meeting at Paul Smith’s College in July 

to solicit input on their proposal.  Ironically, attendees had to first pass through police roadblocks 

set up after Dennis Klapthor, an inmate from Camp Adirondack working on ski trails near 

Saranac Lake, escaped custody that morning.  Nevertheless, over 300 residents, mostly opposed 

to the prison, crowded into the auditorium.  Commissioner Coughlin mistakenly appealed to 

residents’ social conscience, arguing that all New Yorkers had a duty to help control prison 

overcrowding.  He blamed lawmakers and downstate politicians whose anti-crime initiatives, he 

believed, were to blame for the crisis.  Stainback, too, seemed unaware of his audience, as he 

emphasized the prison’s potentially positive economic impacts.  He dismissed opposition 

concerns about possible effects on tourism, an industry he claimed was “not likely to improve” in 

the midst of a recession, and that besides, “tourism here stinks compared to what it was 30 years 
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ago.”  Stainback argued Gabriels needed to diversify its economy and “find growth avenues 

aside from the tourist industry.”181  The prison advocates seemed to believe that exploiting 

longstanding regional antipathy toward New York City along with highlighting the area’s 

chronic economic woes would be enough to convince skeptical residents.  The only problem was 

that many of the audience members that evening were well-to-do New York City residents who 

did not need the economic boost the state was offering.182 

 CAMPA quickly developed an action plan focused on preventing the college from selling 

Gabriels to the Corrections Department.  Opponents swamped local newspapers, politicians, and 

the Adirondack Park Agency with letters denouncing the proposal.  Their multilayered 

arguments against the penitentiary concentrated on several broad issues, including: harmful 

economic impacts; quality of life concerns; and preservation of the ecological integrity of the 

local environment.  CAMPA’s concerns exposed a set of facts that prison planners had either 

sought to ignore or did not understand; namely, that the community’s sharp social class 

distinctions dictated residents’ responses both to the prison proposal and the planners arguments’ 

in its favor.  College and Corrections officials had clearly miscalculated in assuming that 

Adirondack communities were monolithic entities devoid of social difference.183 
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181 “Prison hearing draws hundreds,” ADE, Jul 24, 1981; and, “Hearing on prison plan draws crowd,” PR, Jul. 25, 
1981. 
 
182 “Prison hearing draws hundreds,” ADE, Jul. 24, 1981. Diane Peterson presented a petition containing the 
signatures of over 200 local opponents.  At the meeting, opponents took the floor to denounce the state’s plan, 
highlighting fears about public safety, the tourist trade, and local property values. 
 
183 “Anti-prison group started in Gabriels,” ADE, Jul. 28, 1981; “Citizens mount campaign to stop Gabriels prison,” 
PR, Aug. 1, 1981.  The initial organizers of CAMP, in addition to Diane Peterson, were Peter and Pat Lambert of 
Gabriels, John Trevor and Nora Newell of Upper St. Regis Lake, Margaret Buckley of Gabriels, and Millie Klose 
and Diane Griffin of Jones Pond. “Group: state using double standard with prison,” PR, Aug. 15, 1981; “Prison 
protesters voice misgivings,” ADE, Jul. 31, 1981; “Reader opposes another prison,” letter to the editor, PR, Aug. 5, 
1981; and, “And against the prison,” letter to the editor, ADE, Jul. 30, 1981. 
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Opposition concerns surrounding the prison’s potential to damage the tourist trade, 

predictably, were rooted squarely in self-interest.184  CAMPA members feared further 

crimescape expansion would drive tourists and second homeowners away from the region, thus 

crippling an industry upon which many of them depended during their regular visits to the area.  

Critics also underscored the massive investments tourists made in the area economy, including 

over $4 million in sales taxes in Franklin County in 1979 alone.  Many opponents, uninterested 

in either visiting or financially supporting a region that seemed to be dismissing their concerns in 

favor of building prisons, threatened to stop visiting and to deprive the depressed Adirondacks of 

much needed revenue if the penitentiary were built.185 

CAMPA supporters deployed their sense of entitlement as a cudgel against officials 

whom they believed had betrayed them in favor of unworthy prisoners and poor people.  After 

all, as opponents repeatedly stated, they paid taxes!  One CAMPA member wrote, “as taxpayers 

to local jurisdictions in this area, recognition should be given to our opposition to the proposal 
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184 CAMP released a detailed list of grievances and demands in the form of a “Statement of Opposition.”  See, 
“Group opposes proposed prison,” ADE, Aug. 11, 1981.  The author also examined numerous letters to the editor 
published in the Press Republican and Adirondack Daily Enterprise, as well as 98 letters sent to APA headquarters, 
all concerning the Gabriels prison project.  Of the 98 letters mailed to the APA, three expressed support for the 
prison.  Seasonal residents composed 53 of the letters (based on return address), and 45 were written by permanent 
residents. 
 
185 “Group opposes proposed prison,” ADE, Aug. 11, 1981; Mildred Hooker Duncan, to William Curran, APA, Oct. 
7, 1981; Donald Coogan, Jr., to Curran, Curran, Nov. 30, 1981; Barbara O’Neill, to Curran, Dec. 7, 1981, Camp 
Gabriels Records.  See also “Prison seeds second thoughts,” letter to the editor, ADE, Aug. 17, 1981; “Questions 
about Camp Gabriels,” letter to the editor, ADE, Aug. 21, 1981; “Against changing the neighborhood,” letter to the 
editor, ADE, Aug. 27, 1981; “Prefers status quo,” letter to the editor, ADE, Sept. 9, 1981; “Vacationers irked at 
prison proposal,” letter to the editor, PR, Sept. 16, 1981.  The following letters also addressed the issue of tourism: 
Catherine Mack to Curran, Oct. 7, 1981; Donald Sweeney to APA, Oct. 9, 1981; Diane Griffin to Curran, Oct. 9, 
1981; Drs. James & Lynn Kurtz, to Vincent Moore, Executive Director, APA, Nov. 9, 1981; Sylvester Aman to 
Moore, Nov. 13, 1981; Virginia Volkman, to Curran, Nov. 13, 1981; Marshall Peterson, to Moore, Nov. 17, 1981; 
Kathryn Coogan, to Curran, Nov. 30, 1981; Anna (no last name given), to Moore, Dec. 5, 1981; Philip Langdon, to 
Moore, Dec. 6, 1981; Fred Roedel, to Curran, Dec. 7, 1981; Jeffrey Wilkins, to Moore, Dec. 11, 1981; Lyman 
Phillips, to Curran, Dec. 17, 1981; Marian Rettger, to Moore, Dec. 18, 1981; and, A. Moreland Lazier, to Moore, 
Jan. 19, 1982, Camp Gabriels Records. 
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rather than to the convenience of any state institution.”186  Critics also charged the prison would 

harm property values, with many warning they would sell their homes and deprive local 

governments of much needed tax revenue. 187  Foes of the prison saw themselves as 

indispensable to warding off complete economic collapse in the Adirondacks, reminding state 

leaders that without their tax dollars, cash strapped permanent residents would face tax hikes to 

pay for the increased costs of vital public services.  By the same token, CAMPA predicted 

convicts’ families and dependents would follow their incarcerated loved ones to the 

Adirondacks.  Opponents’ description of the costs these individuals might impose on local 

taxpayers evoked Ronald Reagan’s myth of the welfare queen: “In most cases there are children 

and wives and the amount of money to dependent children plus the easy life in prison is more 

attraction to the inmates than outside life.  Conjugal visits are just enough to create another 

member of the family.  We, the people, are supporting them, we should have something to say 

about where they are put.”188 
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186 On opponents’ status as taxpayers, see, Donald Sweeney, to APA, Oct. 9, 1981; Rosalind Baynon, to Moore, 
Nov. 1, 1981; and Harrison Garrett, to Moore, Nov. 4, 1981, Camp Gabriels Records.  The following opponents also 
emphasized their status as taxpayers in expressing opposition to the prison: Diane Griffin, to Curran, Oct. 9, 1981; 
Sylvia Diller, to Moore, Nov. 2, 1981; Mr. and Mrs. S. Leonard Kent, to Moore, Nov. 9, 1981; Drs. James and Lynn 
Kurtz, to Moore, Nov. 9, 1981; Joseph Reiners, Jr., to Moore, Nov. 9, 1981; Mr. and Mrs. Philip Weld, to Moore, 
Nov. 14, 1981; Donald Coogan, Sr., to Curran, Nov. 30, 1981; Kathryn Coogan, to Curran, Nov. 30, 1981; and, 
Gulian Hook, to Moore, Nov. 30, 1981, Camp Gabriels Records. 
 
187 On opposition concerns about property values, see, “Group opposes proposed prison,” ADE, Aug. 11, 1981; 
Joseph Reiners, Sr. to Moore, Nov. 11, 1981; and Mr. and Mrs. Max Klose to APA, Dec. 1981, Camp Gabriels 
Records. 
 
188 On opponents’ concerns about the prison’s potential impact on public services, see, “Group opposes proposed 
prison,” ADE, Aug. 11, 1981; “More prison data need,” letter to the editor, ADE, Sept. 16, 1981; Lucien LeDuc, to 
Curran, Nov. 9, 1981; Mr. and Mrs. Max Klose, to APA, Dec. 1981, in Camp Gabriels Records.  See also, Joseph 
Reiners, Jr., to Moore, Nov. 9, 1981; Mr. and Mrs. Philip Weld, to Moore, Nov. 14, 1981; Neil Suprenant, to Moore, 
Dec. 3, 1981; Anna (no last name given) to Moore, Dec. 5, 1981; and, Thomas Sloan, to Moore, Dec. 7, 1981, Camp 
Gabriels Records.  An APA survey of local public agencies and organizations indicated that the public schools, fire 
department, and local health care facilities did not foresee any problems resulting from expansion of the crimescape 
in Gabriels.  Town officials in Brighton expressed concern about impacts from increased usage of landfills, schools, 
housing, recreational facilities, cemeteries, and police services.  Leaders in Saranac Lake, whose sewage systems 
were shared with the two Ray Brook prisons, expressed hesitation when asked about a potential tie-in with Gabriels.  
See Ernest Seifried, Superintendent, Saranac Lake Central School District, to Curran, Nov. 16, 1981; Arthur Miller, 
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 Accordingly, critics also used their privileged class standing as a prod to dictate the terms 

of state correctional policy. They charged the Corrections Department with exaggerating the 

scale of overcrowding, and accused the College of seeking to profit from what CAMPA 

considered a lie.189  If there were no crisis, opponents argued it would be financially 

irresponsible for the state, in the midst of a recession, to continue expanding the crimescape, 

especially in “such big old buildings in the Adirondacks” where heating costs were “exorbitant.”  

At the same time, though, opponents noted that if the state had to have new prisons, it should 

build them “nearer the large urban areas.”190  CAMPA also warned that most of the prison jobs 

would not go to local residents, but instead to current DOCS employees on seniority and transfer 

lists.  Some opponents indicated their employers planned to leave the area if the prison opened, 

and others worried that inmates’ dependents moving to the region would further strain an already 

tight labor market.191 
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Assistant Chief, Paul Smith’s-Gabriels Volunteer Fire Department, Inc., to Curran, Nov. 13, 1981; John Murphy, 
Administrator, General Hospital of Saranac Lake, to Curran, Nov. 13, 1981; Stanley Tyler, Supervisor, Town of 
Brighton, to Curran, Nov. 11, 1981; and, E.J. Lawless, Village of Saranac Lake, to Curran, Nov. 16, 1981, Camp 
Gabriels Records. 
 
189 On opposition claims of an exaggerated prison crisis, see, “Against changing the neighborhood,” letter to the 
editor, ADE, Aug. 27, 1981; “Group opposes proposed prison,” ADE, Aug. 11, 1981; Mack to Curran, Oct. 8, 1981; 
Mr. and Mrs. S. Leonard Kent to Moore, Nov. 9, 1981; and, Carol and James Mitchell, to Moore, no date, Camp 
Gabriels Records. 
 
190 On opposition fears about financial costs of crimescape expansion, see, Sandra Fisher, to Moore, Nov. 13, 1981; 
Sylvester Aman, to Moore, Nov. 13, 1981; Douglas Bombard, to Curran, Dec. 6, 1981; Sylvia Diller, to Moore, 
Nov. 2, 1981; and, Natalie LeDuc, to Curran, Dec. 1981, Camp Gabriels Records.  Similar arguments about the use 
of taxpayer money to locate and build prisons were made in the following letters: Anonymous, to APA, Aug. 29, 
1981; Mr. and Mrs. S. Leonard Kent, to Moore, Nov. 9, 1981; Mary Potter Jones, to APA, no date given; Volkman 
to Curran, Nov. 13, 1981; Donald Coogan, Jr., to Curran, Nov. 30, 1981; Margaret Clapple, to APA, Dec. 7, 1981; 
and, Lazier to Moore, Jan. 19, 1982, Camp Gabriels Records. 
 
191 On opposition claims about the prison’s economic impact, see, James Coyle, to APA, Dec. 10, 1981; Aman to 
Moore, Nov. 13, 1981; Virginia West, to Moore, Dec. 11, 1981; Deborah Fletcher, to APA, Dec. 8, 1981; and, 
N.V.V.F. Munson, to Moore, Nov. 4, 1981, Camp Gabriels Records.  See also, Mr. and Mrs. Max Klose, to APA, 
Dec. 1981, Camp Gabriels Records. 
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If the prison’s potential to hurt the local economy were not bad enough, opponents also 

highlighted its possibly devastating impacts on the community’s social and ecological integrity. 

Critics charged there were simply too many prisons in the Adirondacks, and that “a fourth prison 

would be an outrageous saturation of a small area.”192  Many warned if crimescape expansion 

were not immediately arrested, the Adirondack Park risked becoming a Siberia-style penal 

colony.193  Opponents noted they lived in Gabriels “because of the town’s peaceful setting,” and 

enjoying use of a small park, picnic area, playground, athletic fields, skating rink, local 

waterways, and summer camps, all within vicinity of the prison site.  This image of a pristine and 

calm Adirondack environment stood in stark contrast to Dannemora, the region’s first prison 

town.  CAMPA members were anxious that construction of “100 foot light towers,” “a barbed 

wire fence,” and “fifty foot concrete walls with spot lights and guard towers…might make a 

Dannemora out of” Gabriels.194  With an unfenced prison abutting their homes, CAMPA 
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192 On opposition contention that there were enough prisons already, see, “Anti-prison group started in Gabriels,” 
ADE, Jul. 28, 1981; “Group opposes proposed prison,” ADE, Aug. 11, 1981; “Prison seeds second thoughts,” letter 
to the editor, ADE, Aug. 17, 1981; “Camp director distressed,” letter to the editor, ADE, Aug. 31, 1981; “Prefers 
status quo,” letter to the editor, ADE, Sept. 9, 1981; “Prison would be devastating,” letter to the editor, ADE, Sept. 
24, 1981.  Philip Langdon, to Moore, Dec. 6, 1981; Patricia Castine, to Curran, Dec. 7, 1981; and Carolyn 
McCormick, to APA, Dec. 1981, Camp Gabriels Records.  Opponents made similar points in the following letters: 
Anonymous to APA, Aug. 29, 1981; Baynon (no first name), to Moore, Oct. 8, 1981; Garrett to Moore, Nov. 4, 
1981; Munson to Moore, Nov. 4, 1981; Michael Bird, to Moore, Nov. 10, 1981; Richard Harwood, Jr., to Moore, 
Nov. 10, 1981; Weld to Moore, Nov. 14, 1981; Marshall Peterson, to Moore, Nov. 17, 1981; Emily Fogarty to 
Curran, Nov. 21, 1981; Peter Troy to Curran, Nov. 30, 1981; Steven Kidder, Ph.D., to Moore, Dec. 2, 1981; Jim and 
Ann Kraus, to Curran, Dec. 3, 1981; William Scheefer, to Curran, Dec. 4, 1981; Suzanne Snyder, to Curran, Dec. 5, 
1981; Anna, to Moore, Dec. 5, 1981; William Gallagher, to Curran, Dec. 6, 1981; William Hogan, to Curran, Dec. 7, 
1981; O’Neill to Curran, Dec. 7, 1981; Jane McAlberg, to Curran, Dec. 9, 1981; Dennis Hitchcock, to Moore, Dec. 
10, 1981; Kathleen Corl, to APA, Dec. 1981; Jean Garrison, to Moore, Jan. 12, 1982; and, Lazier to Moore, Jan. 19, 
1982, Camp Gabriels Records. 
 
193 On opposition comments about Siberia and penal colony fears, see, “Prison protesters picket campus,” ADE, 
Aug. 31, 1981; “Unanswered Questions,” letter to the editor, ADE, Sept. 2, 1981; “More opposition” letter to the 
editor, ADE, Sept. 9, 1981; Anonymous to APA, Aug. 29, 1981; Hook to Moore, Nov. 30, 1981; and, Beulah & 
George Biddlecombe, to Curran, Dec. 3, 1981, Camp Gabriels Records. 
 
194 On opposition comments on Dannemora, see, “Senate funds ‘Camp Gabriels,’” ADE, Jul. 10, 1981; “Group 
opposes proposed prison,” ADE, Aug. 11, 1981; “Protesters vent anger,” ADE, Aug. 14, 1981; “The prison and the 
college,” letter to the editor, ADE, Aug. 26, 1981; “Prefers status quo,” letter to the editor, ADE, Sept. 9, 1981; 
Fisher to Moore, Nov. 13, 1981; John Sargent, to Moore, Nov. 13, 1981; O’Neill to Curran, Dec. 7, 1981; and, 
Marian Rettger, to Moore, Dec. 18, 1981, Camp Gabriels Records.  See also, Anonymous to APA, Aug. 29, 1981; 
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members feared the decline of “a lifestyle where one need not be concerned over personal safety 

and property theft.”  Gabriels residents expected the correctional facility to lead to “a loss of our 

freedom,” a condition they believed should be reserved for criminals.  Critics therefore pushed 

officials to “build your prisons in the city,” because “the forests in this area are easy to escape 

into.”195  

 Anxiety surrounding the prison’s potential to alter the community’s economic, social, and 

environmental integrity unleashed opponents’ racial and ethnic prejudices.  Here, CAMPA 

revealed its true colors: they were struggling to preserve Gabriels as an exclusive enclave for the 

leisure and recreational pursuits of white, affluent men and women like themselves.  Theirs was 

a racialized environmentalism that coded prisons, prisoners, and urban areas as non-white, poor, 

and depraved, and the Adirondacks as white, wealthy, and sophisticated.  One critic argued, 

“New York City should take care of its own problem,” while others castigated inmates as 

“animals,” “scum,” “humanity’s trash,” “muggers, thieves, rapists, addicts and other 

undesirables,” “the sordid element of our generation,” and “the undesirable element.”  These 
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Pauline Mayhew, to Curran, Oct. 7, 1981; D. Griffin to Curran, Oct. 9, 1981; Marjorie Hull, to Moore, Nov. 6, 1981; 
Mr. and Mrs. S. Leonard Kent to Moore, Nov. 9, 1981; Harwood to Moore, Nov. 10, 1981; Aman to Moore, Nov. 
13, 1981; D. Coogan, Jr., to Curran, Nov. 30, 1981; Troy to Curran, Nov. 30, 1981; Rev. Edward Coppa, to Curran, 
Dec. 2, 1981; Kidder to Moore, Dec. 2, 1981; Crowley to Curran, Dec. 5, 1981; Rev. C. John McAvoy, to Curran, 
Dec. 7, 1981; and, Coyle to APA, Dec. 10, 1981, Camp Gabriels Records. 
 
195 On opposition fears of escapes and violence, see, “Senate funds ‘Camp Gabriels,’” ADE, July 10, 1981; “Prison 
hearing draws hundreds,” ADE, July 24, 1981; “Anti-prison group started,” ADE, July 28, 1981; “And against the 
prison,” letter to the editor, ADE, July 30, 1981; “Prison protesters voice misgivings,” ADE, July 31, 1981; “Group 
opposes proposed prison,” ADE, Aug. 11, 1981; “Opposes prison,” letter to the editor, ADE, Aug. 17, 1981; 
“Another opponent to the prison,” letter to the editor, ADE, Aug. 21, 1981; “Prison protesters picket campus,” ADE, 
Aug. 31, 1981; “Prefers status quo,” letter to the editor, ADE, Sept. 9, 1981; “Hearing on prison plan draws crowd,” 
PR, July 25, 1981; “Group: state using double standard with prison,” PR, Aug. 15, 1981; and, “Vacationers irked at 
prison proposal,” letter to the editor, PR, Sept. 16, 1981; Kenneth West, to Moore, Dec. 11, 1981; Jones to APA, no 
date given; and, McCormick to APA, no date given, Camp Gabriels Records.  See also, Munson to Moore, Nov. 4, 
1981; Joseph Reiners, Jr., to Moore, Nov. 9, 1981; Joseph Reiners, Sr., to Moore, Nov. 11, 1981; Fisher to Moore, 
Nov. 13, 1981; Mr. and Mrs. Philip Weld, to Moore, Nov. 14, 1981; Neil Suprenant, to Moore, Dec. 3, 1981; Nancy 
Crowley, to Curran, Dec. 5, 1981; O’Neill to Curran, Dec. 7, 1981; and, Joyce Warner, to Curran, Dec. 14, 1981, 
Camp Gabriels Records. 
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“blacks and Spanish speaking persons” were, in the eyes of opponents, “the dregs of New York,” 

and had no right to share in the Adirondacks’ splendor and beauty.  One opponent even 

compared prisoners to the toxic substances that had destroyed vast swaths of the Park’s aquatic 

environments: “We have suffered from acid rain long enough.  Please don’t introduce another 

poison into our area.”  His solution: “Let’s convert or rehab some of the buildings in New York 

[City] and keep those people where they originate from.”196 

 To prevent these sweeping and possibly irreversible changes, critics demanded the APA 

come to their defense.  Calling the Adirondacks “unique in the eastern United States in providing 

a public resource for recreation in a wild setting,” opponents asserted the state was obliged to 

“protect the forest preserve against intrusions and retain those public lands as a wild forest 

preserve.”  Foes of the prison told the Park Agency that failure to stop the penitentiary would 

unleash an avalanche of economic, social, and ecological disasters in the region.197  Critics wrote 

the prison would “destroy the land,” “degrade recreational and living conditions,” and “destroy 

both a beautiful area and the surrounding community.”  They asserted the prison “would be cruel 

to the environment,” and the changes brought by crimescape expansion would not be “in keeping 
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196 On opposition’s racial and ethnic prejudices, see, “Prison hearing draws hundreds,” ADE, Jul. 24, 1981; “Prison 
protesters voice misgivings,” ADE, Jul. 31, 1981; and, “Protesters vent anger,” ADE, Aug. 14, 1981.  Rosalind 
Baynon, to Moore, Nov. 1, 1981; C. Minot Dole, Jr., to Moore, Nov. 6, 1981; James Cameron, to Moore, Nov. 7, 
1981; Drs. James and Lynn Kurtz, to Moore, Nov. 9, 1981; Beulah and George Biddlecombe, to Curran, Dec. 3, 
1981; Rettger to Moore, Dec. 18, 1981; Lazier to Moore, Jan. 19, 1982; and Brandon (no last name given), to 
Moore, no date given, Camp Gabriels Records.  See also Anonymous to APA, Aug. 29, 1981; Baynon (no first 
name) to Moore, Oct. 8, 1981; and, Judith Allen, to APA, Dec. 10, 1981, Camp Gabriels Records. 
 
197 On opposition pressure on APA, see, “Group opposes proposed prison,” ADE, Aug. 11, 1981; “The prison and 
the college,” letter to the editor, ADE, Aug. 26, 1981; “Camp director distressed,” letter to the editor, ADE, Aug. 31, 
1981; and, “Prefers status quo,” letter to the editor, ADE, Sept. 9, 1981.  CAMP leaders, in their Statement of 
Opposition, noted the three categories of state land use in the Park: 1) Lands used to carry on state activities related 
to the administration of the Park, such as DEC and APA offices; 2) Lands used to provide for recreation and 
intensive use of the park, such as campsites, ski centers, historical sites; 3) Lands used to provide necessary public 
services in the park, such as police facilities and state highways.  See Adirondack Park Agency, “Adirondack Park 
State Land Master Plan,” Jun. 1, 1972, and Adirondack Park Agency, “Adirondack Park Land Use and Development 
Plan and Recommendations for Implementation,” Mar. 6, 1973. 
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with what the Adirondack Park means to us.”198  That meaning, of course, was intimately 

connected to the recreational heritage and character of the Park, enshrined by its founders in the 

late nineteenth century.  Opponents appealed to what they considered the Park’s original intent, 

as “a constitutionally mandated resort for all the people of New York State.”199   

The anxieties of prison opponents were defined as much by their nostalgia for the Park’s 

Gilded Age past as by their fears of what the Adirondacks might become.  For nearly a century, 

affluent men and women making homes in the region had practiced a moral ecology that 

continually reinforced the Park founders’ vision of an exclusive haven for elite outdoor leisure 

and recreation.  Expanding middle class incomes after World War II had opened the door to 

increased tourism, and the sort of crass commercialism that seemed to tarnish the region’s social 

and aesthetic integrity.  However, the Park’s recreational character remained intact.  The 

introduction of prisons in the 1970s and 1980s, though, posed novel challenges to that upper 

middle-class vision of the Adirondack Park’s social meaning.   
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198 On opposition fears for environmental damage, see, “Group opposes proposed prison,” ADE, Aug. 11, 1981; 
“Another group plans prison opposition,” ADE, Aug. 24, 1981; “Against changing the neighborhood,” letter to the 
editor, ADE, Aug. 27, 1981.  Diane Griffin, to Curran, Oct. 9, 1981; Arthur and Betty Staebell, to Moore, Nov. 9, 
1981; Marjorie Hull, to Moore, Nov. 6, 1981; and Marshall Peterson, to Moore, Nov. 17, 1981; and Fisher to Moore, 
Nov. 13, 1981, Camp Gabriels Records.  See also, Mildred Hooker Duncan, to Curran, Oct. 7, 1981; Fisher to 
Curran, Oct. 8, 1981; Baynon to Moore, Oct. 8, 1981; Sweeney to APA, Oct. 9, 1981; Justina Ortlieb, to APA, Oct. 
10, 1981; Garrett to Moore, Nov. 4, 1981; Mr. and Mrs. S. Leonard Kent, to Moore, Nov. 9, 1981; Virginia 
Volkman, to Curran, Nov. 13, 1981; D. Coogan, Jr., to Curran, Nov. 30, 1981; Hook to Moore, Nov. 30, 1981; 
Castine to Curran, Dec. 7, 1981; Wilkins to Moore, Dec. 11, 1981; Ernest Keet, to Curran, Dec. 12, 1981; Rettger to 
Moore, Dec. 18, 1981; Mr. and Mrs. Max Klose, to APA, Dec. 1981; Lee Robert, to APA, Dec. 1981; and, Brandon 
(no last name given) to Moore, no date given, Camp Gabriels Records. 
 
199 On opposition claims about original intent and character, see, Mack to Curran, Oct. 8, 1981; J. Reiners, Jr., to 
Moore, Nov. 9, 1981; William Scheefer, to Curran, Dec. 4, 1981; Sharon Hayford, to APA, Dec. 7, 1981; Fisher to 
Curran, Oct. 8, 1981; Thomas Sloan, to Moore, Dec. 7, 1981; and Carol and James Mitchell, to Moore, no date 
given, Camp Gabriels Records.  See also, Diane Griffin, to Curran, Oct. 9, 1981; Robert Griffin, to Curran, Oct. 10, 
1981; Ortlieb to APA, Oct. 10, 1981; R. Baynon, to Moore, Nov. 1, 1981; Garrett to Moore, Nov. 4, 1981; Munson 
to Moore, Nov. 4, 1981; Hull to Moore, Nov. 6, 1981; Mr. and Mrs. S. Leonard Kent, to Moore, Nov. 9, 1981; J. 
Reiners, Sr., to Moore, Nov. 11, 1981; Sargent to Moore, Nov. 13, 1981; Beulah and George Biddlecombe, to 
Curran, Dec. 3, 1981; M. Peterson to Moore, Dec. 4, 1981; Clapple to APA, Dec. 7, 1981; McAvoy to Curran, Dec. 
7, 1981; O’Neill to Curran, Dec. 7, 1981; K. West, to Moore, Dec. 7, 1981; Allen to APA, Dec. 10, 1981; V. West 
to Moore, Dec. 11, 1981; Wilkins to Moore, Dec. 11, 1981; and, Jones to APA, no date given, Camp Gabriels 
Records. 
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Gabriels residents saw themselves as guardians of the Park’s original intent, arguing it 

would be immoral for the state to alter the region’s social and ecological integrity for reasons 

unrelated to outdoor recreation.  Opponents painted a bleak picture of what the Adirondacks 

might become without them: an isolated penal colony whose communities would be shared by 

correctional employees, low paid service workers, and the kin of inmates inside the prisons.  

Racial and social conflict might ensue, especially as higher shares of workers’ incomes went 

toward public assistance and social service programs to support prisoners’ families, whom many 

assumed were averse to work. A new form of moral ecology defined by socio-racial conflict over 

scarce public resources would replace the elite framework that had prevailed for nearly a 

century.  While many Gabriels residents believed their moral ecology provided a stabilizing 

influence in the community’s social relations, the region’s chronic economic woes had long  

revealed the limitations of a tourism- and recreation-oriented economy.200   

Local Support & Attempts at Accommodation 

Though overwhelmed by the size, organization, and financial resources of the opposition, 

a small number of local residents supported the efforts of Corrections, the college, and local 

politicians to open a prison in Gabriels.  Their positions largely mirrored official arguments 

made in its favor.  However, local advocates also came to the prison’s defense by appropriating 
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200 On the influence of upper middle-class New Yorkers in the creation of the Adirondack Park, see, Frank Graham, 
The Adirondack Park: A Political History (Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1978); Jane Eblen Keller, 
Adirondack Wilderness: A Story of Man and Nature (Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1980); Philip Terrie, 
Wildlife and Wilderness: A History of Adirondack Mammals (Fleischmanns, N.Y.: Purple Mountain Press, 1993); 
Terrie, Forever Wild: A Cultural History of Wilderness in the Adirondacks (Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 
1994); Terrie, Contested Terrain: A New History of Nature and People in the Adirondacks (Syracuse: Syracuse 
University Press & the Adirondack Museum, 1997); Karl Jacoby, Crimes against Nature: Squatters, Poachers, 
Thieves, and the Hidden History of American Conservation (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2001); 
Barbara McMartin, Perspectives on the Adirondacks: A Thirty-Year Struggle by People Protecting their Treasure 
(Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 2002); and David Stradling, The Nature of New York: An Environmental 
History of the Empire State (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2010). 
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and reframing several of CAMPA’s primary complaints against the project.  Corrections 

officials, though, sought cooperation and collaboration with their opponents.  Realizing their 

earlier defenses of the prison had fallen on deaf ears, prison leaders made concessions designed 

to persuade critics of the facility’s value.  Nevertheless, offers of free inmate labor and a vastly 

expanded Forest Preserve would ultimately be insufficient for the affluent men and women 

fighting to preserve their community’s social and ecological integrity. 

Local supporters of the prison praised the planners’ promise of jobs and economic uplift. 

Contrary to opposition fears, boosters complained that without a steady source of employment, 

Gabriels was “slowly dying out.”  The community’s demise, largely unnoticed by opponents, had 

been marked by an exodus of young people leaving “because there are no good paying year 

round jobs to offer.”  Backers of the facility added that with the prison, local Corrections 

employees would be able to work closer to home, thereby creating “more taxpayers” with “more 

taxes going back into the area.”201  It seemed the new correctional facility would more than 

compensate for any tax revenues lost if and when CAMPA members decamped from Gabriels.   

Second, advocates of the project sought to delegitimize the opposition by highlighting the 

fact that many opponents were neither permanent residents nor native Adirondackers.  

Supporters complained that CAMPA did not care “for the economic welfare of us year-round 

residents,” and that they “could care less whether we survive here or not.”  True, perhaps, since 

the opponents’ moral ecology assumed that local, less prosperous residents would continue in 
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201 On prison advocates’ acceptance of economic impact argument, see, “Public hearing set on OTB,” ADE, Jul. 28, 
1981; “Supports Gabriels prison,” PR, Jul. 31, 1981; “For prison,” letter to the editor, ADE, Jul. 30, 1981; “Pro-
prison, letter to the editor, Aug. 4, 1981; Frederick and Eleanor Klein, to Curran, Nov. 11, 1981, Camp Gabriels 
Records; and, “Brighton seeks prison study,” ADE, Dec. 11, 1981.  See also “College in jeopardy,” letter to the 
editor, ADE, Sept. 4, 1981.  The editorial boards of the area’s two dominant newspapers also came out in favor of 
the Gabriels prison, largely for reasons surrounding the purported positive economic impact.  See “Anti-prison 
feelings unfounded,” PR, July 29, 1981, and, “Gabriels prison, more facts needed,” ADE, Sept. 3, 1981. 
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their irregular, low-paying tourism jobs into the foreseeable future.  This notion that low-income, 

year-round residents were relegated to a fixed, servile position in the community’s 

socioeconomic order, led local prison boosters to believe the opponents, and not the prison 

planners, were actually “trying to destroy Paul Smith’s College and the Town of Brighton.”202    

 Finally, prison advocates highlighted the positive relationships that had been forged 

among local communities and the Adirondacks’ three existing prisons.  In addition to providing 

jobs for hundreds of area residents, supporters expressed gratitude for the work performed by 

inmate labor crews, which provided valuable savings to local governments on necessary public 

works improvements and repairs.  Proponents also called for compassion and respect for the 

prisoners, reviving mid-nineteenth century arguments made at Dannemora concerning the 

healthful and rehabilitative impacts of exposure to Adirondack nature.  Rosemarie Nopper, a 

tuberculosis survivor who had been treated at Gabriels beginning in 1948, argued the inmates 

needed “the beauty, serenity, and spirit” of the Adirondacks to facilitate their reentry into free 

society.203   

The moral ecology of less prosperous Adirondack residents was defined primarily by 

work.  Men and women supporting the prison, though small in number, reminded their well-to-

do neighbors that their lives in the region were shaped less by play and more by labor.  For them, 

communities like Gabriels were not relics of a Gilded Age past whose social and ecological 
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202 On prison advocates’ critiques of the opposition, see, “For prison,” letter to the editor, ADE, Jul. 30, 1981; 
“Speaking out for the Gabriels prison,” letter to the editor, ADE, Jul. 31, 1981; “Pro-prison,” letter to the editor, 
ADE, Aug. 4, 1981; “College in jeopardy,” ADE, Sept. 4, 1981; and, “In favor of prison,” letter to the editor, ADE, 
Sept. 4, 1981. 
 
203 On prison advocates’ comments on the value of prisons in the Adirondacks, see, “For prison,” letter to the editor, 
ADE, Jul. 30, 1981; Stanley Ingison, to Curran, Nov. 12, 1981, Camp Gabriels Records; “Speaking out for the 
Gabriels prison,” letter to the editor, ADE, Jul. 31, 1981; “College in jeopardy,” letter to the editor, ADE, Sept. 4, 
1981; and, “Prison ground sanctified,” letter to the editor, ADE, Sept. 22, 1981. 
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integrity required protection.  Rather, they were homes and workscapes being built and 

continually rebuilt by the hands of inmates, corrections officers, service sector employees, and 

workers in the tourist trade.  For the latter two groups, the climate and capitalist economy were 

uncontrollable forces that often imposed devastating consequences on a population long 

accustomed to hardship.  Accordingly, many working class residents looked on the prison as a 

way out of the rigid socioeconomic hierarchy that, they believed, was controlled by affluent 

permanent and seasonal residents who did not share their struggles, fears, and concerns.  Much 

like the prison’s opponents, its advocates applied class-laden meanings to the Adirondack Park 

that they believed should allow working class men and women to determine their community’s 

future. 

 With only a small base of local support, the Corrections Department, the college, and 

area politicians in the fall of 1981 opened the preliminary phases of planning a prison for 

Gabriels.204  Correctional officials sought to balance the competing interests of both the 
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204 Citing the emergency conditions facing the state’s overcrowded prisons, DOCS and PSC moved quickly to build 
the prison at Gabriels.  Consultants in environmental protection, food service, and security visited Gabriels, and a 
New York City firm, Ehrenkrantz Group / McKeown & Franz, was hired by DOCS to complete an environmental 
impact statement prior to construction.  PSC officials continued working with DOCS to sell the property through the 
summer and fall of 1981.  In August, Converse Goddard, chair of PSC’s Board of Trustees, said it was his 
“responsibility to maximize the use of college resources and this means selling the property so we will have the 
money to build other things.”  To that end, the college and Corrections began developing a legal and financial 
framework for converting the property to a prison.  DOCS officials accepted the college’s survey work of the site, 
and requested an abstract of titles from the college attorney.  The Board of Trustees empowered President Stainback 
to negotiate with DOCS to sell the property.  By October 1981, the APA had issued official notices in local 
newspapers notifying the public of the prison plan.  That same month, DOCS released its plan for developing the 
property as a minimum-security prison.  Included in the proposal were a new 2500-square foot visitors’ center; two 
educational buildings; dormitories to house 153 convicts; a dining facility; and a chapel / mosque.  DOCS also 
proposed to demolish four existing structures at the site.  Interestingly, the map of the facility, with its scattered 
buildings connected by internal paths and roadways and surrounded by forests, streams, and lakes, strongly 
resembled the architectural layout of the Gilded Age “great camps.”  See, “Anti-prison group started in Gabriels,” 
ADE, Jul. 28, 1981; “Another group plans prison opposition,” ADE, Aug. 24, 1981; “State moving fast on Gabriels 
prison,” ADE, Oct. 1, 1981; and, Coughlin to DEC Commissioner Robert Flack, Sept. 10, 1981, in Camp Gabriels 
Records.  In the letter, Coughlin reiterated Corrections’ need for exemption from the State Environmental Quality 
Review Act in building the prison at Gabriels because of the continued overcrowding crisis.  DOCS’ plans for the 
prison, including the map, can be found in the “Application for Permit,” in Camp Gabriels Records. 
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opposition and its allies while simultaneously satisfying their need for more cells.205  Corrections 

leaders disappointed opponents, telling them that it would be impossible not to impose some 

environmental and social impacts, including: removal of vegetation; effects on migratory osprey 

and loons; and new restrictions on residents’ uses of the environment near the prison site.  To 

compensate for these transformations, penal bureaucrats offered to turn over most of the Gabriels 

tract to the DEC for inclusion in the Forest Preserve, to be maintained “forever wild” and free 

from development.206  DOCS also pledged cash strapped local governments free use of inmate 

labor on conservation, infrastructure, and public works projects across the region.207  To pacify 

its opponents, New York’s prison builders and inmates would become park builders. 

 The state’s concessions did little to satisfy the opposition, which expected the APA to 

serve as a bulwark against crimescape expansion.  Park Agency officials found themselves in a 

difficult position, as they sought to balance the divergent concerns and anxieties of Gabriels’ 

affluent and working class residents.  On one hand, APA leaders knew they could not prevent the 

prison from being built.  On the other, they were obliged to consider, and if possible, act on the 

opposition’s grievances.  However, Agency officials also had to listen to the views of less 

prosperous dwellers, with whom they had shared an often contentious and difficult relationship.  
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205 Ramon Rodriguez to Vincent Moore, Oct. 15, 1981, Camp Gabriels Records. 
 
206 On environmental and social impacts of building Gabriels prison, see, DOCS, Environmental Assessment Form 
(EAF), Sept. 29, 1981, Attachment B, “Site Description: Existing Conditions,” p. 2; Attachment G, “Energy Use: 
Electricity & Heating”; Attachment I, “Impact on Visual Resources”; Attachment C, “Impact on Open Space and 
Recreation”; Attachment K, “Community Issues,” p. 6, Camp Gabriels Records.  On Corrections’ proposal to 
increase the size of the Forest Preserve, see, George Glassanos, Senior Attorney, DOCS, to Vincent Moore, Oct. 13, 
1981; DOCS, “Department of Correctional Services Recommendation for Classification of Gabriels Acquisition,” 
Dec. 16, 1981, Camp Gabriels Records.  For more on the discussions surrounding the zoning of the Gabriels site, see 
Rodriguez to Curran, Oct. 16, 1981; and, Glassanos to John Banta, APA, Nov. 6, 1981, Camp Gabriels Records; 
“Corrections offers land to DEC,” ADE, Nov. 24, 1981; and, “State prisons agency changes land-buy plan,” PR, Jan. 
6, 1982. 
 
207 On convict labor, see, DOCS, EAF, Sept. 29, 1981, Attachment K, “Community Issues,” pp. 9-10, Camp 
Gabriels Records. 
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The APA ultimately decided to offer the opposition two olive branches: public hearings and 

procedural maneuvering that would delay both the planning process and the prison’s opening.  

 In the fall of 1981, the Park Agency began what might have ordinarily been a rather 

mundane review of a state project planned for the Adirondack Park.  At minimum, the Agency 

would have to rezone the Gabriels property to reflect its eventual transformation for correctional 

use, from Resource Management status to State Administrative.  Agency counsel noted that two 

parts of the APA law, Sections 814 and 816, empowered the Park Agency to perform non-

binding advisory review over the project to guard against undue adverse impacts on the Park’s 

natural environment and resources.208  Public hearings were not a mandatory component of the 

review process, and relevant parties understood the Corrections Department could build the 

prison irrespective of the Park Agency’s final conclusions. 

 The organization, wealth, and influence of CAMPA’s membership complicated these 

seemingly routine exercises in state bureaucratic planning.  Through the fall of 1981, the 

opposition’s leaders, Diane Peterson and Dr. Lucien LeDuc, along with their attorney, William 

Kissel, exerted pressure on the Park Agency to schedule public hearings on “this large and 

controversial project.”  CAMPA leaders hired their own team of environmental and scientific 

consultants, lawyers, and other experts to testify on their behalf.  They warned the APA that they 

were “very serious in our concern over the proposed prison at Gabriels and that we have both the 

resources and the will to see that all of our concerns are properly addressed.”  In late September, 
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208 “Anti-prison group started in Gabriels,” ADE, Jul. 28, 1981; and, Robert Glennon, Counsel, APA, to Anthony 
Conde, Assistant Counsel, DOCS, July 23, 1981, Camp Gabriels Records.  Section 814 of the APA Act permitted 
the Agency to perform the non-binding advisory review; Section 816 required the APA to study the DOCS proposal 
and reclassify the land at Gabriels as it transitioned from private to public ownership. 
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Park Agency leaders, responding to the pressure, agreed to hold hearings.209  The opposition had 

successfully leveraged its socioeconomic power and clout in its fight against the prison.  

The opponents also prevailed in their effort to insert delay-inducing procedural 

maneuvering into the review process.  Agency counsel Robert Glennon advised that “a clever 

lawyer” could find ways to slow the process down.  In late September, one such APA attorney 

announced he would require at least two months to review and process paperwork, and 

bombarded the Corrections Department with dozens of highly detailed questions about the 

project.  APA Chairman Theodore Ruzow cast doubt on planners’ rationale, arguing that since 

overcrowding was “not a new or sudden development,” it “could not be considered emergency 

conditions.”  Ruzow questioned the legitimacy of DOCS’ claim of exemption from state 

environmental laws (including preparation of an environmental impact statement), adding, “the 

public has the right to be heard.”  In October, Agency officials notified property owners and 

residents in the area to soliciting input on the project.  As opponents flooded the APA with letters 

of protest, Executive Director Vincent Moore claimed the Agency had “the weight of public 

opinion behind it.”210  Affluent prison opponents scored their second victory when Corrections 
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209 Robert Glennon, to Joseph Reiners, Jr., Aug. 6, 1981, Camp Gabriels Records.  “Public hearings eyed on 
Gabriels prison plan,” PR, Sept. 16, 1981; Peterson and LeDuc, to Vincent Moore, Sept. 15, 1981; Moore to 
Peterson and LeDuc, Sept. 28, 1981, Camp Gabriels Records.  “Hearings on Gabriels prison set,” PR, Sept. 23, 
1981; and, “Notice is filed; prison set for Gabriels site,” PR, Oct. 2, 1981.  In the Sept. 16 PR article, Vincent Moore 
explained how APA non-binding advisory review would work.  He said that the APA had authority to provide 
advisory review over other state agency projects inside the Park.  He explained that before final budget approval is 
given for a new project, a notice of intent must be filed with the APA.  After notice is filed and the APA determines 
it has enough information on the project, the state agency cannot begin work on the project for up to thirty days 
while the review is in progress.  During advisory review, the APA works to determine whether the project will have 
an undue adverse impact on the natural, scenic, aesthetic, and historic features of the Park.  The APA also works to 
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essential purpose of the hearing is to provide full public disclosure and allow public opinion to be expressed.” 
 
210 “Hearing on Gabriels prison set,” PR, Sept. 23, 1981; “Notice is filed; prison set for Gabriels site,” PR, Oct. 2, 
1981; Curran to F. Wesley Lampman, DOCS, Sept. 29, 1981, and Rodriguez to Curran, Oct. 5, 1981, Camp Gabriels 
Records; “Landfill use sought for proposed prison,” ADE, Oct. 9, 1981; William Kissel, Counsel, CAMPA, to 
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officials, bound to submit to the Park Agency’s requests, were forced to abandon plans of 

opening the prison by November 1. 

In the fall of 1981, the Adirondack Park Agency and the Department of Correctional 

Services each attempted to balance the competing moral ecologies of Gabriels’ sharply stratified 

permanent and seasonal populations.  Corrections leaders were under no obligation to offer 

concessions to their opponents, though Park Agency officials were legally mandated to notify 

and listen to homeowners living adjacent to the sites of proposed developments.  It seemed that 

CAMPA’s pressure had led the APA to embrace delaying tactics, though the Park Agency’s own 

actions and words indicate the opposition’s moral ecology matched very closely to their own.  

Thus, the transition from a bland process of rezoning to procedural delays and finally toward 

scheduling public hearings seemed like a natural course of action for an agency committed to 

essentially the same goals as Gabriels’ homegrown opposition. 

The Hearings 

 The APA convened public hearings on the Gabriels prison beginning on November 16, 

1981.  More legal maneuvering and delays caused the sessions, which lasted a total of six days, 

to be stretched out over a period of two months, not ending until January 15, 1982.  The first two 
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Gabriels, Oct. 8, 1981; Edmund Lynch, APA Director of Operations, to Rodriguez, Oct. 13, 1981; APA Notice of 
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hearings allowed for public comment, and the final four were devoted to testimony from 

witnesses called by DOCS, the APA, and CAMPA.  Lawyers, bureaucrats, scientists, and local 

residents offered conflicting visions of what crimescape expansion might mean for Gabriels.  

CAMPA’s lawyers and witnesses reemphasized residents’ longstanding concerns surrounding 

preservation of the ecological integrity and social character of their community.  Corrections 

officials, again, sought to balance the concerns of supporters, opponents, and the APA, with its 

pressing space requirements.  Finally, the hearings exposed divisions within the Park Agency, as 

APA scientists and the Agency’s lawyers and administrators came into conflict over the prison’s 

potential environmental impacts.211  

 Park Agency scientists presented research warning of the prison’s potential to irrevocably 

damage the region’s ecological integrity, aesthetic features, and social character.  James Hill, a 

soil and water engineering specialist, warned of harm to local wetlands, wildlife, and water 

supplies, in addition to placing increased strain on sewage and waste disposal systems.  Betty 

Ann Hughes, a biological resources analyst for the APA, testified the Gabriels site contained 

ecologically sensitive wetlands that would likely be damaged by construction.  Hughes offered as 

an alternative, more traditional “uses such as hiking, hunting, and limited timber removal,” 

which, she argued, “would be compatible.”  Michael DiNunzio, a Park Agency ecologist, 
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concurred with Hughes, arguing the penitentiary would create “severe conflict with the use of the 

Park’s natural resources by the public by the very nature of its existence and function.”  

DiNunzio asserted the prison would not “exist in harmony with the relatively wild and 

undeveloped character of the Adirondack Park,” and would therefore constitute a “non-

conforming use in the Park region.”212 

 Park Agency lawyers and bureaucrats, on the other hand, signaled willingness to 

compromise with prison officials.  William Curran, principal project review specialist at the 

APA, worried that Corrections had given no assurance “that the future visual character” of the 

region would be preserved.  Agency counsel Robert Glennon pressed Corrections environmental 

consultant Jeff Buck to promise that the prison would have sufficient “vegetative or topographic 

buffers” to physically shield it from the surrounding community.  Buck promised that “natural 

growth,” including shrubs, grass, and trees, would not be removed and would form a natural wall 

between the prison and the region.213  The Park Agency in this instance narrowly interpreted the 

public’s sensory relationship with the prison as being based exclusively on sight.  This position, 

of course, ran contrary to the goals of CAMPA, and the testimony of APA scientists, who feared 

grave threats to the ecological integrity of the local environment.  Nevertheless, APA officials, 
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realizing the prison would be built, agreed that reduced visual impact would help maintain the 

aesthetic, ecological, and social character of the community.  

CAMPA remained fervently opposed to the prison, but like the Park Agency, seemed 

resigned to its eventual construction.  Gary Randorf, executive director of the Adirondack 

Council, a local environmental organization, feared further “encroachment into that area by any 

kind of man made structures or facilities.”  Randorf also worried about the potential impacts of 

increased artificial lighting on both the social character and wildlife population of Gabriels.  

Nevertheless, most CAMPA supporters present at the hearings, including Randorf, accepted that 

screening the facility from public view was the best outcome they could hope for.  The fact that 

questions of the prison’s environmental impact had been reduced to concerns about visual impact 

indicated critics’ awareness that they had reached the limits of their opposition.  Opponents 

would have to hope that a barrier of natural vegetation would be strong enough to preserve their 

community’s social and ecological integrity.214  

 Corrections leaders attending the hearings sought to reassure opponents that the 

correctional facility would fit seamlessly in the community.  DOCS official Ramon Rodriguez 

commented, “it is our history within this area, that we are good neighbors,” and Jeff Buck, the 

department’s director of facility planning and development, noted that the state considered 

prisons “a very viable program in the North Country.”  Rodriguez argued that struggling 

Adirondack residents would benefit from the ongoing overcrowding crisis with the prison’s 
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214 Statement of Gary Randorf, in Jan. 5, 1982 APA Hearing, pp. 209-211; Jan. 13, 1982 APA Hearing, pp. 199-201; 
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potential to spur economic growth and revitalization.215  Officials repeated pledges to use as little 

of the property as necessary to operate the institution; to shield it from public view; to minimize 

ecological impacts; to add over 141 acres of land to the recreation-oriented Forest Preserve; and, 

finally, to allow local towns and villages to use inmate labor crews on necessary infrastructure, 

conservation, and public works projects.216   

 Issues surrounding environmental impact that came out during the hearings transformed 

the tenor and direction of the debate over the Gabriels prison.  The meaning of environmental 

impact shifted considerably as the prison debate moved into public view.  As each side realized 

the limits of their respective positions, concerns surrounding the prison’s visual and aesthetic 

impacts became synonymous with questions about ecological effects.  Scientists warning of 

disastrous consequences for soil, water, vegetation, and wildlife were pushed aside as the 

Agency’s attorneys and administrators, realizing the futility of further resistance, sought ways to 

reduce the facility’s visual impacts.  Though no one challenged the scientists’ findings, APA 

officials, facing rooms filled with opponents, supporters, and area corrections officers, had to 

work with DOCS to find a middle ground acceptable to all concerned parties.  Surprisingly, 

CAMPA signed on to this approach, joining the APA in its efforts to minimize the penitentiary’s 

aesthetic impacts.  Having reached what seemed to be a mutually satisfactory outcome for each 

side, Corrections officials moved quickly to open the prison in Gabriels. 
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215 Statement of Ramon Rodriguez, in Nov. 16, 1981 APA Hearing, pp. 31-32; Buck, quoted in Jan. 13, 1982 APA 
Hearing, p. 191; Statement of DOCS Counsel George Glassanos, Jan. 5, 1982 APA Hearing, pp. 40-41; and Buck, 
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Opening Camp Gabriels 

 By mid-January 1982, the Park’s Agency’s oversight hearings had ended.  Prison leaders 

had offered what they believed was a balanced approach to meeting the state’s need for more cell 

space while simultaneously addressing the concerns of both supporters and critics.  Corrections 

officials counseled patience, arguing that over time, opponents, too, would reap benefits from the 

prison.  In the short term, though, the need for space would trump most of the opposition’s 

concerns.  DOCS Commissioner Coughlin told APA Chairman Theodore Ruzow “that society’s 

needs for prison space are immediate and critical,” and Governor Carey asked state lawmakers 

for increased Corrections funding in his 1982 budget.217  Though the path to the Gabriels prison 

seemed clear as winter turned to spring, CAMPA and the APA continued their efforts to shape 

the outcome. 

 At the end of January, CAMPA’s leaders filed suit against the Corrections Department to 

compel compliance with the State Environmental Quality Review Act.  Opponents demanded 

Corrections leaders prepare an environmental impact statement (EIS) prior to acquisition of the 

property, something the state had sought to avoid in light of the overcrowding “emergency.”  

Opposition leaders again questioned the legitimacy of that claim, especially after an entire year 

had passed since DOCS first sought exemption from the requirement and the prison still had not 
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opened.218  Simultaneously, Park Agency bureaucrats waded through thousands of pages of 

documents as they prepared to render a non-binding verdict on the prison project. 

 By March 1982, Park Agency officials neared conclusion of their advisory review of 

Camp Gabriels.  APA staff analyzed and reviewed all hearing transcripts and documents related 

to the project, and on March 25, recommended the Agency commissioners reject the prison.  The 

same day, APA Chairman Ruzow abandoned the cooperative tone adopted during the hearings 

and instead reopened the discussion about the penitentiary’s impact on the Adirondacks’ social 

character.  Calling prisons in the Park “paradoxical” and “unfortunate,” Ruzow lamented the 

legal constraints that prevented his agency from stopping the prison; the only weapon available 

to opponents, he noted, was “to marshal public opinion.”  Popular discontent, though, would be 

insufficient to stop the Gabriels prison.  Ruzow painted a grim picture of what awaited 

communities like Gabriels: “First, you get minimum security.  Then come the wires, the walls 

and the gun turrets.”  He feared that crimescape expansion in the Adirondacks would turn the 

Park “into a great big penal colony,” which he called “a great big mistake.”219 

 At its meeting in Albany on March 26, the commissioners of the APA voted, 6-2, to 

reject the state’s proposal to build a prison in Gabriels. The staff recommendation to the 

commissioners had endorsed many of CAMPA’s grievances about the project: 
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Parks are created to increase the opportunities for appropriate park-like activities and to 
limit certain other activities…The Adirondack Park exists because, “…the wild forest, 
water, wildlife and aesthetic resources of the Park and its open space character…[are] of 
national and international significance.”  Activities and enterprises which do not further 
these values and, in fact, insult them cannot be permitted or entertained.  Otherwise, the 
Park will not remain dedicated to the tenets of the State Constitution…The acquisition of 
private lands for discordant public activities is yet another attempt to distort the wisdom 
and meaning of the legislation protecting the preservation of the Park…It is 
inconceivable that the Agency can fulfill its responsibility to the Park, its history and its 
people, by recommending construction of this facility.  The Agency has fought 765 kV 
lines, 4 lane expressways, large-head hydro installations, hazardous waste dumps and 
forest desecration for the long-term good of the State, and therefore the emerging image 
of the Park as a prime location for prisons cannot be tolerated or justified. 

 

The commissioners also expressed concerns about public safety and impacts on public services, 

and acknowledged the vast local opposition to the prison.  Ruzow saw it as the APA’s duty to 

arrest crimescape expansion before it spiraled out of control: “The question comes to this: if this 

park accepts this [prison]…will that be an invitation for a fifth, a sixth or even a tenth prison in 

the park?”  Corrections leaders, predictably, ignored the Park Agency’s decision and moved 

ahead with their plan to build the prison.220 

 In April 1982 the Corrections Department proceeded to expand the crimescape into 

Gabriels.  Paul Smith’s College sold the property to DOCS, and the Park Agency rezoned 92.6 

acres of the tract as “State Administrative,” with the remainder classified as “Wild Forest,” 

which restricted “land use to recreational and certain other activities which do not change the 

wild forest character.”  The APA promptly asked the DEC to add the Wild Forest land to the 

constitutionally protected Forest Preserve.  At the end of April, Corrections Commissioner 
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Thomas Coughlin visited the Adirondacks to claim victory.  Recalling the hostile response he 

had received at the July 1981 public hearing, he chose the friendlier Saranac Lake Chamber of 

Commerce as the venue for a lunchtime address.  Coughlin asserted correctional services 

provided a viable economic development model for a region unattractive to most large 

businesses.  He noted, “Northern New York State has a future with the state service industry and 

I think we should take advantage of it.”  Coughlin asked, “Why not provide services upstate that 

the state needs?”  Of the opposition, the commissioner complained, “I don’t understand why 

people raise such a fuss.”  Addressing Ruzow’s charge that the Park was becoming a penal 

colony, Coughlin firmly stated, “no more prisons are being planned for the Park.”  And he 

assured local job seekers, “we have never had to close a prison.”221 

CAMPA and its allies, though defeated, demanded a voice in the next phase of planning, 

including preparation of an environmental impact statement.  Having claimed emergency 

exemption from the SEQRA, Corrections officials in May 1982 reversed course and submitted a 

draft EIS for the Gabriels prison.  The draft contained a rehashing of arguments, positions, and 

data that had been created before and during the hearings.  In July, DOCS distributed copies of 

the draft EIS to area news media outlets, elected officials, and public agencies.  CAMPA 

members complained when they discovered Corrections officials had not sent them copies of the 

document.  Prison officials’ promise of public involvement in the planning process apparently 

extended only as far as the APA hearings.  The Corrections Department submitted a final EIS, 
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which was effectively a facsimile of the draft, in December 1982, nearly three months after the 

prison opened.222 

 The state moved quickly to open Camp Gabriels.  In mid-July, inmate labor crews from 

Adirondack Correctional began working with private contractors to convert the property for 

penal use.  The prisoners cut grass, installed new windows, scraped and applied coats of paint, 

and performed plumbing work, among other tasks.  Corrections officials promised all 

renovations, including construction of four new buildings, would be complete by November.  

Nevertheless, the prison opened on August 30, 1982, fifteen months after the state had first 

expressed interest in the property.  New York opened its 36th correctional facility that day, 

swelling the number of inmates in the prison camp program to over 1000 statewide.  Gabriels’ 

new superintendent, John Twomey, welcomed the facility’s first 26 permanent residents as they 

arrived by bus from ACF, promising those on hand that the penitentiary would reach its full 

complement of 153 inmates by year’s end.  With the crimescape expanded again, by the end of 

1982, over 4000 prisoners would be living in the Adirondack Park’s one federal and three state 

prisons.223 
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“A chance to get in touch with outside people”: Inmate Labor and a Naturalized 
Crimescape 
 
 With the Gabriels correctional facility fully operational, critics and supporters alike 

awaited the revolutionary transformations they had long anticipated.  While opposition anxieties 

about escapes and criminal behavior materialized on several occasions, the vast majority of 

CAMPA’s fears never came to pass.224  In addition, the penitentiary failed to spur the economic 

revival planners had repeatedly promised.  Many local residents found steady work in the 

penitentiary, and a limited number of small, service-oriented businesses opened, but the lofty 

goals of widespread revitalization and recovery, much as at Dannemora and Ray Brook, went 

largely unfulfilled.  Thus, while the fears and hopes of Gabriels’ divided population quickly 

evaporated, the community’s incarcerated residents would unwittingly play a central role in 

helping to naturalize the prison’s presence in the Park.225 

  Corrections’ rationale for building prison camps like Gabriels was “to train the men in 

good work habits.” To that end, inmate labor from Camp Gabriels would serve both the practical 

and recreational needs of local residents.  Inmates painted hallways, cleaned floors, and repaired 

furniture in public schools; installed insulation in low-income homes; refurbished government 
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III, Commissioner, “Final Environmental Impact Statement: Camp Gabriels Correctional Facility,” Dec. 1982, 
Camp Gabriels Records. The final sale price for the property and buildings was $635,000. 
 
224 Camp Gabriels’ first escape occurred in early December 1982, only about two months after the prison’s opening.  
See, “Gabriels residents express prison concerns,” ADE, Dec. 2, 1982.  See also, “Gabriels convict walks out of 
jail,” ADE, Mar. 14, 1983; “Escapee’s girlfriend arrested for driving him out of area,” ADE, Mar. 15, 1983; “Police 
capture Camp Gabriels escapee,” ADE, Apr. 29, 1985; “Search for Camp Gabriels escapee fruitless,” ADE, Oct. 21, 
1986; “Gabriels inmate still at large,” ADE, Oct. 24, 1986; “Prisoner stayed nearby,” ADE, Oct. 28, 1986; “Ingolia 
gets probation in Camp Gabriels case,” ADE, Sept. 14, 1994; and, “Gabriels-area officials react to escape,” ADE, 
Sept. 6, 1995.  See also, “Study details prison escape data,” PR, May 23, 1983, and, “The bids for freedom by 
inmates,” ADE, Sept. 6, 1995. 
 
225 The inmate labor programs that had become an integral component of New York State minimum-security prison 
“camps” was prominently featured in the Final Environmental Impact Statement that DOCS prepared and released 
in December 1982.  See, “Final Environmental Impact Statement: Camp Gabriels Correctional Facility,” Part 2, pp. 
3 and 16; and Part 4, pp. 4 and 11, Camp Gabriels Records. 
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buildings; repaired and crafted Christmas gifts for poor children; fought forest fires; built signs 

for public schools, municipal facilities, and recreational sites; created hand-made plaques and 

awards for schools, businesses, and service organizations; maintained cemeteries; cut firewood, 

mowed grass, and shoveled snow for numerous organizations, institutions, and local 

governments; and gathered surplus crops from local farms for donation to area food pantries.  

Prisoners at Gabriels even tapped trees on the prison property and produced maple syrup that 

found its way into the state’s public schools and government offices.  Inmate labor, therefore, 

played a vital role in the Adirondacks’ cash-strapped counties, towns, and villages.  Saranac 

Lake Village Manager Richard DePuy spoke for many local leaders and residents when he said, 

“These are things that just wouldn’t get done” without the men from Camp Gabriels.226   

 Inmate labor left a significant imprint on the recreational infrastructure and character of 

the Park, helping to ease many opponents’ most strongly felt anxieties.  Most notably, prisoners 

became crucial to the success of the Saranac Lake Winter Carnival, an Adirondack tradition that 

began in 1898.  Every winter beginning in 1983, prisoners from Gabriels cut blocks of ice from 

Lake Flower and performed the delicate work of building the carnival’s Ice Palace, which to this 

day is the centerpiece of the popular event.  Inmates also constructed buildings for a ski center in 

Saranac Lake; built trails for the International Alpo Sled Dog Races held every winter near 

Gabriels; helped build the Adirondack Park Visitors’ Interpretive Center at Paul Smith’s; 
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226 “Camp Gabriels opens,” ADE, Aug. 30, 1982; “Looks for the good,” letter to the editor, ADE, Apr. 1, 1982; 
“Inmate labor at Camp Gabriels keeps construction costs down,” PR, Mar. 1, 1983; “Prison good economically,” 
editorial, PR, Feb. 3, 1982; “Prison work camp welcomed,” editorial, ADE, Feb. 4, 1982; “’Toys’ Christmas project 
gets underway,” ADE, Oct. 18, 1985; “Inmates create Christmas toys,” PR, Nov. 19, 1987; “Gabriels residents 
express prison concerns,” ADE, Dec. 2, 1982; “Firefighters control 10-acre blaze near Derrick,” ADE, Aug. 14, 
1985; “Hub system impact felt,” ADE, Oct. 18-20, 1991; “Thanking the prison leaders,” photo caption, ADE, Nov. 
25, 1991; “A look inside minimum-security Camp Gabriels,” ADE, May 7, 1994; “Work crews involved in array of 
projects,” ADE, Summer 1996; “Correctional officers cite flexibility of less-restrictive facility,” ADE, Summer 
1996; “Urban inmates find work in the wild,” ADE, Feb. 9, 2007; and, “Inmates make maple syrup,” PR, Mar. 20, 
1989. 
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repaired trails and chair lifts at Big Tupper ski center in Tupper Lake; constructed public cross 

country ski trails across the region; cleaned up local beaches; and even raised pheasants on the 

prison grounds for donation to fish and game clubs for recreational hunting.  Convicts also 

helped set up summertime field day events in area communities, and prepared the Lake Placid 

Center for the Arts for its annual gala benefit.  Still others worked on logging, trail clearance and 

construction, and lumber production for cabins, lean-tos, and other facilities at state campsites.227 

 The fruits of inmate labor from Camp Gabriels helped generate goodwill between the 

penitentiary and once skeptical local residents.  Prisoners even raised money from their meager 

wages and donated over $400 to a cash-strapped Little League team.228  Grateful residents and 

politicians acknowledged their work with citations, plaques, and receptions held in their honor.  

The inmates, too, seemed to appreciate the opportunity to work outside the prison.  Matthew 

Quigley, a Camp Gabriels prisoner who helped build the Ice Palace in 1992, spoke highly of the 

labor program: “We’re getting valuable training—which will be very helpful when we get out.  It 
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227 “Major construction planned at Camp Gabriels,” PR, Feb. 4, 1985; “Camaraderie warms icy work of building 
palace,” PR, Jan. 27, 1986; “Prisoners do the brunt of the ice palace work,” LPN, Feb. 12, 1992; “Ice Palace needs 
money and volunteers,” ADE, Jan. 15, 1985; “Prison’s ice palace workers aspire to get degrees, jobs,” ADE, Feb. 9, 
1990; “Work crews involved in array of projects,” ADE, Summer 1996; “The new facility,” photo, PR, May 3, 1982; 
“Camp Gabriels may be operating by November,” PR July 8, 1982; “New inmates force Gabriels expansion,” PR, 
Aug. 4, 1987; “Massive sled dog effort underway; Area crews pitch in to move snow to track,” ADE, Jan. 21, 1983; 
“Big Tupper gets prison help,” ADE, June 27, 1986; “Happy Trails,” photo, ADE, Feb. 2, 1988; “Killian’s Korner: 
Bird-hunting prospects excellent,” PR, Sept. 28, 1984; “Pheasants growing up behind prison walls,” PR, June 18, 
1986; “A look inside minimum-security Camp Gabriels,” ADE, May 7, 1994; “Correctional officers cite flexibility 
of less-restrictive facility,” ADE, Summer 1996; “Urban inmates find work in the wild,” ADE, Feb. 9, 2007; 
“Getting ready for the big day,” photo, ADE, July 17, 1991; “Inmate labor at Camp Gabriels keeps construction 
costs down,” PR, Mar. 1, 1983; “Gabriels residents express prison concerns,” ADE, Dec. 2, 1982; “S.L. Rescue,” 
ADE, June 12, 1984; “Inmate cuts off his arm,” ADE, Oct. 27, 1988; “Prison crew violates tree-cutting policies,” 
ADE, Sept. 11, 1995; “DEC responds to tree-cutting story,” letter to the editor, ADE, Sept. 19, 1995; and, “Don’t 
blame prison crews,” letter to the editor, ADE, Sep. 19, 1995.  Some of the earliest inmate labor programs developed 
at Camp Gabriels involved trail clearance near the prison.  Some trees were accidentally removed from state land in 
early 1983.  See, Lucien LeDuc to Edward Lynch, APA, Apr. 25, 1983; Moore to Glassanos, Jun. 10, 1983; 
Glassanos to Paul Herrmann, Counsel, APA, July 12, 1983; Herrmann to Glassanos, Aug. 3, 1983; LeDuc to 
Glennon, Sept. 6, 1983; and, Moore to LeDuc, Sept. 14, 1983, Camp Gabriels Records. 
 
228 “Camp Gabriels prisoners bail out Matty League team,” ADE, June 24, 1983. 
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makes you feel proud to see something you built yourself.”  One of his colleagues, Douglas 

Lowery, said he enjoyed working in the region, and thanked “the two women who faithfully 

continued to bring us coffee and donuts, every morning.”  Lowery added that he was touched by 

the fact that “civilians treated us as part of the community.”  Prisoner Edwin Howell agreed, 

commenting that though he was paid only 90 cents per day, the work in Park communities gave 

him “a chance to get in touch with outside people…I see some civilians, okay, they say ‘Hi,’ I 

greet them back.  You know, it gets you ready for the free society, communicating with other 

people.”  Another inmate, Raymond LaBarron, remarked, “There are a lot of nice people around 

here.”229   

Conclusion 

By the late 1990s, crime rates in New York began to decline, and lawmakers relaxed the 

punitive narcotics laws and sentencing guidelines that had led to overcrowding.  The prison 

population, which in 1999 peaked at 71,000 inmates held in 69 penitentiaries, also started to 

drop.  These conditions stemmed the flow of new prisoners to places like Gabriels.  Demand for 

inmates in Adirondack prisons persisted, though, as a means to preserve both well-paid 

correctional jobs and free inmate labor crews.  By the mid-2000s, Gabriels was operating at less 

than half capacity, and the shrinking population soon made the facility obsolete.  In July 2009, 

after two years of intense local lobbying to keep the institution open, Camp Gabriels, the 

community’s largest employer, closed its doors.  This prison, which had opened against the 

wishes of the local population, closed against the wishes of the very same population.  Nearly 
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229 “Prisoners do the brunt of the ice palace work,” LPN, Feb. 12, 1992; and, “One step closer to freedom,” ADE, 
Summer 1996.  See also, “Camaraderie warms icy work of building palace,” PR, Jan. 27, 1986; “Pheasants growing 
up behind prison walls,” PR, June 18, 1986; “Prison’s ice palace workers aspire to get degrees, jobs,” ADE, Feb. 9, 
1990; “Work crews involved in array of projects,” ADE, Summer 1996; “Correctional officers cite flexibility of less- 
restrictive facility,” ADE, Summer 1996; and, “Urban inmates find work in the wild,” ADE, Feb. 9, 2007. 
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every permanent and seasonal resident had developed some sort of connection to the institution 

and its inhabitants while it was operational.230  The inmates of Camp Gabriels had fulfilled the 

promise of Correctional planners, helping both to naturalize the crimescape and chip away at the 

rigid social barriers that had long divided insiders and outsiders in the Adirondacks’ isolated 

communities. 

Though the impressive results of nearly three decades of inmate labor helped to soften the 

views of men and women who had opposed the prison’s opening, strangely, the penitentiary and 

its inmates’ hard work also helped reinforce the same social order that opponents had struggled 

to preserve.  Maintaining the social and ecological integrity of Gabriels could not be achieved 

merely through the permanent and seasonal habitation of its affluent residents.  The community’s 

social structure, to large degree dependent upon the ecological integrity and aesthetic qualities of 
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230 See, DOCS, “DOCS Fact Sheet: Prison Closure,” Jan. 2008, pp. 1-2; “New York to Close Correctional Facilities 
as Part of Continuing Effort to Right-Size State Prison System,” Jan. 11, 2008; Governor Eliot Spitzer, 2007 Report 
to the People of New York State,” Jan. 9, 2008, pp. 43-46; “Camp Gabriels closing in January 2009,” PR, Jan. 12, 
2008; “Awful news about Camp Gabriels,” editorial, PR, Jan. 12, 2008; “Camp Gabriels to close within a year,” 
ADE, Jan. 14, 2008; “Tradition of community service at Camp Gabriels,” PR, Jan. 14, 2008; “Prison closing fallout 
continues,” PR, Jan. 14, 2008; “Camp Gabriels employees speak out about prison closing,” PR, Jan. 16, 2008; 
“What can be done about Camp Gabriels?” ADE, Jan. 16, 2008; “Town assesses impact of prison closure,” PR, Jan. 
22, 2008; “Rally to stave off Camp Gabriels prison closure,” ADE, Jan. 22, 2008; “Rallying to stop prison’s 
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York, National Public Radio, Mar. 4, 2008; “Senate budget funds Camp Gabriels; Assembly not in accord,” PR, 
Mar. 17, 2008; “In late decision, Camp Gabriels to stay open,” PR, Mar. 31, 2008; “Camp Gabriels to remain open,” 
ADE, Apr. 1, 2008; “Albany abuzz at union rally,” PR, Apr. 1, 2008; “New programs suggested for minimum-
security prison,” PR, July 24, 2008; “Senators visit Gabriels,” PR, Mar. 5, 2009; “Camp Gabriels to Close,” PR, 
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its environment, required constant building, maintenance, and repair.  In many cases, prisoners 

found themselves doing this work, and elite residents expressed gratitude because that labor 

helped cement their perception of elevated status in the community.  So, while it seemed that 

inmate labor helped naturalize the crimescape in Gabriels, it simultaneously reinforced the 

region’s rigid social and racial hierarchies as well.  Affluent residents had unwittingly 

incorporated the prison and its unfree inhabitants into their vision of the Park’s meaning, and 

Gabriels inmates, grateful for the chance to work outdoors, unfailingly obliged. 
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Chapter 4 
“Serenity shortlived”? Mass Incarceration and the Legacies of Mining in Lyon Mountain, 

1967-2011 
 
 
 
 
 

Introduction 

 Clarence Jefferson Miller, the author’s great-uncle, was caught unaware on a warm day 

in July 1963 when a 250-pound rock inside Republic Steel’s mines at Lyon Mountain broke 

loose, killing him instantly.231  Less than four years later, Lyon Mountain’s iron ore mines, the 

centerpiece of local life in northern Clinton County since the 1790s, closed for good.  After 

nearly two centuries of corporate management, Lyon Mountain acquired control of its natural 

resources and destiny.  Efforts to revitalize the hamlet by harnessing the productive capacity of 

nature, however, proved elusive.  After the failure of numerous redevelopment schemes, in 1983 

the Corrections Department arrived at Lyon Mountain’s door.  In contrast to Ray Brook and 

Gabriels, however, the fates of the crimescape and Lyon Mountain had long been intertwined.  

Situated twelve miles west of Dannemora, and home to many DOCS employees, Lyon 

Mountain’s transformation from mining to prison town prompted little uproar.  Though some 

feared disruption of a serenity that had taken hold since the mines closed, time would prove the 

critics wrong.232  Far from being a chaotic corollary to the notoriously unstable and unsafe 
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231 “Iron Worker Killed at Mine,” PR, Jul. 31, 1963; and, “Coroner Scores Inadequate Warning Signs At Railroad 
Crossing Where Two Were Killed,” PR, Aug. 21, 1963.  See also, Lawrence Gooley, Out of the Darkness: In 
Memory of Lyon Mountain’s Iron Men (Peru, N.Y.: Bloated Toe Enterprises, 2005). 
 
232 “Lyon Mountain’s serenity shortlived,” letter to the editor, PR, Jun. 20, 1983. 
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mines, the prison served as a stabilizing force that aided Lyon Mountain in its transition away 

from mining and toward an uncertain future.233 

 The official rationales for opening a prison in Lyon Mountain closely paralleled those 

offered for the facilities in Dannemora, Ray Brook, Gabriels, and later in Tupper Lake.  In 

addition to alleviating chronic overcrowding, correctional planners repeated well-worn pledges 

to spur economic and social revitalization in the depressed community.  As at Ray Brook and 

Gabriels, prison officials laboring under “emergency” conditions sought an unused facility that 

could be cheaply and quickly repurposed for penal use.  Lyon Mountain’s fifty-year-old public 

school campus, shuttered in 1981, seemed to fit the bill. 

 In contrast to the obstacles encountered in Ray Brook and Gabriels and difficulties on the 

horizon in Tupper Lake, the Corrections Department found in Lyon Mountain a community 

naturally amenable for crimescape expansion.  Its close proximity to the maximum-security 

prison in Dannemora had bred a certain comfort and familiarity among residents.  Generations of 

Lyon Mountaineers not engaged in mining had worked in corrections, and even locals not 

employed at Dannemora knew friends or family who were.  By 1983, then, Lyon Mountain had 

long been implicated in New York’s crimescape, a condition that would smooth the process of 

integrating the facility into the community. 

   Significantly, residents’ relationships with the Adirondack environment posed no threat 

to the designs of correctional planners.  Locals had for decades understood nature primarily 

through the work of mining: they blasted holes, dug tunnels, and built shafts in mountainsides; 

cut and burned acres of forest; rerouted streams and filled in wetlands; erected a vast, company-
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
233 In over a century of industrial mining in Lyon Mountain and its environs, at least 162 miners lost their lives on 
the job.  Thousands more suffered injuries and disabilities.  See Gooley, Out of the Darkness. 
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owned town; installed rail lines; and extracted tons of iron ore to feed the nation’s steel industry.  

Predating the creation of the Forest Preserve and Adirondack Park, mining on private lands in 

Lyon Mountain persisted well into the twentieth century, contributing to a community identity 

centered on natural resource extraction.  Lyon Mountain thus bore no resemblance to other Park 

communities such as Ray Brook, Gabriels, and Tupper Lake, whose aesthetically pleasing 

landscapes invited an influx of tourists and second homeowners.  Instead, mining companies 

exercising total control over the region’s natural resources, along with an army of immigrant 

workers, were the most prominent outsiders to call Lyon Mountain home.234 

 The industrial transformation of Lyon Mountain’s nature mediated residents’ 

understanding of bodily and environmental health.  While many locals enjoyed the popular 

pastimes of hunting, fishing, and camping, the environmental degradation of their hometown 

required travel to less developed locales to capture the fish and deer vital to their diets.  The 

mines themselves, where most men spent their workdays, were a constant source of distress, 

danger, and disease.  Explosions, cave-ins, and all sorts of unforeseen accidents could bring 

death or disability at any time, while inhalation of dirt and dust might portend long-term 

respiratory ailments.  Finally, the economic strain resulting from the mines’ closure was 
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234 On industrialization, mining, and steel production, see, David Brody, Steelworkers in America: The Nonunion 
Era (Urbana-Champaign: University of Illinois Press, 1970); Brody, Workers in Industrial America: Essays on the 
Twentieth Century Struggle (New York: Oxford University Press, 1980); Mark Chambers, “River of Gray Gold: 
Cultural and Material Changes in the Land of Ores, Country of Minerals, 1719-1839,” Ph.D. diss., Stony Brook 
University, 2012; Lizabeth Cohen, Making a New Deal: Industrial Workers in Chicago, 1919-1939 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1990); Herbert Gutman, Work, Culture, and Society in Industrializing America: Essays 
in American Working-Class and Social History (New York: Knopf, 1976); Gutman, Power and Culture: Essays on 
the American Working Class (New York: Pantheon, 1987); Donald Hardesty, Mining Archaeology in the American 
West: A View from the Silver State (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2010); Andrew Isenberg, Mining 
California: An Ecological History (New York: Hill & Wang, 2006); Maury Klein, The Genesis of Industrial 
America, 1870-1920 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007); Bruce Laurie, Artisans Into Workers: Labor 
in Nineteenth Century America (Urbana-Champaign: University of Illinois Press, 1997); Walter Licht, 
Industrializing America: The Nineteenth Century (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1995); and, David 
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(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989); 
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seconded only by the mountains of ore tailings, polluted waterways, and broken infrastructure 

Republic Steel left behind.  This unhealthy environment alienated potential visitors, private 

investors, and residents alike. 

 By the 1980s, then, there seemed to be few meaningful bonds linking local residents to 

their environment.  Republic Steel and its predecessors had bestowed a legacy of environmental 

destruction matched only by their neglect of the community’s public services and infrastructure.  

In addition to aquatic pollution, mountains of unsecured ore sand, ravaged forestlands, and the 

dangers of abandoned industrial infrastructure, Republic Steel left the hamlet with no 

recreational space, unreliable water and sewage systems, crumbling sidewalks and roads, and an 

empty school that had once been filled with miners’ children.  Residents’ alienation both from 

nature and their own community provided Corrections an unusual opportunity to expand the 

crimescape once more. 

 Nevertheless, a sense of possibility accompanying the transformation of Lyon 

Mountain’s natural resources from private to public control tempered the harsh realities of 

postindustrial life.  After the mines closed in 1967, local residents and politicians pursued a 

variety of development alternatives designed to exploit the community’s natural bounty.  The 

hamlet’s remote locale, aging population, inadequate public services, and scarred landscape 

figured prominently in private capital’s reluctance to put down stakes in Lyon Mountain.  More 

importantly, efforts toward reindustrialization revealed shifting understandings of nature within 

the community.  Residents asserted a vernacular knowledge of their natural resources’ value that 

challenged town officials’ efforts to sell them to the highest bidder.  Locals’ rejection of private 

development revealed a transformed understanding of public health, linking bodily and 

environmental well being to the quality and quantity of a firm’s potential investment.   
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 Long ensconced in the crimescape, Lyon Mountain dwellers readily welcomed the 

massive public investments to flow from redeveloping their shuttered school.  With resources 

unmatched by private capital, the state’s proposal also dangled the prospect of reversing the 

hamlet’s environmental and infrastructural decline.  Viewed as a replacement for neither the 

school nor the mines, residents looked on the correctional facility as a potential catalyst for the 

restoration of both community and environmental health.  High-paying jobs, free inmate labor, 

and a constant flow of public funds, locals hoped, might help undo the devastation wrought by 

two centuries of capitalist exploitation and abuse.  Residents would measure the prison’s success 

not by its ability to recreate Lyon Mountain’s boom years, but by its potential to rebalance the 

ruptured relationships between locals and their damaged environment. 

 Though the planning of Lyon Mountain’s prison followed the same legal and regulatory 

pathways as those proposed for Ray Brook, Gabriels, and Tupper Lake, a host of factors 

converged to smooth the transition process.  The project never attracted controversy, owing to 

the town’s history with the crimescape, a supportive population, and no public opposition.  In a 

hamlet whose population had dropped from 3500 to 800 in less than a century, and where 80 

percent of residents were retired, many viewed the correctional facility as the only means of 

community survival.  Furthermore, correctional planners had taken lessons from the challenges 

of Ray Brook and Gabriels.  First, they benefited from Lyon Mountain’s lack of affluent 

homeowners and seasonal visitors who had been instrumental in opposition organizing 

elsewhere.  Second, planners adopted a cooperative posture toward APA and DEC regulators 

whose oversight would shape the final outcome.  Finally, the Corrections Department, buttressed 

by the Court of Appeals’ July 1983 ruling in Board of Visitors—Marcy Psychiatric Center, et al., 

v. Coughlin, began conversion work before the regulatory wheels had a chance to turn.  
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Accordingly, Lyon Mountain’s first prisoners arrived in December 1983, three months before the 

first public hearings and seven months before its official opening. 

 Corrections officials’ promises regarding the Lyon Mountain prison largely matched the 

hopes and expectations of the hamlet’s residents.  The facility’s modest economic impact 

allowed most remaining locals to stay and raise their families in or near their hometown; security 

concerns were not an issue as only one inmate escaped in its nearly three decades of operation; 

and the labor provided by prisoners on local public works projects proved invaluable.  More 

importantly, though, the prison’s 1984 opening spurred town officials to take up the work of 

natural resource development and community revitalization pushed by homeowners since the 

mines closed in 1967.  In this sense, then, Lyon Mountain’s state prison functioned as a bridge 

between the devastation of the past and the uncertainty of the future.   

“Among the world’s purest ores”: Mining Lyon Mountain, ca. 1798-1967 

 Situated in northwestern Clinton County, Lyon Mountain for nearly two centuries 

attracted swarms of prospectors, migrants, European immigrants, and mining companies 

grasping at the iron ore that lay in its mountains and hillsides.  While the American fleet had 

drawn ore from the Lake Champlain shoreline during the Revolution, it was not until the late 

1790s that extraction commenced in the settlement known originally as Rogersfield.  Into the 

mid-nineteenth century, industrial activity involved only a small number of prospectors mining 

ore from surface outcroppings and taking their wares for processing to forges along the Saranac 
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River.  Construction of new rail lines across the North Country portended future industrial 

expansion in the decades after the Civil War.235 

 Capitalists’ discovery of northern New York’s vast supply of untapped natural resources 

coincided with the corporate industrialization and immigration of the postwar era.  Rich stores of 

iron ore sat astride thousands of acres of forestland, dozens of freshwater lakes, rivers, and 

streams, and rail lines primed for future expansion.  In 1873, a consortium of investors 

established the Chateaugay Ore & Iron Company (COIC), a corporation controlling 100,000 

acres in Clinton and Franklin counties, including Rogersfield.  COIC vertically integrated its 

operations, establishing control over local transportation networks, importing modern mining 

technology, and erecting company-owned towns.  To maximize profits and promote efficiency, 

COIC consolidated production at Belmont, a planned village built on the Chateaugay River in 

1875.  Simultaneously, the firm’s mining hub at Lyon Mountain steadily grew, providing ever-

increasing amounts of raw ore for processing at Belmont.236 

 Lyon Mountain and Belmont became the twin axes on which COIC’s financial security 

turned.  The Delaware & Hudson Railroad (D&H) acquired majority control of the firm, 

allowing for plant improvements, more employees, and increased mining and production to feed 

the burgeoning steel industry.  The company’s environmental impacts, though, were tremendous: 

thousands of acres of trees felled, leading to fires, flooding, and pollution, along with the rapid 
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235 “Iron Mining Flourished in Area as Early as 1798,” PR, Jul. 7, 1964; “Benedict Arnold Drew Ore from Port 
Henry for Fleet,” PR, Jul. 7, 1964; “Republic Steel closing Lyon Mt. mine June 1,” PR, Apr. 25, 1967; “Lyon 
Mountain…proud past recalled,” PR, Dec. 4, 1971; “Only massive tailings pile hints of once bustling mine,” PR, 
Sept. 18, 1988; and, Lawrence Gooley, Lyon Mountain: The Tragedy of a Mining Town (Peru, N.Y.: Bloated Toe 
Publishing, 2004), pp. 1-4. 
 
236 “Republic Steel closing Lyon Mt. mine June 1,” PR, Apr. 25, 1967; “Lyon Mountain…proud past recalled,” PR, 
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Mountain, pp. 4-7. 
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spread of disease in overcrowded company towns like Lyon Mountain.  Nevertheless, by 1880, 

the North Country produced one quarter of the nation’s iron ore, and the forge at Belmont was 

the world’s largest.  By the time Lyon Mountain’s population peaked at 3500 in 1887, the 

unsightly mining center had become a popular stop for affluent tourists.237 

 COIC’s bubble, like all others, eventually burst.  Lyon Mountain’s first prize for quality 

iron ore at the 1893 Chicago World’s Fair coincided with increasing competition from 

Minnesota and the financial meltdown of the 1890s, which together decimated the firm’s balance 

sheet.  A decade of financial turmoil took its toll, allowing the financially solvent D&H to seize 

total control of COIC in 1903.  New surveys of the region revealed vast, untapped veins of ore 

lying deep inside Lyon Mountain.  With unlimited financial resources, the railroad proceeded to 

reindustrialize the North Country with operations now centered in Lyon Mountain.238 

 In the first half of the twentieth century, Lyon Mountain became a prototypical company 

town.  The nineteenth century empire of forges, kilns, forests, and mines connected by rail lines 

and waterways gave way to a tightly centralized operation.  Desperate for a labor supply willing 

to do dangerous work for low pay, corporate leaders, armed with promises of free housing and 

other amenities, recruited immigrants from across Europe, Canada, and Mexico, along with a 

small number of African Americans.  Ethnic enclaves sprang up, fueling interethnic and racial 
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conflicts at work and in the neighborhood.  Gangs formed, the mafia established a foothold, and 

by the 1910s, Lyon Mountain had a reputation as a profitable but ungovernable community.  

With few law enforcement resources, in 1919 the company hired John R. Linney, a former 

Scranton coal miner, as superintendent at Lyon Mountain.  Through a mixture of 

authoritarianism and welfare capitalism, Linney restored a sense of order and stability that 

allowed COIC to rule Lyon Mountain with absolute authority.239 

 The Great Depression decimated both COIC and the D&H, opening the door for Republic 

Steel, which acquired the operations at Lyon Mountain in 1939.240  Defense contracts made the 

hamlet a boomtown again, as facilities hummed with activity twenty-four hours a day during 

World War II.  Wartime prosperity, though, gave way to both the familiar realities of hard work 

in a hazardous environment and painful truths portending Lyon Mountain’s slide toward 

oblivion.241  Collective bargaining and long strikes provided little protection against the seasonal 
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layoffs and irregular employment common in the postwar era.242  Ironically, as the mines’ future 

became uncertain amid waning demand, Republic Steel invested millions in new technology and 
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facilities in its North Country operations.243  Nevertheless, as contracts dwindled and the 

workforce plummeted, local residents, politicians, and civic leaders began to prepare for a future 

without mining. 
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 Republic Steel announced the shutdown of its Lyon Mountain operations in April 1967.  

Having furnished tons of steel cables for the George Washington and Golden Gate Bridges, and 

scores of consumer and industrial products used around the world, the mines succumbed to the 

pressures of a globalizing and increasingly consumption-oriented economy.  Company 

executives blamed the closure on declining ore supplies, expanding foreign steel imports, falling 

prices, and rising costs.  In quick succession, the D&H, sole carrier of Republic Steel goods from 

Lyon Mountain, also signaled its intent to end rail service in the area.  Driven by fears of 

financial cataclysm, anxious residents petitioned public officials to ease their community’s 

postindustrial transformation.  Amid a tsunami of plant closings sweeping the nation, politicians 

and bureaucrats from Washington to Albany counseled self-help and individualism.  A sense of 

foreboding mixed with possibility accompanied the departure of Republic Steel’s 250 workers as 

they exited the mines for the last time on June 30, 1967.  While some opted for early retirement, 

others transferred to new operations, with one local uprooting to a mine in Liberia.  For those 

unable to move, there seemed little choice but to heed the call of self-reliance.244 
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 Lyon Mountain residents, having succumbed to the irresistible vagaries of late industrial 

capitalism, now inhabited a postindustrial community that could not escape the environmental 

legacies of its industrial past.  The abandonment of private capital bestowed upon the Town of 

Dannemora both Republic Steel’s vast holdings and the task of repurposing those resources for 

the greater good.  With federal and state leaders counseling self-help amid nationwide industrial 

collapse, local officials labored to determine the value of their new properties while seeking 

private investors who might make old resources turn a profit once more.  However, corporate 

indifference to the ecological integrity of the local environment and neglect of critical 

infrastructure, in concert with new environmental regulations governing development inside the 

Adirondack Park, complicated this work.  Nearly two decades after their closure, Lyon Mountain 

would be no closer to reckoning with the legacies of its industrial history than when the mines 

shut down. 

“Built on a desert of oresand”: The Politics of Redevelopment and Reconstruction, 1967-83  
   
 Republic Steel’s departure ignited a struggle over the control, use, and meaning of Lyon 

Mountain’s vast new public domain.  While local politicians recruited private investment as a 

hedge against postindustrial decline, residents resisted privatization efforts that underpriced 

nature’s value, threatened public and environmental health, and sought to circumvent popular 

consent.  The near simultaneous end of corporate control and rise of APA land use regulations 

underscored the tension between locals and their elected leaders.  Town politicians’ excoriation 

of APA control found little support among residents whose concerns about health and safety 

could not be remedied through home rule.  Coinciding with heightened national awareness of 
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issues surrounding ecology and health, deindustrialization transformed residents’ relationships 

with their environment.  Long considered a thriving industrial powerhouse, by the 1970s, most 

locals viewed Lyon Mountain as little more than a wasteland.  Determined to rebuild and remain 

in their community, homeowners by the early 1980s successfully supplanted the town board as 

the force driving the hamlet’s reconstruction. 

Anticipating a postindustrial future, local politicians had labored to rationalize and 

streamline delivery of public resources, including water, electricity, and sanitation, long before 

1967.  As the region’s wealthiest and largest landowner, Republic Steel had maintained a parallel 

base of power unmatched either by the town’s political authorities or residents.  Accordingly, 

consolidating Lyon Mountain’s hodgepodge of water and sewage lines, septic tanks, and 

electrical connections into uniform districts in the mid-1950s had required the firm’s blessing.245  

Considered a triumph of rational planning, this system of public management and private control 

of vital services came, inopportunely, just as Republic began shifting resources away from 

community infrastructure and toward capital improvements.  Such was the degree of 

disinvestment in Lyon Mountain as a home that by 1967 its water, sewage, and electrical systems 

were in a shambles, leaving residents and political leaders to contend with the practical concerns 

of everyday living and the existential questions of a future without their only industry. 

 Into the void entered a disempowered populace and town board suddenly granted sole 

stewardship of the community and its natural resources. Enticing private capital to fill Republic’s 

shoes proved challenging in an isolated hamlet of one thousand older residents boasting no stores 
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or hotels, dilapidated infrastructure, no other industry, and in a county plagued by high 

unemployment.  Efforts to attract mining companies, resort developers, and enterprises ranging 

from wood and gun manufacturing to asphalt production failed to gain traction.246  Even short-

term proposals, including construction of a public television transmission tower on Lyon 

Mountain (completed in 1976), conversion of the mines as air raid shelters (scuttled), and 

temporary employment at the 1967 World’s Fair in nearby Montreal (few locals took advantage), 

paled in comparison to the limitless resources of Republic Steel’s corporate juggernaut.247 
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editorial, PR, Jan. 28, 1976; “Determination is paying off,” editorial, ADE, Aug. 31, 1976; “ETV officials, APA 
confer on ‘violations,’” ADE, Oct. 4, 1976; “Environmental groups charged with inconsistency on Olympics,” PR, 
Jan. 27, 1977; “’76 year of major progress for local ETV station,” PR, Jan. 27, 1977; “APA still undecided on 
permit to construct a home on wetland,” PR, Jan. 28, 1977; “WCFE to air 30,000 North Country homes,” PR, Feb. 
8, 1977; “ETV ready after 9 years of battling man, nature,” PR, Feb. 9, 1977; “Plattsburgh ETV on air Sunday,” 
ADE, Mar. 4, 1977; “WCFE-TV goes on the air without a hitch,” PR, Mar. 7, 1977; and, “Persico outlines local 
control options,” ADE, Mar. 28, 1977.  Also, Town of Dannemora, Town Board Meeting Minutes, Feb. 5, 1976, p. 
121, and May 6, 1976, p. 4, Dannemora Town Records. 
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The board’s failure at reindustrialization was matched only by its inability to provide for 

safe and reliable transportation, water, and sewage systems.  The loss of $60,000 in taxes 

Republic had annually deposited in local coffers exacerbated the financial burden of totally 

rebuilding the hamlet’s infrastructure.  Chronically insufficient funds made reconstruction of 

crumbling streets, bridges, highways, and sidewalks a slow and drawn out process.248  These 

troubles, though, paled in comparison to the monumental task of repairing the community’s 

waterscape.  Corporate dumping of ore tailings both created the land on which Lyon Mountain 

was built and made groundwater unsafe for consumption.249  Sewage removal, on the other hand, 

relied on a haphazard network of pipes and septic tanks connected to homes and businesses 

whose waste discharged directly into area waterways.  Establishment of water and sewer districts 

in the 1950s, while facilitating fee collection, had left unrepaired a nineteenth-century system of 

pipes, open freshwater reservoirs, and sewage collection tanks.250  By the mid-1970s, local 

homeowners, unburdened by the weight of corporate rule, more clearly appreciated 

environmental degradation, infrastructural decay, and threats to public health as the most 

significant long-term consequences of two centuries of industrial control.  Translating these ideas 

into a political agenda centered on ecologically sensitive development set the stage for clashes 

with the equally empowered and development minded town board. 
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248 On transportation infrastructure repairs and improvements, see, “Act quickly on Lyon Mountain issue, federal 
agent advises Clinton leaders,” PR, May 1967; “Leases dominate town meeting,” PR, May 8, 1978; “Dannemoran 
cites waste, conflict in town project,” PR, Apr. 25, 1984; and, “Direction from voters seen in referendum on town’s 
future,” PR, Aug. 13, 1984.  Also, Town of Dannemora, Town Board Meeting Minutes, Feb. 16, 1984, p. 343; Apr. 
5, 1984, p. 346; May 10, 1984, p. 350; Aug. 2, 1984, p. 360; Feb. 20, 1986, p. 402; Jul. 23, 1987, p. 436; Jul. 27, 
1988, p. 460; May 23, 1990, p. 513-514; and, Jul. 24, 1991, p. 563, Dannemora Town Records. 
 
249 Department of Correctional Services, Draft Environmental Impact Statement, (hereafter, Lyon Mountain DEIS) 
Lyon Mountain Correctional Facility, Prepared by McKeown and Franz, Inc., Environmental Consultants (Albany: 
DOCS, December 1983), pp. 2-1, 2-2, 3-5, 3-8, 5-12, 5-15, 5-16, 5-17, and 5-18, in SP 83-13 / W83-25, Lyon 
Mountain prison records, Adirondack Park Agency Records Office, Ray Brook, N.Y. (hereafter, Lyon Mountain 
Records). 
 
250 Lyon Mountain DEIS, p. 5-18, Lyon Mountain Records. 
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Plans to upgrade the water and sewage systems coincided with the most promising and 

potentially lucrative private investments proposed since Republic’s closure.  In May 1978, 

Montreal-based Vibra Resources International sought purchase of twenty acres of former 

Republic land in Lyon Mountain, including underground mines, for conversion to an oil storage 

facility for the federal Strategic Petroleum Reserve.  With a $110 million investment, Vibra 

promised construction of an aboveground pipeline to move petroleum in and out of the mines, 

the creation of 100 new jobs, and an expanded tax base.  The town board quickly offered 

purchase options to Vibra for a final sale price of $25,000.  Several residents feared a rush to 

redevelop had blinded politicians to potential oil spills and pollution, leading them also to 

drastically undervalue the property.  For reasons unknown, and to the relief of most locals, Vibra 

held its options with no action for another six years.251   

 Though fixated on development, board members could not escape the rusting pipes, 

overflowing septic tanks, befouled waterways, and filthy reservoirs that comprised Lyon 

Mountain’s waterworks.  Strident, nonbinding resolutions opposing APA zoning and 

development restrictions received board approval throughout the 1970s, but residents’ equally 

persistent and pragmatic calls for ecologically sensitive reconstruction ultimately carried the day.  

One town board screed against the APA preserving the Adirondacks “for only the Super Rich,” 

while consistent with the anti-statist tenor of local politics, offered no support for homeowners 

struggling with a decaying water system.  Years of frustration boiled over when residents in the 

mid-1970s challenged the legality of existing water districts; disputed the board’s claim of 

exclusive right to sell water; and displayed a jar of polluted water, with one homeowner telling 
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251 “Leases dominate town meeting,” PR, May 8, 1978; “Lyon Mountain mines sought for oil storage,” PR, May 18, 
1978; “Lyon Mountain mines eyed for storage; Bonanza predicted in oil scheme,” PR, May 18, 1978; “Speculative 
idea brings hope,” editorial, PR, May 22, 1978; and, “Lyon Mountain water panel quits,” PR, Nov. 17, 1978. 
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officials, “If you want to drink that, go ahead.  It’s what I have to drink everyday.”  When the 

town supervisor asked, “Who has the right to sell the water if the town board doesn’t?” the 

audience replied, “the people.”  Residents demanded a referendum to settle the issues, and 

insisted the town government protect the public’s health.252  With few resources to undertake 

such a massive project, reconstruction of the water system would not begin for another decade. 

 With reconstruction and redevelopment stalled, residents and officials did what they 

could to reconstitute a semblance of civic belonging in the community.  Participation in monthly 

town meetings, including endless debates over control and use of natural resources, reinvigorated 

the democratic process.  Board members matched their anti-regulatory missives with 

establishment of a planning board empowered to streamline future developments with new 

zoning rules.  The community also sought to improve quality of life by installing tennis courts, 

picnic areas, playgrounds, and athletic fields, hiring schoolchildren to clean the streets and 

sidewalks, and encouraging homeowners to help in replanting the region’s once abundant forests.  

Finally, the board authorized commercial sale of ore tailings to small businesses as a new source 

of town revenue.  Recycling and profiting from industrial waste, though, required banishing 

young people for whom the mountains of oresand had become the perfect spot to ride their all 

terrain vehicles.253  In spite of these relatively modest measures, the funds necessary to prevent 

the hamlet’s total free fall seemed out of reach as the Reagan era began. 
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252 Town of Dannemora, Town Board Meeting Minutes, Jan. 4, 1973, p. 19; and, Feb. 7, 1974, pp. 49-50, 
Dannemora Town Records; “Dannemora board pondering legality of certain water sales,” PR, Jul. 13, 1974.  Anti-
APA sentiment persisted through the 1970s.  See, Town of Dannemora, Town Board Meeting Minutes, Jan. 8, 1976, 
and Jan. 17, 1977, Dannemora Town Records.   
 
253 On civic life improvements, 1970s to early 1980s, see, Town of Dannemora, Town Board Meeting Minutes, Jan. 
4, 1973, pp. 7 & 19; Feb. 6, 1975, p. 76; May 1, 1975, p. 84; May 15, 1975, p. 87; Jan. 8, 1976, p. 119; Jan. 17, 
1977; and, Aug. 7, 1980, p. 195.  Also, “Dannemora board pondering legality of certain water sales,” PR, Jul. 31, 
1974; “Dannemora to sell to Carters,” PR, Jun. 8, 1976; “Sand, stone profits insufficient for town,” PR, Jan. 24, 
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 Inadvertently, actions taken by school district officials and the town board began paving 

the way for the investments and developments required to secure Lyon Mountain’s future.  With 

enrollment dropping, the Northern Adirondack Central School (NACS) District closed the 

hamlet’s school in the summer of 1981.  In October, the town board discussed offering the 

shuttered school for lease or sale, and simultaneously considered a request from Vibra for a 

three-year extension on their purchase options.  Aware of recent prison openings in Ray Brook 

and ongoing debates in Gabriels, board members in February 1982 proposed conversion of the 

former school as a minimum-security state prison.254  By 1983, it seemed that massive private 

and public investments were on the horizon, setting the stage for a final resolution as to whose 

vision of redevelopment and reconstruction would hold sway in the future. 

“I’m not against it and I’m not for it”: Expanding the Crimescape to Lyon Mountain 

 Much as the collapse of mining had shed new light on the impacts of unrestrained 

exploitation, so the 1983 proposal to expand the crimescape into Lyon Mountain helped lay the 

groundwork for the community’s future reconstruction.  Amid unyielding demand for cell space, 

resistance to prison building elsewhere, and with the unambiguous sanction of state officials, a 

desperate Corrections Department knocked at Lyon Mountain’s door.  Offered the rare 

opportunity to vote on the proposal, publicly unenthusiastic and ambivalent residents gave the 

facility near unanimous support.  Their endorsement acknowledged both the limits and potential 

of correctional expansion in a crimescape community struggling to rebuild. 
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1977; “Fire contract flap called hazard,” PR, Jan. 28, 1978; “Leases dominate town meeting,” PR, May 8, 1978; and, 
“Cycle traffic has Dannemora fretting,” PR, Apr. 8, 1983. 
 
254 Lyon Mountain DEIS, pp. 3-1 to 3-5, Lyon Mountain Records; Town of Dannemora, Town Board Meeting 
Minutes, Oct. 1, 1981, p. 245, and Feb. 18, 1982, p. 263. 
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 As in Ray Brook and Gabriels, Lyon Mountain residents learned of the state’s interest in 

building a prison in their community by way of a rumor.  During a Sunday Mass in June 1983, 

the hamlet’s Catholic priest leaked details of a conversation wherein Senator Ronald Stafford 

had revealed the news.  Three weeks later, the Corrections Department signaled its intention to 

invest $10 million in converting the former school to a 150-bed minimum-security prison.  

DOCS promised 200 temporary construction jobs, an annual budget of $3 million, and 126 

permanent positions.  Corrections officials informed locals at a July hearing that most of the 

facility’s employees would transfer from Dannemora, an unsurprising revelation given Lyon 

Mountain’s position in the crimescape.  The Department also predicted daily routines at the new 

prison mirroring those in Ray Brook and Gabriels, including inmates working on projects in 

nearby communities and participating in educational and work programs on the prison grounds.  

In addition to the APA’s standard non-binding advisory review, sale of school district property 

required a referendum, further empowering residents intent on shaping their hamlet’s future.255 

 The Corrections Department chose Lyon Mountain for a variety of reasons, including its 

proximity to the maximum-security prison in Dannemora; the fact that its school had been 

renovated shortly before closing; the interest expressed by residents and board members; and, 

because only months earlier, DOCS had purchased another shuttered NACS school in the village 

of Altona, 21 miles northeast of Lyon Mountain (outside the Adirondack Park) for conversion to 

a 300-bed medium-security prison employing 270 workers.  With support from politicians and 
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255 On the Lyon Mountain proposal, see, “Lyon Mountain school eyed as prison,” PR, Jun. 3, 1983; “NACS officials 
elated with news state looking at Lyon Mt. school,” PR, Jun. 4, 1983; “Lyon Mt. school to be state prison,” PR, Jun. 
25, 1983; “School to become state prison,” CR, Jul. 6, 1983; “Lyon Mountain prison to employ 110 workers,” PR, 
Jul. 21, 1983; “Hearing on school sale planned,” PR, Aug. 3, 1983; and, “Some effect on environment from prison 
seen,” PR, Sept. 8, 1983; Theodore Ruzow, APA Chairman, to Thomas Coughlin, DOCS Commissioner, Jun. 6, 
1983; and, Coughlin to Ruzow, Jul. 6, 1983, Lyon Mountain records; and, Lyon Mountain DEIS, pp. 2-1 to 2-6, and 
3-1 to 3-22, Lyon Mountain Records. 
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the local news media, 96% of district voters had approved selling the school and 42 acres of land 

for $623,000 in an April referendum.  By the time DOCS indicated its interest in Lyon 

Mountain, construction and renovations totaling $14 million were already underway at Altona.256 

 Reliance on mass incarceration both as an instrument of punishment and solution to 

overcrowding intensified through the mid-1980s.  In 1983, New York’s prisons operated at 

116% of capacity, holding 30,324 inmates, with increases projected into the future.  Corrections’ 

annual budget ballooned from $150 million in 1971 to $550 million by 1983.  In addition to the 

$10 million earmarked for Lyon Mountain, lawmakers allocated $100 million for a 1000-bed 

maximum-security prison in the Bronx, along with 500-bed medium security additions in Attica, 

Great Meadow, and Albion, at $30 million apiece.  By 1983, the North Country’s three state 

prisons (Dannemora, Ray Brook, and Gabriels) cost just under $49 million per year, held over 

3000 inmates, and employed nearly 1700 workers.  Lyon Mountain, though, had not been the 

Department’s first choice.  Only after community opposition scuttled acquisition of the New 
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256 On the medium-security prison at Altona, see, “Status of former Altona school unchanged,” PR, Jan. 6, 1983; 
“Prison,” Speak Out, PR, Jan. 20, 1983; “Former Altona school to be prison site,” PR, Jan. 21, 1983; “Altona 
anticipates prison-related boom,” PR, Jan. 22, 1983; “Good news for Altona,” PR, Jan. 24, 1983; “Planned prison, 
grants gladden residents of Altona,” PR, Jan. 27, 1983; “Altona conversion included in budget,” PR, Feb. 1, 1983; 
“Altona school subject of price talks with state,” PR, Feb. 9, 1983; “School-turned-prison to hire 270 workers,” PR, 
Feb. 10, 1983; “Union protests use of convict labor at Altona,” PR, Mar. 29, 1983; “School district hosts session on 
building to become prison,” PR, Apr. 27, 1983; “NACS residents vote today,” PR, Apr. 27, 1983; “Voters 
lopsidedly OK sale of Altona school,” PR, Apr. 28, 1983; “4 local men head prison open in Altona,” PR, May 3, 
1983; “Altona prison to provide local bonanza,” PR, May 19, 1983; “Number and type of inmates will change in 
Altona prison,” PR, May 19, 1983; “Altona prison security to be tough, report says,” PR, May 20, 1983; “Altona 
businessman watches coming of prison,” PR, May 25, 1983; “Lyon Mountain school eyed as prison,” PR, Jun. 3, 
1983; “NACS officials elated with news state looking at Lyon Mt. school,” PR, Jun. 4, 1983; “Hearing on school 
sale planned,” PR, Aug. 3, 1983; “Sale of former school on meeting agenda tonight,” PR, Sept. 13, 1983; “Schools 
linked in joining, folding,” PR, Sept. 16, 1983; “Region welcomes new prisons,” PR, Jan. 26, 1984; and, “Local 
prison celebrates 25th anniversary,” PR, Aug. 24, 2008. 
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York City Police Department’s shuttered retreat at Platte Clove, in Greene County, did 

Corrections turn its gaze northward once more.257 

 Successful anti-prison organizing in one community, however, did not foretell an 

inevitable expansion of the Adirondack crimescape.  Only two years earlier, Governor Carey’s 

Executive Advisory Commission on the Administration of Justice, chaired by Judge Arthur 

Liman, had warned against reliance on mass incarceration as a remedy to overcrowding.  Noting, 

“the public wants prisoners locked up, but not in their own neighborhoods,” the Commission 

warned New York was “drifting toward disaster,” including “repetition of the bloodshed at 

Attica.”  Calling for heightened use of determinate sentencing, probation, and drug treatment, the 

Commission echoed New York’s nineteenth century prison reformers, arguing, “the best hope 

for eliminating the crime problem is to eliminate the social conditions that create crime.”  Liman 

acknowledged such an approach would “be difficult and expensive and cannot be expected to 

succeed in this generation,” but “the effort to achieve social justice cannot be abandoned by any 

civilized nation.”258  Nevertheless, the administration of Governor Mario Cuomo chose to 

enlarge New York’s existing program of mass incarceration as the most politically feasible 

solution to its crime and overcrowding dilemmas. 

 Corrections sought to justify this choice by invoking the same sense of emergency that 

had driven the openings of Ray Brook and Gabriels.  Successful circumvention of SEQRA 
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257 “More funds targeted for North Country prisons,” PR, Feb. 1, 1983; “School district hosts session on building to 
become prison,” PR, Apr. 27, 1983; “State will decide soon on purchase for school for prison,” PR, Jun. 7, 1983; 
“Lyon Mt. school to be state prison,” PR, Jun. 25, 1983; “Region welcomes new prisons,” PR, Jan. 26, 1984; Lyon 
Mountain DEIS, pp. 4-1 to 4-2, 4-5 to 4-7, and Appendix A-1 (especially pp. 41-53); and, Roger Klingman, 
“THEN…and NOW: ‘Not In My Backyard, You Don’t,’ Empire State Report, Jan. 1984, pp. 25-28, Lyon Mountain 
Records. 
 
258 Executive Advisory Commission on the Administration of Justice, Arthur L. Liman, Chairman: 
Recommendations to Governor Hugh L. Carey Regarding Prison Overcrowding, Jul. 19, 1982, pp. 3, 5-6, 10-13, 47-
49, Lyon Mountain Records. 
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requirements in those communities inspired correctional officials to do the same in Lyon 

Mountain.  However, resistance in places like Gabriels and Platte Clove had altered the political 

terrain on which prison building occurred.  Citing an emergency nearly a decade old, the 

Department’s 1983 attempt to convert part of the Marcy Psychiatric Center near Utica to 

incarcerate 1200 inmates provoked a lawsuit from the facility’s board and patients’ families.  

The case, concerning the legality of both the proposal and the emergency claim, wound its way 

through the lower courts before the Court of Appeals unanimously approved DOCS’ plan in July 

1983.  Judge Solomon Wachtler’s opinion turned the Liman Commission on its head, ensuring 

overcrowding in perpetuity by endorsing mass incarceration as the only rational solution to the 

putative environmental and material roots of criminality.  Backed by all three branches of state 

government, the Corrections Department promptly invoked emergency conditions to quickly 

build a new prison in Lyon Mountain.259   

 The static condition of Lyon Mountain’s physical environment in 1983 was matched only 

by a decline in its social and economic activity.  Surrounding the eleven-acre school campus 

were clusters of company-built homes, paved roads, Catholic and Methodist churches, a gas 

station, streams, ponds, forests, and a 23-acre protected wetland.  Wildlife populations, including 

whitetail deer, coyote, beaver, muskrat, and mink remained, and wetland habitats hosted a 

variety of waterfowl and fish.  The 3830-foot-high Lyon Mountain, surrounded by unsightly 

piles of ore tailings, rusted mining equipment, and abandoned shafts and buildings, literally 
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259 On the Marcy decision, see, “Judge blocks Marcy conversion to prison,” PR, Jun. 3, 1983; Robert Glennon, APA 
Counsel, to APA Legal Affairs Committee, Jul. 12, 1983; State of New York, Court of Appeals, In the Matter of 
Board of Visitors—Marcy Psychiatric Center, et al., Appellants-Respondents, v. Thomas A. Coughlin, III, 
Commissioner of the Department of Correctional Services, et al., Respondents-Appellants, Jul. 6, 1983, pp. 1-8; 
DOCS, Declaration of Emergency Under the Implementing Regulations of the State Environmental Quality Review 
Act, Lyon Mountain Correctional Facility, County of Clinton, Town of Dannemora, Aug. 15, 1983; DOCS, SEQR 
Positive Declaration: Notice of Intent to Prepare an EIS Determination of Significance, Aug. 26, 1983; Coughlin to 
Ruzow, Sept. 8, 1983; and, Ruzow to Coughlin, Sept. 9, 1983, Lyon Mountain Records. 
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overshadowed the future prison site.  Of the town’s 43,000 acres of forestland, over half were 

part of either the Forest Preserve or state forests open to commercial logging.  With no business 

activity and minimal vehicular traffic, the hamlet’s air, water, and general atmosphere were both 

clean and quiet, and residents enjoyed hunting, fishing, ice skating, and other outdoor activities.  

The onset of a postindustrial serenity, therefore, had marked an unprecedented shift in this once 

bustling center of industrial production.260 

 The demographic shifts in the wake of Lyon Mountain’s industrial collapse were equally 

hard not to notice.  In sixteen years, the hamlet’s population had declined 20 percent, dropping 

from 1000 to 800 at the time of DOCS’ proposal.  Simultaneously, heightened activity at the 

State University in nearby Plattsburgh, Plattsburgh Air Force Base, and Clinton Correctional 

Facility helped swell the county’s population by 11 percent, an unusual increase amid a four 

percent decline in the state population from 1970 to 1980.  Hope of a prison-induced population 

and tax boom in Lyon Mountain appeared slim, as most of the new prison’s employees already 

lived in the area and worked for Corrections.  Nevertheless, in a region beset by high 

unemployment, low salaries, and minimal job opportunities, few could resist the promise of 

additional positions in what had become the Lyon Mountain area’s largest employer.261   
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260 Lyon Mountain DEIS, pp. 2-1, 2-2, 2-5, 2-7, 2-9, 3-5, 3-8, 5-2, 5-3, 5-7, 5-10 to 5-12, 5-15 to 5-18, 5-23, 6-1, 6-
2, 6-24 to 6-28, Lyon Mountain Records. 
 
261 In 1950, Clinton County’s population was 53,622, and by 1980 had increased to 80,750.  Much of the increase 
occurred as a result of expansions at SUNY Plattsburgh (full time enrollment increased to 5500 in 1970), 
Plattsburgh Air Force Base (home to 10,000 personnel and dependents), and at Clinton Correctional Facility (the 
prison held 960 inmates in 1970, a number that jumped to 2100 by 1982).  At the same time, the county suffered 
from chronically high unemployment, below average incomes, and few well paying permanent jobs.  Since 1970, 
the unemployment rate fluctuated from 8 to 13%, and stayed roughly three points above the national average.  In 
January 1981, nearly 53 percent of county households received gross annual incomes below $15,000, well above 
average figures at the state and national levels.  Disposable income available to county and town residents was also 
less than half the state and national averages.  While Clinton Correctional was the largest employer in the Lyon 
Mountain area (1250 employees), those not employed at the prison found jobs in tourism, recreation, retail, 
pharmaceutical and paper manufacturing, education, and health care.  Interestingly, population decreases in the town 
of Dannemora’s were offset by increases in the inmate population at Clinton.  By 1980, over 25 percent of the town 
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 Unlike Ray Brook and Gabriels, where powerful constituencies resisted crimescape 

expansion, Lyon Mountain’s position within the crimescape and outside the orbit of Adirondack 

tourism helped ensure a relatively muted response to the state’s proposal.  Corrections 

Department claims that local residents were “strongly in favor” of the prison both because of 

Dannemora’s proximity and the sluggish economy obscured the more nuanced emotions 

residents felt upon hearing the news.   Opposition was scant at best; the ordinarily supportive 

Press Republican editorial board rejected the plan, fearing the North Country was becoming a 

penal colony in exchange for a handful of jobs.  The newspaper warned continued acceptance of 

prisons might encourage Albany to see the region as a dumping ground suitable for nuclear 

waste dumps and other, more pernicious forms of development.  A few locals lamented area 

homeowners’ lack of “intestinal fortitude” in the face of crimescape expansion by officials who 

viewed them as “country bumpkins” unopposed to having prisons “dumped in their front yards.”  

Critics feared a return of the disorder that had prevailed before 1967, abruptly terminating their 

shortlived moment of serenity.  A correctional facility, they warned, would demoralize young 

people yearning for a brighter future, perpetuate an industry already notorious for hazardous 

conditions, and consign Lyon Mountain to a Dannemora-style future, defined solely by its 

prison.262 
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population was nonwhite, the vast majority of whom were incarcerated in Dannemora.  See, Lyon Mountain DEIS, 
pp. 2-7, 2-8, 3-1, 5-10, 6-1, 6-5, 6-8 to 6-10, 6-12 to 6-15, Lyon Mountain Records; also, U.S. Bureau of the Census, 
U.S. Census of Population: 1960, Vol. I, Characteristics of the Population, Part 34, New York (Washington, D.C.: 
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1963), pp. 34-15, 34-22, 34-109, and, 34-115; U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census 
of Population: 1970, Vol. I, Characteristics of the Population, Part 34, New York—Section I (Washington, D.C.: 
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1973), pp. 34-12, 34-21, 34-24, 34-68, 34-70, 34-72, 34-186, and, 34-197; and, 
U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Population: 1980, Vol. I, Characteristics of the Population, Chapter B: 
General Population Characteristics, Part 34, New York, PC80-1-B34 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing 
Office, 1982), pp. 34-10, 34-14, 34-17, 34-21, 34-31, 34-36, 34-38, and 34-42. 
 
262 Lyon Mountain DEIS, pp. 2-10, 4-7 to 4-8, Lyon Mountain Records; “What’s next a state dump?” editorial, PR, 
Jun. 6, 1983; “Lyon Mountain’s serenity shortlived,” letter to the editor, PR, Jun. 20, 1983; and, “Neighbor doesn’t 
want another prison,” letter to the editor, PR, Jun. 23, 1983. 
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 More common reactions to the proposal ranged from lukewarm support to widespread 

ambivalence.  Residents knew that conversion of the school alone would not spur a community-

wide revival.  Nevertheless, some viewed the facility as “the best thing that’s ever 

happened…since the mines came in,” while most were simply relieved the school would be 

reused, including a large contingent of corrections officers who commuted daily to and from 

Dannemora.  The majority of locals, though, agreed with homeowner Pat Golovach, who stated, 

“I’m not against it and I’m not for it.”  While many hoped the school might be put to another use, 

most viewed the prison, once proposed, as a foregone conclusion.  They were not wrong.  In 

September 1983, NACS district voters approved sale of Lyon Mountain’s school campus (for 

$322,000) to the Corrections Department by a vote of 383 to 23.263 

 Voters’ familiarity with the crimescape, combined with new employment opportunities 

and shorter trips to work, only partially explain the ringing endorsement offered on referendum 

day.  The school, closed for only two years, had never figured in any development or 

reconstruction scheme.  Long accustomed to profiting from nature’s bounty, residents and 

politicians had struggled in vain to find an ecologically minded replacement for Republic Steel.  

As an eerie stillness took hold, locals viewed the multimillion-dollar prison proposal as the only 

way to revive and rebuild their dismembered community.  With infrastructural needs matching 

those of the forlorn hamlet, residents hoped the new correctional facility would yield both jobs 

and a healthier and better place for them to call home. 
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263 “Lyon Mountain school eyed as a prison,” PR, Jun. 3, 1983; “NACS officials elated with news state looking at 
Lyon Mt. school,” PR, Jun. 4, 1983; “Settlement mulls prison plans,” PR, Jul. 15, 1983; “Lyon Mountain prison to 
employ 110 workers,” PR, Jul. 21, 1983; “Hearing on school sale planned,” PR, Aug. 3, 1983; “Sale for former 
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“A poor choice”? The Prison, Nature, and the Politics of Civic Reconstruction 

 The condition of Lyon Mountain’s physical environment, more than its social or 

economic realities, determined the shape of the state’s prison plan.  Corrections planned a 

miniature Dannemora for its new penitentiary: visible to the public, built on non-contiguous 

parcels within a residential area, and linked to vital infrastructure.  Unlike Dannemora, however, 

planners had to balance the demands of the carceral state with those of protecting the hamlet’s 

wetlands. Corrections officials anxious to avoid delays entered Park Agency review confident 

the Marcy decision, an absence of opposition, and pledges to safeguard environmental and public 

health would ease what had been a challenging process in Gabriels.  Though each side dug in its 

heels, the prison’s July 1984 opening convinced residents that only the state possessed the 

requisite financial resources and ecological knowledge to improve the health of their run-down 

community.  Voters’ rejection of a multimillion-dollar private development scheme in 1986 only 

reinforced their preference for public protection of their healthy, postindustrial serenity.  

Determining the prison’s broader functions within Lyon Mountain, on the other hand, took 

longer to resolve. 

 With the imprimatur of the state’s highest court, prison planners used the Marcy decision 

to test the limits of environmental law.  In an unprecedented move, in the fall of 1983, the Park 

Agency acceded to Coughlin’s request for temporary suspension of APA review to permit a 

speedy opening at Lyon Mountain.  The first phase of construction, involving renovation of the 

school’s eleven-acre campus, allowed for the arrival of 70 inmates in December 1983.  Projects 

during phase two included perimeter fencing, a program and support services building, recreation 

facilities, garage, vehicular parking, access roads, pedestrian paths, and a sewage treatment plant, 

spread across the school property and on a sixteen-acre tract west of the prison site.  With 
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building complete, Corrections predicted the penitentiary’s 150 inmates and 126 employees 

would be in place for opening in July 1984.264  

Of the projects planned for Lyon Mountain, the sewage plant attracted the most attention.  

Because the existing septic system was insufficient for the prison’s needs, DOCS planned to 

build a new facility in a neighborhood away from the school property.  The department pledged 

to safeguard the ecological integrity of wetlands and freshwater supplies with modern filtration 

and treatment technologies.  Residents and board members hoped the new facility would be large 

enough to handle sewage from both the prison and private homes.  Eager to capitalize on the 

state’s investment, local politicians also anticipated increased revenue from selling town water to 

the penitentiary.265  Unfortunately for locals, Corrections did not share their view of the prison as 

a vehicle for infrastructural revitalization.  For planners operating within an old piece of the 

crimescape, Lyon Mountain would be just another prison. 

 Accordingly, the Department’s operational plans sounded familiar to observers and 

participants in the region’s burgeoning correctional industry.  Like Ray Brook and Gabriels, only 
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264 Lyon Mountain DEIS, pp. 2-1 to 2-5, 2-9, 3-1, 3-7, 5-11, 5-17 to 5-20, and, 6-27; also, Ruzow to Coughlin, Jun. 
6, 1983; Coughlin to Ruzow, Jul. 6, 1983; DOCS, Declaration of Emergency Under the Implementing Regulations 
of the State Environmental Quality Review Act, Lyon Mountain Correctional Facility, County of Clinton, Town of 
Dannemora, Aug. 15, 1983; DOCS, SEQR Positive Declaration: Notice of Intent to Prepare an EIS Determination of 
Significance, Aug. 26, 1983; Coughlin to Ruzow, Sept. 8, 1983; Ruzow to Coughlin, Sept. 9, 1983; and, Ruzow to 
Coughlin, Sept. 28, 1983, Lyon Mountain Records.  Corrections purchased the 16-acre tract from Diamond 
International Corporation, and eventually abandoned earlier plans to purchase a 0.5-acre residential property for use 
as an administration building.  In addition to the above mentioned renovations and new construction, DOCS 
upgraded the heating, electric, telephone, and lighting systems; converted old classrooms for cell space; reused the 
school gym and auditorium for a library and craft shop; installed security screens over existing windows; and 
planted rows of trees around the new facilities to provide a partial barrier separating the prison from the community.   
 
265 Lyon Mountain DEIS, pp. 5-17 to 5-20; Thomas Turcotte, Supervisor of Technical Services, DOCS Division of 
Facilities Planning and Development, to Richard McCormick, DEC Senior Sanitary Engineer, Sept. 19, 1983; 
George Glassanos, DOCS Deputy Counsel, to Robert Glennon, APA Counsel, Sept. 20, 1983; Wiley Lavigne, DEC 
Regional Water Engineer, and McCormick, to Turcotte, Sept. 22, 1983; Ruzow to Coughlin, Sept. 28, 1983; 
Glennon to Glassanos, Sept. 28, 1983; Glassanos to Glennon, Sept. 29, 1983; and Glennon to Glassanos, Oct. 3, 
1983, Lyon Mountain Records; Town of Dannemora, Town Board Meeting Minutes, Aug. 25, 1983, p. 322; and, 
Oct. 27, 1983, p. 328; and, “New prison seen as route home for guards,” PR, Dec. 17, 1983. 
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inmates with good behavior records and who were within two years of release would reside in 

Lyon Mountain.  Most would work on public works projects outside the prison, while the 

remainder would participate in work, educational, recreational, and vocational training activities 

behind the fence.  Promising a penal experience conducive to instilling “regular work habits,” 

planners predicted few disturbances in a bucolic setting of “forested hills, terrain and wetlands” 

that “contribute to a peaceful, rural character.”  These factors, together with new jobs, increased 

tax receipts, and community outreach activities, led correctional officials to predict a 

continuation of Lyon Mountain’s postindustrial serenity in its new role as a prison town.266 

 Echoing assurances offered at Ray Brook and Gabriels, planners pledged to protect the 

ecological integrity and health of the Lyon Mountain environment.  This was welcome news for 

residents attuned to the fragile connective tissue linking bodily and environmental health.  Of 

particular concern were the aquatic environments abutting properties targeted for correctional 

expansion.  Construction plans called for removal of seven percent of the community’s protected 

wetlands.  Accordingly, Corrections promised to obtain necessary wetland building permits prior 

to groundbreaking; to erect fences blocking human intrusion in ecologically sensitive areas; and 

to use berms, mesh netting, and other equipment to prevent a repeat of the disaster at Ray Brook.  

DOCS also attended to quality of life issues, including protection of wildlife habitat, air quality, 

outdoor recreation, noise, and visual impacts.  Though impossible to screen from view, the 

Department offered to plant trees around the penitentiary and not to post a sign indicating the 

prison’s location.  Intriguingly, Corrections feared the visual impact of ore tailings piles on 
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266 Lyon Mountain DEIS, pp. 2-6, 2-10, 3-17, 3-21, 5-24, 5-27, 5-28, 6-25, and 7-1, Lyon Mountain Records; and, 
“Lyon Mountain school eyed as prison,” PR, Jun. 3, 1983; “Lyon Mt. school to be state prison,” PR, Jun. 25, 1983; 
“School to become state prison,” CR, Jul. 6, 1983; “Lyon Mountain prison to employ 110 workers,” PR, Jul. 21, 
1983; “Some effect on environment from prison seen,” PR, Sept. 8, 1983; and, “Region welcomes new prisons,” PR, 
Jan. 26, 1984. 
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nearby Lyon Mountain would diminish an otherwise healthful wilderness experience for inmates 

and employees alike.267  Nevertheless, opening the prison quickly was the primary objective. 

 Corrections entered the APA review in the fall of 1983 determined to prevent delays like 

those experienced in Gabriels.  Without organized opposition, the only roadblock would be the 

Park Agency itself.  Though the two sides pledged mutual cooperation, the Marcy decision 

provided DOCS extra leverage in hastening Agency approval of its requests: that the prison be 

deemed consistent under Section 814 of the APA Land Use Management Plan; that the 

penitentiary lands be zoned State Administrative under Section 816 of the APA Act; and, that the 

Agency issue a Freshwater Wetlands Act permit to allow construction on protected lands. 

Corrections therefore sought to circumvent the normal review process by dividing the project in 

half and opening the prison before completion of the Agency’s work.  Inexplicably, Coughlin 

told Ruzow he would take no action after phase one “which irrevocably leads to the conversion 

of the Lyon Mountain School to correctional use.”  Realizing carceral conversion of the school 

would constitute “correctional use,” APA staff applied the brakes and bombarded DOCS with a 

barrage of questions and information requests.  Having reached the limits of its Marcy-induced 

powers, Corrections settled in for a Gabriels-style struggle that extended into the spring of 

1984.268 
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267 Lyon Mountain DEIS, pp. 2-2 to 2-5, 3-5, 3-11, 5-2, 5-3, 5-9 to 5-12, 5-18, 6-2, 6-3, and 6-24 to 6-28; DOCS, 
Lyon Mountain Correctional Facility, Environmental Assessment Form (EAF), Aug. 5, 1983, Lyon Mountain 
Records; and, “Some effect on environment from prison seen,” PR, Sept. 8, 1983; and, “Environmental impact of 
Lyon Mt. prison slight,” PR, Dec. 24, 1983. 
 
268 On APA review of Lyon Mountain, see, Ruzow to Coughlin, Jun. 6, 1983; Coughlin to Ruzow, Jul. 6, 1983; 
DOCS, Declaration of Emergency Under the Implementing Regulations of the State Environmental Quality Review 
Act, Lyon Mountain Correctional Facility, County of Clinton, Town of Dannemora, Aug. 15, 1983; Frank Sheridan, 
Director of Facilities, DOCS Division of Facilities Planning and Development, and Donald Wrieden, Supervisor 
Landscape Architect, Office of General Services Design and Construction Group, to Edmund Lynch, APA Director 
of Operations, Aug. 16, 1983; DOCS, SEQR Positive Declaration: Notice of Intent to Prepare an EIS Determination 
of Significance, Aug. 26, 1983; Coughlin to Ruzow, Sept. 8, 1983; Ruzow to Coughlin, Sept. 9, 1983; Lynch to 
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 Three months passed between the arrival of Lyon Mountain’s first seventy inmates in 

December 1983 and the public hearing in Dannemora in March 1984.  The public’s silence was 

deafening: no residents attended the hearing, and only one adjacent homeowner (a supporter who 

urged cancellation of the hearing) bothered to participate in the APA comment period.  Persistent 

ambivalence, the fact that the prison had opened, and Corrections’ decision not to allow 

residential use of its new sewage plant help explain the empty chairs in Dannemora that day.  At 

the hearing, APA staff decried the penitentiary in terms reminiscent of Gabriels, warning of 

irreversible environmental damage, skewering the state’s penchant for building prisons in fragile 

environments, and fearing continued crimescape expansion in the Park. The facility’s 

Dannemoraesque qualities, including highly visible structures in proximity to residential 

neighborhoods and situated far from inmates’ homes, led the Agency to label Lyon Mountain “a 

poor choice” for penal expansion.  Even the ordinarily bullish town supervisor excoriated DOCS 

for reneging on the sewage plant and depriving residents of a service more valuable than jobs 

and economic impact.  The Park Agency, too, urged Corrections to expand the facility’s capacity 

and help streamline the hamlet’s outdated, broken, and irrational sewage system.269 
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Sheridan and Wrieden, Sept. 12, 1983; Glassanos to Vincent Moore, APA Executive Director, Nov. 22, 1983; 
Glassanos to Lynch, Dec. 8, 1983; Glassanos to Lynch, Dec. 14, 1983; DOCS, Recommendation for Classification 
of Lyon Mountain Acquisition, Dec. 15, 1983; DOCS, Notice of Completion of Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement, Dec. 15, 1983; Curran and Glennon to Glassanos, Dec. 23, 1983; Sheridan to Curran, Dec. 28, 1983; 
APA, News Release, Jan. 24, 1984; Lynch to Glassanos and Sheridan, Jan. 30, 1984; Glassanos to Curran, Feb. 21, 
1984; Glennon to Glassanos, Mar. 9, 1984; Moore to Glassanos, Mar. 12, 1984; and, Glassanos to Glennon, Mar. 
16, 1984, Lyon Mountain Records. 
 
269 The APA review process featured intense discussion of the proposed sewage treatment plant, much of which 
involved continual Park Agency requests for additional information from Corrections.  See, Thomas Turcotte, 
Supervisor of Technical Services, DOCS Division of Facilities Planning and Development, to Richard McCormick, 
DEC, Sept. 19, 1983; Glassanos to Glennon, Sept. 20, 1983; Lavigne and McCormick to Turcotte, Sept. 22, 1983; 
Ruzow to Coughlin, Sept. 28, 1983; Glennon to Glassanos, Sept. 28, 1983; Glassanos to Glennon, Sept. 29, 1983; 
Wrieden to Lynch, Dec. 29, 1983; Moore to Thomas Monroe, DEC Regional Director, Mar. 26, 1984; and, Donald 
Corliss, DEC Regional Engineer, to Moore, Apr. 9, 1984, Lyon Mountain Records.  On the March 1984 APA 
Section 814 hearing in Dannemora, see, Lyon Mountain resident (anonymous) to Curran, Jan. 2, 1984; Curran, 
Memo to Agency Members and Designees, Jan. 11, 1984; and, APA, Notice of Public Hearing on Proposed Lyon 
Mountain Correctional Facility, Feb. 1984, Lyon Mountain Records; and, State of New York, Adirondack Park 
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 The Agency’s April 1984 verdicts on Lyon Mountain reflected the widespread 

ambivalence surrounding the project since its inception.  While the Park Agency granted permits 

for DOCS to build in protected wetlands, the staff report rejected the prison as inconsistent with 

Section 814 of the APA Act, fearing an undue, adverse impact on Park resources.  However, the 

APA commissioners overruled the staff and endorsed both the penitentiary project and 

reclassification of the lands in the State Administrative category.  Soon thereafter, Corrections 

submitted its final environmental impact statement and proceeded with the project’s second 

phase.  As construction of the sewage plant neared completion in May, heavy rains damaged a 

temporary filtration system, leading to pollution of local wetlands and reviving fears of increased 

harm to an already compromised and damaged environment.  Nevertheless, with regulatory 

review complete, Corrections moved quickly enough to allow nearly 500 local residents to 

participate in inmate-guided tours of the new prison as it officially opened in July 1984.270  

 Lured by the potential of a prison-induced boom, Vibra Resources proposed a new 

development scheme for Lyon Mountain in 1984.  After renewing its purchase options, the firm 
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Agency, In the Matter of the Proposal by New York State Department of Correctional Services, to Undertake New 
Land Use and Development in the Adirondack Park and its Application for Necessary Permits Pursuant to Section 
809 of the Adirondack Park Agency Act and 9 NYCRR Part 578, Transcript of Proceedings held at Dannemora 
Town Hall, Dannemora, New York, Mar. 20, 1984, pp. 8, 10-13, 18; Curran testimony, pp. 5, 7, 8-11; Testimony of 
Gary Duprey, Senior APA Adirondack Park Project Review Specialist, pp. 44-47; and, statements of John 
Kourofsky, Supervisor, Town of Dannemora, pp. 83, 86-87, Lyon Mountain Records.  On the completion of Phase 
One, see, “Prison in Lyon Mountain,” photo, PR, Feb. 21, 1984; and, “Transformation nearly complete of school 
into new state prison,” PR, Feb. 21, 1984. 
 
270 APA, Notice of Public Hearing on Proposed Amendments to the Master Plan for the Management of State Lands 
Pursuant to Section 816 of the Adirondack Park Agency Act, Mar. 23, 1984; APA, Staff Draft, In the Matter of the 
Application of the NYS DOCS For Permits Pursuant to 9 NYCRR Part 5878, Project W83-25, At a Meeting of the 
APA in Ray Brook, New York, Apr. 13, 1984; APA, Staff Draft, Agency Determination on State Agency Project 
After Public Hearing, in the Matter of the Proposal of the NYS DOCS to Undertake New Land Use and 
Development in the Adirondack Park, State Project No. SP 83-15, At a Meeting of the APA in Ray Brook, Apr. 14, 
1984; Curran to Glassanos and Wrieden, Apr. 17, 1984; DOCS, Notice of Completion of Final Environmental 
Impact Statement, Apr. 25, 1984; and, James Hill, APA Soil and Water Engineering Specialist, to McCormick, May 
18, 1984, Lyon Mountain Records; “Bids received for state projects,” PR, May 3, 1984; “Low-risk short-timers seen 
for new prison,” PR, May 5, 1984; “Lyon Mountain lists fire phone numbers,” PR, Jun. 22, 1984; “Prison slates an 
open house,” PR, Jul. 20, 1984; and, “Prison doors opened in Lyon Mountain Sunday,” PR, Jul. 24, 1984. 
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in 1985 announced a $100 million project to purchase land, mineral rights, and underground 

mines for compressed air storage to produce electric power.  Rumors that Vibra planned to store 

toxic waste in the mines fueled residents’ fears of pollution and possible explosions.  Moreover, 

locals assailed the $25,000 sale price as a cynical form of corporate welfare in a community 

recovering from decades of private control.  Though contractually obligated to sell the properties 

to Vibra, by the mid-1980s the board had abandoned its zealous pursuit of development in favor 

of protecting public and environmental health.  Once the prison opened, there was little 

enthusiasm for investment that might harm a healing environment.  Accordingly, the board 

authorized a referendum on the Vibra sale, which voters rejected 235 to 49 in July 1986.  Board 

members then endorsed this ecological ethos with new rules mandating popular referenda before 

either sale or development of town properties.  Vibra’s perplexed CEO could not comprehend 

local indifference to the prospect of 260 jobs and promised economic growth.271   

 Once Lyon Mountain ceased to function as a self-sustaining economic unit, preserving its 

social and ecological integrity had become residents’ primary objectives.  Stripped of its identity 

as a mining settlement, the prison more firmly secured the hamlet’s place within the crimescape.  

Unburdened by critics and willing to thwart environmental regulation by fiat, Corrections 

officials displayed an authoritarian streak reminiscent of the hamlet’s late corporate rulers.  The 

promise of ecologically minded public investment, however, blunted the impact of the state’s 
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271 Town of Dannemora, Town Board Meeting Minutes, Apr. 5, 1984, p. 346; Apr. 18, 1985, p. 382; Feb. 20, 1986, 
p. 402; and, Nov. 13, 1986, p. 421; “Dannemoran cites waste, conflict in town project,” PR, Apr. 25, 1984; 
“Abandoned mines may someday store power,” PR, Sept. 4, 1985; “Townspeople protest sale of Lyon Mountain 
mine,” PR, Sept. 23, 1985; “Project will make ecosystem safer,” letter to the editor, PR, Nov. 4, 1985; “Town 
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in before winter,” PR, Sept. 23, 1986; “Dannemora to lessen liability risks,” PR, Oct. 20, 1986; and, “County hike 
may overshadow tax decrease in Dannemora,” PR, Nov. 18, 1986. 
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highhanded methods on a vulnerable population.  Equally, residents’ rejection of a new set of 

capitalist masters indicated a preference for the relatively safe harbor of public control.  

Nevertheless, local aspirations and state plans for the new prison evolved in very different 

directions. 

An Unhappy Marriage: The Prison and Lyon Mountain’s Struggle to Rebuild 

 The environmental factors that had informed the planning process also helped determine 

the prison’s broader social and economic functions.  As at Ray Brook, planners viewed Lyon 

Mountain not as an interconnected ecosystem, but rather as a patchwork of human and 

nonhuman, built and unbuilt, and carceral and non-carceral environments.  Accordingly, 

Corrections sought to improve only its twenty-seven acres, to the exclusion of the wholesale 

community rebuilding homeowners had expected.  Modernizing the infrastructure without 

DOCS’ support therefore required town officials to cultivate close ties with the prison, petition 

for inmate labor, and seek out government grants and loans.  Locals accustomed to corporate 

paternalism were frustrated by a state bent only on mass incarceration and indifferent to their 

everyday concerns.  With its modern infrastructure, the penitentiary stood out as the prime 

beneficiary of state control.  Local residents, on the other hand, contended with the vestiges of 

corporate rule long after the prison’s opening.     

 Though operationally similar to its sibling institutions, the authoritarianism of 

Dannemora and Ray Brook was notably absent in Lyon Mountain.  Administrators created a 

penal environment devoted less to discipline and more to helping prisoners adjust to post-prison 

life.  At Lyon Mountain, inmates moved about freely without constant surveillance, took 

furloughs to visit family and look for jobs, and received help obtaining necessary documents for 
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employment, housing, and education upon release.  Prisoners could also complete high school, 

vocational training, and college courses, study in the library, work out in the gym, and relax at 

night watching television or working in the art studio.272  As at Ray Brook and Gabriels, the 

penitentiary and community also engaged in mutual outreach.  The prison hosted health 

programs, concerts, and charity fundraisers, and nonprofit groups held parties for inmates and 

helped with prisoners’ vegetable gardens, among other activities.  Two inmates even recruited 

the singer Jon Bon Jovi to warn young people against narcotics use in a program at nearby 

Saranac High School.  Finally, in a sign of diminished interest in privatizing its natural resources, 

the town leased former mining property for use as a prison firing range for one dollar per year.273  

 Corrections’ faith in the rehabilitative powers of manual labor, of course, required 

inmates to spend most of their waking hours at work.  Roughly half of Lyon Mountain’s 150 
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272 On general operations, see, “Transformation nearly complete of school into new state prison,” PR, Feb. 21, 1984; 
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prisoners served on labor crews that had become ubiquitous in the region since the 1970s.  

However, because Lyon Mountain was not organized as a camp, inmates performed little of the 

environmental work common at Ray Brook and Gabriels.  Instead, they renovated and rebuilt a 

variety of public spaces in towns and villages struggling to adjust to postindustrial life.  Inmates 

fixed up and built playgrounds, athletic fields, fairgrounds, skating rinks, and holiday toys for 

low-income families; spruced up churches, libraries, schools, fire departments, and medical 

facilities; landscaped and helped build other local prisons; and assisted with recycling programs, 

flood control, surplus agricultural crop gleaning, and debris removal after a devastating ice storm 

in January 1998.274  Earning the same low wages paid in Ray Brook and Gabriels, Lyon 
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Mountain’s inmate workers saved local governments untold sums on vital projects that might 

otherwise have never been completed and helped draw the prison and its host community closer 

together. 

 However, the relatively seamless integration of the prison and its inmates into the 

crimescape did not provide relief for locals struggling to fund expensive infrastructural repairs.  

Dreams of a large-scale, market-oriented reindustrialization of Lyon Mountain’s former mining 

lands had ended with the defeat of Vibra’s electric power plan in 1986.  In keeping with the 

newly established political framework surrounding commercial development within the town, 

board members authorized selling off the massive piles of oresand left behind when the mines 

closed.  Ore tailings long considered waste acquired new value as raw materials for 

entrepreneurs producing asphalt and roofing shingles.  To lure buyers willing to sign long-term 

contracts, town officials offered low, fixed rates based on tonnage.  While generating a small 

stream of revenue for the town, these limited development schemes met the more important 

goals of safeguarding the hamlet’s ecological integrity, protecting public health, and helping 

restore the vitality of a damaged landscape.275 

 Rebuilding the community’s recreational and transportation infrastructure, however, 

required sums vastly exceeding the town’s shrinking sources of revenue.  After an initial burst of 

enthusiastic proposals following the prison’s opening, the board settled on inmate labor and not-
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continues,” PR, Feb. 4, 1998; “Correctional facilities to kick off gardening season,” ADE, May 25, 1998; “Flooding 
Tidbits,” PR, Jun. 30, 1998; and, “Dinner Held for Workers,” CR, Jan. (year illegible); Town of Dannemora, Town 
Board Meeting Minutes, Apr. 18, 1985, p. 382. 
 
275 On private redevelopment after 1984, see, “”Lyon Mountain may get water fixup, new plant,” PR, Jul. 16, 1985; 
“Lyon Mountain man wants road cleared,” PR, Nov. 3, 1987; “Contract to sell mine sand could net town a 
windfall,” PR, Nov. 16, 1993; and, “Last of mining landmarks fading fast,” PR, Jun. 13, 2010; Town of Dannemora, 
Town Board Meeting Minutes, Jul. 11, 1985, p. 390; Apr. 28, 1993, p. 38; and, Adirondack Park Agency, Memo to 
Adirondack Mayors, Supervisors, Planning Board Chairpersons, from Barbara Sweet, Chair, Economic Affairs 
Committee, Re: Local Review of the Light Industry in the Adirondack Park, Sept. 27, 1994. 
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always-reliable grant funding to maintain its recreational facilities.  As ore tailings became a 

precious commodity, board members issued increasingly strident warnings to recreational 

vehicle enthusiasts whose four-wheeler and dirt bike rides on the piles threatened a reliable 

source of hard cash.276  A simultaneous, prison-inspired groundswell of support for fixing Lyon 

Mountain’s crumbling roads and sidewalks collided with the limited resources available to 

undertake such endeavors.  State and federal road construction grants arrived slowly, and 

mending pedestrian pathways remained a perennial source of complaint.  The board sought 

whatever means possible to resolve the dilemmas, including establishment of state responsibility 

for maintaining roads, curbing, and sidewalks, and employing schoolchildren to keep transit 

networks clear of debris.277  The construction of Lyon Mountain’s prison, and the reconstruction 

of the hamlet itself, thus proceeded along separate tracks.  While handsomely paid construction 

workers modernized the penitentiary facilities, poorly compensated children and prisoners 

worked on projects in the community that many had anticipated would be funded and completed 

by Corrections.  Self-help ruled the day. 

 Modernization of Lyon Mountain’s water and sewage systems met mixed results under 

the correctional regime.  The prison’s advanced infrastructure inspired construction of a parallel 

system for residents, and town leaders drew up grant and loan applications, proposed new water 

districts, and paid to restore polluted waterways.  Residents frustrated by endless delays refused 
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276 On town efforts to renovate recreational facilities, see, “Cycle traffic has Dannemora fretting,” PR, Apr. 8, 1983; 
“Dannemoran cites waste, conflict in town project,” PR, Apr. 25, 1984; “Dannemora vows crackdown on tailings-
pile riders,” PR, May 16, 1984; “Dannemora board appoints new town justice,” PR, Jun. 1, 1989; and, “Last of 
mining landmarks fading fast,” PR, Jun. 13, 2010; Town of Dannemora, Town Board Meeting Minutes, Apr. 19, 
1984, p. 348; May 10, 1984, p. 350; Jul. 12, 1984, p. 353; Oct. 25, 1984, p. 366; Nov. 15, 1984, p. 368; May 16, 
1985, p. 384; May 23, 1990, p. 514; Jun. 27, 1990, p. 516; and, Apr. 28, 1993, p. 38. 
 
277 On town efforts to improve transportation infrastructure, see, “Dannemoran cites waste, conflict in town project,” 
PR, Apr. 25, 1984; and, “Direction from voters seen in referendum on town’s future,” PR, Aug. 13, 1984; Town of 
Dannemora, Town Board Meeting Minutes, Feb. 16, 1984, p. 343; Apr. 5, 1984, p. 346; Apr. 19, 1984, pp. 348-349; 
May 10, 1984, p. 350; Aug. 2, 1984, p. 360; Apr. 18, 1985, p. 382; Feb. 20, 1986, p. 402; Apr. 17, 1986, p. 406; Jul. 
23, 1987, p. 436; Jul. 27, 1988, p. 460; May 23, 1990, pp. 513-514; and, Jul. 24, 1991, p. 563. 
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to answer water district surveys and prevented town equipment from entering their properties for 

the cleanup they had requested.  When locals complained in 1985 of ruptured septic tanks and 

pipes, irritated board members told them to find a solution on their own.  Meanwhile, the town 

undertook what became the only effort to repair the freshwater system by employing inmates to 

clean its aging reservoirs.  To fix the sewage problems, in 1988 the DEC offered its Self-Help 

Program, whereby the state would help the town secure workers and material to build an eco-

friendly wastewater treatment system.  In 1990, the Department of Housing and Urban 

Development approved construction of a senior housing complex in Lyon Mountain, along with 

a modern sewage network to serve the entire hamlet.  Strangely, only a year later, board 

members denounced their DEC benefactors for imposing new development restrictions in area 

wetlands, and anti-APA screeds remained regular features of town meetings.  Anti-regulatory 

bluster aside, without big government filling the role big business had left empty in 1967, the 

long awaited reconstruction of Lyon Mountain’s vital infrastructure would never have 

occurred.278  

 After the difficulties in Ray Brook and Gabriels, Lyon Mountain satisfied planners’ 

desire for a community amenable to crimescape expansion where rationalizing the prison’s 
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278 On reconstruction of the water and sewage systems, see, “Town plans to drain, clean pond,” PR, Jun. 3, 1985; 
“Prison recreation, classroom building going up,” PR, Jun. 17, 1985; “Lyon Mountain may get water fixup, new 
plant,” PR, Jul. 16, 1985; “County hike may overshadow tax decrease in Dannemora,” PR, Nov. 18, 1986; “Water 
reservoir gets scrubbed by inmates,” PR, Jan. 22, 1987; “DEC to help Lyon Mountain stop dumping raw sewage,” 
PR, Aug. 31, 1988; “Lyon Mt. sewer-treatment cost is big question,” PR, Sept. 19, 1988; “Town begins tackling 
Lyon Mountain sewage woes,” PR, Mar. 3, 1989; “Councilman steps down; new water chief sought,” PR, Aug. 29, 
1989; Town of Dannemora, Town Board Meeting Minutes, Aug. 25, 1983, p. 322; Oct. 27, 1983, p. 328; Dec. 8, 
1983, p. 332; Jan. 26, 1984, p. 333; Feb. 16, 1984, p. 343; Mar. 8, 1984, p. 344; Apr. 5, 1984, p. 346; Apr. 19, 1984, 
p. 348; May 10, 1984, p. 350; Jul. 12, 1984, p. 353; Aug. 2, 1984, p. 361; Oct. 25, 1984, p. 366; Nov. 15, 1984, p. 
368; Dec. 27, 1984, p. 370; May 16, 1985, p. 384; Jul. 11, 1985, p. 390; May 23, 1990, p. 513; Jun. 27, 1990, p. 516; 
Aug. 22, 1990, pp. 524-525; Nov. 28, 1990, p. 533; Dec. 28, 1990, p. 536; Town of Dannemora, Resolution # 95 of 
the Town of Dannemora Requesting that the NYS Dept. of Environmental Conservation Withdraw the Tentative 
Freshwater Wetland Maps Noticed in June 1991; New York State Department of Environmental Conservation, to 
Town Clerk of Dannemora, Jun. 5, 1991; Jul. 24, 1991, p. 562; Town of Dannemora, Town Board Regular Meeting, 
Resolution Requesting that the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation Delay Proposed Action 
on Wetlands, May 27, 1992; Apr. 28, 1993, p. 38; and, Aug. 24, 1994, p. 99. 
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broader social and economic functions seemed unnecessary.  With little opposition, Corrections’ 

biggest challenges would come in adhering to environmental regulations and ensuring water and 

sewage connections for the penitentiary.  Based on prior experience, the latter concerns appeared 

relatively simple: Ray Brook’s prisons shared the same freshwater supply, and each piped 

sewage to the municipal facility in Saranac Lake, while on-site freshwater and wastewater 

systems in Gabriels had required only minor upgrades.  Though DOCS would have to build a 

new sewage plant in Lyon Mountain, planners had not anticipated residents’ expectations would 

exceed the Department’s usual promises of jobs, outreach, and inmate labor.  Locals looked on 

with disbelief as their putative big government savior showered unlimited funds on the prison 

while ignoring the larger social, economic, and ecological ruins of deindustrialization.  The 

Corrections system was too big to fail, and Lyon Mountain was too small to save.  Preventing the 

hamlet’s summary execution required a town board able to navigate funding alternatives that 

resembled, in their hodgepodge complexity, the very infrastructure they were intended to rebuild.   

Conclusion 

 For much of its twenty-seven year existence, the minimum-security prison in Lyon 

Mountain was remarkable mostly for its strict adherence to the state’s original plan.  Its inmate 

population rarely exceeded 150; the physical plant and cellblocks did not expand; and the hamlet 

maintained its prized postindustrial serenity.  Compared to the constant growth and disturbances 

witnessed at facilities in Ray Brook, Gabriels, and Dannemora, Lyon Mountain’s crimescape 

experience could seem relatively insignificant, and even boring.  However, by generating 

renewed interest in the community’s health, well being, and future as a home for its residents, the 

correctional facility played a larger role than its quiet existence might otherwise indicate. 
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 The penitentiary’s only major disturbance occurred in August 2009, when a convicted 

burglar from Long Island walked out before the evening headcount.  Authorities quickly 

launched a massive search, including helicopters, dogs, and police roadblocks.  After spending 

twelve hours hiding in the surrounding woods, an off-duty Lyon Mountain corrections officer 

spotted a man wearing a green prison uniform about three miles from the prison, on Route 374.  

After ignoring commands to stop and put up his hands, State Police shot 23-year-old Scott 

Adkins and took him into custody.  At his sentencing hearing for felony escape, Adkins told of 

growing up with his primary caregiver incarcerated and of suffering depression after arriving in 

Lyon Mountain in 2008.  For his twelve hours on the lam, Adkins faced fines, court fees, and six 

years of disciplinary confinement.279 

 Inadvertently, this singular interruption of the hamlet’s postindustrial calm occurred only 

months before Governor David Paterson announced the closure of Lyon Mountain’s prison in 

January 2010.280  New York’s prison population had declined steadily since peaking at 71,538 in 
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279 “Escaped Lyon Mountain inmate shot, captured,” PR, Aug. 25, 2009; “Authorities continue to probe Lyon 
Mountain prison escape,” PR, Aug. 26, 2009; “Inmate charged with escape from Lyon Mountain,” PR, Jan. 15, 
2010; and, “Inmate escaped for Lyon Mountain escape,” PR, Jun. 3, 2010. 
 
280 At the time, Governor Paterson also announced the closure of the Moriah Shock Incarceration Facility in Essex 
County, which like Lyon Mountain, had at one time been a company town owned and controlled by Republic Steel.  
As of March 2014, the shock facility in Moriah is still operating.  See, “Job-hungry Moriah goes after state prison,” 
PR, Apr. 15, 1986; “Supervisors support prison in Moriah,” PR, Apr. 23, 1986; “Moriah’s hope for a prison turned 
down by corrections,” PR, May 15, 1986; “Prison would fulfill promise of jobs,” PR, Dec. 11, 1986; “Moriah, 
Malone in hunt for prisons,” PR, Dec. 11, 1986; “New prisons not promised to Malone nor Mineville,” ADE, Dec. 
17, 1986; “Essex County residents back prison in Moriah,” PR, Dec. 23, 1986; “Moriah targeted as prison site,” PR, 
Jan. 22, 1987; “Prison bill’s impact here in question,” ADE, Jul. 9, 1987; “Moriah readies for impact of new state 
prison,” PR, Feb. 6, 1988; “Moriah shock camp ruled out,” PR, Apr. 1, 1988; “Lawmakers fought to keep prison,” 
PR, Apr. 4, 1988; “Moriah prison almost lost, but work should now begin this July,” PR, May 2, 1988; “Prison 
space needed,” LPN, Aug. 17, 1988; “Construction begins at prison in Moriah,” PR, Sept. 4, 1988; “Essex Co. board 
tries to keep expenses in check,” ADE, Dec. 29, 1988; “Shock incarceration planned,” LPN, Jan. 4, 1989; “Shock 
incarceration saves state $5.1 million,” PR, Jan. 12, 1989; “Camp Moriah to open soon,” PR, Feb. 11, 1989; “First 
‘shock’ inmates graduate,” PR, Feb. 22, 1989; “Moriah shock inmates: ‘We’ll never be back!’” PR, Sept. 22, 1989; 
“Shock troops work road at site of famed bear fight,” ADE, Oct. 27, 1990; “Locals flee,” ADE, Mar. 12, 1992; 
“Banking on a river flow,” ADE, Mar. 29, 1994; “Forest fire contained,” ADE, Jul. 7, 1995; “State calls off search 
for Moriah inmate,” ADE, Feb. 10, 1997; “Work parties scheduled for trail,” ADE, Oct. 16, 1997; and, “Authorities 
press search for Moriah prisoner,” ADE, Nov. 8, 1997. 
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December 1999, leaving fewer than 59,000 inmates in the DOCS system.  State leaders 

highlighted a 30 percent drop in crime since 2000, which, combined with sentence reductions, 

early releases, and increased use of residential substance abuse treatment, greatly reduced 

Corrections’ need for minimum-security facilities.  The state predicted a savings of $7.2 million 

in annual operating costs and $950,000 in planned construction and renovations at Lyon 

Mountain alone.  Though the Department promised the facility’s 91 employees equivalent 

positions in other state penitentiaries and sought new cell space for its 135 inmates, in keeping 

with past practice, it did little to help the tiny hamlet adjust to its post-prison future.281 

 In short order, residents’ frustration with Corrections’ seeming indifference toward their 

community boiled over once more.  Homeowners’ contradictory and somewhat schizophrenic 

reactions to the penitentiary’s closure indicated a subconscious understanding of the morally 

fraught condition of using prisons for economic development.  Their complaints, many of which 

closely mirrored those espoused in Gabriels, revealed Lyon Mountain’s deepened incorporation 

into the political framework of the crimescape.  With 80 percent of its population retired, town 

leaders worried about possible tax increases once the prison ceased paying its annual $28,000 

water bill and removed its inmate labor crews.  The pragmatic concerns ended there, as locals 

alternatively praised and attacked the state, the Corrections system, and the prisoners themselves.  

Residents accused the state of privileging inmates’ desires to be closer to their homes over 

assisting the North Country economy, while simultaneously taking credit for teaching prisoners 

work ethics and vocational skills that helped them in their post-prison lives.  In the same breath, 

locals repeated nineteenth century arguments surrounding the supposedly healthful and 
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281 “DOCS Planning for Additional Closures, Consolidation in 2010-11 as Inmate Population Continues to Decline,” 
DOCS Today, Winter 2010, pp. 1, 5; “Two local prisons tagged for closure,” PR, Jan. 19, 2010; and, “Four prisons, 
including three in the North Country, up for closure,” ADE, Jan. 20, 2010. 
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rehabilitative qualities of non-urban environments, suddenly claiming to care for prisoners whose 

desire to be closer to their families they had so easily dismissed.  Finally, residents demanded 

state compensation in exchange for the economic damage and decreased political clout sure to 

come from the prison’s closure.282   

 Though a crowd of 200 residents stood in the winter cold to protest Lyon Mountain’s 

closure, the state proceeded to shut the facility down in January 2011.  Much like the public 

school it had replaced, the penitentiary had undergone nearly $3 million in renovations in 2006, 

and as of 2010 had an assessed value of $5 million.  Two-and-a-half years after its closure, New 

York State auctioned off the penitentiary in the same Dannemora Town Hall where the only 

APA hearing on the prison project had been held, amid a sea of empty chairs, thirty years before.  

Bidding began at $140,000, and the only bidder in the room that day, a businessman from 

Quebec, won the 27-acre facility, including 23 buildings, several acres of undeveloped land, and 

the sewage plant that had once been the subject of so much grief.  As of 2014, the fate of Lyon 

Mountain’s former prison remains undetermined.  In the meantime, the town is attempting to 
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raise tonnage rates on its sale of ore sand from the tailings piles that still cast a long shadow over 

a community whose serenity has gained a new lease on life.283 

 
 
Figure 7: Lyon Mountain, New York.  Former prison at left.  Republic Steel company houses at right.  Abandoned 
mining facility on hillside above houses.  Public television tower atop Lyon Mountain in center of image.  
Photograph taken by author, June 2012. 
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Chapter 5 
“This town will die”: Community Prison Building and Environmental Politics in Tupper 

Lake, 1980-2006 
 
 
 
 
 

Introduction 

 From the road, it is difficult to see the facility that sits just south of the Village of Tupper 

Lake.  Turning off the highway, a gravel road leads to a lot where employees and visitors park 

their vehicles.  Thick brush and trees obscure the entrance, which is reached by walking down a 

paved path.  Once inside, security personnel await in a large, sunlit entrance hall, with corridors 

off to the left and right.  Visitors must wear small green tags on their chests to identify 

themselves, and there are strict limits on the times and days outsiders may enter the facility.  The 

institution is surrounded by dense forest, lakes, ponds, and streams, and sits astride the Raquette 

River, New York’s second longest.  In many ways, this seemingly unnatural building is designed 

to blend in with the Adirondacks’ natural environment. 

 The facility, of course, is the Natural History Museum of the Adirondacks (known as the 

Wild Center), opened in Tupper Lake in July 2006.  If local residents and politicians had had 

their way in the 1980s and 1990s, though, this museum would never have been built.  Instead, a 

few miles away, a massive state maximum-security prison holding 1500 inmates and employing 

nearly 400 men and women would be operating on land owned by International Paper (IP) and 

used for commercial logging and paper production.  These plans, though, whereby Tupper Lake 

would have become yet another piece of the Adirondack crimescape, never came to fruition.   

 Tupper Lake occupies a unique place in the history of prison building in the Adirondacks 

as the only community whose organized efforts to join the crimescape failed every time.  
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Political and business leaders toiled for two decades to convince prison planners that Tupper 

Lake was the best place to build.  The town’s leaders engaged in community prison building, a 

process whereby local elected officials sought to direct and control the spending of state funds on 

correctional expansion in their jurisdiction.  Each of their efforts toward this objective, though, 

encountered opposition from local residents and suspicion and ambivalence from state officials.  

In the 1980s, concerns surrounding the AIDS epidemic, APA regulation, and difficulties 

acquiring land for the prison created headaches for prison advocates.  In the 1990s, those 

headaches worsened as state budget problems, a recession, and a persistent and determined 

opposition stood in the prison’s way.  By 1997, though, Tupper Lake’s community prison 

builders appeared to have achieved their goal, when state officials agreed to fund a penitentiary 

in Franklin County.  In the end, though, New York’s investment in environmental protection 

trumped construction of a prison in Tupper Lake.  The museum would be a consolation prize 

once New York slammed the door on further crimescape expansion in the Adirondack Park. 

 Unlike the controversy over Ray Brook’s Olympic prison, which revolved around ethics, 

morality, land use, and public health, and the debate at Gabriels, which shed new light on 

simmering class and racial divisions, the fights in Tupper Lake centered primarily on 

environmental protection.  Prison boosters argued the state owed them a prison after a two-

decade lobbying effort, proposing an enormous correctional facility be built on forestland 

adjacent to both fragile wetlands and lavish second homes and wilderness retreats.  The project’s 

opponents, on the other hand, argued that their investments in the region as tourists, seasonal 

residents, and second homeowners amounted to social and political power that permitted them a 

free hand in determining the town’s future.  Concerns about environmental damage spurred the 

intervention of environmental groups that committed to stopping the prison.  This development, 
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in turn, generated a fierce response from prison advocates, who cast their environmentalist 

opponents as left-wing zealots bent on dispossessing local residents and depopulating the Park.  

Though each side came to the fight armed with seemingly irrefutable knowledge of the 

penitentiary’s potential environmental impacts, state officials opted to move the prison outside 

the Park to prevent the environmental damage opponents feared and to avoid Gabriels- and Lyon 

Mountain-style delays in building the prison.  The penitentiary would be built, but in a location 

whose aesthetic, scenic, and ecological integrity possessed less social and political value.   

Origins of community prison building, 1980-1992 

 By the end of 1980, the Adirondack crimescape had tripled in size.  In addition to the 

135-year old maximum-security penitentiary in Dannemora, there were two new prisons in the 

Lake Placid area: the state minimum-security Camp Adirondack, opened in 1976, and the 

medium-security Ray Brook Federal Correctional Institution (FCI), opened in 1980.  Struggling 

communities across the Adirondacks looked on with envy as Dannemora and Ray Brook bore the 

fruit of millions of dollars of state and federal investments in crimescape expansion.  The Village 

of Tupper Lake, in the southwestern Franklin County town of Altamont, was one such 

community.284  Up to this point, none of the prisons in the region had been built as a result of 

local pressure or lobbying.  As discussed in Chapter 3, by early 1981 Corrections officials had 

targeted the hamlet of Gabriels as the site for their next prison.  Instead of waiting for DOCS to 

find them, Tupper Lake officials began an effort to sell their community as the best spot for New 

York’s next penitentiary.  If prisons could work economic magic in places like Dannemora and 
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284 In 2004, Altamont voters approved renaming their town Tupper Lake. 
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Ray Brook, then surely the same would be true in Tupper Lake, a community that was struggling 

to survive. 

 Tupper Lake in 1980 was a shadow of its former self.  Empty storefronts, boarded-up 

homes, an aging and shrinking population, and a palpable sense of despair were a constant 

presence as the village struggled to redefine itself in the wake of enormous loss.  Life in Tupper 

Lake, though, had not always been so gloomy. French Canadian fur trappers trekked into the 

region in the early nineteenth century, and by the early 1900s, Tupper Lake was a booming 

logging town.  In the late 1920s, the state built a veterans’ hospital, and after World War II, the 

area became popular with tourists.  By the 1950s, Tupper Lake counted thirty-nine bars and 

restaurants, a dozen hotels, a rail line, four sawmills, and numerous shops and retail outlets.  The 

collapse, though, came quickly.  New environmental regulations and market forces pushed out 

most of the logging companies. Tourist tastes also changed, as visitors flocked to Olympic host 

Lake Placid and the High Peaks, bypassing Tupper Lake.  The veterans’ hospital closed, 

reopening in the 1960s as the Sunmount Developmental Disabilities Center, an inpatient facility 

for the mentally ill.  With 700 employees, the state facility was the area’s largest employer, but 

by 1980, Tupper Lake’s boom times were long gone.285  

 Tupper Lake’s political and business elite quickly embraced correctional services as a 

potential solution to their economic and social problems. Theirs was an unusual proposal in the 

history of the Adirondack crimescape: no community had ever lobbied state or federal officials 

to build a prison in their midst.  Typically, correctional leaders would locate suitable sites, and 

then work with local officials and residents through the planning and building process.  Tupper 
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285 “Prison in the Forest,” NYT, Sept. 16, 1997; and, Dan McClelland, “Ron Stafford delivers on his prison promise,” 
letter to the editor, Tupper Lake Free Press, Aug. 6, 1997 (hereafter, TLFP).  See also, Louis Simmons, Mostly 
Spruce and Hemlock (Tupper Lake, N.Y., 1976). 
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Lake’s leaders, though, did not want to tempt fate by waiting for the state to find them.  

Accordingly, between late 1980 and 1992, village leaders embarked on four separate campaigns 

to attract a prison to Tupper Lake.  The community’s first prison effort was unorganized and 

existed primarily in the realm of ideas.  Their next three attempts, though, were more coherent 

and specific, and spurred the organization of a small but vocal opposition that successfully raised 

doubts about the proposal.  That opposition, combined with state ambivalence about building in 

Tupper Lake, helped scuttle prison bids made between 1986 and 1992.  In each case, widespread 

local support for the proposal was insufficient to convince planners to do as local leaders asked. 

  Tupper Lake officials first proposed a prison both to revive the fading logging industry 

and to introduce a stable source of employment.  In late 1980 and early 1981, local leaders 

learned that two state agencies were seeking space for new facilities.  The Power Authority of 

the State of New York (PASNY) sought to construct a wood-fired electrical plant to provide 

energy-efficient steam power to businesses and homeowners struggling with high energy prices 

and inflation.  Simultaneously, the Department of Correctional Services (DOCS) continued its 

search for prison space to relieve chronic overcrowding.  Local politicians told PASNY and 

DOCS that Tupper Lake would be an “excellent location” owing to its “abundant wood supply.”  

They argued that “the two projects go hand in hand,” noting the electric plant could provide 

excess power to the proposed prison, saving the state money on energy in the new facility.  Local 

Assemblyman Glenn Harris said the plan “would certainly be a much-needed shot in the arm for 

the North Country in terms of new jobs, a potential savings in fuel consumption, and a general 
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boosting of the economy.”  This prison proposal, designed to midwife the rebirth of the area’s 

defunct logging industry, went nowhere.286 

 A more organized lobbying campaign began in August 1986.  Republican Dean Lefebvre 

had won election as Altamont town supervisor in November 1985 on the promise to secure a 

state prison during his term.  Lefebvre wasted little time in laying the groundwork for his effort 

to locate a prison in Tupper Lake.  He garnered endorsements from the local Board of Education, 

Chamber of Commerce, and numerous town and village boards; enlisted scores of local 

corrections officers to lead petition drives; and created a task force composed of business and 

political leaders whom he charged with lobbying state leaders.  By December 1986, the task 

force had identified three possible sites for the prison, including one on commercial logging land 

owned by International Paper (IP), on Pitchfork Pond Road, which met the approval of 

Corrections officials.  Task force leaders abandoned the idea of using a prison as a vehicle to 

revive the logging trade, arguing instead that the prison alone, with its stable jobs and incomes, 

could restore community and family ties ruptured with the collapse of the old economy.287   

Not everyone in the region, though, was enthusiastic about the prospect of Tupper Lake 

becoming a prison town.  An October 1986 escape from Gabriels spurred creation of an 

organized opposition to community prison building in Tupper Lake.  Alarmed by police 

roadblocks and the ensuing manhunt, concerned residents gathered to discuss the prison 

proposal, expressing concerns about impacts on public services, property values, safety, and the 
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286 “New state prison urged for Tupper Lake,” ADE, Jan. 15, 1981; and, “Tupper Lake eyed as prison site,” PR, Jan. 
16, 1981.  After exhaustive research, the author found no further evidence or information concerning this particular 
proposal. 
 
287 “Lefebvre: Don’t waste tax dollars on prison study,” ADE, Oct. 1, 1986; “Altamont seeking prison for town,” PR, 
Oct. 28, 1986; “Possible Tupper prison sites eyed,” ADE, Nov. 29, 1986; “Corrections officials suggest Tupper Lake 
find better sites for possible prison,” ADE, Dec. 19, 1986; and, “Only 1 Tupper site deemed suitable for prison,” PR, 
Dec. 22, 1986. 
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potential public health threat posed by AIDS-infected inmates. In January 1987, the opposition 

formally organized as Tupper Lake Concerned Citizens (TLCC), and released a fourteen-point 

list outlining their concerns, including anxiety about potential negative economic impacts; the 

effects of prisoners’ families visiting or relocating to Tupper Lake; and possible effects on the 

housing market, quality of life, and tourism.288  Reluctantly, task force leaders agreed to hold 

public hearings on their proposal. 

 Prison advocates in Tupper Lake convened two informational sessions on their proposal.  

The first, in October 1986, was little more than a pep rally, with task force members fielding 

softball questions (and praise) from a room filled with corrections officers and their allies.  By 

early 1987, though, prison boosters had to contend with an organized opposition, which likely 

stirred uncomfortable memories of past struggles at Ray Brook and Gabriels.  Lefebvre called 

further public involvement “unnecessary” and “a waste of taxpayers’ money,” but nevertheless 

organized another meeting in March 1987.  Task force members extolled what they viewed as 

the positive effects of crimescape expansion, including increased job opportunities; more, not 

fewer, tourists; the prisons’ invisibility in the landscape; the possibility of a housing boom and 

increased assessments; and an annual infusion of $22 million into the local economy.289 
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288 “Councilmen call for study of prison impact,” PR, Nov. 14, 1986; “Any local opposition seems to have faded,” 
PR, Dec. 22, 1986.  Following the October 1986 escape of a convict from Camp Gabriels, Tupper Lake resident 
Fran Collier noted that her husband, a forester with IP in Lake Placid, had to pass through two State Police 
roadblocks during his commute home.  She also claimed that when her seven-year old son heard of the escape, his 
fear prevented him walking alone to the school bus stop.  Also, “Altamont seeking prison for town,” PR, Oct. 28, 
1986; “Lefebvre: Don’t waste tax dollars on prison study,” ADE, Oct. 1, 1986; “Writers express fear of what might 
happen if prison comes to Tupper Lake,” letter to the editor, ADE, Jan. 22, 1987; and, “Anti-prison folks object to 
editorial,” ADE, Jan. 27, 1987.  Along with Tupper Lake, there were several other communities lobbying for a state 
prison in late 1986 and early 1987.  These included Ogdensburg, Malone, Cape Vincent, Massena, Moriah, Brasher 
Falls, Dannemora, Moravia, Union Springs, Wolcott, Fulton County, and Livingston County.  See, “Corrections 
officials suggest Tupper Lake find better sites for possible prison,” ADE, Dec. 19, 1986. 
 
289 “Lefebvre: Don’t waste tax dollars on prison study,” ADE, Oct. 1, 1986; “Altamont seeking prison for town,” PR, 
Oct. 28, 1986; “Prison plan forum in Tupper produces support and criticism,” ADE, Mar. 26, 1987; and, “Tupper 
Lake residents quiz officials about prison,” PR, Mar. 28, 1987.  The prison task force panel at the March 25, 1987 
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 Prison critics, on the other hand, focused on the potential public health hazard of 

potentially AIDS-infected prisoners moving to Tupper Lake.  With knowledge of the disease’s 

origins and modes of transmission still evolving, opponents worried that walls, barbed wire, and 

guard towers would not be enough to contain the deadly pathogens lurking inside the inmates’ 

bodies.  Opponents referenced protests by corrections officers at Adirondack Correctional, one of 

whom had held a sign asking, “How would you like to work with downstate men with AIDS?”  

Chip Brieant, a former respiratory therapy technician at Saranac Lake General Hospital noted he 

had “lost count at 15 (on) the number of ones who died with AIDS, all of them prisoners.”  

Adirondack Correctional superintendent James Racette acknowledged the problem, but argued 

AIDS did not affect “the community, except for the prison…and the hospital.”  He stated that his 

prison’s first case was in 1981, but that the disease had not spread by sexual contact.  Rather, 

Racette noted that most convicts at Adirondack had contracted AIDS through intravenous drug 

use.  He called AIDS “a scary disease,” but added, “all the information says you can’t get it by 

casual contact.”  Interestingly, though Racette argued the public health threat was minimal, he 

indicated DOCS was negotiating with Santa Clara Hospital in New York City to care for the 

state’s incarcerated AIDS patients.290 

 Though a task force sponsored report indicated the prison would generate widespread 

economic benefits, IP’s refusal to sell its land led the Corrections Department to reject Tupper 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
public meeting included James Racette, superintendent of Camp Adirondack; Ronald Moses, deputy superintendent 
of Camp Adirondack; John Murphy, Administrator of Saranac Lake General Hospital; Dan McClelland, publisher of 
the Tupper Lake Free Press; Sue Dyer, Executive Director of the Saranac Lake Area Chamber of Commerce; Matt 
Clark, Supervisor of the Town of North Elba; and Ernest Hohmeyer, head of the Adirondack Economic 
Development Corporation. 
 
290 “Prison plan forum in Tupper produces support and criticism,” ADE, Mar. 26, 1987; “Tupper Lake residents quiz 
officials about prison,” PR, Mar. 28, 1987; and, “AIDS victims called health threat,” PR, Mar. 28, 1987. 
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Lake’s bid in June 1987.291  However, Lefebvre’s defenses of the project were at odds with some 

painful realities.  First, a decade of crimescape expansion had not stemmed the region’s chronic 

economic woes.  Second, though tourists continued to visit, even task force members knew that 

building more prisons (even ones not resembling Dannemora) might reduce the flow of badly 

needed outside revenue.  Third, anxiety about AIDS posed a strong challenge to the vision of 

project advocates focused solely on the community’s fiscal health.  Taking cues from their 

counterparts in Ray Brook, Gabriels, and Lyon Mountain, TLCC reframed the prison issue as a 

question of public health and safety that was impossible to ignore. 

 Nevertheless, Governor Mario Cuomo’s 1989 call for more penitentiaries inspired 

Lefebvre’s task force to try again.  Included on Cuomo’s list of thirteen potential sites were 

several Adirondack communities, including Tupper Lake.  The task force reopened negotiations 

with IP to purchase the land on Pitchfork Pond Road; enlisted Republican State Senator Ronald 

B. Stafford of Plattsburgh, “to pull in some favors” done for IP in order to acquire the tract; 

asked Franklin County lawmakers for $50,000 to purchase the property; and pressured local 

town and village boards to endorse the proposal.  After inspecting several Tupper Lake 

properties containing rock and soil types that would make construction prohibitively expensive, 

Corrections officials in June 1989 approved a 100-acre tract in the middle of the 4500-acre IP 

property as suitable for construction.  IP, for its part, was skeptical about a prison operating 

within its valuable forestland, cautioning the facility would be adjacent to “some valuable 
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291 Among the first actions taken by TLCC after its formation in October 1986 was to request that Lefebvre and his 
task force conduct a study of the prison’s potential impact on life in Tupper Lake.  The study, conducted by the 
Adirondack Economic Development Corporation and the Technical Assistance Center at the State University of 
New York at Plattsburgh, was released in June 1987.  Based on a theoretical 700-bed medium security prison, the 
study predicted an infusion of $62 million into the local economy during construction; the creation of 380 jobs at the 
prison, with an annual economic impact of $23 million; and the opening of new businesses in the region that would 
create at least 380 new private sector jobs.  See, “Many uses seen for Altamont’s evaluation of prison impact,” ADE, 
Jun. 12, 1987; and, “Prison effort revived in TL,” ADE, Feb. 22, 1989. 
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recreation property.”  Though the firm pledged to cooperate and “be good corporate citizens,” 

Stafford reminded Lefebvre the land issue would have to be “squared away,” because “that was 

the problem Tupper Lake has had in the past.”292 

 Advocates’ perennial property problems were second only to the dogged determination of 

their opponents, who reemerged in 1989.  Though outnumbered by prison supporters at a town 

meeting, one critic reminded the audience, “there is still some active opposition,” and TLCC 

leader Christine Randolph claimed the proposal was deeply unpopular: “This idea of broad-based 

support is not true.  It’s really a special-interest group (prison guards), supported by the town 

officials.”  TLCC cheered in April when the North Elba Town Board declined to endorse the bid, 

with one board member complaining, “We’ve got better things to do…than bring in another 

prison.”  Opponents promptly shifted the debate, invoking Dannemora as a cautionary tale for 

skeptical locals: “a prison would overwhelm the town and adversely affect its rural, small-town 

atmosphere.  We don’t have a lot of the problems associated with a city.  There are things about 

a prison that change the feeling of a town.  Over time, you get the reputation as a prison town.”  

To prevent such a development, TLCC called on APA Executive Director Robert Glennon, who 

feared potential ecological damage from building on undeveloped forestland and called for 

binding review of state projects in the Park: “If a prison moves in here, it means the state sets up 
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292 In his January 1989 State of the State address, Governor Cuomo told lawmakers that stiffer penalties for crack 
and cocaine possession, combined with more effective policing, had led to an increased criminal population.  
Accordingly, the governor called for more prison cells to be built.  In June, the legislature authorized construction of 
twelve new correctional facilities: four large prisons, six smaller penitentiaries (200 beds apiece) designed to house 
inmates with drug and alcohol addiction, and money for two prisons to be built sometime in the future.  Bonds from 
the Urban Development Corporation (UDC) would fund the construction.  North Country communities on Cuomo’s 
list of thirteen potential prison sites included Tupper Lake, Chateaugay, Champlain, Ellenburg, and Chesterfield.  
See, “Prison effort revived in TL,” ADE, Feb. 22, 1989; “4 new prisons likely; other plans too,” PR, Jun. 22, 1989.  
Also, “Tupper, Altamont finally agree on landfill,” PR, Feb. 23, 1989; “Altamont renews effort to secure a state 
prison,” PR, Mar. 14, 1989; “Altamont eyes highway projects, weigh limits,” PR, Jun. 14, 1989; and, “One 
Altamont prison site still in the running,” PR, Jun. 23, 1989. 
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rules and regulations, but can break them whenever it pleases.  It should come under APA 

guidelines.  They should face the same reviews everyone else who lives here faces.”293   

 Failure to acquire the IP land was not the only reason Corrections passed over Tupper 

Lake for a prison in June 1989, as officials noted the influence of TLCC and the APA.  None of 

the penitentiaries authorized for construction were located within the Adirondack Park, 

indicating DOCS’ reluctance to participate in a drawn-out, Gabriels-style review.  Though the 

task force vowed to press on, TLCC expressed “relief” and indicated its “long term objective is 

to make sure Tupper Lake never gets a prison.”294  The task force, it seemed, had again fallen 

victim to its narrow-minded conception of development, determined to pursue only a penitentiary 

on only one piece of land only in pursuit of economic prosperity.  Advocates’ tunnel vision 

blinded them to their project’s potentially harmful impacts, allowing TLCC to form a valuable 

alliance with the much-maligned Park Agency.  Learning from past failures, adopting a more 

expansive vision of economic development, and compromising with critics might have yielded 

positive outcomes for the task force in 1989.  But Lefebvre had taken a different path. 
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293 “Tupper, Altamont finally agree on landfill,” PR, Feb. 23, 1989; “Altamont renews effort to secure a state 
prison,” PR, Mar. 14, 1989; “Board refuses to support Altamont jail,” Lake Placid News, Apr. 19, 1989 (hereafter, 
LPN); “Anti-prison group mobilizes in Tupper,” PR, Jun. 23, 1989; and, “Disappointed with policy,” letter to the 
editor, PR, Jun. 29, 1989.  Glennon stated that the APA would review plans for any future prisons slated for 
construction in the Adirondack Park.  In the case of Tupper Lake, Glennon noted that IP would require a subdivision 
permit from the APA in order to sell any of its land to the state for a prison site. 
 
294 “Tupper passed over in prison sitings,” ADE, Jun. 26, 1989; and, “Altamont officials disappointed at not 
receiving nod for prison,” PR, Jun. 26, 1989.  By this time, New York’s fifty correctional facilities were operating at 
118% of capacity.  The $887 million prison expansion bill passed in June 1989 called for the construction of thirteen 
new prison designed to hold 7100 inmates.  Though Tupper Lake was not chosen, state planners did award prisons 
to two other North Country communities: Gouverneur, in St. Lawrence County, and Chateaugay, in Franklin 
County.  Through the summer and fall of 1989, Tupper Lake’s prison task force negotiated with IP to acquire the 
land at Pitchfork Pond Road, even after the June rejection.  In November 1989, IP made a verbal agreement with 
town officials to sell 200 acres of its Tupper Lake holdings for correctional use.  See, “Altamont awaits word on 
land for prison,” PR, Jul. 14, 1989; “Altamont supervisor running on board’s record,” PR, Oct. 25, 1989; and, 
“Altamont OKs controversial amendment to town zoning law,” PR, Nov. 14, 1989.  Lefebvre won reelection in 
November 1989, largely on his promise to continue working to bring a prison to Tupper Lake. 
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 Unsurprisingly, Tupper Lake’s fourth prison bid began once Lefebvre began his second 

term as Altamont town supervisor in January 1990.  That month, IP agreed to sell 200 acres to 

the state should it decide to build a prison in Tupper Lake, and the task force began planning for 

a 1000-bed medium-security facility, predicting 566 new jobs.  Lefebvre commented, “We still 

feel that we have the best site in the state, and we know that this community wants a correctional 

facility.”  A nationwide recession and New York’s swelling budget deficit, however, killed 

Tupper Lake’s prison dreams in 1990 and 1991, as the state could not afford to expand the 

crimescape.  With nudging from Senator Stafford, Corrections announced in 1992 that an $18 

million alcohol and substance abuse treatment correctional facility would be built in Tupper 

Lake, once the state found money to pay for it.  Lefebvre remained optimistic: “What this means 

is that if at some point in time the state decides to build this facility it will be built in Altamont.”  

The town and village boards quickly, and dutifully, endorsed resolutions supporting Tupper 

Lake’s unfunded, nonexistent prison.295 

 In the spring of 1992, all that stood between Tupper Lake and the dreams of its prison 

advocates was an improved economy.  Sensing the village would never get a prison, opposition 

activity remained limited.  Local business owner and prison critic Peter Day, however, asserted a 

climate of repression and intimidation created by the task force had given a false impression of 
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295 In January 1990, Governor Cuomo proposed a $282 million expansion of the correctional system, but Senate 
Republicans balked, arguing that residents deserved a tax cut instead.  Cuomo administration officials and DOCS 
leaders disagreed over how to approach prison expansion at a time when the state budget deficit was close to $1.5 
billion.  DOCS asked the legislature to authorize 3000 new cells by expanding capacity at five medium security 
prisons.  Corrections officials wanted to secure the maximum number of new spaces in the least amount of time.  
State Comptroller Edward V. Regan, however, proposed cutting DOCS staff as a way to reduce the deficit.  Regan 
also argued that if the state had to expand capacity, that building new, larger prisons would be more cost effective 
because their staff members could more efficiently administer prison programs.  See, “Budget battle to determine 
prison funds,” ADE, Jan. 29, 1990; “Prison reports have TL worried,” ADE, Mar. 30, 1990; and, “Drug unit targeted 
for Altamont,” PR, Mar. 31, 1992.  The prison awarded to Tupper Lake in March 1992 had originally been slated for 
construction in Brasher Falls, in St. Lawrence County.  DOCS decided to move the site after the DEC discovered the 
proposed Brasher Falls site was in a reforestation zone, where construction is not allowed.  Senator Stafford played a 
key role in moving the site to Tupper Lake, commenting, “We wanted to keep that facility in the North Country.” 
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widespread public support, arguing, “the majority of our citizens don’t want these types of 

facilities and the problems they will bring to our community.”  Fearing a downturn in tourism 

“as we become the dumping grounds for the state,” Day called for more public hearings on the 

proposal.  Lefebvre stated enough meetings had been held, claimed possession of a petition 

containing 800 signatures in favor of the prison, and said phone calls from residents ran fifty-to-

one in support of the proposal.  Confident their day would come, Tupper Lake’s prison boosters 

traveled in May 1992 to the two-year-old drug and alcohol treatment center in the northern 

Franklin County hamlet of Chateaugay to get a sense of what their facility might look like.296   

 By 1992, the prison task force had achieved several objectives: they had garnered support 

from scores of local residents, politicians, state officials, and corrections officers; had secured 

property on which to build the prison; and had Corrections’ assurance that a prison would 

someday be built in Tupper Lake.  The statewide economic troubles that prevented construction 

in 1992, however, contradicted advocates’ endless invocations of prisons’ “recession-proof” and 

“stable” jobs.  Even with the prison system operating at 118% of capacity, and with crime rates 

still high, correctional facilities and the jobs they created were not immune from the capitalist 

economy.  The irony of this vulnerability acquired even sharper focus as task force members 

consistently equated a prison to any other type of capitalist enterprise.  The same economic 

forces applied equally to logging companies, restaurants, hotels, bars, and penitentiaries, a fact 

that suited prison opponents just fine. 
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296 “Faction opposes Tupper Lake prison projects,” PR, Apr. 15, 1992; and, “Tupper area officials take tour of 
Chateaugay facility,” ADE, May 13, 1992. 
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The Final Push: 1996-1998 

In May 1996, fifteen years after the first prison bid, Tupper Lake embarked on the final 

phase in its experiment in community prison building.  Though Corrections had not opened the 

prison promised in 1992, Lefebvre won a third term as supervisor in 1993 by promising to finally 

get it built.  The grim coincidence of an improving state economy and increasingly overcrowded 

prison system aided the task force in this effort.  However, enthusiasm for yet another expensive, 

exhausting, and rancor-filled prison campaign had begun to wane.  Lawmakers in Saranac Lake, 

for instance, summarily rejected Lefebvre’s request for an endorsement, with some officials 

expressing concern about the potential long-term consequences of unending crimescape 

expansion.  Unbeknownst to Lefebvre, this small act of defiance offered a preview of difficulties 

to come.297   

 In January 1997, New York’s prison system held nearly 70,000 inmates and operated at a 

record high 130 percent of capacity, prompting Governor George Pataki to endorse a new round 

of penal construction.  The task force predicted the village would “be in for some good times ” as 

the facility “would bring back to the North Country some of our corrections officers,” thus 

keeping the promise to rebuild Tupper Lake’s shredded social fabric.  In July 1997, the 

legislature approved construction of a 750-cell, 1500-inmate maximum-security prison.  Joseph 
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297 “Lefebvre seeks support for prison from H’town Board,” ADE, May 27, 1996.  While members of the 
Harrietstown Town Board in Saranac Lake were generally supportive of Lefebvre’s proposal, many were concerned 
about the prospects of hosting yet another prison in the Adirondacks.  Board member Peter Donnelly said he did not 
“necessarily want another prison,” and predicted that correctional employees “moving into the area to work at the 
prison won’t have a tremendous impact” on the economy.  Donnelly agreed with Lefebvre, though, that “there 
would be great growth potential” and that the region needed “economic help, because we are currently sitting in a 
mud hole doing nothing.”  Board member Joseph Pickering urged Lefebvre “to look into the details and economic 
aspects more carefully,” and resident Shirley Colin told Lefebvre that the region was “starved economically,” and 
the prison would only harm the region, where “private enterprise is already being killed locally.”  Colin worried that 
“everybody is trying to make the Adirondacks a prison community.”  Town Supervisor Bill Gallagher tabled 
consideration of Lefebvre’s proposal, an unprecedented move in the ten years of Tupper Lake prison lobbying. 
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Bruno, the Republican Senate majority leader, chose Franklin County as its location.  Senator 

Stafford acknowledged the prison as a gift from his old friend, colleague, and patron: “I worked 

hard; I put a lot of effort into this.  I’ve known Joe Bruno since 1966 when I had a primary and 

he was a young Republican who supported me.  He made the decision.  It was a very sensitive 

issue.  It came my way and I am most appreciative.”  The text of the bill did not name Tupper 

Lake, but the task force celebrated anyway.  The supervisor commented, “It’ll be about the 

biggest economic change here in about 70 years.  It’s a great day for Tupper Lake and the north 

country!”298 

 Corrections planned a maximum-security prison in Franklin County to discipline and 

punish prisoners convicted of committing crimes inside other correctional facilities.  Inmates at 

Green Haven Correctional Facility (near Poughkeepsie) would manufacture the cells 

individually.  Once built, the concrete-and-steel structures would be loaded onto flatbed trucks 

for transport into the Adirondacks.  There, inmates and construction workers would assemble 

them and piece the two-story prison together.  Two prisoners would share each 105-square foot 

room, and cells would connect to individual fenced-in recreation areas (accessible by an interior, 

electronically operated door), along with a toilet, shower, and sink.  Inmates would be confined 
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298 In January 1997, Governor Pataki proposed the largest prison expansion in New York since Governor Franklin 
Roosevelt built the prison in Attica in 1929.  Pataki proposed spending $635 million to build three 1500-cell 
maximum-security prisons and to add 2500 beds at existing prisons, for a total of 7000 new cells.  The situation 
seemed dire, as a report published that month indicated that if current trends continued, New York’s prison 
population would 84,000 by 2002.  See, DOCS, press release, “Budget agreement OKs Governor’s plan for largest 
cell expansion in 70 years,” Jul. 30, 1997, SP 97-248, Tupper Lake Records, Adirondack Park Agency Records 
Office, Ray Brook, N.Y. (hereafter, Tupper Lake Records); “Franklin County eyes state budget for prison in 
Tupper,” ADE, Jan. 13, 1997; “Pataki budget proposes 7000 more prison cells,” TLFP, Jan. 15, 1997; “Community 
leaders buoyed by prison plan; is it Tupper’s year?” TLFP, Jan. 22, 1997; and, “County backs prison idea for TL,” 
ADE, Jan. 25, 1997.  The Franklin County Legislature approved a resolution supporting a prison in Tupper Lake in 
January 1997.  The resolution contained figures on potential economic impact.  According to the resolution, the 
prison would generate an $18 million annual payroll, which would contribute to $27 million in additional consumer 
spending each year in the Tupper Lake area.  “Closed-door prison talks to be intense,” news analysis, PR, Jul. 31, 
1997; “Stafford wins prison for Tupper,” PR, Aug. 3, 1997; “Crime-and-corrections spending plan passed,” PR, 
Aug. 4, 1997; “In Albany, Deals Struck in Late Sprint,” NYT, Aug. 4, 1997; “Prison coming to Tupper Lake!” 
TLFP, Aug. 6, 1997; and, “Summary of Major Actions in the 220th Session of the Legislature,” NYT, Aug. 10, 1997. 
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to their cells for twenty-three hours per day and allowed one hour of outdoor recreation.  Of the 

1500 inmates, 300 would work on jobs within the facility, while the other 1200 would remain in 

their cells.  Unlike the region’s other correctional facilities, inmates and employees in Tupper 

Lake would rarely encounter one another.  Upon completion of the disciplinary sentence, 

prisoners would be returned to their home penitentiaries to complete their original sentences.  

State officials planned for a June 1999 opening.299 

 To facilitate speedy construction, prison advocates had sought to neutralize the 

opposition by fostering a cooperative relationship with the APA.  To this end, in the summer of 

1996, the task force had invited the Agency to analyze potential environmental impacts at the IP 

land on Pitchfork Pond Road in preparation for building.  An APA biologist reported the site, 

much like that chosen in Lyon Mountain thirteen years earlier, contained 67 acres of protected 

wetlands.300  This small detail, contained in a memo to prison advocates, went unnoticed for over 

a year, as the task force, Corrections Department, APA, and even some environmental groups 

jumped on what appeared to be an unstoppable prison bandwagon.   

 Twenty-one years of crimescape expansion had done little to improve the economic 

condition of most Park residents.  The exodus of men and women from the region that had 

started in the 1960s continued unabated through the end of the century.  Altamont’s population 

dropped two percent between 1980 and 1990, while the Village of Tupper Lake lost nearly nine 

percent of its residents, declining from nearly 4500 in 1980 to just over 4000 a decade later.  The 
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299 “Community leaders buoyed by prison plan; is it Tupper’s year?” TLFP, Jan. 22, 1997; “Prison coming to Tupper 
Lake!” TLFP, Aug. 6, 1997; and, “Tupper prison plan minimizes inmate contact,” PR, Aug. 11, 1997.  A thorough 
and detailed description of the prison plan can be found in “Adirondack Park Agency Application for Permit, Project 
No. 40614, 40552, and 40570: Maximum Security Facility: Housing Units, Support Buildings, & Infrastructure: 
Proposed Franklin County Facility, Tupper Lake, New York,” prepared for New York State Department of 
Correctional Services by New York State Office of General Services, September 1997, Tupper Lake Records. 
 
300 Daniel Spada, Project Analyst, Biological Resources, APA, to James LaValley, LaValley Real Estate, Tupper 
Lake, Aug. 8, 1996, Tupper Lake Records. 
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poverty rate in Franklin County was almost 16 percent in 1990, three points above the state 

average.  A draft environmental impact statement published in anticipation of the prison’s 

construction illustrated the bleak economic picture: 

The region in which the proposed facility is located is a sparsely settled region that is 
primarily a mixture of small villages, rural areas, and a mountainous wilderness.  With a 
strong linkage to the summer recreational season, a lack of major employers and a limited 
transportation network, the area has substantial seasonal swings in job and unemployment 
levels throughout the year, with unemployment rates generally higher than the statewide 
average….The region has double-digit unemployment rates in the winter months and 
rates below the statewide average in the summer. 

 

Unemployment in the region remained stubbornly higher than the state average, especially in 

non-summer months, while household incomes in Franklin County were far below the statewide 

rate.301  For the area’s increasingly small and older permanent population, times remained tough 

as the new millennium approached. 

 In a sharp reversal from the prior fifteen years, skeptical prison officials finally endorsed 

prison task force rationales for the project.  Much as at Dannemora, Ray Brook, and Gabriels, 

state planners promised the prison would generate an economic revival in Tupper Lake.  

Officials pledged 367 new jobs at the penitentiary alone, including 65 in support services, 223 in 

security, 52 in program services, and 27 in health services.  Corrections predicted a host of 

economic impacts, including $56 million in wages and salaries during construction and an annual 
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301 New York State Department of Correctional Services, South Franklin CF Draft Environmental Impact Statement, 
(Albany: DOCS, 1997), pp. 9, 10, and 19, Tupper Lake Records.  Interestingly, planners appear to have given the 
new prison a name prior to construction, as the title of the draft EIS indicates.  Tupper Lake’s population in 1940 
had been 5451, illustrating more clearly just how far the village had fallen.  In terms of racial makeup, the 1960 
Census indicated one African American in the village, a number that declined to zero by 1970, and grew to two in 
1980.  See, U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census of Population: 1960, Vol. I, Characteristics of the Population, 
Part 34, New York (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1963), 34-15, 34-124, 34-126; Census of 
Population: 1970, Vol. I, Characteristics of the Population, Part 34, New York—Section I (Washington, D.C.: U.S. 
Government Printing Office, 1973), 34-16, 34-26, 34-71, 34-202; and, Census of Population: 1980, Vol. I, 
Characteristics of the Population, Chapter B: General Population Characteristics, Part 34, New York, PC80-1-B34 
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1982), 34-16, 34-19, 34-37, 34-40 
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payroll of $12 million.  Expanded incomes, prison officials argued, would spur demand for local 

goods and services, which, in turn, would help create new businesses and private sector jobs.  

Choosing to ignore recent history, state leaders invoked well-worn claim that prison jobs were 

immune to the often-volatile swings of the broader economy.  As such, young people would not 

have to move, thus increasing the tax base and enabling local governments to provide vital 

services in a timely and reliable manner.  For Tupper Lake’s beleaguered residents, it must have 

sounded like a dream.302!

 Despite the employment opportunities offered to residents through two decades of 

crimescape expansion, the Adirondacks’ economic woes persisted.  This painful reality, though, 

did not prevent state and local prison planners from repeating the same rationales that had 

become standard fare in local prison building projects.  Many residents of Tupper Lake, aware 

that new plans were afoot to build a prison in their community, expressed renewed skepticism.  

As prison advocates and state officials moved toward groundbreaking, the opposition reemerged 

and expanded.  Faced with their gravest challenge in sixteen years, growing number of locals 

aligned with seasonal residents, tourists, and second homeowners to stand in the crimescape’s 

way. 

 In 1997, the prison opposition unexpectedly found itself outmanned and outgunned.  

Lefebvre had forged valuable alliances with former skeptics at the Corrections Department and 

Park Agency.  Opponents were equally alarmed to discover several local environmental groups 

had opted either to remain neutral or had endorsed the project.  In August 1997, the fragmented 

remains of TLCC seemed to be all that stood between Tupper Lake and the crimescape.  In an 
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302 DOCS, South Franklin CF Draft EIS, pp. 5-6, 19-22, Tupper Lake Records. 
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atmosphere tinged with inevitability, prison boosters saw no need to accommodate a weakened 

opposition whose efforts had continually undermined their objective.  

With few options, prison foes commenced a Gabriels-style insurgency, flooding the 

mailboxes of Park Agency officials and other state leaders with letters expressing anxiety about 

the prison.  The opposition opened its renewed assault with a plea for inclusion and preservation 

of democratic principles.  Many opponents, overwhelmed by the powerful alliance of pro-prison 

interests and their attempts to silence critics, felt compelled to remind state officials that, even in 

the face of intimidation, an opposition to community prison building did exist.303  Having 

asserted their existence, opponents highlighted the task force’s seemingly antidemocratic 

tendencies.  Lefebvre refused to hold hearings and resisted answering any critical questions 

about the project.  Opponents argued that if the state were to fund Tupper Lake’s prison, it had 

an obligation to oversee a fair and inclusive discussion among advocates and critics.304  Prison 
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303 Joyce Moody, to APA Commissioner James Frenette, Nov. 3, 1997, Tupper Lake Records; Sarah and Doug 
Bencze, to William Curran, APA Director of Regulatory Programs, Oct. 31, 1997, Tupper Lake Records; Carol 
Richer, letter to the editor, “Secret ballot is in order,” TLFP, Aug. 27, 1997; John Quenell, to DOCS Commissioner 
Glenn Goord, Nov. 22, 1997, Tupper Lake Records; and “Tupper residents anticipate prison,” PR, Oct. 19, 1997.  
See also, Mr. and Mrs. Rick King, to Curran, Sept. 24, 1997; Christine Randolph, to Curran, Oct. 18, 1997; Russell 
Randolph, to Curran, Oct. 20, 1997; William and Janet Rochow, to Gov. George Pataki, Oct. 20, 1997; Andrew 
Patterson, to Curran, Nov. 1, 1997; Lois Rockcastle, to Curran, Nov. 10, 1997; and Anonymous, to Curran, no date, 
Tupper Lake Records; and “Tupper Lake prison not good news,” letter to the editor, Times Union (Albany, N.Y.), 
Aug. 18, 1997 (hereafter, TU); and, Michelle Gannon, letter to the editor, TLFP, Dec. 10, 1997. 
 
304 Richard Purdue, Supervisor, Town of Indian Lake, N.Y., “Statement to the Adirondack Park Agency at the their 
meeting of September 12, 1997,” Purdue, “Statement to APA,” Oct. 10, 1997; and Sarah and Doug Bencze to 
Curran, Tupper Lake Records; Frenette quoted in “APA commissioner wants prison hearing,” PR, Nov. 14, 1997; 
and Anonymous to Curran, Tupper Lake Records.  See also, Mr. and Mrs. Rick King, to Curran; Adirondack 
Council, News Release, “Environmental Organizations Call on Park Agency to Reject Tupper Lake Prison 
Application as Incomplete,” Oct. 14, 1997; Christine Randolph to Curran; William and Janet Rochow to Pataki; 
Charles and Mary Ritchie, to APA Executive Director Dan Fitts, Oct. 22, 1997; Joyce Moody, to Curran, Oct. 23, 
1997; John H. Underhill, Jr., President, Big Wolf Lake Association, to Curran, Oct. 23, 1997; Residents’ Committee 
to Protect the Adirondacks (RCPA), “Position Statement on Proposed Construction of a Maximum Security Prison 
in the Town of Altamont by the State of New York Department of Corrections,” Oct. 28, 1997; Betty Howard, to 
Fitts, Oct. 28, 1997; Lefebvre et Lefebvre, to Curran, Adirondack Council, and Pataki, Oct. 28, 1997; Purdue to 
Curran, Oct. 30, 1997; Glenn Poirier, to Curran, Nov. 3, 1997; Wendy Pierce, to Curran, Nov. 4, 1997; Lefebvre et 
Lefebvre, to Pataki, Nov. 13, 1997; and Adirondack Council, “Resolution on Proposed Prison in Franklin County, 
1997,” Tupper Lake Records; also, “Wrong Place for a Prison,” NYT, Aug. 11, 1997; “Tupper Lake prison not good 
news,” TU, Aug. 18, 1997; “Secret ballot is in order,” letter to the editor, TLFP, Aug. 27, 1997; “Visitor jumps on 
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foes pointed to specific actions taken to silence critics, including threatening letters and phone 

calls, harassment at board meetings, and acts of petty retribution, including one critic finding 

their freshly washed laundry thrown from a clothesline into the mud.305  Endorsing a project 

shaped in a manner contrary to the principles of democratic government, opponents warned, 

could place the state in potential legal jeopardy. 

 It is unlikely, however, that inclusion in the planning of Tupper Lake’s prison would have 

changed its critics’ minds.  To the contrary, given a free hand, TLCC would never have 

permitted prison advocates’ views to see the light of day.  Seasonal residents and second 

homeowners in the opposition believed they were entitled to shape the region’s future, with 

many highlighting property ownership and family ties to the Adirondacks dating to the 

nineteenth century.306  These investments of time and money, they argued, amounted to a form of 

political capital that allowed them a voice in planning decisions.  This power (whether real or 

imagined), they argued, should translate to preservation of an Adirondack environment whose 
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the bandwagon,” letter to the editor, TLFP, Dec. 3, 1997; Letter to the editor, TLFP, Dec. 10, 1997; and, Peter 
Bauer, Executive Director, RCPA, “Several factors conspired against prison,” op-ed, PR, Jan. 2, 1998. 
 
305 Christine Randolph to Curran, Tupper Lake Records; Russell Randolph to Curran, Tupper Lake Records; Trivieri 
quoted in “Prison in the Forest,” NYT, Sept. 16, 1997; Liza Frenette, “Tupper Lake prison not good news,” letter to 
the editor, TU, Aug. 18, 1997; and Richard Ferro, “Visitor jumps on the bandwagon,” letter to the editor, TLFP, 
Dec. 3, 1997.  See also, Purdue, “Statement to APA,” Oct. 10, 1997; Moody to Frenette; Sierra Club, Press release, 
“Sierra Club Joins with Tupper Lake Residents to Hire Former APA Chief to Fight Prison,” Nov. 19, 1997; and 
Anonymous to Curran, Tupper Lake Records; also, “Tupper residents anticipate prison,” PR, Oct. 19, 1997; TLCC, 
full page advertisement, TLFP, Oct. 29, 1997; Letter to the editor, TU, Aug. 18, 1997; and, “Secret ballot is in 
order,” Letter to the editor, TLFP, Aug. 27, 1997. 
 
306 Robert Stout, to Dick Jarvis, APA Project Review Officer, Sept. 25, 1997; John Underhill, Jr., to Curran; Peter 
Lourie, to Curran, Oct. 26, 1997; Robert Merrill, to Curran, Oct. 28, 1997; Bruce and Martha Blanchard, to APA, 
Oct. 29, 1997; Marilyn and Morten Petersen, to Curran, Oct. 29, 1997; Lois Rockcastle to Curran, Nov. 10, 1997; 
William and Janet Rochow to Pataki; Elizabeth Moore, to Curran, Nov. 2, 1997; and Toni Viertel, to Curran, Nov. 4, 
1997, Tupper Lake Records.  See also, Moody to Curran; Peter and Rhoda Curtiss, to Curran, Oct. 27, 1997; 
William Balfour, to Curran, Oct. 30, 1997; Phyllis Pierce, to Curran, Oct. 31, 1997; Caroline DeClerque, to Curran, 
Oct. 31, 1997; Robert Underhill, to Curran, Oct. 31, 1997; Patterson to Curran; Richard Lockhart, to Curran, Nov. 2, 
1997; Wendy Pierce to Curran; Edmund Merrill, to Curran, Nov. 5, 1997; Thomas Small, to Curran, Nov. 6, 1997; 
Hilary Harp, to APA Chairman Greg Campbell, no date; and, opposition form letter, to Curran, Oct. 21, 1997, 
Tupper Lake Records. 
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physical shape and social character remained geared toward their leisure and recreation.  It was 

necessary, therefore, to avoid developments like a prison, which they feared might transform the 

region’s rustic, natural character into an environment resembling the suburbs and cities that 

many of them called home.307  Critics also worried that a modernized Adirondacks defined 

increasingly by prisons would destroy property values and alienate tourists and second 

homeowners like themselves.308  In essence, prison foes asserted the Adirondacks belonged to 

people like them, and not to the dangerous men who would inhabit the prison.309  For opponents, 

the debate was less about the prison and more about who should control of the Adirondacks’ 

social, political, economic, and environmental future.  Though they complained bitterly about the 
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307 Mr. and Mrs. Rick King to Curran; Christine Randolph to Curran; Residents’ Committee to Protect the 
Adirondacks (RCPA), Position Statement, Oct. 28, 1997; Lourie to Curran; John Quenell, to Pataki, Oct. 18, 1997; 
Marilyn and Morten Petersen to Curran; and Sarah and Doug Bencze to Curran, Tupper Lake Records; “Don’t take 
it for granted,” letter to the editor, Press Republican, Dec. 19, 1997; and “Malone would welcome Tupper prison,” 
PR, Nov. 21, 1997.  See also, Richard Purdue, “Statement to the APA,” Sept. 12, 1997; Adirondack Council, news 
release, Oct. 14, 1997; Robert Johnson, to Pataki, Oct. 24, 1997; Robert Merrill to Curran; DeClerque to Curran; 
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prison ‘epidemic,’ letter to the editor, LPN, Oct. 17, 1997; and, “Tupper residents anticipate prison,” PR, Oct. 19, 
1997. 
 
308 Russell Randolph to Curran; Charles and Mary Ritchie to Fitts; Bruce and Martha Blanchard to APA; and Moore 
to Curran, Tupper Lake Records; “Supervisor critical of Tupper prison,” PR, Sept. 13, 1997; DeClerque to Curran, 
Tupper Lake Records.  On quality of life issues, see also, Christine Randolph to Curran; John Underhill to Curran; 
Marilyn and Morten Petersen to Curran; Rockcastle to Curran; Sierra Club, press release, Nov. 19, 1997; and Hilary 
Harp, to Pataki, no date, Tupper Lake Records; “Tupper Lake prison not good news,” letter to the editor, TU, Aug. 
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1997; and “Tupper residents anticipate prison,” PR, Oct. 19, 1997.  On tourism concerns, see also, Richard Purdue, 
“Statement to the APA,” Sept. 12, 1997; Quenell to Pataki; Christine Randolph to Curran; Russell Randolph to 
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Lefebvre et Lefebvre, to Curran and Robert Glennon, Dec. 15, 1997, Tupper Lake Records; “Tupper Lake prison not 
good news,” letter to the editor, TU, Aug. 18, 1997. 
 
309 Richard Purdue, “Statement to the APA,” Sept. 12, 1997; Richard Purdue, “Statement to APA Commissioners,” 
Sept. 25, 1997; Richard Purdue, “Statement to the APA,” Oct. 10, 1997; Robert Johnson to Pataki; Lefebvre et 
Lefebvre to Curran; DeClerque to Curran; Moore to Curran; Edmund Merrill to Curran; Cornejo to Pataki; and 
anonymous to Curran, Tupper Lake Records; “Decries Tupper Lake prison,” letter to the editor, LPN, Aug. 8, 1997; 
“Tupper Lake prison not good news,” TU, Aug. 18, 1997; “Opposes prison ‘epidemic,’” LPN, Oct. 17, 1997; and 
“Supervisor critical of Tupper prison,” PR, Sept. 13, 1997.  See also, Charles and Mary Ritchie to Fitts; John 
Underhill, Jr. to Curran; and Sierra Club, press release, Nov. 19, 1997, Tupper Lake Records; and, “Visitor jumps on 
the bandwagon,” letter to the editor, TLFP, Dec. 3, 1997. 
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anti-democratic actions of the task force, if given the chance, it seems the opponents might have 

behaved exactly the same way. 

 Opponents’ sense of entitlement spurred them to suggestions solutions on how to solve 

the prison dilemma.  They pointed to a crimescape that had neither ended overcrowding nor 

fulfilled the promise of economic uplift.  Critics warned more prisons would mean more 

prisoners, more correctional employees, continued high unemployment and poverty, and more 

prisons, perpetuating a vicious cycle.  They also worried the prison might deter private 

investment, thus reinforcing the dominance of service-oriented trades with low wages and few 

benefits.  However, outside the Adirondack Park, TLCC and its allies viewed corrections as a 

potential goldmine.  Opponents argued that places like Malone, in northern Franklin County and 

outside the Park, would reap enormous economic benefits from the prison.  This was a strange 

argument, since property values, incomes, and employment levels were all lower in Malone than 

in Tupper Lake.  Nevertheless, opponents, motivated by self-interest, insisted that Malone, 

already home to two large state prisons, needed a third.310 
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310 On continued crimescape expansion, see Richard Purdue, “Statement to the APA,” Sept. 25, 1997; Stout to 
Jarvis; Christine Randolph to Curran; Charles and Mary Ritchie to Fitts; RCPA, “Position Statement,” Oct. 28, 
1997; DeClerque to Curran; Sarah and Doug Bencze to Curran; Lockhart to Curran; and Edmund Merrill to Curran, 
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TLFP, Oct. 22, 1997; “Tupper Lake area group slams prison proposal in Altamont,” ADE, Oct. 23, 1997; and, 
“Visitor jumps on the bandwagon,” letter to the editor, TLFP, Dec. 3, 1997.  On moving the prison outside the 
Adirondack Park, see Stout to Jarvis; Adirondack Council, news release, Oct. 14, 1997; Quenell to Pataki; Robert 
Johnson to Pataki; Peter Lourie to Curran; RCPA, “Position Statement,” Oct. 28, 1997; Lefebvre et Lefebvre to 
Curran, Adirondack Council, and Pataki; Robert Merrill to Curran; Balfour to Curran; Phyllis Pierce to Curran; 
Patterson to Curran; Moore to Curran; Judith and M. Parker Blatchford to Curran; Small to Curran; Lefebvre et 
Lefebvre to Pataki; Lefebvre et Lefebvre to Curran and Glennon; Quenell to Goord; Harp to Campbell; Harp to 
Pataki; and, Adirondack Council, “Resolution on Proposed Prison in Franklin County, 1997,” Tupper Lake Records.  
The village of Malone hosted two prisons.  After successful lobbying by local residents and politicians, the 700-bed 
medium-security Franklin Correctional Facility opened in August 1986, and the 700-bed medium security Bare Hill 
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 Opponents also expressed grave concerns about potential harm to the ecological integrity 

and aesthetic qualities of the local environment.  They worried about the importation of 1500 

inmates to a massive new prison built on an ecologically sensitive and never-before-inhabited 

tract of land.  The pressures imposed by a nearly 50 percent increase in Tupper Lake’s 

population, opponents feared, would be too much for the land and waterways to bear. 311  Critics 

also worried about the modernizing impact of new and renovated infrastructure planned for the 

area.  New power lines, sewage pipes, light poles, and paved roads seemed antithetical to the 

rustic, rugged aesthetic prized by opponents as emblematic of their Adirondacks.  Finally, 
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Correctional Facility opened in November 1988.  See, “Jobs prompt Malone to ask for prison,” PR, Sept. 21, 1983; 
“Guards, officials answer questions about prisons,” PR, Nov. 5, 1983; “Malone to jointly seek new prison,” PR, Jan. 
6, 1984; “Malone-Chateaugay prison out of budget,” PR, Jan. 17, 1984; “Coughlin: no Malone prison now,” PR, 
Apr. 7, 1984; “Stafford predicts Malone prison,” PR, Jan. 23, 1985; “Plans for Malone prison in budget,” PR, Apr. 
4, 1985; “More prisons eyed for North Country,” ADE, Jun. 21, 1985; “Malone wins 700-bed prison,” PR, Jun. 27, 
1985; “Malone prison design given,” PR, Aug. 5, 1985; “Prison site to be picked soon,” PR, Sept. 13, 1985; “Severe 
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ADE, Aug. 27, 1986; “Franklin County asks for second prison,” PR, Sept. 17, 1986; “Cuomo, Coughlin see Malone, 
prison,” PR, Sept. 19, 1986; “Coughlin: drugs build prisons,” PR, Sept. 19, 1986; “Prison in Malone fails to bring 
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1997; and, “DEC seeks APA consent on prison,” PR, Oct. 10, 1997. 
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opponents pointed to two urbanizing impacts experienced in other prison communities as a 

cautionary tale.  Increased artificial light from the facility combined with more vehicular traffic, 

they feared, would help create a quasi-urban environment in the Adirondack wilderness.  The 

prison, they believed, might transform their Adirondacks from a park to a suburb and, in the 

future, maybe even into a city.  The ecological and aesthetic integrity of the region, therefore, 

required a robust defense against continued crimescape expansion.312 

 Opponents’ environmental concerns revolved around potential impacts on their sensory 

relationships with nature: the sight of power lines, paved roads, cars, a prison, and fewer stars in 

the sky at night; the smells of sewage, garbage, and untreated wastewater; the possible taste of 

polluted water; the sounds of traffic, construction workers, and heavy machinery; and the ability 

to touch the concrete, steel, and asphalt that would be the most vivid evidence of an environment 

transitioning from wild to domestic, and toward an uncertain future.  Opponents’ strong sense of 

entitlement and self-interest blinded them to the fact that their use and habitation of homes, 

camps, and estates in the area continued to be facilitated by the same modern infrastructure.  

Thus, as at Gabriels, the brewing conflict at Tupper Lake would turn over conflicting visions of 
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the social character of the Adirondack Park: one devoted to the perpetuation of the values, uses, 

and activities of affluent opponents, or one geared toward correctional use and crimescape 

expansion.  Prison foes could not reconcile the competing values and objectives of these 

seemingly contradictory propositions.  In the long-drawn-out war over land use and open space 

in the Adirondacks, prison opponents, even after two decades of crimescape expansion, could 

envision only one outcome.  Tupper Lake’s leaders, though, dreamt of something quite different. 

 Aware that the prison was not a foregone conclusion, the task force circled the wagons 

and enlisted the support of area politicians, corrections officers and their families, and business 

leaders.  Advocates recycled arguments that they considered effective in past prison fights, 

namely, that another correctional facility, screened from view, would not harm the region’s 

tourist industry, but instead would provide a new source employment and be the centerpiece of a 

revitalized and thriving community.313  Boosters also articulated several new arguments unique 
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Curran, Oct. 30, 1997; and, Form letter to Curran, dated October 1997, Tupper Lake Records; “Prison would only 
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to their latest prison quest, many of which interestingly paralleled those put forward by the 

opposition.   

 Supporters argued Tupper Lake was entitled to the correctional facility for which they 

had toiled so long and hard.  They interpreted the labor invested in the project over nearly two 

decades as a form of political capital that allowed them (and not project critics) a say in deciding 

where to locate the facility.  Ann Seymour of Tupper Lake wrote that residents had “worked very 

hard…to be selected as a site,” and implored the APA to not “let our hard work go to waste.”  

Scores of supporters echoed these sentiments, with many asserting the prison, and by extension 

its unfree inhabitants, belonged to Tupper Lake and its residents.  Donna Lonergan summed up 

the feelings of many boosters, telling the APA, “give us our prison.”314  The proposed facility, it 
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seemed, had been bought and paid for by the task force; it was therefore the state’s duty to build 

their correctional facility in Tupper Lake. 

Advocates’ sense of entitlement the prison, they believed, conferred on them the 

exclusive privilege of helping to plan the facility.  In so doing, they sought to exclude the 

opposition from involvement in the project. However, as debate intensified, Lefebvre and his 

allies accused the opposition of employing antidemocratic tactics to stop the prison.  Boosters 

asserted that by trying to scuttle the project, opponents were circumventing the will of voters and 

elected officials who wanted the facility built.  Supporters appealed to state leaders to ignore the 

opponents, who they asserted were motivated purely by self-interest.315  Instead, boosters 

encouraged officials to continue down the path toward crimescape expansion, without which 

they feared for the future of Tupper Lake and its residents. 
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 At the dawn of the new millennium, the social environment of Tupper Lake was in a state 

of perpetual decline.  Prison supporters, much like opponents, expressed concerns about the 

social and economic future of this once bustling community.  Advocates pointed with sadness to 

a community whose aesthetic presented a grim tableau of collapse, marked by “a Main St. with 

no business, houses for sale everywhere you look,” along with “failed businesses, empty stores,” 

and “for sale signs” that never seemed to disappear.  Gary Levesque warned simply, “This town 

will die without the prison.” 316  The aesthetic collapse of Tupper Lake provided an outward, 

physical reminder of the broken, divided, and graying families struggling to remain in their 

homes.  Young people seeking economic security to build families of their own had been fleeing 

the Adirondacks since the 1960s.  They left behind a smaller, older population whose tax dollars 

were insufficient to maintain public services and vital infrastructure.  Boosters therefore argued 

that by allowing young people to return and for future generations to remain, the prison would 

stabilize and rebuild Tupper Lake’s social and economic environment.317  The same would hold 
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true for area corrections officers, many of whom had been compelled by civil service seniority 

rules to endure long commutes to and from other state prisons.  Advocates argued that a Tupper 

Lake penitentiary would allow local correctional employees to live and work closer to home, 

thus ending long and expensive periods of separation.318  In time, the state’s investment in the 

facility would revitalize Tupper Lake’s broken families, homes, and businesses.  The aesthetic of 

collapse, boosters believed, would be replaced by one of renewal. 

 By the fall of 1997, Tupper Lake’s prison debate, much like those in Ray Brook and 

Gabriels, had exposed the community’s social fissures as each side claimed control over its 

shape and future.  Critics crafted a wide-ranging critique with the objective of preserving nature 

for their use and enjoyment.  Their concerns, however, extended only as far as the boundaries of 

their vacation homes and estates.  Opponents cared little about the continued physical, social, 

and economic collapse of Tupper Lake.  Their concerns revolved around saving IP’s forest from 

the sort of construction that might permanently alter the environment that provided meaning and 

significance to their annual visits.  Prison advocates, on the other hand, articulated social 

concerns that they believed could be remedied only through manipulation of that same 

forestland.  Preserving nonhuman nature was less of a concern for boosters; in order to rebuild 
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Tupper Lake, IP’s tree farm would have to give way.  Accordingly, the prison debate quickly 

evolved into a battle over the shape and future of the region’s natural environment. 

Debating the “Nature” of Tupper Lake’s Prison 

The final chapter of Tupper Lake’s prison drama revolved around environmental politics.  

Social and economic anxieties went onto the backburner as state officials took the first concrete 

steps toward building a prison.  Without authorization, in September 1997 workers armed with 

shovels and driving bulldozers began reshaping the long-sought IP tract.  Environmentalists 

promptly threatened to sue the state if the APA did not halt its review of the project.  Seeking to 

avoid litigation, Corrections and the Park Agency abandoned the prison task force and joined the 

opposition, providing an opening for advocates to attack environmentalists and the APA as 

meddling outsiders seeking to control their future.  Ultimately, by exercising its sole authority to 

fund and construct correctional facilities and its power to protect fragile environments, the state 

of New York ended Tupper Lake’s long experiment in community prison building.  However, by 

essentially taking its cues from the opposition, state officials’ denial of a Tupper Lake prison 

unintentionally reinforced local fears of all encompassing and irresistible state power. 

Though cooperative with the prison boosters, neither the Park Agency nor DOCS were 

enthusiastic about a penitentiary in Tupper Lake.  Corrections leaders stressed that Tupper Lake 

was not the only site under consideration; that they would not build without APA approval; and 

that they were exploring alternative sites outside the Park.  But since it appeared Tupper Lake 

would be the site, Corrections Commissioner Glenn Goord promised to design the prison “in 

recognition of the unique nature of the Adirondacks,” with light poles, water towers, and 

buildings at lower-than-usual heights, and with wide vegetative buffers to screen the facility 
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from view.  Despite their hesitation, Corrections began fieldwork and testing in September. To 

the consternation of prison boosters, DOCS demanded public involvement through “every step 

of this process.”319  

Simultaneously, the APA embarked on its traditional non-binding advisory review of the 

project.  Upon receipt of the Corrections Department’s permit application in October, Agency 

officials promised the prison would “get a thorough review.”  APA leaders indicated that while 

they had placed the prison “on the fast track,” they expected Corrections to build the facility “in 

such a manner as not to occupy or disturb any freshwater wetlands.”  However, in an indication 

of its concerns about the project, APA leaders concurred with Corrections officials by insisting 
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on public involvement in the planning and construction phases.320  By October, the APA and 

DOCS, though nominally aligned with the prison advocates, were clearly attempting to placate 

both sides.  This bureaucratic fence sitting, though, would not last for long. 

The cooperative relationship between the APA and DOCS ruptured in mid-October, 

when Corrections leaders submitted an incomplete permit application to the Park Agency.  APA 

officials were troubled by unanswered questions surrounding potential environmental impacts, 

and quickly demanded that Corrections submit the required answers.  Environmentalists stepped 

in and assailed both the APA and DOCS.  The Adirondack Council described the site selection 

process as “a sham,” asserting that Corrections had done nothing “to look outside the park for a 

site.”  The Adirondack Mountain Club attacked the APA for what it considered an attempt “to 

short-circuit, to shortcut the review process.”  In mid-October, the Sierra Club and the 

Association for the Protection of the Adirondacks joined the other two groups in accusing state 

officials of rushing construction without adequate environmental reviews.  They threatened to 

sue the state if the APA authorized construction without completing a full review, including 

public hearings.321 
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 Simultaneously, the opposition reemerged, invigorated by the environmentalists’ threats 

and advocates’ increasing isolation.  Critics urged the APA to hold hearings and permit the sort 

of public involvement that Lefebvre had successfully stifled for ten years.  The Park Agency’s 

seemingly cozy relationship with the Corrections Department, though, angered the opposition.  

Many lectured Agency officials on how to do their jobs, and others expressed anxiety about the 

APA abandoning its mission and allowing a potentially disastrous development to be railroaded 

into the heart of the Park.  Opponents realized, though, that their letters and complaints (even if 

backed up by decades of investment in the community) would not be enough to stop the prison.  

The task of publicly challenging the project would be left to the better financed and more 

politically influential environmental groups.322 

 Environmentalists’ views of the prison evolved from ambivalence toward skepticism and 

eventually to outright hostility between the summer and fall of 1997.  In August, representatives 

from Albany-based Environmental Advocates, the Adirondack Council, and the Residents’ 

Committee to Protect the Adirondacks declared they had no intention of opposing the prison.  As 

fieldwork commenced in the fall, though, environmentalists voiced increasing skepticism.  

Environmental Advocates labeled the penitentiary “a step backwards for the community,” and 
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argued the region’s “natural resources” should be harnessed “to boost the economy without this 

prison.”  They called prisons “notorious for pollution problems,” and worried the state’s decision 

would “make the Tupper Lake area so dependent on this prison that it will have a long-time 

negative effect on the community.”  The Residents’ Committee, though, believed the prison 

would cause no ecological harm because “the site is not near a natural resource” and “the area is 

already in industrial use.”  The Adirondack Council called building the prison “no different from 

siting any other major industrial facility,” effectively endorsing the scheme as a matter best left 

to residents and their elected leaders.323  Early in the process, then, local environmental groups, 

possibly sensing resistance would be futile, decided either to embrace neutrality or endorse the 

prison as environmentally sound.  At least one outside group, Environmental Advocates, adopted 

a more skeptical approach.  By October, as crimescape expansion swung into full gear, local 

environmentalists’ early skepticism would become opposition. 

 Environmentalists called on the APA to reject DOCS’ permit application.  The previously 

prison-friendly Adirondack Council stated that while it was not morally or ethically opposed to 

prisons, the APA, through its complicity with the Corrections Department, had violated the 

public’s trust in a fair review process.  In particular, the Council cited the Park Agency’s 

decision to “fast track” the project and reluctance to schedule public hearings.  Council officials 

called on the APA to halt its review and urged state officials to move the facility to a Franklin 

County location outside the Park.  The Council noted: “This is a Park.  It should never be our 

first choice for the site of a prison, let alone the only place considered.”  Even the Residents’ 

Committee, which had asserted the prison would pose no environmental threats, stated that its 
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members were now “very concerned” about the penitentiary.324  The APA’s seeming 

abandonment of its legal mandate coupled with the possibility of ecological damage pushed local 

and outside environmentalists firmly into the opposition camp. 

 In mid-October, the Corrections Department added fuel to the fire when it confirmed that 

its workers and bulldozers had gone onto the IP tract “to identify boundaries and wetlands.”  An 

Adirondack Council official flew over the site and captured photographs revealing extensive 

grading and excavation work, including the removal of trees and vegetation to prepare for  

construction.  In early November, the Council called on the APA to investigate Corrections for 
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undertaking work without a permit.  Council officials argued the APA would have to stop its 

review if it discovered DOCS had broken the law.325 

 The seemingly overzealous and possibly illegal activity undertaken by the Corrections 

Department, coupled with the Park Agency’s complicity in the project, compelled the larger, 

wealthier, and more influential Sierra Club to assume primary leadership in the opposition.  

Amid the specter of litigation, Club officials hired former APA Executive Director Robert 

Glennon to serve as lead counsel, and made clear that Glennon would serve “on behalf of the 

Club and local residents,” a clear sign that environmentalists were leading the opposition.  The 

Sierra Club articulated a wide-ranging, and sometimes contradictory, critique of the prison 

proposal.  Club leaders bypassed the Park Agency, calling on Governor Pataki to intervene and 

force the APA to do “its job to protect the Adirondack forests, lakes and wetlands, from the 

Department of Corrections bulldozer.”  The Sierra Club also argued that DOCS’ actions had 

destroyed public trust in the project’s environmental soundness.  However, in the same breath, 

they called for state leaders to focus “attention and resources on promoting a healthy timber 

economy instead of spending $130 million on bringing 1500 of the most violent felons in New 

York State to Tupper Lake.”  At the same time, though, Club leaders complained that local 

prison advocates had prevented public involvement in the project, suggesting the prison might 
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have been acceptable if planned using democratic processes.326  Contradictions notwithstanding, 

the power and prestige of the Sierra Club prompted the Park Agency and Corrections 

Department to switch course. 

 By Thanksgiving, the Corrections Department was actively pursuing alternative sites in 

Malone, outside the Park boundaries.  DOCS officials stated firmly that the prison system, 

operating at 130% of capacity, could not withstand further delays in expanding capacity.  One 

Corrections leader added, “We’re not married to that site [Tupper Lake].  We just need a prison.”  

The Sierra Club warmly welcomed the Corrections Department as an ally in its struggle to keep 

the prison out of Tupper Lake.  Club officials agreed that Malone would be more suitable, 

especially since that community had already “adjusted to prisons,” and that “a prison in Tupper 

Lake will have a much greater environmental effect than many people realize.”327  To avoid an 

expensive and drawn-out court fight, the Corrections Department ended its tense relationship 

with the boosters and formed an even stranger alliance with environmentalists who had earlier 

called for their heads. 
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 The prison boosters quickly found themselves in a bind out of which there were no easy 

exits.  The tenuous alliance forged among enthusiastic local prison advocates, cautious Park 

Agency officials, and overeager Corrections leaders had broken down within the space of one 

month.  Environmentalists had been performing their watchdog role as this alliance formed and 

its efforts bore fruit.  Outside groups had sounded the first alarms about the project’s potentially 

damaging impacts, while local environmentalists had, in some ways, sought to accommodate 

what appeared to be a fait accompli.  Once it became clear that the APA had given extralegal 

sanction to potentially illegal activity, all bets were off.  As Corrections’ bulldozers changed the 

land, environmentalists changed sides.  The boosters, who once had proclaimed there was no 

opposition to their proposals, found themselves surrounded by critics.  Environmentalists had 

shifted the terrain of the prison fight from one centered on social and economic concerns to one 

squarely focused on the ecological integrity of the environment and the public health of its 

residents.  This was a fight for which Lefebvre and his allies had not prepared. 

By late November, Tupper Lake’s experiment in populist, community-based prison 

building had failed.  Even if there had been no opposition, the advocates needed the Corrections 

Department to get the prison built.  A community, by itself, could not finance, construct, and 

operate a correctional facility.  Thus, while the Sierra Club welcomed DOCS officials into a 

rather odd anti-prison alliance, Lefebvre and his supporters began looking for scapegoats.  

Naturally, the Sierra Club and its environmentalist allies filled that role quite nicely.  With 

nothing left but rage, boosters went on the attack.  However, couched within that attack was a 

vernacular, local knowledge of nature that posited a more positive and harmonious relationship 

between crimescape and landscape.  This knowledge, of course, stood in stark contrast to 
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environmentalists’ warnings of impending disaster.  With each side claiming authoritative 

understandings of Adirondack nature, the question ultimately became, which side was right?  

Booster attacks on environmentalists were colored by the anti-statist, anti-outsider 

rhetoric that had long been a staple of local politics in the Adirondacks.  Many of the criticisms 

were personal in nature, with supporters castigating environmentalists as “arrogant,” “negative 

idiots,” “extremists,” “wishy-washy,” “tree-huggers,” “intruders,” “zealots,” “militants,” and 

“radical oppressionists,” to name a few.328  This name-calling and personal animosity, of course, 

was rooted in a keenly felt sense of social and political inferiority among local residents resentful 

of the wealthy outsiders whose money and influence played such an outsized role in the sparsely 

populated and impoverished region.  Permanent residents had long been aware of their devil’s 

bargains forged with wealthy tourists, second homeowners, real estate developers, and captains 

of the tourism industry, bargains which had pushed many out of the region and kept most others 

hanging by on a thread.  Now, at the very moment locals believed prosperity might be around the 

corner, these same individuals and groups were laboring to snatch the prison out from under their 

feet.  Advocates vociferously reasserted their claim of home rule and attacked the “rich,” 

“affluent,” “powerful,” and “wealthy” individuals and groups possessed of “mountains of 
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money” that, they believed, were determined to keep them poor.329  Blinded by rage, boosters 

also conflated environmentalists and the APA, despite the fact that the Sierra Club and other 

groups had been critical of the Park Agency’s close ties to Corrections.330  Finally, supporters 

expressed fears that the underlying motivation of environmentalists trying to stop the prison was 

to dispossess Park residents and eventually depopulate the Adirondack Park.331  For prison 

advocates, the prison fight was about more than just the immediate concerns of 

environmentalists.  Tupper Lake’s final prison battle opened the door to a discussion of long-

standing grievances surrounding social class, political power, and local control. 

Prison supporters couched these familiar grievances within a framework of local and 

vernacular knowledge of nature and the local environment.  This knowledge, rooted in economic, 

social, and political self-interest, asserted that a maximum-security prison would pose no 
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ecological or public health threat to either the environment or residents.  Many advocates also 

seemed to argue that the IP tract was no longer nature, owing to its commercial ownership, 

usage, and industrial zoning.  Drawing on two decades of crimescape expansion, boosters also 

argued prisons were the least offensive form of industry one could hope for, repeatedly using the 

word “clean” when referring to the proposed facility.332  Of course, crimescape expansion had 

exacted significant ecological tolls on the region, especially at Dannemora and Ray Brook.  With 

each side articulating contradictory ideas about nature and the region’s amenability to 

correctional expansion, politicians and scientists would have to render the final verdict. 

The prison supporters’ war on environmentalists echoed the cries of anti-statist 

Sagebrush rebels in the American West who had risen up at the time of the crimescape’s mid-

1970s expansion.333  Boosters’ social and political grievances, however, echoed a century of 
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struggle in the Adirondacks, and their assertions of a locally centered knowledge and 

understanding of nature, and of what would constitute ecologically compatible and appropriate 

development, recall what Karl Jacoby has termed “moral ecology.”  Unlike the Sagebrush rebels, 

though, Tupper Lake’s prison advocates could not afford to indulge in the same kind of strident 

anti-statist rhetoric.  Community prison building, after all, still required state planning and 

financing.  So, the Sierra Club became the surrogate for the real target of advocates’ ire: the 

state.   

Crimescape’s End 

 The final battle over the Adirondack crimescape culminated in a raucous pro-prison rally 

held on Saturday, November 29.  Inside a high school gymnasium, nearly two thousand 

supporters gathered in one final, desperate show of support for their prison.  The event, which 

quickly devolved into little more than a series of jingoistic, anti-environmentalist rants, allowed 

advocates to rally the troops and impress upon state leaders the public’s yearning for crimescape 

expansion.  Rally organizers attracted news media attention, which relayed stories of the event 

via newspaper, television, radio, and internet across the state.  For a moment that Thanksgiving 

weekend, it seemed the boosters, though alone in the fight, might yet prevail over their well-

financed opponents.334  Within three weeks, the yells, cheers, and applause of that night would 

be long forgotten, as Tupper Lake’s final prison dream evaporated. 
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 In early December, Corrections moved ahead with plans to build the prison in Malone.  

Lefebvre complained that DOCS leaders were “sending mixed messages to this town,” and that 

residents were becoming “nervous and antsy” at the prospect of losing the prison.  Boosters, 

painfully aware that the Sierra Club’s threats had borne fruit, remained undeterred.  Local 

businessman Tim Larkin asserted, “If the prison is an environmental problem here, then it’s an 

environmental problem anywhere.”  However, County Legislator Paul Maroun could see the 

handwriting on the wall, acknowledging, “if environmentalists file a lawsuit against the state, 

then Corrections wants to be able to move rapidly in Malone.”335  The lawsuit never 

materialized, but the second part of Maroun’s prediction came to pass. 

 On December 18, Frank Bifera, general counsel of the Department of Environmental 

Conservation (DEC), labeled the Tupper Lake site “both environmentally and legally 

problematic.”  Bifera noted the high risks for environmental damage posed by construction at 

Pitchfork Pond Road, including soil and chemical runoff into waterways and wetlands, both 

before and after construction.  Bifera also noted the presence of two large aquifers adjacent to 

and under the site, warning “there will be a significant impact on this water resource which may 

be needed for future potable water supplies.”  Accordingly, the DEC recommended Corrections 

move to Malone.  Bifera wrote, “It does not appear…that similar problems would be encountered 

at the Malone site.  Given this set of facts, the State Environmental Quality Review Act demands 

the alternative site be chosen.”  The Corrections Department quickly accepted these findings and 

agreed to move the penitentiary to Malone, the most heavily concentrated prison community in 

the crimescape.  Commissioner Goord noted, “With these issues now being identified, 
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environmental protection requires that I build elsewhere.”  Environmentalists rejoiced.  John 

Stouffer of the Sierra Club commented, “We feel vindicated,” and John Sheehan of the 

Adirondack Council explained, “The Department of Corrections clearly did not do its 

homework.”336  Perhaps, but Tupper Lake’s prison advocates were not finished yet. 

 Supporters complained that the decision had been made because of politics, and not 

environmental protection.  Lefebvre claimed the DEC’s conclusions were “totally in direct 

opposition to what I have been told by people over the last four months.  Everybody feels the site 

here is as good or better than they have in Malone.”  Lefebvre added, “the last thing we want to 

see now is what a lot of us consider Albany political shenanigans.”  Maroun stated residents felt 

“tricked by the environmentalists,” and Dan McClelland asserted, “There’s something quite un-

American about environmentalists coming in and telling us what we can and cannot have.”  

Lefebvre agreed, accusing state leaders of giving “in to the environmentalists” who “don’t want 

good jobs.”  McClelland worried that “Tupper Lake is on the beginning of a decline into 

nothing.”  Advocates decided to turn their anger into action.  Lefebvre proposed Tupper Lake 

and other Franklin County communities inside the Adirondack Park politically separate from the 

non-Park northern half of the county and create a new county.  Lefebvre argued that as a separate 

county, the towns inside the Park could save money by not contributing tax dollars to services 

and infrastructure outside the Blue Line.  Local officials also demanded state leaders provide 

Tupper Lake financial compensation to make up for the lost economic impact from moving the 

prison.  Some even threatened to sue the Sierra Club for “loss of economic opportunity.”  

Finally, in a fit of rage, town leaders removed a plaque from the front of the Town Hall that had 
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been donated years earlier by a group of second homeowners to mark Tupper Lake’s centennial.  

Having fallen out of favor in the prison fight, Lefebvre could no longer bear the sight of a 

monument that had symbolized the close relationships once forged between permanent residents 

and the “outsiders” who also called Tupper Lake home.337 

 In early January 1998, the prison advocates seemingly discovered the evidence they 

needed surrounding environmental impact that had needed during the fight with the Sierra Club.  

Having consulted maps from the federal Department of the Interior, Lefebvre announced the 

DEC’s analysis had been incorrect.  The maps indicated the Tupper Lake site was further 

removed from sensitive wetlands and aquifers than had been previously understood.  In addition, 

they revealed that the site in Malone actually sat atop an aquifer.  Suddenly, Lefebvre and his 

allies became environmentalists, arguing, “The state needs to study the environmental impact on 

the Malone site.  Obviously, more environmental damage will occur in Malone than in Tupper 

Lake.”  The supervisor noted the proximity of the Malone site to the Salmon River, a popular 
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fishing spot, and close to homes dependent on wells for freshwater.  However, in the same 

breath, Lefebvre barked, “It’s time the environmentalists stop lying to the public.  If they don't 

want a prison in Tupper Lake, then they should just say that.”  The supervisor and his allies sent 

copies of the maps to journalists and state officials, hoping to see the decision reversed in Tupper 

Lake’s favor, and flooded Stafford’s office with one final form letter, which read, in part:  

I believed, as did many Tupper Lakers, that you had the power and influence to guarantee 
our community the prison…To allow the Governor to simply put it in Malone without 
some type of public fight on your part for us is really disheartening…What about the 
aquifer on the Malone site? Why is it that this aquifer is not a problem in Malone and yet 
an aquifer was supposed to have been such a big problem in Tupper Lake? The question 
now is whether you will do something to bring the prison back to us in Tupper Lake or 
not.  I expect you to represent me on this very crucial issue for our community and the 
other communities within the Adirondack Park.  Please, Senator, you must use every bit 
of influence that you have to win back the prison. 
 

Dean Lefebvre’s conversion to environmentalism along the road to Malone was not enough for 

Corrections officials who bluntly stated, “that prison is definitely not going to Tupper Lake.”338  

After two decades, the prison fight was over. 

Conclusion 

 As Corrections officials planned construction of Malone’s third prison, leaders in Tupper 

Lake began to think about a future centered on an industry that had already failed them: tourism.  

By the end of January 1998, local officials opened discussions about organizing a revived tourist 

trade around a new history museum.  Eight and a half years later, that vision became reality.  In 

July 1999, Tupper Lake’s prison boosters grimaced as their prison opened in Malone.339  As 
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New York’s prison population began to shrink in the early twenty first century, and the need for 

cell space diminished, the era of crimescape expansion that had first begun in the 1840s, 

accelerated in the mid-1970s, and lasted all the way to the end of the twentieth century, had 

finally drawn to a close. 

 Tupper Lake’s failed experiment with community prison building revealed, ultimately, 

the power of New York’s environmental regulations and the increasing popularity and influence 

of environmentalists on issues surrounding natural resource protection in the Adirondacks at the 

turn of the millennium.  However, for all their power and influence, state regulators and lay 

activists, like the prison advocates, were prone to incoherence, contradiction, and hypocrisy.  

Corrections officials repeatedly claimed Tupper Lake was not their only option, and that they 

would not build a prison there without APA approval, but began building anyway.  When the 

possibility of litigation nearly became reality, DOCS backed away in the name of environmental 

protection.  In much the same way, Park Agency leaders promised a thorough review and 

insisted on public involvement, only to fast track the project and stand by while Corrections 

broke ground.  Finally, the Sierra Club threatened to sue if the governor did not force the APA to 

carry out a full review of the project, and claimed that prisons were incompatible for a park 

dedicated to leisure and recreation.  In the same breath, the Club called for a revival of the 

Adirondacks’ logging trade, and complained that prison boosters had stifled the voices of 
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opponents.  Since nearly everyone involved in this fight had staked out a position by 1997, there 

was little imperative for coherence or consistency.  The sides had already been drawn. 

 It would be easy to stop here and simply call these people shortsighted, thoughtless, and 

self-interested, and for many of them, these would be accurate characterizations.  The long 

prison fight at Tupper Lake, though, illuminated, once again, a significant problem that Park 

residents and state leaders continue to confront: economic development and zoning.  The fact 

that Tupper Lake’s leaders felt compelled to spend twenty years pushing for a prison reveals a 

significant failure in state planning, especially since development options in the area are 

restricted not only by geographic location but also by APA and DEC regulations.  Tupper Lake 

leaders’ almost immediate reversion to reviving a dead tourist trade after the prison defeat 

provides more evidence of this problem.  This is not to suggest that regulations should be relaxed 

or lifted, or to reinforce the false choice between environmental protection and economic 

development.  Rather, it may be time to reexamine the place of people and human habitats inside 

an area designated as a park.  Such a discussion may stoke fears of dispossession and 

depopulation; however, this may be a risk worth taking, especially since voluntary depopulation 

has been ongoing for fifty years, and unemployment and poverty persist at levels well above 

state averages.   

 Whither Tupper Lake? The property at Pitchfork Pond Road remains in the hands of 

International Paper, and any evidence that state planners had started building a prison there has 

long been covered over.  The community’s downtown is quiet and largely empty, a condition 

observed during the author’s most recent visit in June 2012.  The Natural History Museum of the 

Adirondacks, a glittering facility on the outskirts of town, attracted many high-profile donors 

during the planning and construction phases, and continues to draw tourists and residents twelve 
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months of the year.  Upstate Correctional Facility in Malone, the prison that had been planned 

for Tupper Lake, is overcrowded and understaffed, a condition plaguing many New York prisons 

in an age of austerity.  A new development, though, has come in the form of the Adirondack 

Club and Resort, a massive development of second homes, camps, and recreational facilities that 

the APA approved in early 2012.  Robert Glennon has reemerged, along with a group of Tupper 

Lake property owners, to challenge this development in court.  Though the case remains 

unsettled, the Adirondack crimescape began its slow and long period of contraction at Tupper 

Lake. 

!

Figure 8: Front entrance of the Natural History Museum of the Adirondacks, Tupper Lake, New York.  Photograph 
by author, June 2012. 
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Conclusion 
 
 
 
 
 

 In July 2013, Governor Andrew Cuomo announced the closure of Chateaugay 

Correctional Facility, a 250-inmate medium-security drug and alcohol substance abuse prison 

originally opened in northern Franklin County in October 1990.  Much like their counterparts in 

Tupper Lake, Chateaugay’s prison boosters had spent years lobbying state (and federal) prison 

officials to help their depressed local economy by locating a penal institution in their community.  

After being rejected on at least three separate occasions between 1983 and 1988, Chateaugay’s 

task force pressed ahead, finally securing the facility in 1989.  Thirty-five acres of farmland went 

under the plow, not to plant hay, but to support the new prison’s seventeen buildings and 159 

employees.  Unlike the region’s other correctional facilities, however, planners designated 

Chateaugay’s prison to provide counseling, therapy, and treatment to inmates convicted of 

offenses related to alcohol use and drug addiction.  After a six-month stay, they would report 

directly to state-run work release centers and continue court-mandated substance abuse treatment 

programs.  Though a seemingly progressively oriented institution, the state’s declining prison 

population and continued budget troubles have impelled its closure, now slated for July 2014.  

Chateaugay residents and prison employees, much like their counterparts in Gabriels and Lyon 

Mountain just a few years earlier, have unsuccessfully resisted the state’s decision.  One 

corrections officer framed the issue simply: “It’s not about saving the jail, it’s about saving the 

community.”340 
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 The impending closure of Chateaugay, the shuttering of Gabriels and Lyon Mountain, 

and near annual discussions regarding the future of the state shock incarceration facility in the 

Essex County hamlet of Moriah, all seem to indicate a dim future for the Adirondack 

crimescape.  Only thirty-two years ago, Corrections Commissioner Thomas Coughlin had sought 

to reassure residents still skeptical of building a prison in Gabriels, noting the state had never had 

to close a prison.  Of course, amid a decades-long overcrowding emergency and continually 

increasing crime rates, it was hard to foresee a day when individual prisons, or mass 

incarceration itself, might become obsolete.  However, if we explore the crimescape’s end 

through the lens of the Adirondacks’ other defunct or struggling industries, including logging, 

mining, and tourism, it is perhaps easier to see that the correctional trade, like those that came 

before it, was destined for a unpleasant future.  With penal institutions on the wane, it seems the 

ground is clearing for a discussion of the point raised at that pro-prison rally in Chateaugay: what 

have been the costs of using prisons to prevent Adirondack communities from meeting a similar 

fate? 

 The financial costs and benefits of building a prisonland in the Adirondacks have been 

clear for everyone to see.  In addition to paying handsome salaries and generous health benefits 

to thousands of area residents, the region’s eleven correctional facilities also allowed many 
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would-be migrants to stay in the area, thus contributing to the creation of a new middle class 

whose financial security was dependent on a constant flow of new inmates.  Though 

unemployment and poverty rates remained above average, class politics in the Adirondacks, for 

so long neatly caricatured as an unending war pitting poor locals against rich city people, 

acquired new texture with the emergence of a crimescape-generated middle class.  As this 

dissertation has sought to demonstrate, stable public employment and higher salaries did not 

always translate to an embrace of “big government.”  The “state,” writ large, remains a 

convenient political punching bag for locals whose dependence on state-produced prisoners and 

state-generated paychecks is conveniently obscured by an insistence that prisons are a social 

imperative that must be built somewhere.  Thus, area homeowners find it relatively easy to bite 

the hand that feeds when it serves their political and economic purposes.  

 The social and human costs of the crimescape are more difficult to untangle.  For tens of 

thousands of inmates exiled hundreds of miles from their loved ones, it is impossible to calculate 

the enormous psychological, financial, and emotional toll.  For the prisons’ employees, the 

stresses of correctional employment metastasized through their bodies, homes, and communities: 

mental anguish; coronary problems; terminal illnesses; marital stresses; familial estrangement; 

and premature death.  Nevertheless, anyone who has visited, lived in, or even just passed through 

the North Country carries a piece of the crimescape with them.  Prisoners and their families, 

correctional employees, and residents living in and near the area’s prison towns have 

experienced the most direct connections.  However, tourists, seasonal visitors, and homeowners 

living in communities far removed from the penitentiaries would be hard pressed to find a piece 

of public infrastructure or a slice of the region’s natural environment that was not touched by the 

hands of inmate workers.   
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As the Adirondacks’ prisonland begins to contract, public memory of these institutions’ 

positions within their host communities and the wider region is acquiring newfound importance.  

In 2009, Clinton County schoolchildren created a mosaic marking the 400th anniversary of 

Samuel de Champlain’s first visit to the region and the lake that bears his name.  Among the tiles 

on the mosaic detailing the area’s history are the original prisoners sent to Clinton State Prison in 

Dannemora, seen mining ore, producing iron, and working outdoors in the clean, mountain air.  

Acknowledging this often-painful history is an important first step toward building a sustainable 

future for North Country residents free of the crimescape’s grip. 

 

Figure 9: Mosaic on Clinton County Government Center.  Photograph by author, August 2009. 

!

Figure 10: Clinton State Prison inmates on Clinton County Government Center mosaic.  Photograph by author, 
August 2009. 
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